18-to-Thirtysomethings
Small Group Experiences

What you
bring is
much more
than what
you pack.
When you’re experiencing all
the incredible wonders the world
offers, what you bring travels so
much further than the destination
itself. You bring who you are —
your personality, your dreams,
your stories — to the people
you meet and the cultures you
encounter. What you give is just
as life changing as what you get
back. To all of us, all over the
world. So get out there and show
our world what you’re all about.
We can’t wait to see what you
have to offer.

How will our
world shape
your story?
On our small group tours, you
come home with so much more
than photos and souvenirs —
you bring back everything you
discover from the places you
visit and the people you meet.
Whether it’s swimming with
white-tip reef sharks or hiking
through the desert at night, these
are the stories you’ll carry with
you for the rest of your life. And
the ones you’ll leave behind that
will fondly linger in the minds of
the people you met forever. Our
world is full of stories from people
like you who get out there and
experience it. How can we help
you write yours?

Share your story by tagging @gadventures.

At Sasane’s momo cooking class, mo’ momos mean less problems, as far as we’re concerned.

G for Good
From our company’s leader to the people who lead our tours, the experiences we share not
only impact our travellers, but the people, local communities, and places we visit as well.
G for Good is all of the social, moral, and ethical Good we create as a business. This includes
the social enterprises developed by the Planeterra Foundation, the introduction of industry
firsts like our Ripple Score and welfare guidelines, the initiation of our Plastics Partnership
Project, and so much more.
G for Good is what makes us, us throughout our beautiful world each and every day. With
your help, we can make travel the force for good we’ve known it can be since our company
was established almost three decades ago.

Plastics Partnership Project
While G Adventures has been working to reduce
our plastic footprint for years, the greatest impact
will happen with the support of our travellers, our
suppliers, and our employees. This year, we’re
introducing our Plastics Partnership Project to
engage as many of our partners as we can to
eliminate as much single-use plastic as possible.
Currently, 80% of our global accommodations
provide safe drinking water for reﬁllable bottles —
which prevents millions of unnecessary small
plastic bottles from going to landfills. It’s a
good start, but only the beginning, and just one
example of how much more impactful we can
be when we work together.

Discover how local crafts are made at the Moshi Mamas Handicraft Cooperative in Tanzania.

Ripple Score
Travel can be the greatest form of wealth
distribution the world has ever seen. This
score measures how well we’re living up to
our word. It lets you see the money spent
locally by us on all the services it takes to
run your tour. Look for it on your trip.

Planeterra Social Enterprises
Planeterra is our non-profit partner
dedicated to ensuring that people touched
by tourism beneﬁt from its opportunities.
It helps develop community and conserve
cultures with a focus on rural tourism
enterprises, Indigenous people, women,
at-risk youth, and the environment.

Project 100
In 2015, Planeterra and G Adventures
introduced our 50 in 5 campaign to create
50 social enterprises in ﬁve years. Having
successfully completed this ambitious
goal a year early, our new aim is to launch
100 community-owned and run small
businesses worldwide by the end of 2020.

Responsible Travel with
Indigenous People
Connecting travellers with Indigenous
communities is an essential part of what we
do. So is respecting the rights, history, and
cultures of Indigenous people. That’s why
we’re aiming to raise the bar for the entire
travel industry with practical global
guidelines and our own internal policy.

Child Welfare
G Adventures actively works to ensure
children are protected and respected in
the places you visit. With Child Safe
Movement, we’ve created Global Good
Practices Guidelines. And we have used
these guidelines to shape our own
internal Child Welfare Policy,

G Values Fund
Our CEOs are the best tour leaders the
world has to offer. The G Values Fund helps
them further provide amazing experiences
to our travellers with low interest loans that
bring their travel business ideas to life.

Animal Welfare
G Adventures recognizes the importance of
animal welfare. That’s why we put together
a leading-edge animal welfare policy
building from guidelines developed by the
Association of British Travel Agents (ABTA)
and with the support of World Animal
Protection, the World Cetacean Alliance,
and The Jane Goodall Institute. Our vision
is to ensure that all animals encountered
on our tours are treated humanely.
Low-interest loans through the G Values
Fund help businesses like Kitchen With A
Cause in India bring tasty meals to life.

Our 2020 vision.

Crossing borders and making connections at the Panauti Community Homestay in Nepal.

Salaam Baalak Trust City Walk, a social enterprise in New Delhi.

The year 2020 will be big for us. A new decade.
A milestone anniversary. A next chapter.
Years like these can be the crossroads of our lives.
They give us pause to look left and right, peer into
the rearview mirror, and then shift forward toward
a purposeful tomorrow.
It was 1990 when I had a radical idea (for the time) that
our vacations could be our way of giving back. I felt we
could learn more, do more, and share more of ourselves
with the world, while helping make it a more equitable
and empathetic place.
Thirty years later, people are crossing borders with
more frequency than any time in history. We are
co-mingling, blending cultures, and witnessing tectonic
shifts in how we communicate and exchange commerce.
Tourism is becoming a main driver of GDP, while giving
economic opportunities to women, youth and Indigenous
communities who were previously locked out.
Some say we are more polarized, distrustful and divided
than at any time in our memory; fearful of the unknown
and dispassionate to people we perceive as others.
But I see something different: signs of an emerging
curiosity between cultures about the ways each of us
lives, eats, works and plays. I see communities building
across tables and beyond borders.

This year, our new National Geographic Family Journeys
tours will help families step out into the world as
explorers together and in the process, strengthen our
bonds, stretch our worldviews.
Today, more than ever, I believe tourism can be a force
for good if we approach it in a responsible, sustainable
and inclusive way.
Even now, we continue learning, improving and making
travel better.
We’ve helped our accommodation partners become
as free from single-use plastics as possible. We’ve
scrutinized our suppliers to measure the ripple effect
of our tours and gauge local impact. We have also
pushed back the ﬁnish line on our 50 in 5 corporate
challenge, toward an even bolder ‘Project 100’ that will
see 100 new, local, social enterprises embedded into
our tour experiences by the end of 2020.
At G Adventures, we say: Our world deserves more you.
Because in partnership with you, we are the change
makers. Together, we can spread wealth, build empathy
and open doors between nations.
Community tourism is gaining momentum, and we all
are key to its life-changing potential.
Here’s to the journey ahead.

I’ve long said that we are born explorers, but society
makes us tourists.
If the shifting tides of globalism can teach us anything,
it is that we should share more of ourselves with people
outside our comfort zones and build a tourism
community that honors the economic and social
beneﬁts of community tourism. And we should prepare
our children to do the same.

Bruce
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Your Moments

Simmone’s Discover Moment, catching a wave in Costa Rica.

Renée’s Hands-On Moment, learning traditional mosaic making.

Ali’s G for Good Moment, visiting Amba Estate’s organic tea plantation.
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Your Welcome Moment
Your opportunity to meet your CEO and fellow
travellers, and learn more about your tour. Opt
to join the group for a local meal afterwards.

Your G for Good Moment
See how G for Good runs through everything
we do, like community enterprise visits or small
businesses kick-started by the G Values Fund.

Your Foodie Moment
Connect to the ﬂavours and ingredients
behind local food and culinary traditions.

Your Discover Moment
Independent free time in cities where there’s
lots to do and see.

Your Local Living Moment
A taste of what it’s like to live locally through
a visit to a community member’s home.
Peter’s Foodie Moment, cooking traditional Myanmar (Burmese) food.

Your Hands-On Moment
Take a chance to learn a new hands-on skill.

Your Wellness Moment
A personal pause, a moment to relax and
rejuvenate during your travels.

Your First Night Out Moment
Connect with new friends on your ﬁrst night
out in a new destination. Only available on
18−to-Thirtysomethings tours.

Your Big Night Out Moment
A big night to party with your newest friends.
Only available on 18−to-Thirtysomethings tours.

On-tour experiences that
connect you to our world,
moment by moment.
Make hand-pulled noodles in Hanoi. Step into a hot
spring in rural Iceland. Sleep beneath the stars at a
Bedouin camp in Jordan. Your Moments are on every
tour to bring you closer to our world.

Your Journeys Highlight Moment
Behind-the-scenes access to local experts and
unique experiences in extraordinary locations. Only
available on National Geographic Journeys tours.

Your Family Journeys Moment
Discover the world together with unique family
experiences for both kids and adults. Only available
on National Geographic Family Journeys.
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The G Difference

Longboats for long explorations of Thailand’s Khao Sok National Park.

Ideas that redefine travel.
As small group adventure travel pioneers, we’ve always
done things a little bit differently. To us, there’s no such
thing as “outside-the-box” thinking because we don’t
believe in boxes. Check out a few of the ways la différence
is vive’d daily around here.

We’re seeing in black and white on a safari trek
through Tanzania.

Learning more about Wiwa artisan traditions in Colombia’s Lost City, one stitch at a time.

Satisfaction

24/7 service
When your business covers the whole
world like ours does, you have to be
available and accountable all the time.
If you’ve got a question about anything
at all, we’re here to help. Always.

No single supplements
We treat single travellers to the same
beneﬁts as the rest of the group, which is
why we don’t charge single supplements
on small group tours. We’ll even partner
you up with a same-sex roommate to
ensure you pay the same as everyone else.

100% Guaranteed Departures
Every G Adventures departure is guaranteed
to run, meaning once you’ve booked and
paid, you’re going. Your trip won’t be
cancelled by us for any reason (beyond
harsh weather or safety issues).

Lifetime Deposits™
Our Lifetime Deposit policy protects you
from any unexpected events that may
cause you to cancel or delay your trip.
You can use it again for the same trip,
transfer it to a different one, donate it to
our non-proﬁt partner Planeterra, pass it
on to a friend, or just hold onto it for now.

Choice
We offer the widest variety of destinations,
departure dates, Travel Styles, and Service
Levels in the business. No matter where,
when, how, or why you want to travel,
we’ve got the trip of a lifetime for you.

We’re pretty proud of our customer
satisfaction record. 99% of our travellers
report satisfaction with the service we
offered them on their trip. We achieve
that by listening to them. It’s just one of
the many ways we lead with service.

Global network
With over two dozen sales and operations
offices worldwide, you’re never far from
one. And with a ﬂeet of exclusive boats,
lodges, and vehicles at our disposal, we
can deliver a consistent G Adventures
experience from start to ﬁnish.

Private Groups
Sometimes you just want to keep your
tour experience between family and
friends. We’ll happily arrange a tour of
your choosing for your small group.
Ask our Private Groups team for a
complete list of options.

Value
What you saw and did should be the most
memorable part of your trip, not the price
you paid for it. We offer unforgettable
travel experiences at the most competitive
prices you’ll ﬁnd anywhere.
Go below the surface for a new view at the
Whitsunday Islands.
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Makin’ waves and catchin’ rays on a boat ride through Bali, Indonesia.

Adventure
on your terms.
What’s an 18−to-Thirtysomethings trip like?
What inspires you to travel? The chance to feel like you’re seeing
our world for the first time, every time — the way you want to
see it. Because when you travel on an 18-to-Thirtysomethings
tour, you get just that: adventures that let you be you.
You’ll make the most of your time through itineraries that let you
bring on both the culture and the nightlife (with enough free
time in between), stays in just-left-of-ordinary locales, and
once-in-a-lifetime connections everywhere you go. All it takes is
you, a few new friends from different places, and an appetite to
start seeing what our incredible world has in store.
It’s your world, on your terms.
What’s better than an authentic Portuguese dinner in the Algarve?
One enjoyed with newfound travel friends.
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GET SOCIAL
Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and YouTube for smart tips, incredible
photos, inspiring thoughts, our latest travel deals, and all sorts of useful info about
travelling in this world. And when you’re on your tour, be sure to share photos, videos,
and stories using #gadventures so the whole G Adventures community can see them.

G ADVENTURES BLOG
Looking for more travel inspiration? Check out our blog, where you’ll ﬁnd helpful
tips, amazing photos, fascinating facts, and great stories about G Adventures
destinations from experienced travellers. gadventures.com/blog

Transport that gets you going

Global groups

How you get around largely depends on
your choice of region and Service Level.
In some cases, we use local transport, like
buses, taxis, trains, and so on. On camping
trips in Africa and North America, we use
our own private ﬂeet of overland
adventure vehicles with onboard Wi-Fi
(where available), charging stations, large
photography-friendly windows, and more.

18−to-Thirtysomethings groups average
about 14 travellers per departure, often a
mix of solo travellers, friends adventuring
together, and young couples — all between
ages 18 and 39, and from all over the world.
You’ll ﬁnd just about every type of person
in your group. Come prepared to make
some new best friends.

Diverse accommodations

Skilled CEOs

Whenever possible, we pick accommodations
you’d deﬁnitely want to write home about.
Depending on the destination, that could
mean a city hostel with common spaces like
rooftop pools and bars, a homestay at a rural
hacienda, camping under the stars, or some
other cool spot you’d never ﬁnd on your own.

Each tour comes with an expert CEO
(Chief Experience Officer) responsible
for offering local insight, pursuing great
experiences as they happen, and adding
a unique personal perspective to every
adventure. (Some trips even have two.)
What matters most to your CEO is making
your tour the best it can be.

Regional cuisine

Freedom & ﬂexibility

We include some meals in the price of your
tour and leave others open for you to
discover the local fare on your own. (Your
CEO has recommendations if you’re stuck.)
Meals could be anything from homecooked feasts to street food crawls to
whatever’s good at the market.

Curious to explore that market down the
road or want to grab a table at that café
we just passed? Sure, you can do that. We
include the must-see highlights and free
up the rest of your time for adventure on
your own terms.

Personalize your tour
Keep an eye out for the “Personalize your
tour” callout on tour pages throughout
this brochure. There you’ll ﬁnd suggested
alternatives and one-of-a-kind optional
add-ons to make every great tour even
greater.

SEE TOUR PAGE REFERENCE
ON BACK FOLDOUT

› Is This Tour for Me?
› Tour Types
› Physical Rating
Fresh Thai produce sure ﬂoats our boats in Bangkok.

› My Own Room
› Maps & Route
› Service Levels
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Asia

Moments of calm lie ahead in Cambodia’s Angkor Wat Temple.

Amazement is the only constant.
Asia is simply too massive and too packed with wonders to sum up in a
single paragraph, but if you’re looking for contrast and variety, this is the
place. The diversity of landscapes, people, food, languages, art, and
religions is almost unbelievable. The big-city bustle of Bangkok or Beijing
may set the brain buzzing, but the pastoral calm of rural Cambodia or
India’s sacred sites will remind you why you came in the first place.
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ASIA UNCOVERED

Kerala backwaters • India
Kerala is the birthplace of Ayurveda, a form
of traditional medicine, and once you’ve been
here, you’ll understand why. Spend one night
with a local family and you’ll be amazed at how
refreshed and restored you feel.

Historic Hoi An • Vietnam
Wannabe time travellers will feel right at
home in the Vietnamese town of Hoi An.
The charming city centre features loads of
architectural styles borrowed through the
centuries, from China, Japan, and France.

Pastoral Yangshuo • China
Take a leisurely pedal along the lovely Li River,
through the gorgeous countryside of southern
China, past rice paddies, grazing water buffalo
and limestone karst formations.

Hot, spicy, sweet, complex. Wherever you go in Asia you’ll ﬁnd a new ﬂavour.

Cruising Thailand’s Cheow Lan Lake under misty skies.

We took the tuk-tuk in Jaipur.
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Experience
Southeast Asia.

Kodak moments are aplenty when you’re hiking through Chiang Mai.

Where the extraordinary
is the norm.

Flame-grilled takes on a whole new meaning at this local village kitchen in
Pha Mon, Chiang Mai.

Beyond miles of pristine beachfront and glittering blue waters,
there’s way more to Southeast Asia than one might think. Like
the jungles of Java, for example. Or the tree-shrouded spires of
Cambodia’s eerily beautiful Angkor Wat. Or Vietnam’s laid-back
colonial villages. Or… well, you get the idea. Come check out a
side of Southeast Asia you never knew existed. (Better bring a
towel, too, because there is beach after beach after beach.)

ASIA›› MULTI-COUNTRY
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Branches make for efficient support sticks when
you’re trekking in Chiang Mai.

When you reach the Kuang Si Waterfalls we bet you’ll Laos yourself in the moment.

THE PHILIPPINES

Siquijor Island
VIETNAM

Street food crawls
THAILAND

Khantoke feasts
Get a true taste of Thailand by sampling its
cuisine in the company of a local family, an
optional add-on to your tour. (In case you were
wondering, a khantoke is a circular tray loaded
with a variety of small noodles, rice, and meat
dishes.) You won’t ﬁnd a Thai culinary
experience more genuine than this.
CAMBODIA

Phnom Penh by cyclo
The cycle rickshaw (or “cyclo” colloquially) is the
very best way to get a feel for a city from street
level. Phnom Penh’s cyclo network looks after its
drivers, who are often among Cambodia’s poorest
citizens, so you’re helping them out by just going
along for the ride in this optional activity.

Trust us — in Vietnam, you can be sure your
taste buds will keep as busy as the streets.
Explore the food stalls of Ho Chi Minh City
and Hanoi as you search for the best banh mi
sandwich or bowl of pho. That could be hard,
especially since they’re all pretty much perfect.
CAMBODIA

Traditional Khmer meal
Cambodian cuisine has often stood in the
shadow of other Southeast Asian food but,
once you have a taste, you’ll wonder why that
was ever the case. Visit G Adventures for
Good-supported New Hope Vocational Training
Restaurant or a local village to get a taste of
this simple, yet savoury, cuisine.

This island province is as picturesque as many
tropical destinations — but with a twist. The area
is known for mystical lore that involves shamans,
witches, and more. Still a skeptic? Enchant
yourself with the stunning Cambugahay Falls or
mysterious caverns dotting the island.
MYANMAR

Hiltribe trekking
Drive North of Kengtung through Shan villages
and rice ﬁelds to the trek start point. Learn
about local customs, traditional dress, and daily
life of two different hill tribes. Enjoy the
beautiful scenery, visit a Shan village, and a rice
distillery.

LAOS

Luang Prabang
Nestled where the Mekong River and Nam Khan
River join together, Luang Prabang soothes
visitors with its sense of calm and humble ease.
The entire city is steeped in history and mixed
traditions — unsurprising, since the whole place
is a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

These smiles are almost as wide as the temples are tall in Bali’s Pura Dalem Bratan.
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ASIA›› MULTI-COUNTRY

TOP
SELLER

Indochina Discovery: Seasides & Street Food
Highlights

pulse of Southeast Asia s most famous cities and ﬁnd a new watering hole or two along the way

›› Explore history at Angkor Wat
›› Taste local flavours with a Khmer meal in a small village
›› Relax in the sunshine on golden beaches
›› Take in majestic views of Halong Bay
›› Wander local markets
›› Bond with your travelmates on a night out in Siem Reap
›› Cruise the Mekong on a long houseboat over two days
›› E
P
N
B
N
P
›› Visit the picturesque Kuang Si waterfalls

There’s a lot to Indochina, and this 30-day tour has just enough free time and fun to help you bring your

What’s Included

Rong. Take the next two days to try local seafood, snorkel the coral reefs, or sit back and relax with a

Your Moments: G for Good: Local Khmer Meal, Siem Reap. Oodles of Noodles
Demonstration and Lunch, Hoi An. Mekong River Homestay & Baci Ceremony, Muang
Pakbèng. Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night Out: Connect with New Friends.
Local Living: Home Meal, Chambok. Big Night Out: Siem Reap. Discover: Free time in
Phnom Penh, Ho Chi Minh City, Luang Prabang, Chiang Mai. (To learn more, see page 8)

sense of adventure to every part of it. With one month, four countries, and countless ways to connect
to this region, it’s time to see what you’ve been missing.
DAY 1 BANGKOK Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-3 SIEM REAP/ANGKOR WAT Travel to Siem Reap.
ndulge in a delicious Khmer meal at a restaurant kickstarted by our non proﬁt partner Planeterra The
next morning, watch the sun rise over the majestic and mystifying ruins of Angkor Wat. (2B, 1D) DAYS
4-5 PHNOM PENH Get your ﬁrst glimpse of Phnom Penh during an orientation walk Reﬂect on one of
Cambodia’s darkest periods with an optional visit to the Tuol Sleng Prison and the Killing Fields. Later,
head out on a street food crawl. (2B) DAYS 6-7 KOH RONG Travel to your own private beach on Koh
drink. (1B) DAY 8 CHAMBOK HOMESTAY Head back to the mainland to a village homestay where
you’ll eat delicious Cambodian home cooking. (1D) DAYS 9-10 HO CHI MINH CITY Continue to the
famed Ho Chi Minh City. Take this chance to visit the Ben Thahn Market before taking in the city
nightlife. Take CEO-led orientation walk, with free time after. Catch up on sleep on an overnight train to
Nha Trang. (2B) DAYS 11-12 NHA TRANG Free time to explore local shops and markets, relax on the
beach, or visit nearby historical sites before an evening street food crawl. Hop on an overnight train to

Guided tour of Angkor Wat temple complex. Orientation walks in Ho Chi Minh City, Hoi An,

continue to Hoi An. (1B) DAYS 13-14 HOI AN Take an orientation walk of the city, then choose

Hanoi, Phnom Penh, and Luang Prabang. Halong Bay boat cruise with lunch. Guided hike,

between cycling, visiting a tailor, or exploring the old town with free time. Find out how to make

sunset cruise and Kuang Si waterfall excursion in Laos. Slow boat up the Mekong. Two street

noodles during a visit to G Adventures-supported Oodles of Noodles. (1B, 1L) DAY 15 HOI AN/HU

food crawls in different cities nternal ﬂight All transport between destinations and to from

Head north to the city of Hu . There’s lots to do here, with options to visit the Royal Citadel and tombs,

included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotels (twin-share) (7 nts), hostels

or boarding a cruise along the Perfume River. (1B) DAYS 16-17 HU /PHONG NHA Enjoy free time in

(multi-share) (16 nts), sleeper trains (4 nts) homestays (2 nts). TRANSPORT Local bus,

Hue, then drive to Phong Nha-K Bàng National Park. Free time to explore the caves of Phong Nha-K

air-conditioned bus, train, walking, tuk-tuk, local boat, junk boat, plane. GROUP LEADER CEO

Bàng National Park. Then it’s an overnight train to Hanoi. (2B) DAY 18 HA LONG BAY Visit iconic

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout local guides MEALS 23 breakfasts, 2 lunches,

Halong Bay for a seafood lunch cruise and cave exploration. (1B) DAY 19 HA LONG/HANOI Feel like

3 dinners. Allow USD320-420 for meals not included.

you’ve gone back in time with an orientation walk through Hanoi’s Old Quarter. Stop for a drink at Bia
Hoi Corner to try the local beer. (1B) DAY 20 VIENTIANE A short ﬂight brings the group to the capital

ITINERARY

city of Laos. There is a wealth of cultural delights to discover in Vientiane — on foot, by bicycle or, by

Now’s the time to explore Thailand, Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia on your terms with this tour that’s

tuk-tuk. (1B) DAYS 21-22 VANG VIENG Visit Vang Vieng, a small town nestled among striking

affordable for young travellers. Search for age-old stories at ancient sites like Angkor Wat, tap into the

limestone karsts. Take a guided hike to Pha Ngeun, the town’s highest viewpoint, for incredible views

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

ASIA›› MULTI-COUNTRY

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS
of the valley. Free time to explore. (2B) DAYS 23-24 LUANG PRABANG Travel to the ancient city
Luang Prabang and take an orientation walk. Enjoy a sunset cruise on the Mekong River. Skip sleeping
in to watch the monks walk through town before dawn. Then, visit the Kuang Si waterfalls before free
time in the evening. (2B) DAYS 25-26 MEKONG RIVER Cruise the Mekong on a long houseboat over
two days. Stay in a village homestay one night, then cross into Thailand. (2B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 27-28

30 DAYS — BANGKOK TO BANGKOK

3089

FROM

$

CHIANG MAI Let the rolling countryside views relax you as you drive to Chiang Mai. Opt to visit Doi

Valid for Apr 1, 2020 departure.

Suthep temple, catch a Thai boxing match, or grab a bargain at the famous night market. Catch an

TOUR CODE: ATID

overnight train to Bangkok. (1B) DAY 29 BANGKOK Opt to visit Wat Pho and the Grand Palace, buy
any last minute souvenirs, or treat yourself to a Thai massage. Tonight, celebrate the end of this

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

amazing journey together with a night out you won’t soon forget. DAY 30 BANGKOK Today, it’s time to

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 12

say goodbye to your group of newfound friends as the tour ends. (1B)

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

See back foldout.

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
PHARE CIRCUS: See acrobatics, contortion, and aerial arts melded with theatre, modern dance,
and more, as you take in Phare’s inspiring show. See Personalize your tour on page 31.
VANG VIENG ADRENALINE BUNDLE: Buckle in for an ad enture ﬁlled day including a kayak

Mekong
River

down the Nam Song river to Tham None cave and the Blue Lagoon. See Personalize your
tour on page 31.
U MOTORBI E TOUR: Hop on a motorbike driven by your experienced local guide and

Hanoi

Chiang
Mai

Phong Nha
Vientiane
Vang Vieng
LAO S

countryside passing rice ﬁelds buffalo temples and small illages See Personalize your
tour on page 31.

|
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Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
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Huế
Hoi An

T HAI LAND

Siem Reap/
Angkor Wat

zoom along for a four-hour experience of Viet culture. See Personalize your tour on page 31.
SIEM REAP QUAD BIKING: Hop on a quad bike and follow your guide through the scenic

Halong Bay

Luang
Prabang

Chiang
Khong

Bangkok

VI ET N AM

CAMBO DI A

Phnom Penh

Nha
Trang

Chambok Ho Chi
Minh City
Koh Rong
(Saigon)

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

100

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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To market, to market for Bangkok’s tastiest eats.

Southeast
Asia
combos

1. Indochina In-Depth:
Temples & Teal Water
Highlights

›› Revel in the majesty of Angkor Wat
›› Trek along the rice paddies in
Kengtung
›› Cruise magical Halong Bay
›› Scour markets across five unique
countries
›› Explore temples and stupas from
ancient times in Myanmar (Burma)
›› Learn how to make noodles at a
G Adventures-supported enterprise
›› Experience an overnight village
homestay along the Mekong

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

41 DAYS — BANGKOK TO BANGKOK

4599

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 10, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: ATII

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 12
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Combo tours combine two or more of our
tours to create one in-depth experience.
Get just what you’re looking for, with only
one booking. Convenient, flexible, and,
affordable. Check the map to see how the
trips join together.

Ripple Score

Your CEO isn’t just a fantastic guide — they’re also fab photographers when you’re
perfectly posed at Angkor Wat.
Sharing a laugh on a longtail boat in Thailand.
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

100
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ASIA›› MULTI-COUNTRY
Mandalay

Mekong
River

Chiang
Khong

Kengtung

Halong Bay

Hanoi

Luang
Prabang

Bagan
Inle
Lake

MYANMAR

Phong Nha

Chiang
Mai

Huê´

Vientiane
Vang Vieng

L A OS

Hoi An

Yangon
TH A I L A N D

Siem Reap/
Angkor Wat

VI ET N A M

Nha
Trang

C A M BOD I A

Bangkok

Phnom Penh

1. ATII
2. AVLB
3. AVVL
4. AVSC
5. ATCV

Chambok
Koh Rong

2. Vietnam, Laos & Myanmar:
Beaches & Bliss
Highlights

›› Chill out on golden beaches
›› Sail around limestone karsts in
Halong Bay
›› Wander the maze-like streets of
Hanoi’s Old Quarter
›› Relax or go hiking in Vang Vieng
›› Stay overnight at a village homestay
along the Mekong
›› Eat your way through Nha Trang on
a street food crawl
›› Get familiar with Yangon on a
CEO-led walk
›› Trek past rice paddies in Kengtung
›› See the sunrise above the temples
of Bagan
›› Witness the underground cave and
river network of Phong Nha

3719

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 4, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: AVLB

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Highlights

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 12
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

100

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

2099

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 1, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: AVSC

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 12
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Ripple Score

›› Relax in quaint Hoi An
›› Cruise the blue waters of Halong Bay
›› See Phong Nha’s stunning
underground river network
›› Ride the rails to Hanoi
›› Shop at the Chiang Mai night market
›› Marvel at the Grand Palace in
Bangkok
›› Explore Ho Chi Minh your way
›› Take a cooking class led by former
street kids
›› Sample Vietnamese specialities on
a street food crawl
›› Explore limestone karsts in
Vang Vieng

›› Explore the bustling streets of
Bangkok
›› Revel in the majesty of Angkor Wat
›› Enjoy a delicious local Khmer meal
›› Relax on the golden beaches of
Koh Rong
›› Shop Hoi An’s quaint streets
›› Float through Halong Bay
›› Watch scooters zip along the streets
of Hanoi
›› Learn about Cambodia’s sombre
history at Tuol Sleng Prison

100

2199

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 1, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: AVVL

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 12
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

100

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

20 DAYS — BANGKOK TO HANOI

1829

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 1, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: ATCV

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 12
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

22 DAYS — HO CHI MINH CITY
TO BANGKOK

5. Cambodia & Vietnam:
Bonfires & Banh Mi
Highlights

20 DAYS — HO CHI MINH CITY
TO CHIANG MAI

Enjoying the view isn’t tricky in Myanmar.

3. Vietnam, Laos & Thailand:
Riversides & Railways
Highlights

33 DAYS — HO CHI MINH CITY
TO BANGKOK

4. Vietnam & Laos:
Homestays & Houseboats
›› Explore vibrant cities
›› Shop in quaint Hoi An
›› Float among the karsts of
Halong Bay
›› explore Phong Nha’s underground
cave and river network
›› Discover sleepy Laos
›› Cruise the mighty Mekong River
›› Learn how to make noodles at a
G Adventures-supported enterprise
›› Spend the night at a local village
homestay
›› Visit the stunning temples of
Luang Prabang

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

Ho Chi
Minh City
(Saigon)

100
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ASIA›› CAMBODIA, THAILAND, VIETNAM

TOP
SELLER

Cambodia: Ancient Ruins & Boat Rides
Highlights

Rong. Take the next two days to try local seafood, snorkel the coral reefs, or sit back and relax with a

›› Explore bustling Bangkok
›› Catch the sunrise over Angkor Wat
›› Enjoy a delicious local Khmer meal in a small village
›› Chill out on golden beaches
›› Connect with the locals on an overnight homestay

What’s Included

you’ll eat delicious Cambodian home cooking. (1D) DAY 9 HO CHI MINH CITY Continue to the famed
Ho Chi Minh City. Take this chance to visit the Ben Thahn Market before taking in the city nightlife. (1B)
DAY 10 HO CHI MINH CITY Today, it’s time to say goodbye to your group of newfound friends as the
tour ends. (1B)

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

Your Moments: G for Good: Local Khmer Meal, Siem Reap. Welcome: Meet your CEO and

Group. First Night Out: Connect with New Friends. Local Living: Home Meal, Chambok.
Big Night Out: Siem Reap. Discover: Free time in Phnom Penh. (To learn more, see page 8)
Street food crawl. Guided tour of Angkor Wat temple complex. All transport between
destinations and to from included acti ities ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotels (twin-share)
(4 nts) and hostels (multi-share) (4 nts), homestays (1 nt). TRANSPORT Local bus, airconditioned bus, walking. GROUP LEADER CE

drink. (1B) DAY 8 CHAMBOK HOMESTAY Head back to the mainland to a village homestay where

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout local

guides. MEALS 7 breakfasts, 2 dinners. Allow USD110-145 for meals not included.

ITINERARY
Now’s the time to explore Cambodia on your terms with this tour that’s affordable for young travellers.
Marvel at the incredible Khmer ruins of Angkor Wat and the clear turquoise waters of Koh Rong. Brave

PHARE CIRCUS: Experience Phare, a uniquely socially-conscious circus that injects Cambodian
culture into its inspiring shows. See Personalize your tour on page 31.
SIEM REAP QUAD BIKING: Hop on a quad bike and follow your guide through the scenic
countryside passing rice ﬁelds buffalo temples and small illages See Personalize your
tour on page 31.

|
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Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
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Ho Chi Minh City’s jam-packed streets and check out the lush green forests of Chambok in Cambodia.
With all of your basic trip details arranged, you can concentrate on choosing the activities that excite
you most.
DAY 1 BANGKOK Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-3 SIEM REAP/ANGKOR WAT Travel to Siem Reap.
ndulge in a delicious Khmer meal at a restaurant kickstarted by our non proﬁt partner Planeterra The
next morning, watch the sun rise over the majestic and mystifying ruins of Angkor Wat. (2B, 1D) DAYS
4-5 PHNOM PENH Get your ﬁrst glimpse of Phnom Penh during an orientation walk Reﬂect on one of
Cambodia’s darkest periods with an optional visit to the Tuol Sleng Prison and the Killing Fields. Later,
head out on a street food crawl. (2B) DAYS 6-7 KOH RONG Travel to your own private beach on Koh

GLOBAL GROUPS
big part of the e perien e is the international flavour of
our small groups. Our tours average about 10 –12 travellers
per departure, depending on the destination. Prepare to
make some new pen-pals.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

ASIA›› CAMBODIA, THAILAND, VIETNAM

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS
10 DAYS — BANGKOK
TO HO CHI MINH CITY

879

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 1, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: ATRC

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 12
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

T HAILAND

Bangkok

Angkor Wat
Siem Reap
C A M B O D I A

Phnom Penh

V IE T N A M

Chambok

Koh Rong

Ho Chi
Minh City
(Saigon)

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

100
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

23

24

ASIA›› VIETNAM

TOP
SELLER

Vietnam: Noodles & Nightlife
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

›› Explore the bustling streets of Ho Chi Minh City
›› Relax on golden beaches
›› Shop in quaint Hoi An
›› Discover Hue’s citadels and pagodas
›› Float through magical Halong Bay
›› Explore the magnificent caves of Phong Nha

on the beach, or visit nearby historical sites before an evening street food

12 DAYS — HO CHI MINH CITY
TO HANOI

crawl. Hop on an overnight train to continue to Hoi An. (1B) DAYS 5-6 HOI

FROM

What’s Included

cruise along the Perfume River. (1B) DAYS 8-9 HUẾ/PHONG NHA Enjoy

DAYS 3-4 NHA TRANG Free time to explore local shops and markets, relax

visiting a tailor, or exploring the old town with free time. Find out how to
make noodles during a visit to G Adventures-supported Oodles of Noodles.
(1B, 1L) DAY 7 HOI AN/HUẾ Head north to the city of Huế. There’s lots to

Valid for Apr 1, 2020 departure.

do here, with options to visit the Royal Citadel and tombs, or boarding a

TOUR CODE: AVRV

Your Moments: G for Good: Oodles of Noodles Demonstration and

free time in Huế, then drive to Phong Nha-K Bàng National Park. Free time

Out: Connect with New Friends. Discover: Free time in Ho Chi Minh
City. (To learn more, see page 8)

overnight train to Hanoi. (2B) DAY 10 HA LONG BAY Visit iconic Halong

Lunch, Hoi An. Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night

Street food crawl (Hoi An). Halong Bay boat trip with lunch.
Orientation walks in Ho Chi Minh City, Hoi An, and Hanoi. All
transport between destinations and to from included acti ities
ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotel (twin-share) (2 nts), hostels
(multi-share) (6 nts), sleeper trains (3 nts). TRANSPORT Train, local
bus, air-conditioned bus, walking, boat. GROUP LEADER CEO
Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout local guides MEALS
9 breakfasts, 1 lunch. Allow USD125-165 for meals not included.

to explore the caves of Phong Nha-K Bàng National Park. Then it’s an

LONG BAY/HANOI Feel like you’ve gone back in time with an orientation
walk through Hanoi’s Old Quarter. Stop for a drink at Bia Hoi Corner to try
the local beer. (1B) DAY 12 HANOI Today, it’s time to say goodbye to your

Huế

HANOI STREET FOOD WALKING TOUR: Indulge your inner foodie with

Hoi An
THAI LAND

a guided street food tour through bustling Hanoi, sampling the eclectic

VIETNAM

local fare along the way. See Personalize your tour on page 31.

CAMBO DI A

affordable for young travellers. Savour your way through Nha Trang on a

Viet culture. See Personalize your tour on page 31.

Feel the pulse of Vietnam’s biggest city on a CEO-led orientation walk, with
free time after. Catch up on sleep on an overnight train to Nha Trang. (1B)

Nha Trang

Ho Chi Minh City
(Saigon)

|
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Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
22

DAY 1 HO CHI MINH CITY Arrive at any time. DAY 2 HO CHI MINH CITY

Phong Nha

LAO S

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

experienced local guide and zoom along for a four-hour experience of

to Southeast Asia you won’t ever forget.

Halong Bay

Hanoi

group of newfound friends. (1B)

Now’s the time to explore Vietnam on your terms with this tour that’s

of highlights and free reign to explore how you’d like, this is one introduction

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 12
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

U MOTORBI E TOUR: Hop on a motorbike driven by your

and get some good stories to take back home in bustling Hanoi. With a mix

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Bay for a seafood lunch cruise and cave exploration. (1B) DAY 11 HA

ITINERARY

street food crawl, step into turquoise-coloured paradise in Ha Long Bay,

1059

$

AN Take an orientation walk of the city, then choose between cycling,

J
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For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

100

25

ASIA›› LAOS, THAILAND

Laos & Thailand: Tuk-Tuks & Thai Curry
Highlights

11 DAYS — VIENTIANE TO BANGKOK

through town before dawn. Then, visit the Kuang Si waterfalls before free
time in the evening. (2B) DAYS 6-7 MEKONG RIVER Cruise the Mekong on

›› Hike the limestone karsts of Vang Vieng
›› Cool off in Luang Prabang with a sunset
cruise and visit to Kuang Si Waterfalls
›› Ride down the Mekong
›› Enjoy a homestay in a local village
›› Explore Chiang Mai
›› Enjoy bustling Bangkok

a long houseboat over two days. Stay in a village homestay one night, then
cross into Thailand. (2B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 8-9 CHIANG MAI Let the rolling
countryside views relax you as you drive to Chiang Mai. Opt to visit Doi

Your Moments: G for Good: Mekong River Homestay & Baci

Ceremony, Muang Pakbèng. Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group.

night market. Catch an overnight train to Bangkok. (1B) DAY 10 BANGKOK

TOUR CODE: ALVB

or treat yourself to a Thai massage. Tonight, celebrate the end of this

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

amazing journey together with a night out you won’t soon forget. DAY 11

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 12

BANGKOK Depart at any time. (1B)

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Guided hike in Vang Vieng. Slow boat up the Mekong. Orientation

ﬁlled day including a kayak down the Nam Song ri er to Tham None

activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotels (twin-share) (3 nts),
hostels (multi-share) (5 nts), sleeper train (1 nt), homestay (1 nt).
TRANSPORT Sleeper train, local bus, air-conditioned bus, slow boat,
Chief Experience fﬁcer

throughout. MEALS 8 breakfasts, 1 lunch, 1 dinner. Allow
USD125-165 for meals not included.

ITINERARY
Now’s the time to explore Laos and Thailand on your terms with this tour

VANG VIENG ADRENALINE BUNDLE: Buckle in for an adventure-

Vientiane

See Personalize your tour on page 31.
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cruise on the Mekong River. Skip sleeping in to watch the monks walk

THAILAND

Bangkok

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

Asia like you’ve never seen before.

ancient city Luang Prabang and take an orientation walk. Enjoy a sunset

LAOS

Number of
departures / month.

city that pulses with endless colour and character. See a side of Southeast

valley. Free time to explore. (2B) DAYS 4-5 LUANG PRABANG Travel to the

Luang
Prabang
Vang Vieng

Chiang
Mai

set off for a guided adventure through the rural lanes of Chiang Mai.

taking a slow boat down the Mekong, and explore the streets of Bangkok, a

hike to Pha Ngeun, the town’s highest viewpoint, for incredible views of the

Chiang
Khong

FULL DAY TUK-TUK ADVENTURE: Learn how to drive a tuk-tuk then

Luang Prabang, admire the limestone karsts surrounding Vang Vieng before

Vieng, a small town nestled among striking limestone karsts. Take a guided

Mekong River

cave and the Blue Lagoon. See Personalize your tour on page 31.

that’s affordable for young travellers. Wander the tranquil monasteries of

DAY 1 VIENTIANE Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-3 VANG VIENG Visit Vang

See back foldout.

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

Prabang All transport between destinations and to from included

$

Valid for Apr 1, 2020 departure.

First Night Out: Connect with New Friends. Discover: Free time in
Luang Prabang, Chiang Mai. (To learn more, see page 8)
walk, sunset cruise and Kuang Si Waterfalls excursion in Luang

1039

FROM

Suthep temple, catch a Thai boxing match, or grab a bargain at the famous
Opt to visit Wat Pho and the Grand Palace, buy any last minute souvenirs,

What’s Included

walking. GROUP LEADER CE

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

GO YOUR OWN WAY
reedom and independen e are a big
deal for us. e in lude a destination s
must-see highlights on most ever tour,
freeing up the rest of our time to
e ploring a ording to our whims.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

100
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ASIA›› MYANMAR (BURMA), THAILAND

Myanmar: Hilltribes & Sunrises
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

ﬂoating illages and gardens Hop on the o ernight bus to Bagan (1B)

14 DAYS — CHIANG MAI
TO BANGKOK

DAYS 7-8 BAGAN Start your day with some serenity with a sunrise temple

FROM

to the local winery, or touring the lake by boat to take a closer look at the

›› Experience the ancient ruins of Bagan
›› Trek amongst rice paddies and hilltribes
›› Stroll Mandalay’s temples
›› Relax at Inle Lake

tour of Bagan. See the ancient site’s ornate pagodas brighten up with the
glow of the sun for that envy-worthy Insta shot. The rest of the time is yours
to enjoy. (2B) DAYS 9-10 MANDALAY Enjoy an included breakfast at

What’s Included

Your Moments: G for Good: Meal at Sanon Restaurant and Culinary

Training School, Bagan. Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group.
First Night Out: Connect with New Friends. (To learn more, see page 8)
Full-day trekking excursion (Kengtung). Sunrise temple tour (Bagan).
rientation walk in angon nternal ﬂights All transport between
destinations and to from included acti ities ACCOMMODATIONS
Simple hotels (twin-share) (11 nts), sleeper bus (2 nts). TRANSPORT
Private vehicle, public bus, plane, walking. GROUP LEADER CEO
Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout local guides MEALS
9 breakfasts. Allow USD205-270 for meals not included.

Sanon, a G Adventures-supported restaurant and culinary school. After,

Valid for Apr 2, 2020 departure.

travel to Mandalay. Here you can climb Mandalay Hill, visit the Golden

TOUR CODE: ATTB

Monastery, or end the day by watching the sunset at U Bein Bridge. (2B)
DAYS 11-12 YANGON Get to know Yangon on an orientation walk. Visit
the incredible, gold-plated Shwedagon Pagoda, the site of many a photo
op. Keep exploring the country’s former capital with a free day. (1B) DAY
13 BANGKOK Fly back to Thailand. Take in the nightlife of the country’s

Now’s the time to explore Myanmar (also known as Burma) on your terms
with this tour that’s affordable for young travellers. Take a personal pause
among the serene illages of nle Lake get ac uainted with local ﬂa ours on
a trek to meet hilltribe communities, and see some of the most stunning

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 12
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

capital city as you celebrate the end of this amazing journey together.
(1B) DAY 14 BANGKOK Today, it’s time to say goodbye to your group of
Mandalay

newfound friends as the tour ends.

Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

ITINERARY
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Chiang Mai
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Kengtung

Bagan

Yangon

THAILAND

MYANMAR

D

ancient sites this side of Southeast Asia. It just takes two weeks (and a
good mix of free time and activities!) to explore a side of Myanmar not many

Bangkok

get a chance to see. Now’s your chance to get ahead of the game.
DAY 1 CHIANG MAI Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-4 KENGTUNG Cross the
border into Myanmar (Burma) before heading to Kengtung, an inland town
nestled by lush hilly country. Trek to meet hilltribe communities in the
countryside. With a free morning, grab a bite at Kyaing Tong Market. Later,
ﬂy to nle a serene lake dotted with temples and ﬂoating illages (2B)
DAYS 5-6 INLE LAKE Choose between taking a bike around the lake or up

WE LEAD WITH SERVICE
e pride ourselves on our ustomer
satisfa tion re ord. staggering
of our travellers report total satisfa tion.
ow do we pull that off
listening to
them. t s how we lead with servi e.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

100

ASIA›› MYANMAR (BURMA), VIETNAM, LAOS, CAMBODIA

Sanon Training Restaurant

Oodles of Noodles

Local Meal • Bagan, Myanmar (Burma)

Youth-Led Cooking Lesson & Meal • Hoi An, Vietnam

Through Sanon, a training restaurant created by our partners at the Myanmar
Youth Development Institute (MYDI), more of Bagan’s youth have hope for
the future. Sit down for a delicious meal at the restaurant, which employs
marginalized youth and trains them to succeed in the hospitality industry.
And once the program is over, Sanon continues to check in on students to
make sure they are adjusting well to professional life.

G Adventures and Planeterra worked with STREETS International to
develop this exclusive noodle-making lesson that doubles as an English
class for former at-risk youth and a tasty (but educational) activity for
travellers. Working with STREETS International’s training kitchen, this
extensive hospitality program helps some of the 20,000 children living on
the streets of Vietnam. Aside from students teaching travellers about the
26 noodle varieties available in Hoi An, this program helps build conﬁdence
and language skills — key factors to ensure their future success in the
hospitality and tourism industry.

New Hope Cambodia
Vocational Training Restaurant • Siem Reap, Cambodia
In communities surrounding Siem Reap, many youth can’t afford public
schooling. The New Hope Cambodia Outreach Centre provides free
vocational training to students, in addition to subjects like English and math.
The centre also houses a restaurant built speciﬁcally for training underserved
Khmers in the tourism and hospitality industry. When G Adventures travellers
dine at the restaurant, the proceeds support free education for more than
1,000 students and medical care for more than 1,000 residents.

Mekong River Homestay
Family-Run Community Homestay • Mekong River, Laos
Immerse yourself in Laotian culture with a homestay in a Mekong River Delta
community. G Adventures and the Planeterra Foundation have worked with
two local communities to develop meaningful homestay programs and meal
experiences. By staying overnight with a local family, you’ll get a glimpse into
rural daily life and enjoy simple, traditional Laotian meals. Your host will help
explain their ways of life in the village. Here, you’ll also have an opportunity to
swim in the Mekong River.

27

28

ASIA›› CAMBODIA, LAOS, THAILAND, VIETNAM

Epic Indochina: River Cruises & Karst Mountains
Highlights

DAY 1 BANGKOK Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-3 SIEM REAP/ANGKOR WAT Travel to Siem Reap.

›› Witness sunrise over Angkor Wat
›› Eat your way through Ho Chi Minh’s street food
›› Stay overnight in a local village
›› Trek through the rugged forests of northern Thailand
›› Swim in Ko Pha-Ngan’s idyllic lagoons
›› Explore the magnificent caves of Phong Nha

What’s Included

ndulge in a delicious Khmer meal at a restaurant kickstarted by our non proﬁt partner Planeterra The
next morning, watch the sun rise over the majestic and mystifying ruins of Angkor Wat. (2B, 1D) DAYS
4-5 PHNOM PENH Get your ﬁrst glimpse of Phnom Penh during an orientation walk Reﬂect on one of
Cambodia’s darkest periods with an optional visit to the Tuol Sleng Prison and the Killing Fields. Later,
head out on a street food crawl. (2B) DAYS 6-7 KOH RONG Travel to your own private beach on Koh
Rong. Take the next two days to try local seafood, snorkel the coral reefs, or sit back and relax with a
drink. (1B) DAY 8 CHAMBOK HOMESTAY Head back to the mainland to a village homestay where
you’ll eat delicious Cambodian home cooking. (1D) DAYS 9-10 HO CHI MINH CITY Continue to the

Your Moments: G for Good: Local Khmer Meal, Siem Reap. Oodles of Noodles
Demonstration and Lunch, Hoi An. Mekong River Homestay & Baci Ceremony, Muang

famed Ho Chi Minh City. Take this chance to visit the Ben Thahn Market before taking in the city
nightlife. Take CEO-led orientation walk, with free time after. Catch up on sleep on an overnight train to

Pakbèng. Kao Thep Pitak Community-Owned Farm & Meal, Ban Ta Khun. Welcome: Meet

Nha Trang. (2B) DAYS 11-12 NHA TRANG Free time to explore local shops and markets, relax on the

Chambok. Big Night Out: Siem Reap. Discover: Free time in Phnom Penh, Ho Chi Minh City,
Luang Prabang, Chiang Mai, Bangkok. (To learn more, see page 8)

continue to Hoi An. (1B) DAYS 13-14 HOI AN Take an orientation walk of the city, then choose between

your CEO and Group. First Night Out: Connect with New Friends. Local Living: Home Meal,

Guided tour of Angkor Wat temple complex. Orientation walks in Ho Chi Minh City, Hoi An,
Hanoi, Phnom Penh, and Luang Prabang. Halong Bay boat cruise with lunch. Guided hike,
sunset cruise and waterfall excursion in Laos. Slow boat up the Mekong. Two street food
crawls in different cities nternal ﬂight Visit to Chiang Mai night market Hilltribe trek Bamboo
rafting. Street food crawl. Full-day snorkelling trip from Ko Tao. All transport between
destinations and to from included acti ities ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotels (twin-share)
or hostels (multi-share) (30 nts), basic hilltribe huts (2 nts, multi-share), homestay (2 nts) sleeper
trains (5 nts). TRANSPORT Local bus, air-conditioned bus, train, walking, tuk-tuk, local boat,
junk boat, plane. GROUP LEADER CE

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout trekking staff

MEALS 30 breakfasts, 7 lunches, 5 dinners. Allow USD395-515 for meals not included.

cycling, visiting a tailor, or exploring the old town with free time. Find out how to make noodles during a
visit to G Adventures-supported Oodles of Noodles. (1B, 1L) DAY 15 HOI AN/HU Head north to the
city of Hu . There’s lots to do here, with options to visit the Royal Citadel and tombs, or boarding a
cruise along the Perfume River. (1B) DAYS 16-17 HU /PHONG NHA Enjoy free time in Hue, then drive
to Phong Nha-K Bàng National Park. Free time to explore the caves of Phong Nha-K Bàng National
Park. Then it’s an overnight train to Hanoi. (2B) DAY 18 HA LONG BAY Visit iconic Halong Bay for a
seafood lunch cruise and cave exploration. (1B) DAY 19 HA LONG/HANOI Feel like you’ve gone back
in time with an orientation walk through Hanoi’s Old Quarter. Stop for a drink at Bia Hoi Corner to try the
local beer. (1B) DAY 20 VIENTIANE A short ﬂight brings the group to the capital city of Laos There is a
wealth of cultural delights to discover in Vientiane — on foot, by bicycle or, by tuk-tuk. (1B) DAYS 21-22
VANG VIENG Visit Vang Vieng, a small town nestled among striking limestone karsts. Take a guided hike
to Pha Ngeun, the town’s highest viewpoint, for incredible views of the valley. Free time to explore. (2B)
DAYS 23-24 LUANG PRABANG Travel to the ancient city Luang Prabang and take an orientation walk.

ITINERARY
Now’s the time to explore Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam, and Laos on your terms with this tour that’s
affordable for young travellers. Share stories over drinks among Siem Reap’s market stalls, learn the
ﬁne art of noodle making in Hoi An and catch the day s last rays among the brillantly blue wa es of
Ko Pha-Ngan. This 41-day adventure is plenty of time to sync your pulse with this part of Southeast
Asia — and it’s sure to leave you coming back for more.

beach, or visit nearby historical sites before an evening street food crawl. Hop on an overnight train to

Enjoy a sunset cruise on the Mekong River. Skip sleeping in to watch the monks walk through town
before dawn. Then, visit the Kuang Si waterfalls before free time in the evening. (2B) DAYS 25-26
MEKONG RIVER Cruise the Mekong on a long houseboat over two days. Stay in a village homestay
one night, then cross into Thailand. (2B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 27-28 CHIANG MAI Let the rolling countryside
views relax you as you drive to Chiang Mai. Opt to visit Doi Suthep temple, catch a Thai boxing match,
or grab a bargain at the famous night market. DAYS 29-31 HILLTRIBE TREK Change the pace and

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

ASIA›› CAMBODIA, LAOS, THAILAND, VIETNAM

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS
head to Mae Malai village, where you’ll set off on a trek through rugged forests to see the diversity of this
region. Every village you’ll see has its own language, belief system, style of dress, and traditions. It’s a
few hours to the ﬁrst illage of hilltribe thatch bungalows The next day trek

hours to a Karen illage

to see how traditional blankets and scarves are made. Continue on to a village for the night, leaving by
bamboo raft the next morning. Return to Chiang Mai. (3B, 3L, 2D) DAY 32 CHIANG MAI Make the most

40 DAYS — BANGKOK TO KO TAO

4149

FROM

$

of Chiang Mai by shopping in the market, getting a Thai massage, or exploring any of the many temples.

Valid for Apr 11, 2020 departure.

Tonight, make your way to Bangkok via overnight train. (1B) DAYS 33-34 BANGKOK Get out and

TOUR CODE: ATIS

explore this fantastic city where there is endless sightseeing to be done. (1B) DAY 35 KHAO SOK NP
See southern Thai hospitality in action with breakfast at G Adventures-supported Khao Thep Pitak

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Community-Owned Farm & Restaurant. Later on, go to Lake Cheow Lan where you can take in the

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 12

views while hiking or swimming in the national park. (1B, 1L) DAYS 36-37 KO PHA-NGAN Head across

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

southern Thailand to Ko Pha-Ngan. Use free time to relax on the beach or explore the island’s waterfalls.

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

See back foldout.

(1B) DAYS 38-39 KO TAO Take the ferry to Ko Tao and put on your ﬂippers to see a whole other world
underwater. Soak up the sun beachside or make your way to any of the beach bars. (1B, 1L) DAY 40
KO TAO Today, it’s time to say goodbye to your group of newfound friends as the tour ends. (1B)

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
PHARE CIRCUS: See acrobatics, contortion, and aerial arts melded with theatre, modern dance,
and more, as you take in Phare’s inspiring show. See Personalize your tour on page 31.

Hanoi
Mekong
Luang
River
Prabang
Chiang
Khong

Siem Reap/
Angkor Wat

Bangkok

U MOTORBI E TOUR: Hop on a motorbike driven by your experienced local guide and zoom

passing rice ﬁelds buffalo temples and small illages See Personalize your tour on page 31.

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
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VI ET N AM

CAMBO DI A

Phnom Penh

SIEM REAP QUAD BIKING: Hop on a quad bike and follow your guide through the scenic countryside,

Huế

T HAI LAND

your tour on page 31.
along for a four-hour experience of Viet culture. See Personalize your tour on page 31.

Phong Nha

Vientiane
LAO S
Vang Vieng

Chiang
Mai

OPEN WATER HALF-DAY DIVE EXPERIENCE: Experience vibrant coral and marine life
underwater on a half-day dive including equipment and an on-board instructor. See Personalize

Halong Bay

Ko
Tao

Koh
Rong
Ko Pha-Ngan

Nha
Trang

Ho Chi
Minh City
Chambok (Saigon)

Train/boat transfer not included

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

100

D

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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30

ASIA›› MYANMAR (BURMA), THAILAND

NEW
TOUR

Myanmar Islands:
Snorkelling & Village Hikes
Highlights

traditional boat and head upstream on the Tanintharyi River. Opt to hop in a

›› Go snorkelling in the Mergui Archipelago
›› Hike among limestone karst formations
›› Enjoy free time on islands to kayak or sunbathe
›› Visit a traditional village

What’s Included

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night
Out: Connect with New Friends. (To learn more, see page 8)
Speedboat snorkelling trip into the Mergui Archipelago. Traditional
boat trip on Tanintharyi River including kayaking. Karst hike. Dome
waterfall visit. Free time on islands for kayaking, snorkelling,
swimming and sunbathing. Village hike, picnic and swim. Visit to
traditional illage on stilts

awei island snorkelling trip nternal ﬂight

All transport between destinations and to from included acti ities
ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotels guesthouses twin share or
hostels (multi-share) (9 nts), tent (1 nt) TRANSPORT Plane, speed
boat, private van and minibus, traditional boat, walking. GROUP
LEADER CE

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout local guides

MEALS 9 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 1 dinner. Allow USD125-165 for
meals not included.

kayak and experience the scenery with a leisurely paddle. Continue to the
foot of a nearby karst (limestone) mountain. Hike up the path to enjoy a
stunning 360 degree view of the surrounding farmland, with a view of the
river. Visit the village of Tagu and opt to try some snacks at the local market.

11 DAYS — BANGKOK TO BANGKOK

1799

FROM

$

Continue to Myeik. (1B) DAY 5 MERGUI ARCHIPELAGO ISLAND

Valid for May 10, 2020 departure.

HOPPING Head to the Mergui Archipelago for a full-day island hopping

TOUR CODE: ATBM

excursion Pass mangro e forests ﬂoating illages and ﬁshing boats that
dot the seascape. Weather permitting, stop by the Dome Waterfall, which

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

cuts through the jungle before cascading into the ocean. Continue to Dome

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 12

Island and enjoy lunch in the village of Nyaung Mine, where some members

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

of the local Moken community reside. Enjoy the pristine beaches of Smart

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Island, before heading to Thel Ni Aw and spending the night at camp. (1B,
1L, 1D) DAY 6 MERGUI ISLANDS/MYEIK Wake up to the sound of the
waves and local wildlife. Enjoy breakfast on the beach. Take the kayak out
for a paddle or snorkel in nearby reefs. Return to Myeik in the afternoon and
morning, opt to chill out at the guesthouse, wander through Myeik’s bustling

T HA I LA ND

M YA N M A R

Kanchanaburi

enjoy the rest of the evening at leisure. (1B, 1L) DAY 7 MYEIK/DAWEI This
Dawei

waterfront and watch as ships ofﬂoad their cargo or isit the Thein aw Gyi
Pagoda. Transfer to Dawei. (1B) DAY 8 DAWEI VILLAGE AND BEACHES
Hop on a motorcycle taxi and head north of Dawei to visit a community
based tourism project. Enjoy a delicious picnic and cool swim in a hidden

Eager for a taste of Southeast Asia from decades past? While we can’t turn
back time, we can bring you on this 11-day trip through Myanmar, also
known as Burma. Heading well off the trodden trail, our itinerary swaps out
swanky resorts for honest adventures and local encounters. Spend time in
small villages to chat with locals, go island-hopping, and wake up to the
serene sounds of the jungle. With time in between to snorkel, sunbathe, or
simply relax, this Burmese beach adventure ticks all the boxes.

isolated, 12km stretch of sand along the coast of western Myanmar. End
the day in Dawei’s more popular Maungmagan Beach and enjoy fresh
coconuts or a chilled drink as the sun goes down. (1B, 1L) DAY 9 DAWEI
Enjoy a free day in Dawei. Opt to wander around town, visit a local market,
or head back out to the beaches. (1B) DAY 10 DAWEI/KANCHANABURI
Enjoy the lush scenery of the of the Tanintharyi Mountains as we drive past
local rubber tree and betel nut plantations. Cross the border back into
Thailand Get ready for your ﬁnal night out on the town (1B) DAY 11

DAY 1 BANGKOK Arrive at any time. DAY 2 BANGKOK/KAWTHAUNG

KANCHANABURI/BANGKOK Transfer to Bangkok, where the tour ends on

DISTRICT Hop on a short ﬂight to Ranong then continue by car and boat

arrival either downtown or airport at approximately 11am.

to Kawthaung. (1B) DAY 3 KAWTHAUNG DISTRICT/TANINTHARYI Enjoy
a guided walking tour of Kawthaung, a quaint port city on Myanmar’s
southern tip across the Thai border. Learn about the area’s history as a
trading hub, why Burmese men “stain” their teeth red and women “paint”
their faces yellow, and gain insight into daily life in this culturally diverse

Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

|

This tour has 5
special departures.

March 15 - March 25 • May 10 - May 20 • Oct 18 - Oct 28
Nov 15 - Nov 25 • Dec 13 - Dec 23

region. Transfer to Tanintharyi. (1B) DAY 4 TANINTHARYI/MYEIK Board a
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Bangkok

Myeik
Thel Ni Aw
Island

forest oasis. This afternoon, visit remote Nabule Beach - a beautiful,

ITINERARY

See back foldout.

Kawthaung

Tanintharyi

ASIA›› MAYANMAR (BURMA), THAILAND, VIETNAM, LAOS, CAMBODIA

Personalize your tour
Extras are a great way for you to make your adventure a little more yours. Here are some optional add-ons
you can book in advance, for those days on your tour that have free time built in.
FULL DAY TUK TUK ADVENTURE

FROM

Learn how to drive a classic Thai mode of transport — the
tuk-tuk — then set off for a guided adventure through the
rural lanes of Chiang Mai. Drive past rice ﬁelds and temples
as you weave through the countryside, and experience
Thai hospitality at its ﬁnest over lunch with the locals.

PHARE CIRCUS

$

200

Chiang Mai
Full day

FROM

Enjoy a stellar performance by Phare, a uniquely sociallyconscious circus that injects Cambodian culture and
history into its shows. See acrobatics, contortion, and aerial
arts melded with theatre, modern dance, and more. Take in
stories of war, relationships, and discrimination, inspired by
the real-life experiences of Phare’s creators and performers.

HANOI STREET FOOD WALKING TOUR
Explore the markets of the city’s old quarter with a guide,
sampling street food as you go. Try local favourites like
“nem ran” and “banh goi,” while meeting the vendors and
residents who love these dishes. Wrap up at Hanoi Food
Culture restaurant and try the city’s famous egg coffee.

HUE MOTO TOUR

$

24

Siem Reap
1.5 hrs

FROM

$

34

Hanoi
2.5 hrs

FULL MOON PARTY PACKAGE
Tick Ko Pha Ngan’s legendary full moon party off of
your bucket list and join an epic night of fun on the
beach. Get decked out in glow paint and an exclusive
G Adventures tank top, then enjoy a barbecue dinner
and two tasty cocktails to get your night started.

NORTHERN THAI COOKING CLASS
Channel your inner chef with a home-style Thai
cooking class. Take a trip to the market with your
teacher to pick out fresh ingredients. Head back to
the kitchen for a hands-on lesson and whip up
delicious local favourites like hot and sour soup, green
curry, and sticky rice.

BALLOONS OVER BAGAN
Wake up early and enjoy light refreshments before
your hot-air balloon launch. Take to the air with a
skilled pilot and experience the beauty of early
morning Bagan. Drift over villages, temples, and serene
landscapes. After landing, toast the unforgettable
journey with a glass of champagne.

FROM

$

43

Ko Pha Ngan
1 Day

FROM

$

44

Chiang Mai
Half-day

FROM

$

488

Bagan
45 min

FROM

Grab a helmet, hop on a motorbike driven by your
experienced local guide, and zoom along for a four-hour
experience of Viet culture. Explore the stalls of a local
market, make a Vietnamese conical hat, sip on fresh green
tea with a local family, and learn to plough and make rice.

OPEN WATER HALF-DAY DIVE EXPERIENCE
Experience Ko Tao underwater on a half-day dive
including equipment and instruction from a guide on how
to best experience this beautiful world of coral and marine
life. The program includes two dives, the second of which
can be used towards your Open Water Certiﬁcation.

BANGKOK EXPRESS: FLIGHT KO SAMUI
TO BANGKOK
Want to take the hassle out of getting back to
Bangkok? Book the “Bangkok Express: Ko Samui to
Bangkok” post-tour extra and take a ﬂight back to the
bustling capital.

$

34

Hue
Half-day

FROM

106

$

Koh Tao
Half-day

FROM

$

336

VANG VIENG ADRENALINE BUNDLE
Buckle in for a full adventure-ﬁlled day among Vang
Vieng’s stunning outdoor scenery. Kayak down the
Nam Song river to the Tham None cave and venture
through to the other side of the mountain where you
will enjoy lunch before hitting the infamous Blue
Lagoon.

BANGKOK EXPRESS: AO NANG TO BANGKOK
Want to take the hassle out of getting back to
Bangkok? Book the “Bangkok Express: Ao Nang to
Bangkok” post-tour Extra and make your way back
with the guidance of a CEO. On the ﬁnal tour day,
drive to Surat Thani, and board an overnight train,
arriving the next morning.

Ko Samui
3−4 hrs

Please note that Extras cannot be cancelled or rescheduled once your trip begins. Some activities carry age restrictions. Talk to a G Adventures GCO or your travel agent for details.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

FROM

$

40

Vang Vieng
Full-day

FROM

$

201

Ao Nang
to Bangkok
2 days
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Misty views of Mount Bromo.

Experience more
of Southeast Asia.
Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore,
and Indonesia combos

Take in a sunset view in the Gili Islands.

Southeast Asia is as much a mindset as a place, rewarding those
who explore it with ancient sites, unbelievable scenery, and all
manner of late-night fun. Getting Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore,
and Indonesia into a single trip is a tall order, but we’re up for it if
you are. We’ve taken over 4,000km (almost 2,500 mi) of paradise
and broken them up into easy-to-manage chunks. Do a little, do a
lot, or do it all. Just make sure you do it.

ASIA›› INDONESIA, MALAYSIA, SINGAPORE, THAILAND

33

Exploring the snacking possibilities at a local
food market.

INDONESIA

Mount Bromo Volcano
There are some places on this little planet of ours
that just can’t be understood until you’ve seen
them yourself. Mt Bromo is one. Adrift in its famed
“Sea of Sand,” this imposing volcano is an
awe-inspiring sight in person (and even then, you
still might not believe it).

Perk up with an Indonesian coffee experience in Ubud, Bali.

MALAYSIA

Chenderoh Lake Homestay

INDONESIA

Experience all the charm of a traditional
“kampung” or village at this quaint homestay.
Made up of repurposed old wooden homes, this
lakeside retreat offers picturesque scenery and the
opportunity to interact with locals. Opt to trek,
kayak, ﬁsh, or just kick back and relax in a
hammock.

After trekking Mt Bromo, take on a different side
of Indonesia with an included surf lesson on
Red Island. This secluded surf spot is surrounded
by mountain scenery and open skies. With its
uncrowded beaches, there’s hardly anyone to
watch you attempt to hang ten.

Red Island surﬁng

INDONESIA

Kubutambahan cooking lesson
Wetter is better in the Gili Islands.

The Kubutambahan district of Bali is known for its
colourful temples but, here, you’ll learn about
colourful Balinese cuisine too. Enjoy an included
cooking lesson where you’ll try your hand at local
ﬂavours, so you can bring a part of your trip home
with you.
INDONESIA

Gili Trawangan
The island of Gili Trawangan is the largest of three
Gili Islands, located near the coast of Lombok
Island. Its iconic sandy beaches are perfect for
lounging and soaking up the sunshine. And the
crystal clear water makes it easy to spot wildlife
and, at Wreck Point, a sunken ship.

34

ASIA›› INDONESIA, MALAYSIA, SINGAPORE, THAILAND

More Southeast
Asia combos
Combo tours combine two or more of our tours to create one
in-depth experience. Get just what you’re looking for, with only
one booking. Convenient, flexible, and, affordable. Check the
map to see how the trips join together.

1. Southeast Asia:
Hilltribes & Street Food
Highlights

›› Explore some of Asia’s largest cities
›› Travel by traditional bamboo raft
›› Trek on foot to visit remote
hilltribe villages
›› Enjoy Thai beach life in Ko Samui
›› Visit tea plantations of the
Cameron Highlands
›› Sample Singapore’s street food
›› Hike or relax in Khao Sok
National Park

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

21 DAYS — BANGKOK TO SINGAPORE

2329

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 1, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: ATRA

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18 AVG 12
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Ripple Score

5. Bangkok to Kuta:
Summits & Sunsets
Highlights

›› Sample the street food of Bangkok
›› Watch the sunrise from Mt Bromo
›› Hike through rice terraces
›› Sample java from its
namesake island
›› Chill out on stunning beaches
›› Discover the cultural side
of Indonesia
›› Check out the nightlife in Ko Samui
›› Visit the scenic Ang Thong
Marine Park
›› Experience local life by spending the
night at a homestay

Highlights

›› Experience the bustling streets
of Bangkok
›› Explore colourful Chiang Mai
›› Trek to remote hilltribe villages
›› Float down a river on a bamboo raft
›› Enjoy the island beaches of Ko
Pha-Ngan and Ko Tao
›› Take a longtail boat tour of
Cheow Lan Lake
›› Check out the marine life with
a snorkelling trip

100

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

3469

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 8, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: ATBS

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 10
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

15 DAYS — BANGKOK TO KO TAO

1399

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 4, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: ATRT

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 12
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Ripple Score

6. Epic Bangkok to Kuta:
Beaches, Forests & Volcanoes
Highlights

27 DAYS — BANGKOK TO KUTA

Ripple Score

2. Thailand: Night Markets
& Blue Waters

›› Watch the sunrise over Mt Bromo
›› Hike around a volcano crater
›› Sample java from its
namesake island
›› Chill out on stunning beaches
›› Hang ten with a surf lesson in Java
›› Enjoy the nightlife of Ko Samui
›› Spend a night in a traditional
kampong
›› Eat your way through Bangkok on
a street food crawl
›› Get free time to explore
Thailand’s capital

97

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

100

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

40 DAYS — BANGKOK TO KUTA

4749

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 4, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: ATSE

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 10
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

97
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Hilltribe trek
Chaing Mai

THA I L A ND

Bangkok
Ko Tao
Ko Pha-Ngan
Ko Samui

Khao Sok NP
Penang

Tangkahan

Medan

Bukit Lawang

Chenderoh Lake
Cameron Highlands
M A L AY S I A

Kuala Lumpur
Melaka

Berastagi
Samosir
Padang Sidempuan

Singapore
Bukittinggi
Padang

S UM ATR A

1. ATRA
2. ATRT
3. AEID
4. ATBG
5. ATBS

Jakarta

Cianjur
Malang

I ND ONESI A

Bandung

6. ATSE
7. AEMG

Yogyakarta

Mt Bromo
Pemuteran
Kubutambahan
Ubud

8. AEJG

Gili Trawangan

Ngadas
Red Island

Kuta

Stunning architecture at Prambanan Temple
in Yogyakarta, Indonesia.

3. Indonesia: Volcanoes
& Floating Villages
Highlights

›› Explore the jungles of Sumatra
›› Trek in the shadow of Mt Bromo
›› Travel through beautiful rice terraces
›› Chill out at the world’s largest
volcano lake
›› Ride waves in Java
›› Stay a night in a Tengger farming
community homestay
›› Go surfing at Red Island
›› Visit a spice garden
›› Wrap up in scenic Kuta

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

Highlights

27 DAYS — MEDAN TO KUTA

3229

FROM

$

Valid for Feb 7, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: AEID

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

4. Bangkok to Bali Adventure:
Street Eats & Beaches

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 10
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

›› Eat your way through a street
food crawl in Bangkok
›› Explore Khao Sok National Park
›› Connect with locals during a
scenic homestay
›› Time to see Singapore your way
›› Trek along the Ancestor Trail to
Mt Bromo
›› Visit Git Git waterfall
›› Chill out in scenic Gili T

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

34 DAYS — BANGKOK TO GILI
TRAWANGAN

4149

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 8, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: ATBG

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 10
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

7. Indonesia Adventure:
Sumatra, Java & Bali
Highlights

›› Visit the small jungle community
of Tangkahan
›› Jump into the waters of the world’s
largest volcano lake
›› Tour the floating villages of Cianjur
via Bogor and stay in a local
homestay
›› Explore the sprawling city
of Bandung
›› Trek along the Ancestor Trail to
Mount Bromo
›› Stay a night in a Tengger farming
community homestay
›› Learn about local cuisine with
a cooking demo,

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

96

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

8. Indonesia Adventure:
Java & Bali
Highlights

34 DAYS — MEDAN TO GILI
TRAWANGAN

3949

FROM

$

Valid for Feb 7, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: AEMG

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Ripple Score

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 10
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

›› See the floating villages of Cianjur
via Bogor
›› Ride the rails to Yogakarta
›› Hike the volcano crater at Mt Bromo
›› Learn new skills with a Balinese
cooking lesson
›› Lounge on scenic beaches
›› Check out the monkey forest in Ubud
›› Ride the waves with a surfing lesson
on Red Island
›› Experience village life in Ngadas with
an overnight homestayf

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

21 DAYS — JAKARTA TO GILI
TRAWANGAN

2649

FROM

$

Valid for Jan 5, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: AEJG

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 10
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

98

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

97

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Ripple Score

96
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ASIA›› THAILAND

Northern Thailand:
Hilltribes & Villages
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

8 DAYS — BANGKOK TO BANGKOK

›› Experience the bustle of Bangkok
›› Explore the vibrancy of Chiang Mai
›› Trek through northern hilltribes and
meet the locals
›› Float downstream on a bamboo raft

749

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 1, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: ATHV

What’s Included

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 12

and Group. First Night Out: Connect with

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

799

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 11, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: ATSS

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

What’s Included

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Your Moments: G for Good: Kao Thep

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT
T HAI L AND

Bangkok

Friends. Discover: Free time in Bangkok.
(To learn more, see page 8)

Hilltribe Trek

Street food crawl. Lake Cheow Larn

to from included acti ities

excursion. Snorkelling trip (Ko Tao). Beach

ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotels

time on Thai islands. All transport between

(twin-share) or hostels (multi-share) (3 nts),

T H AI LAND

ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotels

sleeper trains (2 nts). TRANSPORT Local

(twin-share) or hostels (multi-share) (5 nts),

bus, songthaew, train, walking, river raft.

sleeper train (1 nt), simple bungalow (1 nt).

Bangkok

Ko Tao

Train/boat transfer
not included

TRANSPORT Train, local bus, air-con bus,

fﬁcer throughout trekking staff MEALS

Ripple Score

boat, tuk tuk, songthaew, taxi, ferry. GROUP

5 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 2 dinners. Allow

Ripple Score

USD65-85 for meals not included.

100

LEADER CE

Ko Pha-Ngan

Khao Sok NP

destinations and to from included acti ities

basic hilltribe huts (2 nts, multi-share),

GROUP LEADER CEO (Chief Experience

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 12

Group. First Night Out: Connect with New

Chiang Mai

crawl. All transport between destinations and

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

8 DAYS — BANGKOK TO KO TAO

Ta Khun. Welcome: Meet your CEO and

see page 8)

Hilltribe trek. Bamboo rafting. Street food

Highlights

›› Explore bustling Bangkok
›› Enjoy the natural beauty of Khao
Sok National Park
›› Relax on the white-sand beaches
of Ko Tao and Ko Pha-Ngan
›› Spot coral and marine life while
snorkelling

Pitak Community-Owned Farm & Meal, Ban

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

New Friends. Discover: Free time in
Bangkok, Chiang Mai. (To learn more,

Southern Thailand Sojourn:
Nightlife & National Parks

100

Chief Experience fﬁcer

throughout. MEALS 5 breakfasts, 2 lunches. Allow USD85-110 for meals not included.

ITINERARY

ITINERARY

From the luxury of Bangkok’s malls and gleaming high-rises, head north to Thailand’s hills. Eating and

Now’s the time to explore southern Thailand on your terms with this tour that’s affordable for young

sleeping with the hilltribes will bring you face-to-face with these colourful cultures. We’ll leave plenty of

travellers. Eat your way through Bangkok’s street food scene, sleep it off between sipping beachside

time for fun in historic Chiang Mai with its night market and delicious cuisine. Our Chief Experience

drinks on Ko Tao island and hike through the magniﬁcent lowland rainforest of Khao Sok National Park

fﬁcers CE s will help you get off the beaten path — but you ll stay ﬂexible by being able to choose

before lazing in a riverside hammock. These eight amazing days give you the best of southern Thailand

the activities you really want.

with this mix of beachside sun and backpacker nightlife.

DAY 1 BANGKOK Arrive in Bangkok at any time. DAY 2 BANGKOK Opt to visit Wat Pho and the

DAY 1 BANGKOK Arrive in Bangkok at any time. DAY 2 BANGKOK Get on ﬁrst name basis with

Grand Palace or check out the city’s klongs by boat. Board an overnight train to Chiang Mai. (1B) DAY

Thailand’s capital city by bike with an optional bike tour or check out Wat Pho and the Grand Palace.

3 CHIANG MAI Opt to visit Doi Suthep temple, comb the night markets for souvenirs, or participate in

Board an overnight train to Surat Thani. (1B) DAY 3 KHAO SOK NP Lush Khao Sok National Park

a Thai cooking class. DAYS 4-6 HILLTRIBE TREK For three days, trek through rugged forests and

awaits. Set off to Lake Cheow Lan to take in the views while hiking or swimming in the national park.

experience the wonderful diversity of this region. Each village has its own language, belief system, style

(1B, 1L) DAYS 4-5 KO PHA NGAN Head across southern Thailand to Ko Pha-Ngan. Use free time to

of dress and traditions The ﬁrst day dri e from Chiang Mai to Mae Malai illage where the trek will

relax on the beach or explore the island’s waterfalls. (1B) DAYS 6-7 KO TAO Take the ferry to Ko Tao

begin After a few hours of hiking reach the ﬁrst illage The next day trek in the morning and head to

and put on your ﬂippers to see a whole other world underwater Soak up the sun beachside or make

a Karen village to see how to make traditional baskets and scarves. Continue trekking another few

your way to any of the beach bars. (1B, 1L) DAY 8 KO TAO Today, it’s time to say goodbye to your

hours to the next illage for the night The ﬁnal day in the region lea e the illage by bamboo raft

group of newfound friends as the tour ends. (1B)

stopping at other communities along the way. After lunch, head back to Chiang Mai for some free time
to explore. (3B, 3L, 2D) DAY 7 CHIANG MAI Opt to go shopping, enjoy a Thai massage, or explore
Chiang Mai’s many temples. Board an overnight train to Bangkok. (1B) DAY 8 BANGKOK The trip
ends on arrival at the Bangkok train station. Onward travel can be booked for 3pm or later.

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
BANGKOK EXPRESS: KO TAO TO BANGKOK: Book the Bangkok Express: Ko Tao to Bangkok
and make your way back to bustling Bangkok with the guidance of a CEO. See Personalize your
tour on page 31.

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

OPEN WATER HALF-DAY DIVE EXPERIENCE: Experience vibrant coral and marine life

FULL DAY TUK-TUK ADVENTURE: Learn how to drive a tuk-tuk then set off for a guided

underwater on a half-day dive including equipment and an on-board instructor. See

adventure through the rural lanes of Chiang Mai. See Personalize your tour on page 31.

Personalize your tour on page 31.
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TOP
SELLER

Bangkok to Singapore:
Markets & Pad Thai
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

out Wat Pho and the Grand Palace. Board an overnight train to Surat Thani.

›› Explore Bangkok’s busy markets
›› Stop by Penang’s Chinese shop houses
›› Glimpse beautiful green vistas in the Cameron Highlands
›› Dive into multicultural Kuala Lumpur
›› Visit three diverse countries in two weeks

What’s Included

(1B) DAY 3 KHAO SOK Lush Khao Sok National Park awaits. Set off to

14 DAYS — BANGKOK TO SINGAPORE

1599

FROM

Lake Cheow Lan to take in the views while hiking or swimming in the
national park. DAYS 4-5 KO SAMUI Explore Ko Samui’s beauty by catching
the sunset at Chaweng Beach before eating your weight in street food at

$

the Chaweng Night Market. Take a day trip to scenic Ang Thong National

Valid for Apr 1, 2020 departure.

Marine Park. (2B, 1L) DAYS 6-7 PENANG Gear up for a long day of travel.

TOUR CODE: ATRM

Ferry back to the mainland and continue by private vehicle to cross the

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night

border into Malaysia and on to George Town, Penang. Explore the busy

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

streets and check out the colourful famous street art. (1B) DAY 8

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 10

Homestay, Chenderoh Lake. Discover: Free time in Bangkok.
(To learn more, see page 8)

CHENDEROH LAKE Learn about local culture at an island homestay,

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

nestled in the middle of a beautiful lake. Relax as you take in the scenery

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Out: Connect with New Friends. Local Living: Chenderoh Lake

Ang Thong Marine Park island hopping tour. Two street food crawls.
All transport between destinations and to from included acti ities
ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotels (twin-share) or hostels
(multi-share) (10 nts), basic bungalows (2 nts), sleeper train (1 nt).
TRANSPORT Train, local bus, minibus, ferry, songthaew, taxi.
GROUP LEADER CE

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout

MEALS 6 breakfasts, 1 lunch, 1 dinner. Allow USD220-290 for
meals not included.

and connect with locals. (1D) DAY 9 CAMERON HIGHLANDS Enjoy slightly
cooler temperatures in the Cameron Highlands. Explore the well-marked

T H AILAND

trails through the lush tropical forest or visit a tea plantation. (1B) DAYS

Bangkok

10-11 KUALA LUMPUR The city is yours to take on. Walk around and
explore, stop by the famous Petronas Towers before checking out the local
nightlife. Head out of town to visit the famous Batu Caves or the Orang Alsi
Museum. DAY 12 MELAKA Take to the canals by boat, and see a different
side of this old port town. DAY 13 SINGAPORE Head to Singapore, where
you can use your free time to see that famous skyline by boat or eat as

Now’s the time to explore Thailand, Malaysia, and Singapore on your terms
with this tour that’s affordable for young travellers. Bliss out on world-class
beaches in lush southern Thailand, cool off in the Cameron Highlands of
Malaysia, and savour the street food and nightlife of Singapore. In this part
of Southeast Asia, you’ll get to focus on your own adventure: pack your trip
with everything you want and nothing you don’t.
DAY 1 BANGKOK Arrive at any time. DAY 2 BANGKOK Get on ﬁrst name

Ko Samui
Khao Sok NP
Penang

|
■› ■› ■› ■› ■› ■› ■› ■› ■›■› ■›■
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basis with Thailand’s capital city by bike with an optional bike tour or check
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

MALAYSIA

Kuala Lumpur

goodbye to your group of newfound friends as the tour ends. (1B)

Guaranteed Departures

Chenderoh Lake

Cameron Highlands

much street food as you can. DAY 14 SINGAPORE Today, it’s time to say

ITINERARY

See back foldout.

Melaka

Singapore

Ripple Score

100
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ASIA›› INDONESIA

Senang Hati

Ngadas Community

Local Balinese Meal • Ubud, Indonesia

Indigenous Community Homestay • Mount Bromo, Indonesia

In Indonesia, an individual living with a disability faces many challenges. Our
partners, Senang Hati, are creating an inclusive community for adults living with
mobility issues to live independently. With their support, Planeterra developed a
fully accessible kitchen to help adults living with disabilities gain self-conﬁdence
and physical and economic independence. G Adventures travellers get to visit
this community for a delicious buffet lunch and income from the program also
helps subsidize Senang Hati’s operating costs.

The village of Ngadas is inhabited by the Tengger tribe, descendants of the
Majapahit princes and protectors of Mt Bromo (one of the most sacred sites in the
country). Over the past few decades, illegal logging and the migration of younger
generations to urban centres has threatened traditions and left older generations
behind without support. Created with Planeterra partners, the Indonesia
Ecotourism Network, we created a homestay program where G Adventures
travellers can take part in a community-developed hike and learn about local
customs, while the community beneﬁts from tourism for the ﬁrst time.

Personalize your tour
Extras are a great way for you to make your adventure
a little more yours. Here are some optional add-ons you
can book in advance, for those days on your tour that
have free time built in.
BALI EXPRESS: GILI TRAWANGAN TO KUTA
Want to take the hassle out of getting back to Bali? Book
the “Bali Express: Gili Trawangan to Kuta” post-tour Extra
and make your way back to Kuta with the guidance of a
CEO. On the ﬁnal day of the tour, board a fast boat back
to Bali and transfer to Kuta.

FROM

198

$

Gili Trawangan
to Kuta

Please note that Extras cannot be cancelled or rescheduled once your trip begins. Some activities
carry age restrictions. Talk to a G Adventures GCO or your travel agent for details.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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ASIA›› INDONESIA

TOP
SELLER

Bali: Beaches & Boat Rides

Highlights of Sumatra: Hot
Springs & Beachside Bliss
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

1349

FROM

$

Valid for Jan 7, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: AEKG

Community Training Lunch Program, Ubud.

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group.

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 10

First Night Out: Connect with New Friends.
(To learn more, see page 8)

$

Your Moments: G for Good: Bali

TOUR CODE: AESH

Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group.

939

FROM

What’s Included

Valid for Jan 24, 2020 departure.

What’s Included

9 DAYS — KUTA TO GILI
TRAWANGAN

›› Let loose or hang ten in Kuta
›› Learn to cook Balinese cuisine
›› Explore Git Git waterfall
›› Chill out on the beaches of Gili T

14 DAYS — MEDAN TO PADANG

›› Bliss out beachside on the
Indian Ocean
›› Trek in the jungle of national parks
›› Chill out on Lake Toba
›› Get active in Bukittinggi

Highlights

Cooking class in Kubutambahan. Git Git

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

waterfall visit. Monkey Forest visit. All

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Kubutambahan

transport between destinations and to from

Berastagi and Bukittinggi. All transport

Berastagi

hotels (twin-share) or hostels (multi-share)
(13 nts). TRANSPORT Minibus, walking.

(multi-share) (6 nts), guesthouse (2 nts,

Samosir

Padang Sidempuan

boat. GROUP LEADER CEO (Chief

I N D O NESI A

Kuta

Experience fﬁcer throughout MEALS

Bukittinggi

fﬁcer throughout MEALS 13 breakfasts.

L O MB O K

multi-share). TRANSPORT Private vehicle,

SUM AT R A

GROUP LEADER CEO (Chief Experience

Ubud

Simple hotels (twin-share) or hostels

Medan

Bukit Lawang

activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Simple

Gili Trawangan

BAL I

included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS

Tangkahan

between destinations and to from included

8 breakfasts, 1 lunch, 2 dinners. Allow

Allow USD130-170 for meals not included.

Boat transfer
not included

USD70-95 for meals not included.

Padang

ITINERARY
Now’s the time to explore Sumatra on your

Ripple Score

terms with this tour that’s affordable for young

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 10

First Night Out: Connect with New Friends.
(To learn more, see page 8)

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

City tour of Medan. Orientation walks of

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

ITINERARY

100

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Now’s the time to explore Bali on your terms with
this tour that’s affordable for young travellers.

travellers. Head into the depths of the jungle to

Surf on gloriously blue ocean waves in Kuta,

spot orangutans in their home, sit in awe at the world’s largest volcano lake at Lake Toba, and dip

stop for the perfect shot at Buddhist temples

into local ﬂa ours from your beachside hotel in Padang This trip mixes ust enough must sees and

and lotus ponds in Ubud, and relax with a drink at a beachfront bar (or two!) on Gili Trawangan. With a

free time to keep you seeing every highlight (and more!) in Sumatra.

mix of free time, cultural highlights, and savoury must-tastes, this tour is the surest way to soak in all

DAY 1 MEDAN Arrive at any time. Tonight, visit the night market at Jalan Semarang. DAY 2 MEDAN/

Ripple Score

100

the magic of Bali, in just nine beautiful days.

TANGKAHAN Wake up with a morning tour of Medan. After, drive through the jungle to the small

DAY 1 KUTA Arrive at any time. DAY 2 KUTA Take it easy in beachside Kuta. Take a surf lesson, relax

community of Tangkahan where you can go hiking, dip into the nearby river or hot spring. (1B) DAYS

on the beach or head to one of the nearby towns Tonight take in the town s nightlife on the danceﬂoor

3-4 BUKIT LAWANG Travel to Bukit Lawang, located close to Gunung Leuser National Park. Visit the

or by the waves at a beachside bar. (1B) DAYS 3-4 KUBUTAMBAHAN It’s off to Kubutambahan to

local spice garden, trek through the jungle, or relax with some fresh coconut. (2B) DAYS 5-6

breathe in the beautiful scenery, stopping for lunch en route. Soak in the views and lush jungle vibes at

BERASTAGI Get to know this mountain and market town on an orientation walk. Spend free time

a charming guesthouse, located in a Balinese village. Get ready to liven up your tastebuds with a

stopping by the traditional market, relaxing at a hot spring, hiking Mt Sibayak, or visiting Taman Alam

Balinese cooking lesson. After, you can trek around the village, visit a waterfall, swim in a natural

Lumbini. (2B) DAYS 7-8 SAMOSIR ISLAND The world’s largest volcano lake, Lake Toba, awaits.

spring, or stop by a nearby dragon fruit farm. (2B, 1L, 2D) DAYS 5-6 UBUD Check out Ubud and visit

Spend free time at Sipiso Piso Waterfall, visiting local Batak villages, or going to Bukit Indah

the picturesque Gitgit Waterfall or Pura Taman Saraswati, a Balinese Hindu temple with stunning lotus

Simar arun ung a spot famous for swings selﬁes and stellar iews (2B) DAY 9 PADANG

ponds. Stop by the monkey forest, take a yoga class, relax with a massage, visit the holy springs of

SIDEMPUAN Drive through beautiful scenery on this travel day, stopping at the bustling city of Padang

Tirta Empul, and be sure to save some room for some delicious healthy eats — they’re abundant here.

Sidempuan for the night. (1B) DAYS 10-11 BUKITTINGGI It’s another travel day, with stops for lunch

Wrap up your time in Ubud with a traditional Kecak dance performance. (2B) DAYS 7-8 GILI

and a local spice gardens visit. Get acquainted with Bukittingi on a brief orientation walk. With free

TRAWANGAN It’s off to the beautifully laid-back island of Gili Trawangan. Relax at a beachfront bar,

time, see Sianok Canyon, the Japanese Caves built during World War II, or Pagaruyung Palace. (2B)

stopping for photos at the Gili Trawangan swing, and — best of all — enjoying walking around freely

DAYS 12-13 PADANG Head to Padang and settle in at your beachside hotel before trying some of the

(the island doesn’t allow motorized vehicles). Explore the island by bicycle, or just kick back on the

cuisine this city is most famous for. Check out the nearby islands for unspoiled beaches and turquoise

beach and catch your last marvelous sunset. Celebrate the end of an amazing journey together with

blue waters. (2B) DAY 14 PADANG Today, it’s time to say goodbye to your group of newfound friends

your group. (2B) DAY 9 GILI TRAWANGAN Today, it’s time to say goodbye to your group of newfound

as the tour ends. (1B)

friends as the tour ends. (1B)

|
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ASIA›› INDONESIA

Indonesia: Hammocks & Hikes
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

homestay —this side of paradise is looking mighty ﬁne (1B) DAY 3

14 DAYS — JAKARTA TO KUTA

BANDUNG Get to know the city of Bandung today. After an orientation

›› Discover Javanese culture
›› Trek in the shadow of Mt Bromo
›› Snap photos of beautiful rice terraces
›› Relax on sandy beaches
›› Surf some waves

walk, get free time to visit charming Braga Street for its shopping and cafés,
or see the Angklung Music Orchestra. (1B) DAYS 4-6 YOGYAKARTA Take a
scenic train ride to Yogyakarta, then spend free days checking out

What’s Included

1799

FROM

$

Sosrowijayan and Prawirotaman Streets for unwinding with drinks and local

Valid for Jan 5, 2020 departure.

eats. See some Javanese temples, the volcanic Mt Merapi, and soak in the

TOUR CODE: AEKS

last rays of the sun at the stunning Buddhist Borobudur temple complex.
(3B) DAY 7 NGADAS Take the scenic route to Ngadas where you’ll get a

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Village Walk, Desa Ngadas. Ancestor Trail Trek, Desa Ngadas.

taste of local culture with a home-cooked dinner and time with a community

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 10

Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night Out: Connect with
New Friends. Hands-on: Surﬁng Lesson Red sland (To learn more,

leader at a G Adventures-supported community homestay. (1B, 1D) DAYS

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

8-9 MT BROMO Trek along the Ancestor Trail to Mt Bromo, led by a local

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Your Moments: G for Good: Ngadas Homestay, Desa Ngadas.

see page 8)

Orientation walk in Bandung. Entrance to Bromo Tengger Semeru
National Park. Mt Bromo crater walk. Sunrise hike to Mt Bromo
iewpoint All transport between destinations and to from included
activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotels (twin-share) or hostels
(multi-share) (9 nts), surf camp dorms (2 nts, multi-share), homestays
(2 nts, multi-share). TRANSPORT Minibus, local bus, local train,
walking, ferry. GROUP LEADER CE

Chief Experience fﬁcer

throughout. MEALS 12 breakfasts, 1 lunch, 1 dinner. Allow
USD125-165 for meals not included.

See back foldout.

guide trained through the G Adventures-supported capacity building
program. Then get a chance to hike to the volcano’s crater. Skip sleeping in
for a pre-dawn hike across the Sea of Sand to Mt Bromo, before you head
to a beachside surf camp. (2B, 1L) DAY 10 RED ISLAND Wake up and

Jakarta

catch a wave on a morning surf lesson, then take the rest of the day to

Malang

Bandung

explore the nearby ﬁshing illage surf some more or rest easy in a
beachside hammock. (1B) DAYS 11-12 PEMUTERAN Head back to Bali to

Pemuteran

Cianjur
Yogyakarta

relax on the beach. Sit back, grab a drink, and soak up some sunshine. If

Mt Bromo

IN DON ESIA

you’d like, break up the beachside naps with a snorkelling or diving trip to

Ngadas
Red Island

Kuta

Menjangan Island. (2B) DAY 13 KUTA Cross rich tropical jungle, idyllic rice
ﬁelds and more to head to Kuta Spend the e ening getting to know Legian
Street, the legendary party street. (1B) DAY 14 KUTA It’s time to say

ITINERARY
Now’s the time to explore Java and Bali on your terms with this tour that’s
affordable for young travellers. Breathe in some laid-back vibes among
Cian ur s ﬂoating illages stretch your legs and hike the Ancestor Trail to
Mt Bromo, before dancing it all off in Kuta. Make your way from big cities to

goodbye to your group of newfound friends as the tour ends.

Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

scenic beaches with enough must-sees and free time to help you make the
most of it all. There’s a whole lot of culture and excitement in this part of
Indonesia — and it’s waiting for you to come meet it.
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DAY 1 JAKARTA Arrive at any time. DAY 2 CIANJUR Let the scenery guide
you to some serenity. Floating villages, tea plantations, and a night at a local
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

94
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ASIA›› PHILIPPINES

Philippines Island Hopping:
Clear Skies & Blue Waters
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

DAY 1 MANILA Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-3 SIQUIJOR Fly to Dumaguete

›› Relax on gorgeous white-sand beaches
›› Explore the Chocolate Hills
›› Learn about tiny tarsiers
›› Snorkel crystal-clear blue waters
›› Camp under the stars on Inaladelan Island
›› Tour Palawan’s famous Puerto Princesa subterranean
river by boat

and transfer to the port to board a boat bound for the mystical island of
Si ui or En oy free time to explore ca es waterfalls coral ﬁlled waters and
106km (65 mi) of white-sand beaches. Snorkelling and diving are both great
options here. (2B) DAYS 4-5 BOHOL Hop on a ferry to the island of Bohol,

13 DAYS — MANILA TO EL NIDO

2599

FROM

$

home to the tiny tarsier primates and beautiful Chocolate Hills formations.

Valid for Apr 19, 2020 departure.

Enjoy a stay at a G Adventures supported homestay and learn about local

TOUR CODE: APYP

life from the community. Opt to join your host family as they tend to the farm
before helping prepare a barbecue feast for lunch. After lunch together, say

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

goodbye to your hosts and head out to explore the famous Chocolate Hills.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 12

Your Moments: G for Good: Bohol Island Homestay, Bohol.

(2B, 1L, 1D) DAY 6 PANGLAO Free day to tour the island or go snorkelling.

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

DAYS 7-8 MOALBOAL Board a boat to bustling Cebu, and transfer to

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

with New Friends. (To learn more, see page 8)

Moalboal. White-sand beaches and bright, turquoise waters await. Opt to

What’s Included

Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night Out: Connect

Chocolate Hills visit. Free time to explore the beaches of Siquijor,
Bohol Panglao Moalboal and Palawan Beach bonﬁre noladoan
(German) Island). Free time in Inoladoan (German) Island and El Nido.
nternal ﬂights All transport between destinations and to from
included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotels (twin-share)
or hostels (multi-share) (10 nts), beach camping (1 nt), homestay (1 nt,
multi-share). TRANSPORT Taxi, plane, walking, ferry, boat. GROUP
LEADER CE

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout local guides

MEALS 10 breakfasts, 1 lunch, 2 dinners. Allow USD180-235 for
meals not included.

go snorkelling, scuba diving, or just chill out on the beach. (1B) DAY 9

Get a whole new appreciation for the night sky after camping on a beach
under a blanket of stars free of light pollution. You’ll experience this and so
much more on a 13-day island-hopping tour through the best of Philippines’
nature, beaches, and cultural life. Roam Bohol’s famous Chocolate Hills (not
suitable for consumption), snorkel with massive whale sharks in the clearest
of clear blue waters (if the season is right), roam through exotic Manila and

Manila

PUERTO PRINCESA Transfer to Cebu City and ﬂy to Puerto Princesa the

PHILIPPINES

capital of the island paradise of Palawan. On arrival explore the town. (1B)
DAY 10 PORT BARTON Travel to Port Barton and enjoy the restaurants and
bars in this laid-back beach town. (1B) DAY 11 INOLADOAN ISLAND Take
a short boat ride to Inoladoan (German) Island to snorkel with turtles and

El Nido

laze in a hammock. Tonight settle into your tent, grab a cold drink, sit
around the bonﬁre (1B, 1D) DAY 12 EL NIDO Transfer back to the

Inoladoan
(German) Island
Port Barton

mainland and head to the white sand beaches and limestone karsts of El
Nido. Enjoy a night out at one of the many restaurants and bars along the
Puerto
Princesa

beach. (1B) DAY 13 EL NIDO Depart at any time. (1B)

ITINERARY

See back foldout.

Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
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departures / month.
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historic Cebu, and take a boat ride through Palawan’s mesmerizing
subterranean river. From interacting with local communities to lots of free time
built in, this trip is both meaningful and liberating. So go on and feel free.
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

C EBU

Panglao

Moalboal

Bohol
Siquijor

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

100
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A beautiful day to set sail in Sri Lanka.

Not 18−to-Thirtysomethings,
yet still amazing.

Asia sailing
Wherever there’s water,
there’s us.

With such inviting waters in the Maldives, you’ll
be eager as to dive right in.

Thailand
Secluded temples and bustling markets; tiny villages
and sprawling cities; ancient history and cutting-edge
modernity; teeming crowds and places so remote you
won’t find another human being around for miles. Get
on one of our vessels and explore Asia in a way you’ve
never imagined — by sailing through it.

Most countries would be satisﬁed with just a single
dazzling coastline. Not Thailand. They’ve got over
3,000km (1,864 mi) of it. Island hop aboard our
catamaran, and see more of these shores than you
ever thought possible. See tours ATSA, ATSH, and
ATSK online.

Bali & Indonesia
Indonesia is home to more than 13,000 islands. We
can’t get you to all of them, but we’ll show you as
many of the pristine beaches, temples, and jungles
as we can. Get yourself onto a catamaran and into
paradise. See tours AEVB online.

ASIA›› INDONESIA, MALDIVES, SRI LANKA, THAILAND

The G Difference
Asia is such an amazing place to explore that
you’ll want to devote your full attention to it.
Here’s what we’ll be taking care of while you
enjoy yourself:
EXPERT SKIPPERS AND CREW
Having a fully licensed skipper, cook, AND a dedicated
CEO on board means each member has the time and
freedom to do what they do best. In your CEO’s case,
that’s making your trip the best it can be.

LOCAL FOOD ON TAP
Asian takeout at home is great. Asian food prepared
fresh in the glorious waters of Asia? That’s something
else. Using fresh ingredients, your personal chef will
whip up delicious feasts for you every day while you
explore the islands.

ESCAPE THE RESORTS
Asia is a crowded place, but our sailing program offers a
great way to intimately explore secluded bays and
out-of-the-way islands far away from the maddening
crowds.

DYNAMIC ITINERARIES
We offer full week-long sailing adventures and shorter
four-day marine-based add-ons that can be combined
with our land-based Asia trips. Don’t miss out; do both!

REMOTE ACCESS
You’re shore to have an incredible time sailing through Sri Lanka.

Flexible itineraries allow us to seek out the snorkelling
spots and out-of-the-way islands even the locals don’t
know about.

The Maldives
This blissful archipelago dazzles with crystal-clear
waters, cobalt-blue skies, and coral reefs teeming
with tropical ﬁsh of every hue. Cruise aboard a
traditional dhoni ﬁshing boat, and explore every
serene beach and tranquil lagoon you can ﬁnd.
See tour AFMS and AFMB online.

Sri Lanka
When you’re able to pry your eyes away from the
jaw-dropping beaches, you’ll notice something
sleepy and magical while sailing along the coast of
Sri Lanka. Explore aboard our catamarans, and
you’ll ﬁnd it for yourself. See tours ASVM, ASVT,
and ASVC online.
Sunglasses are a must when you’re sailing through Indonesia.
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Rhapsody in red: Mingling with the crowd in Jaipur, the “Pink City.”

South Asia
combos
Combo tours combine two or more of our tours
to create one in-depth experience. Get just what
you’re looking for, with only one booking.
Convenient, flexible, and, affordable. Check the
map to see how the trips join together.

1. Discover India & Sri Lanka:
Plantations & Pink Cities
Highlights

› Tour the famous Taj Mahal
› Explore the Pink City and Amber Fort
› Get a taste of village life with a
traditional lunch
› Climb to the spiritual temple
of Savitiri
› Explore bustling Mumbai
› Check out the catch of the day
at Kollam’s fishing docks
› Learn about local plants uses at
a Spice Garden
› Visit a tea plantation

ITINERARY
Start with the hectic pace of northern Delhi
before heading to the beaches of Goa and the
ﬁshing nets of relaxed Kochi in the ﬁrst leg of this

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

32 DAYS — DELHI TO HIKKADUWA

3999

FROM

$

Valid for Mar 2, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: AHDS

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

2049

$

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 15
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

100

epic subcontinental journey. Finish it all off in the
southern half of Sri Lanka, a culture-loving backpacker’s dream. Here you’ll get to discover beautiful
ruins, hike through tea plantations, and chill out on Hikkaduwa Beach. And the best part? You’ll do it all
with a group of new friends.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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ASIA›› INDIA, SRI LANKA

Delhi
Agra
Jaipur

Pushkar

Tordi Sagar

Udaipur

Ahmedabad

INDIA

Mumbai

Goa

The Sunrise in Ella, Sri Lanka is worth the early alarm clock.

1. AHDS
2. AHDC
3. AHKH

Kochi
Alleppey

SRI

Kollam

L A N KA

Anuradhapura

Varkala

Kandy
Nuwara Eliya
Ella

Negombo

Hikkaduwa

Take me back to Kerala’s backwaters.

2. North to South India:
Colours & Curry
Highlights

› Admire the Taj Mahal and Amber Fort
› Capture colourful Rajasthan in
your viewfinder
› Relax on quiet beaches in Goa
› Connect with the locals at a
homestay
› Savour delicious Indian cuisine

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

Highlights

21 DAYS — DELHI TO KOCHI

2449

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 6, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

879

$

TOUR CODE: AHDC

3. Discover Kerala & Sri Lanka:
Islands & Ruins
› Stay with a local family in Alleppey
for a real taste of the culture
› Check out the catch of the day at
Kollam’s fishing docks
› Visit the G Adventures-supported
Sthree Craft Shop and Café
› Learn about local plants uses at a
Spice Garden
› Trek to Little Adam’s peak

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

18 DAYS — KOCHI TO HIKKADUWA

2399

FROM

$

Valid for Mar 2, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: AHKH

ITINERARY

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

From the hectic pace of northern Delhi to the

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14

beaches of Goa and the ﬁshing nets of relaxed

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

ITINERARY

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Kochi, this epic journey packages the

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Get a quick intro to the diversity of South India

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

subcontinent’s highlights into three well-paced
weeks. Watch the sunrise at Savitri temple in

Ripple Score

See back foldout.

100

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

1469

$

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 15

before heading off to Sri Lanka, a small island
nation that packs a huge punch. Make your way

Pushkar and explore the canals of Alleppey on

down India’s southwest coast, watching sunsets

your way to a homestay with a local family. With your accommodation and transport arranged by our

through the ﬁshing nets of Kochi before

Chief Experience fﬁcers CE s you can concentrate on choosing your own ad enture Pack your

stretching out on whitesand beaches and

trip with everything you want — and nothing you don’t. What are you waiting for? Lush hills, bustling

dabbling in yoga in your free time. In Sri Lanka,

cities, and mouth-watering curries await!

discover beautiful ruins, hike through tea
plantations, tour a spice garden, and say hello to
beachy days once again on Hikkaduwa Beach.
It’s an 18-day journey that’s just as much
relaxation as it is adventure.
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

100
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ASIA›› INDIA

TOP
SELLER

Uncover India: High Deserts & Markets
Highlights

around town. Enjoy free time to explore the Amber Fort and other sites around town. Opt to see a

›› Explore the impressive Taj Mahal
›› Visit a desert Village
›› Discover Temples and holy places
›› Walk through the bustling metropolis of Mumbai
›› Chill out on the beaches of Goa

What’s Included

Bollywood ﬁlm DAY 5 TORDI SAGAR Dive into rural life by visiting potters, cobblers, and markets. Opt
to take a jeep safari or camel cart ride to the dunes for sunset. Head out for a hike in the hills or get a
henna tattoo from local women. (1D) DAYS 6-7 PUSHKAR Enjoy a local lunch prepared by traditional
methods at a village hamlet. Upon arrival in Pushkar, take an orientation walk. In the morning, climb
Savitri Temple, perched atop a hill, and catch the sunrise. Enjoy some free time for shopping or yoga.
Opt to partake in a traditional dinner in the desert cooked by cameleers, with local entertainment. (1B,
1L) DAYS 8-10 UDAIPUR Get to know the city on an orientation walk and optional boat ride. Free time

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night Out: Connect with New
Friends. Discover: Free time in Udaipur. (To learn more, see page 8)
Guided tour of the Taj Mahal and the Amber Fort. Orientation walks in Jaipur, Pushkar, Udaipur,
and Mumbai. Visit to Gandhi Ashram. Village walk in rural Tordi Sagar. Sunrise at Savitri temple.
nternal ﬂight All transport between destinations and to from included acti ities
ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotels or guesthouse (twin-share) (13 nts), overnight train (1 nt).
TRANSPORT Train, local bus, jeep, rickshaw, tuk-tuk, taxi, plane. GROUP LEADER CEO
Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout local guides MEALS 1 breakfast, 1 lunch, 1 dinner.

to explore the “Venice of the East” with its lakes, palaces, and narrow lanes. DAYS 11-12 MUMBAI
(BOMBAY) Take a local bus to Ahmedabad and explore the famous Gandhi Ashram at Sabarmati.
Overnight train to Mumbai. Arrive in Mumbai and take an orientation walk of the Colaba and Fort Area.
Enjoy free time to explore the bustling metropolis of Mumbai. DAYS 13-14 GOA Hop on a short ﬂight
to Goa. Head to the beaches of North Goa, sample tasty treats at the night markets, and take in the
nightlife of this coastal state. DAY 15 GOA Depart at any time.

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

Allow USD340-445 for meals not included.

UDAIPUR SUNRISE CYCLE TOUR: Discover the early morning serenity of Udaipur with a ride

ITINERARY

UDAIPUR COOKING SCHOOL: Learn from the locals at this lunch workshop on traditional

For travellers on a budget who are after an experience full of the very best India has to offer, this tour

Rajasthani dishes including rice, curries, and chapatis. See Personalize your tour on page 53.

along the city’s picturesque lakes as the sun rises. See Personalize your tour on page 53.

showcases man-made wonders and natural marvels without missing its most famous cities and sights.
From the shining marble of the Taj Mahal and the sparkling shores of Goa, to Rajasthan’s colourful forts
and temples, connect with the culture and spirit of this incredible land. Our expert Chief Experience
fﬁcers CE s will take the hassle out of planning but lea e you free to choose sites that really shine
so you can encounter India the way you (and your wallet) like.
DAY 1 DELHI Arrive any time. DAY 2 AGRA Take a morning train to Agra, then a guided tour of the
impressive Taj Mahal. Opt to visit Agra Fort and Baby Taj. DAYS 3-4 JAIPUR Take an orientation walk

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
13
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For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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ASIA›› INDIA

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS
15 DAYS — DELHI TO GOA

1449

FROM

$

Valid for May 2, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

589

$

TOUR CODE: AHUH

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 12
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Delhi
Pushkar

Jaipur

Udaipur

Agra

Tordi Sagar
Ahmedabad
INDIA

Mumbai

Goa

Ripple Score

100
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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ASIA›› INDIA, SRI LANKA

Sri Lanka: Spice Gardens
& Seasides
Highlights

Kerala: Beaches & Backwaters
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

7 DAYS — KOCHI TO KOCHI

›› Relax in the calm backwaters
›› Experience a local homestay
›› Chill out on quiet beaches
›› Explore ecosystems aboard an
Alleppey ferry cruise
›› Sample South Indian cuisine

749

FROM

What’s Included

$

TOUR CODE: AHBB

Meet your CEO and Group. First Night Out:
Connect with New Friends. (To learn more,

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

1199

$

TOUR CODE: ASNC

See back foldout.

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT
SRI

LANK A

Sigiriya

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 12

Sri Lankan lunch at a local village. Spice

New Friends. Local Living: Alleppey
Homestay, Alleppey. (To learn more, see

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

garden visit. Tea plantation tour. Little Adam’s

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Peak Tour. Galle Fort tour. All transport

and Group. First Night Out: Connect with

Valid for Jul 12, 2020 departure.

see page 8)

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO

See back foldout.

$

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Craft Shop and Café, Kandy. Welcome:

299

$

1399

FROM

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 12

Gardens Farm, Digana. Breakfast at Sthree

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

12 DAYS — NEGOMBO
TO HIKKADUWA

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Your Moments: G for Good: Tamarind

Valid for Mar 2, 2020 departure.

What’s Included

›› Trek through luscious green hills
›› Journey amongst Sri Lanka’s most
breath-taking scenery
›› Sample local cuisine at a village meal
›› Inhale local flavours at a
spice garden
›› Explore southern Sri Lankan beaches

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

Kandy

Negombo

Digana
Nuwara Eliya
Ella

between destinations and to from included

page 8)

activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Hotels guest

Orientation walks in Alleppey, Kollam, and

Kochi

Fort Kochi. Kerala boat tour. Morning ferry
cruise on Alleppey’s backwaters. All

GROUP LEADER CEO (Chief Experience

Simple hotels or guesthouse (twin-share)

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

1 lunch, 1 dinner. Allow USD215-280 for
meals not included.

Varkala

(5 nts), homestay (1 nt). TRANSPORT Bus,

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

fﬁcer throughout MEALS 2 breakfasts,

Kollam

included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS

Galle

TRANSPORT Private vehicle, walking.

Alleppey

transport between destinations and to from

Hikkaduwa

houses (10 nts), homestay (1 nt).

I N D I A

Ripple Score

100

ITINERARY

boat, taxi, tuk-tuk GROUP LEADER CEO
Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout local

Ripple Score

guides. MEALS 1 breakfast, 2 lunches,

100

Get yourself to a destination that’s long been a culture-loving backpacker’s dream, on this affordable
12-day whirlwind tour of central and southern Sri Lanka. Discover beautiful ruins, hike through tea
plantations, tour a spice garden, and then chill out on Hikkaduwa Beach. Explore Sri Lanka with a

1 dinner. Allow USD140-185 for meals not
included.

group of new friends and you’ll never want to travel solo again.

ITINERARY

DAY 1 NEGOMBO Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-3 SIGIRIYA Transfer to to UNESCO World Heritage City,

Watch the sunset through the ﬁshing nets of Kochi stretch out on white sand beaches drift through
the tranquil backwaters, and rise at dawn to see the sunrise. This seven-day tour offers a quick
introduction to the diversity of south India. Unwind with some yoga in your free time. Meet the locals
and spend the night with a local family on a tour that’s all about authentic cultural experience.

Sigiriya. Opt to visit Sigiriya Rock Fortress, Polonnaruwa Temple, Minneriya National Park or
Anurhadhapura historical site. DAYS 4-5 KANDY Travel to Tamarind Gardens Farm, a G Adventuressupported homestay in Digana, near Kandy. After lunch, embark on a guided village walk. Stop at the
home of a jewellery maker who handcrafts delicate Kandyan jewellery and the cottage of a local
woman making incense. The next day is free to explore Kandy. Opt to visit the Temple of the Tooth,

DAY 1 KOCHI (COCHIN) Arrive at any time. DAY 2 ALLEPPEY Check out the Jewish Quarter and the

take in a cultural show, or watch a cricket match. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAY 6 NUWARA ELIYA Enjoy breakfast

spice markets before continuing to Alleppey. Explore Alleppey with an orientation walk. Experience

at G Adventures-supported Sthree Craft Shop and Café. Travel to stunning Nuwara Eliya. Visit a tea

local life at a homestay, and enjoy a guided walk along the lagoon. (1L, 1D) DAY 3 KOLLAM Explore

plantation and opt to explore the nearby hills on foot. (1B) DAYS 7-8 ELLA Opt to trek the trails of

the backwaters and its unique ecosystem on a ferry cruise, then transfer to Kollam. (1B, 1L) DAYS 4-5

Horton Plains National Park before travelling to scenic Ella. Spend the next morning trekking Little

VARKALA Visit the Neendakara Fishing Harbour, one of the largest on the Arabian Sea, before

Adam’s Peak. Later, enjoy some free time in scenic Ella. Opt to trek to Ella Rock or take a local cooking

travelling to Varkala. Enjoy free time to explore the town, have an Ayurvedic massage, get treated by

class. DAY 9 GALLE/HIKKADUWA Set off towards the southern coast stopping en route for a walking

local healers, or visit the Varkala Temple. DAY 6 KOCHI Return to Kochi. Check out the Jewish Quarter

tour of Galle Fort. Finish the day’s journey oceanside on the beaches of Hikkaduwa. DAYS 10-11

and the spice markets. Opt to take in a local Kathakali dance performance. DAY 7 KOCHI Depart at

HIKKADUWA Enjoy two days of free time to bliss out on the beach or go on a whale or dolphin

any time.

watching tour. DAY 12 HIKKADUWA Depart at any time.

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
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ASIA›› INDIA, SRI LANKA, NEPAL

Sisterhood of Survivors

Barauli

Local Meal & Cooking Lesson • Kathmandu & Pokhara, Nepal

Indigenous Community Homestay • Chitwan, Nepal

This program provides job training in the hospitality industry for survivors of
human trafficking and is managed wholly by survivors. All proceeds from the
project’s cooking class and meal program beneﬁt local education initiatives
and provide further training to help survivors access digniﬁed job
opportunities, such as paralegal work, to help other survivors. Sisterhood of
Survivors strives to reduce the number of women (about 7,000 each year)
trafficked into India while supporting fellow sisters.

Barauli is a small Indigenous village located near Chitwan National Park in
Nepal, but because of its distance from tourism hotspots in the park, Barauli
residents have never been able to access the industry’s economic beneﬁts.
With the creation of this community guesthouse program, there’s more
opportunity for community income and new jobs. Developed with our local
partner, the homestay connects travellers coming to see the park’s wildlife
with the rich culture of the Tharu people living in Barauli.

Women on Wheels

Tamarind Gardens Farm

Transfer Program Led by Women • New Delhi, India

Community Guesthouse • Digana, Sri Lanka

Women on Wheels is a Planeterra-supported program that trains women from
resource-poor communities to earn driver’s licenses and become taxi drivers,
giving them more social and economic independence. When you arrive at the
airport, you’ll be met by one of these drivers for a transfer into town.

Tamarind Gardens is a small farm located in the Kandyan hills of Sri Lanka.
Their guesthouse provides the dolomite mining community with an
alternative income source while supporting local co-operatives and
improving access to water and education. Take a walk through the village
and learn all about the locals. Wake up early in the morning to explore and
help out on the farm before learning to prepare a traditional Sri Lankan feast.
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ASIA›› INDIA

TOP
SELLER

Rajasthan & Varanasi: Trains & the Taj
Highlights

under the stars. After an optional sunrise viewing from atop dunes, transfer back to Bikaner. Enjoy an
orientation of the Old City and the markets. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 5-6 JAISALMER Orientation walk

›› Drink in a kaleidoscope of colour and culture
›› Experience spiritual Varanasi along the Ganges
›› Marvel at the Taj Majal
›› Wander the streets and markets in vibrant cities
›› Revel in the colourful villages of Rajasthan

around Jaisalmer, then free time to explore and check out its ancient yet still-inhabited fort. DAY 7
JAISALMER/JODHPUR Take an orientation walk around town, then opt to visit the Mehrangarh Fort.
DAYS 8-9 UDAIPUR Journey southeast to the city of Udaipur and get to know the Old City on an
orientation walk. Opt to visit the City Palace or take in an evening dance performance. DAY 10
PUSHKAR Orientation walk upon arrival in Pushkar. Opt to tour the world’s only temple to the Hindu

What’s Included

god of creation, Brahma, or scour the markets for Indian wares. DAY 11 TORDI SAGAR Dive into rural

Your Moments: G for Good: City Walk, Delhi. Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group.
First Night Out: Connect with New Friends. (To learn more, see page 8)
Guided tour of the Taj Mahal and the Amber Fort. Orientation walks in Old Delhi, Bikaner,
Jaisalmer, Jodhpur, Udaipur, Pushkar, and Jaipur. Overnight camel safari. Ganges River boat
trip at sunrise and sunset including candle ﬂower ceremony All transport between
destinations and to from included acti ities ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotels or
guesthouse (twin-share) (15 nts), sleeper trains (3 nts), camping (1 nt). TRANSPORT Train,
metro, local bus, charter bus, tuk-tuk, small riverboat, camel, 4x4 vehicle. GROUP LEADER
CE

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout local guides MEALS 2 breakfasts, 2 lunches,

life and visit a potter and other local areas of the village. Opt to take a jeep safari to the dunes for
sunset, head out for a hike in the hills, or get a henna tattoo from the local women. (1D) DAYS 12-13
JAIPUR Enjoy a local lunch prepared by traditional methods at a village hamlet, then continue to
Jaipur. Enjoy an orientation walk around town and a guided tour of the Amber Fort. Take some free
time to explore other sites around town. (1B, 1L) DAYS 14-15 AGRA Take a guided tour of the Taj
Mahal. Opt to explore the Agra Fort and Baby Taj. The following day enjoy free time in Agra before
boarding an overnight train to Varanasi. DAYS 16-18 VARANASI Cruise the Ganges River by boat at
sunrise and sunset and en oy a candle ﬂower ceremony

ernight train back to elhi DAY 19 DELHI

Free time to explore Delhi. DAY 20 DELHI Depart at any time.

2 dinners. Allow USD435-565 for meals not included.

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

ITINERARY

UDAIPUR SUNRISE CYCLE TOUR: Discover the early morning serenity of Udaipur with a ride

From the monuments of Delhi to the colourful cities of Rajasthan, experience three weeks of northern

along the city’s picturesque lakes as the sun rises. See Personalize your tour on page 53.

India’s best. Marvel at Jaisalmer’s mud fortress and Bikaner’s unique temple before journeying into the

UDAIPUR COOKING SCHOOL: Learn from the locals at this lunch workshop on traditional

desert for an overnight camel safari. Follow in the footsteps of pilgrims and make your way to the

Rajasthani dishes including rice, curries, and chapatis. See Personalize your tour on page 53.

Ganges Ri er at Varanasi

our expert Chief Experience fﬁcer CE

will take care of the hassles so

you’re free to see the sights or just soak up the vibe — India is home to great food, fascinating culture,
alluring sights, and friendly and inviting people. Discover the charms and mystery that make up this
incredible country.
DAY 1 DELHI Arrive at any time. DAY 2 DELHI Join a youth-led tour through Delhi held by
G Adventures-supported project, City Walk, before an afternoon orientation walk in Old Delhi. Take the
overnight train to Bikaner. DAYS 3-4 BIKANER Enjoy a camel safari and camp overnight in the desert

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
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ASIA›› INDIA

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS
20 DAYS — DELHI TO DELHI

1349

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 5, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

589

$

TOUR CODE: AHRH

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Bikaner
Jaisalmer

Pushkar

Delhi

Jaipur Agra
Tordi Sagar

Jodhpur

Varanasi

Udaipur
INDIA

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

100
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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ASIA›› INDIA, NEPAL

Delhi to Kathmandu:
Mountain Scenes & the Ganges
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

impressive Taj Mahal. Opt to visit Agra Fort and Baby Taj. Overnight train to

›› Explore the vibrant streets of urban India
›› Sail down the Ganges
›› Get a glimpse of traditional life in small villages
›› Experience a jeep safari in Chitwan National Park
›› Learn to make traditional Nepalese dumplings
›› Marvel at Nepal’s mountain views

What’s Included

Varanasi. DAYS 7-8 VARANASI Orientation walk along ghats and the old
city. Head to the temples to explore or hop on a boat and sail the Ganges at
sunrise or sunset. DAY 9 LUMBINI Cross over the border to Nepal. Step
back in time and check out Buddha’s birthplace. DAYS 10-11 CHITWAN
NP Take an orientation walk of Barauli town and enjoy two nights at a

15 DAYS — DELHI TO KATHMANDU

1429

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 7, 2020 departure.

community homestay with the Indigenous Tharu people. Opt for a jeep

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

safari to explore Chitwan National Park or a cycling excursion through the

TOUR CODE: AHDU

area. DAYS 12-13 POKHARA See the town on an orientation walk, then

459

$

visit the Sisterhood of Survivors Project, a grassroots organization that

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Chitwan National Park. Barauli Village Orientation Walk, Royal

trains sur i ors of human trafﬁcking to become certiﬁed paralegals Meet

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14

Chitwan National Park. Sisterhood of Survivors Project, Pokhara.

some beneﬁciaries of the program and learn about traditional Nepali food

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night Out: Connect with
New Friends. (To learn more, see page 8)

Learn how to make Nepalese momos (dumplings) with some of the women

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Your Moments: G for Good: Barauli Community Homestay, Royal

India Gate and Connaught Place visit. Guided tour of the Amber Fort
and the Taj Mahal. Savitri Temple sunrise hike. Visit to Buddha’s
birthplace. Orientation walks in Pushkar, Jaipur, Varanasi, Pokhara,
and Kathmandu. All transport between destinations and to/from
included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotels or guesthouse
(twin-share) (11 nts), sleeper train (1 nt), homestay (2 nt). TRANSPORT
Train, metro, local bus, charter bus, rickshaw. GROUP LEADER CEO
Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout local guides MEALS 1 lunch.

See back foldout.

before enjoying an authentic local lunch. Opt to go paragliding or catch a
Himalayan sunrise up Mt Sarangkot. (1L) DAY 14 KATHMANDU Get a feel
pt to take a scenic E erest ﬂight DAY

for the city on an orientation walk

Delhi

15 KATHMANDU Depart at any time.

NEPAL

Kathmandu

Agra

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

Lumbini

Jaipur

EVEREST FLIGHT: Hop aboard a plane for this one-hour tour of the

Chitwan NP

highest mountain in the world, Mt. Everest. See Personalize your tour

I NDI A

on page 53.

Allow USD355-465 for meals not included.

PARAGLIDING IN POKHARA: Check out the stunning scenery while

ITINERARY

mountain views. See Personalize your tour on page 53.

India and Nepal are less places to see than places to do, and this

JAIPUR CYCLE TOUR: With its many lanes and organized layout,

fast-paced 15-day tour ensures you live every moment to the fullest. With

Jaipur makes for the perfect location to explore by bicycle with a local

other youthful travellers, you’ll sail the Ganges, have the opportunity to take

guide. See Personalize your tour on page 53.

a jeep safari in Chitwan National Park, and breathe deeply in the Himalayas

JAIPUR COOKING CLASS WITH A LOCAL FAMILY: Join a local

of Nepal. It’s a mix of classics like the Taj Majal and backpacker faves like

family in Jaipur as they welcome you into their home and share their

Pushkar wrapped up in a riot of colour. And we do the planning but leave

recipes and best-loved dishes with you. See Personalize your tour on

the choice of excursions up to you. Don’t just explore South Asia — live it.

page 53.

Pokhara

Pushkar
Varanasi

paragliding over the lake of Pokhara, surrounded by breathtaking

DAY 1 DELHI Arrive at any time. Visit the India Gate and Connaught Place
in the evening. DAY 2 PUSHKAR Take in the great vibe of this town on an
orientation walk. Opt for an afternoon camel ride. DAYS 3-4 JAIPUR Hike
up to Savitri Temple in the morning for sunrise in Pushkar, then travel to
Jaipur. Enjoy an orientation walk in Jaipur. Free time to explore the Amber
Fort and other sites around town. DAYS 5-6 AGRA Guided tour of the

Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
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For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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ASIA›› INDIA, NEPAL

Personalize your tour
Extras are a great way for you to make your adventure a little more yours. Here are some optional
add-ons you can book in advance, for those days on your tour that have free time built in.
JAIPUR COOKING CLASS WITH A LOCAL FAMILY
Join a local family in Jaipur as they welcome you into
their home and share their recipes with you. Get
hands-on with the ingredients and learn how to prepare
pakodas, vegetable dishes, and Indian breads such as
chapatis and puris. Then, get to know your hosts over a
shared lunch of your creations.

JAIPUR BALLOON RIDE
Begin your day at dawn, just as the sun starts to rise
over the incredible city of Jaipur. From high in the sky,
you may ﬂoat over ancient forts, exquisite palaces,
and lively villages moving with people — and
elephants! You may never want to come back down.

KATHMANDU EXPRESS: FLIGHT FROM
POKHARA TO KATHMANDU
Skip the long drive and hop on a quick ﬂight from
Pokhara to Kathmandu. You’ll reach Nepal’s capital in
just under half an hour (instead of a seven-hour bus
ride), giving you more time to rest or to embark on solo
adventures in Kathmandu.

UDAIPUR MORNING CYCLE TOUR

FROM

Jaipur
3 hrs

Discover the early morning serenity of Udaipur with a
ride along the city’s picturesque lakes as the sun rises.
Embark in the village of Kalarohu then cycle past
agricultural workers in Badi and Hawala before reaching
Monsoon Palace. At Tiger Lake, enjoy a picnic breakfast
before concluding your tour.

Udaipur
2−3 hrs

FROM

JAIPUR CYCLE TOUR

FROM

With its many lanes and organized layout, Jaipur
makes for the perfect location to explore by bicycle.
Navigate the Pink City with the help of an experienced
guide. Stop at the City Palace to visit the Govind Dev
temple, wander through a spice and sweets market,
and see the majestic Albert Hall Museum.

Jaipur
3 hrs

UDAIPUR COOKING SCHOOL

FROM

Learn from the locals at this lunch workshop on
traditional Rajasthani dishes. Start the class with a
warming cup of masala chai as your hosts introduce
you to the range of ingredients and spices that will
formulate your lunch menu. Then, watch as they
demonstrate how to make rice, curries, and chapatis.

Udaipur
2−3 hrs

FROM

FROM

33

$

348

$

Jaipur
1 hr

40

$

$

47

FROM

178

$

Pokhara
1 hr

EVEREST FLIGHT

FROM

Get a bird’s eye view of the highest mountain in the
world with a one-hour tour of Mt Everest. Feeling
small can have such a big impact when this
mountainous region and world wonder are the view
outside your window.

$

PARAGLIDING IN POKHARA

Lukla
45 min

Clip into the harness and get ready to soar! Check out
the views while paragliding above the lake of Pokhara
surrounded by breath taking mountains. This is a great
activity to cross off your bucket list.

297

Please note that Extras cannot be cancelled or rescheduled once your trip begins. Some activities carry age restrictions. Talk to a G Adventures GCO or your travel agent for details.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

27

$

160

$

Pokhara
2 hrs
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ASIA›› JAPAN

Epic Japan: Sake & Street Food
Highlights

Harajuku, Shibuya Crossing, or explore the city’s myriad shops and cafés. DAY 3 TAKAYAMA Travel to

›› Explore both the ultramodern and traditional sides of Japan
›› Experience Tokyo’s vibrant nightlife
›› Visit Kyoto’s iconic temples and geishas
›› See the floating torii gate of Miyajima
›› Stay in a traditional inn in Takayama to experience historic Japan

What’s Included

craft shops – on a CEO-led orientation walk. Enjoy the rest of the day to explore the area. In the
e ening kick back and relax in a traditional inn complete with tatami ﬂoors and apanese futons
DAYS 4-6 KYOTO Board a train to Kyoto and spend the next two days discovering this historic city.
Opt to visit some of Kyoto’s beautiful temples, participate in a tea ceremony, or take a calligraphy
class. In the evenings, opt to pick up a local brew and chill out riverside or check out one of Kyoto’s
many bars. DAYS 7-8 HIROSHIMA Travel to Hiroshima and opt to visit the Peace Park and Museum to

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night Out: Connect with
New Friends. Discover: Free time in Kyoto. (To learn more, see page 8)
Orientation walks in Tokyo and Takayama. Overnight stay in a traditional inn. Miyajima Island
visit. Free time in each destination. Japan Rail (JR) pass (7 days). All transport between
destinations and to/from included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Hostels (9 nts, multi-share),
traditional inn (1 nt, shared facilities). TRANSPORT Train, bus, ferry, walking. GROUP LEADER
CE

picturesque Takayama and take in the quaint streets of the old town – lined with sake breweries and

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout Allow USD510-665 for meals

not included.

learn more about the tragic history of this city. The next day, take a ferry to the sacred island of
Miya ima to see the famous ﬂoating torii gate DAYS 9-10 OSAKA Continue to Osaka, one of Japan’s
culinary capitals. Enjoy free time in this diverse city. Opt to tour a ramen museum, visit the castle, relax
in one of Nakazakicho’s artsy cafés, or browse Umeda’s many shops. Be sure to experience the
nightlife on a ﬁnal night out with the group DAY 11 OSAKA Depart at any time. We highly recommend
booking post-accommodation to fully experience this vibrant city.

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
SAMURAI SPIRIT FULL KEMBU LESSON: Experience the samurai spirit by learning to perform

ITINERARY

kembu, a traditional Japanese sword performance art, from an experienced instructor. See

Always wanted to experience Japan but felt it was pricey? No longer! This super-affordable 11-day

Personalize your tour on page 57.

introduction to the Land of the Rising Sun is the solution. Travel by train to introduce yourself to Tokyo
nightlife the famous geisha district of Kyoto and the iconic ﬂoating torii gate of Miya ima Experience
the country’s traditions and cutting-edge modernity with lots of free time. Discover Japan with a group
of like-minded adventurers and you’ll never want to come home.
DAY 1 TOKYO Arrive at any time. DAY 2 TOKYO Get your bearings with an orientation walk before
enjoying free time to explore buzzing Tokyo. Opt to check out Yoyogi Park, Asakusa shrine, quirky

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
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ASIA›› JAPAN

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS
11 DAYS — TOKYO TO OSAKA

2999

FROM

$

Valid for Jan 4, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: AJTO

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 14
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Takayama

JAPAN

Tokyo

Kyoto
Hiroshima

Osaka

Ripple Score

100
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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ASIA›› JAPAN

Japan: Ramen & Railways
Highlights

6 DAYS — TOKYO TO KYOTO

Shibuya Crossing, or explore the city’s myriad shops and cafés. DAY 3
TAKAYAMA Travel to picturesque Takayama and enjoy the rest of the day to

›› Explore lively Tokyo
›› Spend a night in a traditional ryokan
›› Travel to culturally-rich Kyoto

explore the area. Be sure to walk the quaint streets of the old town – lined
with sake breweries and craft shops. In the evening, kick back and relax in a
traditional inn complete with tatami ﬂoors and apanese futons DAY 4

What’s Included

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night

Out: Connect with New Friends. Discover: Free time in Kyoto.
(To learn more, see page 8)
Orientation walks in Tokyo and Takayama. Overnight stay in a

traditional inn. Free time in Tokyo, Takayama, and Kyoto. All transport
between destinations and to/from included activities.
ACCOMMODATIONS Hostels (4 nts, multi-share), traditional inn (1 nt,
shared facilities). TRANSPORT Train, bus, walking. GROUP LEADER
CE

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout Allow USD280-365 for

1549

FROM

$

KYOTO Board a train to Japan’s imperial capital. Arrive in Kyoto and spend

Valid for Jan 4, 2020 departure.

the rest of the day discovering this historic city. In the evening, opt to pick

TOUR CODE: AJTK

up a local brew and chill out riverside or check out one of Kyoto’s many
bars. DAY 5 KYOTO Explore this culturally-rich city with a free day. Opt to

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

visit some of Kyoto’s beautiful temples, participate in a tea ceremony, or

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 14

take a calligraphy class En oy a ﬁnal night out with the group DAY 6

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

KYOTO Depart at any time. We highly recommend booking post-

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

accommodation to fully experience this iconic city.

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

meals not included.

SAMURAI SPIRIT FULL KEMBU LESSON: Experience the samurai

ITINERARY

performance art, from an experienced instructor. See Personalize your

Get a taste of both old and new Japan with this six-day tour. We’ve kept it

tour on page 57.

Takayama

spirit by learning to perform kembu, a traditional Japanese sword

simple with an itinerary of the country’s most iconic cities. Experience
everything from the bustling energy of Tokyo’s city centre to the rolling
countryside of Takayama. And don’t forget Kyoto, a city of peaceful gardens
and stunning temples. This trip is a quick and affordable one, so you can

Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
3
2
■› ■›
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tack on more time to go deeper into Japan. Because after this tour, we
know you’ll want to.

See back foldout.
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Tokyo. Opt to check out Yoyogi Park, Asakusa shrine, quirky Harajuku,
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Ripple Score

100

ASIA›› JAPAN

Personalize your tour

Japan: Castles & Cuisine
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

6 DAYS — KYOTO TO OSAKA

›› Explore the historic city of Hiroshima
›› See the Tori Gate on Miyajima Island
›› Eat your way around the culinary
capital of Osaka

1549

FROM

$

Valid for Jan 2, 2020 departure.

What’s Included

TOUR CODE: AJKO

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

and Group. First Night Out: Connect with
New Friends. (To learn more, see page 8)

SAMURAI SPIRIT FULL KEMBU LESSON

FROM

Experience the samurai spirit by performing kembu, a
traditional Japanese art. Learn basic techniques of
kembu such as handling a Japanese sword, performing
slashing techniques, and various samurai actions.
Complete your session by performing with your sword on
stage, accompanied by a song written by a samurai.

Kyoto
1.5 hrs

Please note that Extras cannot be cancelled or rescheduled once your trip begins. Some activities
carry age restrictions. Talk to a G Adventures GCO or your travel agent for details.

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

and Osaka. All transport between
destinations and to/from included activities.
ACCOMMODATIONS Hostels (5 nts,

J APAN

multi-share). TRANSPORT Train, ferry,

Kyoto

walking. GROUP LEADER CEO (Chief
Experience fﬁcer throughout Allow

Osaka

Hiroshima

USD280-365 for meals not included.

ITINERARY

Ripple Score

Transport yourself to somewhere truly

100

otherworldly. This quick six-day tour takes you
through some of apan s most dynamic and di erse cities without sacriﬁcing your wallet mmerse
yourself in the serenely traditional culture of Kyoto before learning about Hiroshima’s fascinating, and
fraught, history. Wrap up your adventure in Osaka, where both delicious cuisine and stellar nightlife are
bountiful. Your time in Japan might be short, but none of it will go to waste. It’s all waiting for you.
DAY 1 KYOTO Arrive at any time. DAY 2 HIROSHIMA Travel to Hiroshima and opt to visit the Peace
Park and Museum to learn more about the tragic history of this city. DAY 3 HIROSHIMA Take a ferry to
the sacred island of Miya ima to see the famous ﬂoating torii gate and meet the friendly local deer

pt

to go for an easy hike around Mt Misen, and be sure to sample some oysters, a regional specialty. DAY
4 OSAKA Board a train to Osaka, one of Japan’s culinary capitals. Enjoy free time in this diverse city.
Don’t miss the chance to try takoyaki, one of the city’s best-loved street foods. DAY 5 OSAKA Get out
and explore the city. Opt to tour a ramen museum, visit the Osaka castle, or browse Umeda’s many
shops Be sure to experience saka s bu ing nightlife on a ﬁnal night out with the group DAY 6
OSAKA Depart at any time. We highly recommend booking post-accommodation to fully experience
this vibrant city.

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
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See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 14

Miyajima Island visit. Free time in Hiroshima

Extras are a great way for you to make your adventure
a little more yours. Here are some optional add-ons you
can book in advance, for those days on your tour that
have free time built in.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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ASIA›› CHINA, HONG KONG

NEW
TOUR

China: Cafés & Karst Mountains
Highlights

before taking the high-speed train to Xi’an in the late afternoon. DAY 8

24 DAYS — HONG KONG
TO HONG KONG

XI’AN Enjoy an orientation walk through the Muslim Quarter, then opt to visit

FROM

to see the Giant Pandas or continue exploring the vibrant city of Chengdu

›› Explore scenic Yangshuo
›› Taste the spicy food Chengdu is known for
›› Visit the Great Wall
›› Spend the night in a traditional Hakka roundhouse
›› Wander the mystical Shaolin Monastery and Temple

What’s Included

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night
Out: Connect with New Friends. Discover: Free time in Yangshuo,
Beijing, Shanghai. (To learn more, see page 8)
Song Shan Hike. Shaolin Temple Visit. Wuyishan entrance ticket,
including hiking. Orientation walks in Xi’an, Shanghai, Hongkeng
Village and Xiamen. Tour of a traditional tulou. All transport between
destinations and to/from included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS
Hotel (15 nts), Hostel (standard twin/single) (4 nts), guesthouse (3 nts),
sleeper trains (1 nts) TRANSPORT Train, bus, sleeper train (beds),
private vehicle. GROUP LEADER English-speaking Chinese CEO
Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout Allow USD600-780 for meals
not included.

the Terracotta Warriors, cycle the ancient city walls, or practice tai chi with
the locals. DAY 9 LUOYANG Take a morning train from Xi’an to Luoyang
and opt to visit the Longmen Grottoes in the afternoon. DAYS 10-11

2899

$

SHAOLIN/BEIJING Travel to the holy mountain of Song Shan and enjoy a

Valid for Oct 11, 2020 departure.

hike in the surrounding countryside. The next day, visit the Shaolin Temple,

TOUR CODE: ACGG

the home of Kung Fu. Transfer by private vehicle to Luoyang then board the
bullet train to Beijing. DAYS 12-14 BEIJING Enjoy free time in China’s
booming capital city. Opt to visit the Forbidden City and Tiananmen Square,
and The Great Wall. DAY 15 BEIJING/SHANGHAI Hop on a morning bullet
train to Shanghai. After you get settled, head out to explore this bustling

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

hub with some free time. DAY 16 SHANGHAI Enjoy free time to explore this
vibrant city on your own. Opt to visit Yuyuan Gardens, the Shanghai
Museum, or catch the famed Shanghai acrobats in performance this

Beijing

evening. DAY 17 SHANGHAI/WUYISHAN Enjoy free time or join the CEO
Chief Experience fﬁcer for a walk through the Bund Board a bullet train

C H I N A

Luoyang

to Wuyishan in the Fujian province. DAY 18 WUYISHAN Explore the area

Xi’an

with an included entrance ticket to the reserve. Go hiking and opt to go
Enjoy an orientation walk around colonial Xiamen on the coast, then opt to

Ancient villages or bustling metropolises, what will you see while touring
China? We made sure this 24-day tour includes both (and then some), so
you won’t have to choose. Monumental sights like the Great Wall,
Forbidden City, and an army of Terracotta Warriors can make China seem
Chief Experience fﬁcer leading

the way, we’ll wipe away those worries and leave you free to enjoy the ride.
And between the panda breeding centre, bamboo rafting, beaches, historic
sites, tai chi, and lively nightlife, it’s not a ride you’ll want to miss.

20 XIAMEN/HONGKENG VILLAGE Transfer to Yongding County. Overnight
communal living. DAY 21 HONGKENG VILLAGE Enjoy an orientation tour
around the village, then experience day-to-day life in this unique province
full of history and traditional Chinese culture. DAY 22 HONGKENG
VILLAGE/XIAMEN Leave the beautiful Hongkeng Village behind and head
back to Xiamen. DAY 23 HONG KONG Hop on the bullet train and get
any time.

catch the bullet train to Chengdu where you’ll stay the night. DAYS 6-7
CHENGDU Enjoy a free day to explore Chengdu, known for its spicy local
food and the Giant Panda Breeding Centre. Opt to take a day trip to
Leshan, a foodie tour, or visit the Wenshu Monastery. The following day, opt
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Xiamen

Yangshuo

Hong Kong

in a Hakka tulou a large multi storey fortiﬁed roundhouse built for

ready to cross the border into Hong Kong. DAY 24 HONG KONG Depart at

DAY 5 YANGSHUO/CHENGDU Transfer from Yangshuo to Guilin and then

Shanghai
Wuyishan

Yongding

markets. Be sure to indulge in the lively nightlife of this university town. DAY

train to Guilin before transferring to scenic Yangshuo, where you’ll have a
women-run Community Restaurant, take a cooking class, or cycling tour.

Shaolin/
Mount Song

Chengdu

visit the cafés and beaches of Gulangyu Island and check out the night

DAY 1 HONG KONG Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-4 YANGSHUO Catch a
couple of days to explore. The next day, opt for a tai chi class, visit a

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 12

bamboo rafting. DAY 19 WUYISHAN/XIAMEN Board a fast train to Xiamen.

ITINERARY

intimidating — but with an expert CE

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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ASIA›› CHINA, HONG KONG

Hong Kong to Beijing:
Food Stalls & Waterfalls
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

14 DAYS — HONG KONG TO BEIJING

›› Visit the Shaolin Temple on the
holy mountain of Song Shan
›› Experience the hustle and bustle
of Beijing
›› Explore the ancient city of Xi’an
›› Taste the spicy food Chengdu is
known for

1799

FROM

$

Highlights

Valid for Oct 11, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: ACGN

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

What’s Included

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 12

and Group. First Night Out: Connect with

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO
New Friends. Discover: Free time in
Yangshuo, Beijing. (To learn more,

1099

FROM

$

Valid for Feb 27, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: ACSH

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

between destinations and to/from included

Shaolin/Mt Song

Xi’an

activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Hotel (9 nts),
Hostel (standard twin/single) (3 nts),

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Wuyishan entrance ticket, including hiking.

C H I N A

train, private vehicle. GROUP LEADER

Tour of a traditional tulou. All transport
Wuyishan

between destinations and to/from included

English-speaking Chinese CEO (Chief

Shanghai

CHINA

Orientation walks in Shanghai and Xiamen.

Chengdu

guesthouse (1 nts) TRANSPORT Local bus,

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

First Night Out: Connect with New Friends.
(To learn more, see page 8)

Luoyang

Orientation walk in Xi’an. All transport

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14

Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group.

Song Shan Hike. Shaolin Temple Visit.

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

9 DAYS — SHANGHAI
TO HONG KONG

›› Soak up traditional Chinese culture
with an overnight tulou stay
›› Explore China’s cities with likeminded travellers
›› Photograph the purple-brown rock
and rich vegetation of Wuyishan
›› Let loose in a university town

What’s Included

Beijing

see page 8)

Shanghai to Hong Kong:
Bustling Cities & Bamboo Rafts

activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Hotels

Yangshuo

Experience fﬁcer throughout Allow

Hong Kong

USD355-465 for meals not included.

(5 nts), Hostel (standard twin/single) (1 nt),

Yongding
Xiamen

guesthouse (standard twin/single) (2 nts).
TRANSPORT Train, local bus, walking.

ITINERARY
Soak in the vibrant pulse of China with others that share your appetite for adventure. Enjoy 14 days of
access to China’s major sights and out-of-the-way gems with the freedom to choose those that
interest you. Get familiar with bustling Beijing, have close encounters with pandas in Chengdu, opt to

GROUP LEADER English-speaking Chinese
CE

Hong Kong

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout

Allow USD225-295 for meals not included.

Ripple Score

100

visit the Terracotta Warriors in Xi’an, and learn about kung fu at the Shaolin Temple. It’s an experience

ITINERARY

so rich and incredible, you may not want to come back home.

It’s in the spaces between Shanghai and Hong Kong that you get a true taste of what China has to

DAY 1 HONG KONG Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-4 YANGSHUO Catch a train to Guilin before
transferring to scenic Yangshuo, where you’ll have a couple of days to explore. Opt for a tai chi class,
visit a women-run Community Restaurant, take a cooking class, or cycling tour. DAY 5 YANGSHUO/
CHENGDU Transfer from Yangshuo to Guilin and then catch the bullet train to Chengdu where you’ll

offer. On this nine-day trip, you’ll get to stay in famous Hakka roundhouses and really get a sense of
rural Chinese culture. Additionally, there’ll be time to take the perfect hike in the beautiful Wuyishan
area and hit up a few of the ma or cities as well China can be difﬁcult to na igate on your own so let
us take the planning off your shoulders and leave you free to simply enjoy the ride.

stay the night. DAYS 6-7 CHENGDU Enjoy a free day to explore Chengdu. Try the spicy local food or

DAY 1 SHANGHAI Arrive at any time. DAY 2 SHANGHAI/WUYISHAN Enjoy free time or join the Chief

opt to visit the Giant Panda Breeding Centre. The following day, opt for a day trip to Leshan and see

Experience fﬁcer CE

the giant Buddha, or continue exploring the vibrant city of Chengdu. Board a high-speed train to Xi’an.

province. DAY 3 WUYISHAN Explore the area with an included entrance ticket to the reserve. Go

DAY 8 XI’AN Enjoy an orientation walk through the Muslim Quarter, then opt to visit the Terracotta

hiking and opt to go bamboo rafting. DAY 4 XIAMEN Board a fast train to Xiamen. Enjoy an orientation

Warriors, cycle the ancient city walls, or practice tai chi with the locals. DAY 9 LUOYANG Take a

walk around colonial Xiamen on the coast, then opt to visit the cafés and beaches of Gulangyu Island

morning train from Xi’an to Luoyang and opt to visit the Longmen Grottoes in the afternoon. DAYS

and check out the night markets. DAYS 5-6 HONGKENG VILLAGE Transfer to Yongding County.

10-11 SONG SHAN Travel to the holy mountain of Song Shan and enjoy a hike in the surrounding

for a walk through the Bund Board a bullet train to Wuyishan in the u ian

ernight in a Hakka tulou a large multi storey fortiﬁed roundhouse built for communal li ing En oy

countryside. The next day, visit the Shaolin Temple, the home of Kung Fu. Transfer by private vehicle to

an orientation tour around the village, then experience day-to-day life in this unique province full of

Luoyang then board the bullet train to Beijing. DAYS 12-13 BEIJING Enjoy free time in China’s

history and traditional Chinese culture. DAYS 7-8 XIAMEN/HONG KONG Leave the beautiful

booming capital city. Opt to visit the Forbidden City, Tiananmen Square and the Great Wall. DAY 14

Hongkeng Village behind and head back to Xiamen. The next day, hop on the bullet train and get

BEIJING Depart at anytime.

ready to cross the border into Hong Kong. DAY 9 HONG KONG Depart at any time.
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ASIA›› CHINA

Beijing to Shanghai Adventure:
Ancient Kingdoms & Karaoke
Highlights

8 DAYS — BEIJING TO SHANGHAI

DAY 1 BEIJING Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-3 BEIJING Step back in time

›› Trek along the Great Wall
›› Take in ancient and modern China
›› Explore Xi’an’s Muslim Quarter
›› Ride the bullet train to Shanghai
›› Let loose like the locals with a group karaoke session

What’s Included

with a visit to the Great Wall. Opt to check out the Forbidden City and

Out: Connect with New Friends. Discover: Free time in Beijing,
Shanghai. (To learn more, see page 8)

Excursion to the Great Wall. Orientation walks in Xi’an and Shanghai.
All transport between destinations and to/from included activities.
ACCOMMODATIONS Hotels (3 nts), Hostels (standard twin/double)
(3 nts), sleeper trains (1 nts). TRANSPORT Train, local bus, walking.
GROUP LEADER English-speaking Chinese CEO (Chief Experience
fﬁcer throughout Allow USD185-240 for meals not included.

ITINERARY
China can be intimidating, what with its Great Wall, Forbidden City, and
army of Terracotta Warriors. This eight-day trip will wipe away any worries

orientation walk through the Muslim Quarter, then opt to visit the Terracotta
Warriors, cycle the ancient city walls, or practice tai chi with the locals. DAY

of modern and historic with plenty of time to enjoy the nightlife. Best of all,

$

6 SHANGHAI Take the bullet train from Xi’an to Shanghai this morning and

Valid for Jan 9, 2020 departure.

arrive late afternoon. Opt to see a magical acrobatic performance. In the

TOUR CODE: ACBI

the group; this is sure to be a memorable night! DAY 7 SHANGHAI See the

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

city on an orientation walk, then enjoy free time to explore this metropolis on

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 12

your own. DAY 8 SHANGHAI Depart at any time.

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

See back foldout.

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
TERRACOTTA WARRIORS GUIDED TOUR: Visit the site of the

Beijing

Terracotta Warriors — an archaeological treasure where approximately
8,000 soldiers and hundreds of horses stand on guard. See
Personalize your tour on page 61.

Guaranteed Departures
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leading the way and

you’ll hit the highlights in the company of other young travellers. Get a mix

949

FROM

Tiananmen Square. Overnight train to Xi’an. DAYS 4-5 XI’AN Enjoy an

evening, let loose like the locals with a karaoke session in a private room for

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night

— you ll ha e an expert Chief Experience fﬁcer CE

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS
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you’re in control — see the sights you like and skip the ones you don’t — so
it’s an adventure you’ll never forget.
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Shanghai

Ripple Score

100

ASIA›› CHINA

Personalize your tour
Extras are a great way for you to make your adventure
a little more yours. Here are some optional add-ons you
can book in advance, for those days on your tour that
have free time built in.
BEIJING KUNG FU SHOW

FROM

Follow the tale of a young boy on his journey to
becoming a kung fu master told through traditional
Chinese art and live modern dance. Created by some of
China’s top stage directors and designers, the cast is
made up of talented teen artists.

Beijing
60 min

FROM

Let some of China’s most talented entertainers and
athletes dazzle you with an evening of gravity-defying
tricks and acrobatics. These spectacular performers
will contort, balance, plate-spin, foot-juggle and more.
Keep your eyes on the stage and you may even see a
motorcycle or two.

Shanghai
80 min

Climb aboard a tuk-tuk and visit family-owned
restaurants and hidden snack shops, discovering the
locals’ favourite places to dine.

Traditional Lunch • Xingping Village, China
Enjoy a traditional Chinese lunch served by rural women working to create
new opportunities for their families. Since the migration of men to urban
centres is common in rural regions, women and children now have a safe
place to gather and learn together at Community Corners, created by the
Rural Women’s Development Foundation. After a quick ferry trip over the
Li River to Liandaowan Village, you’ll enjoy a meal from women developing
new work skills to become self-reliant.

52

SHANGHAI ACROBATIC PERFORMANCE

EVENING FOODIE TOUR BY TUK-TUK

Jia Community Restaurant

$

$

53

FROM

$

55

Chengdu
4 hrs

CHENGDU CITY CULTURE TOUR

FROM

Explore the many facets of Chengdu’s colourful arts
and culture on this full-day exploration. Learn tai chi
from a master instructor then head backstage at the
Sichuan Opera. Visit the antiques market, sample
some local delicacies, and try your hand at the game
of mahjong.

Chengdu
Full Day

GUIDED TERRACOTTA WARRIORS TOUR
Visit the site of the Terracotta Warriors — an
archaeological treasure where approximately 8,000
soldiers and hundreds of horses stand on guard in
three excavated pits. Learn how the warriors were
discovered by accident in 1974 and why Emperor Qin
Shihuang commissioned the statues to serve as his
army in the afterlife.

78

$

FROM

78

$

Xi’an
Half-day

Please note that Extras cannot be cancelled or rescheduled once your trip begins. Some activities
carry age restrictions. Talk to a G Adventures GCO or your travel agent for details.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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62

North
America
Vancouver’s cityscape conﬁrms that the west coast is the best coast.

Lands of opportunity.
Purple mountains! Spacious skies! Fruited plains from coast
to coast and sea to shining sea! The possibilities for adventure
throughout North America are utterly staggering. From the
Grand Canyon to the Big Apple, to the Golden Gate Bridge,
and über-cool Toronto (and all points far and sundry), you’ve
never experienced North America like this.

“I don’t know if your name is Nelly or not, but woah.”

63

Yup, that’s a pretty grand canyon.

NORTH AMERICA UNCOVERED

The Paciﬁc Coast • California
America gave birth to the modern road trip, and
California’s Paciﬁc Coast Highway is its spiritual
homeland. Cruise down the most scenic of roads
framed by sheer cliffs on one side and crashing
surf on the other, stopping for lunch in some of
the country’s most picturesque towns.

Grand Canyon • Southwest
As a wonder of the natural world, the Grand Canyon
— 446km long and 29km wide (277 mi by 18 mi) — is
a sight to behold. Marvel at its unique landscape
before you hike, explore, and take in a sunset at its
impossibly photogenic edge.

Memphis • The South

You only wiped out twice? Put a check in the “win” column.

Music has shaped few other cities as much as it has
Memphis. As the spiritual home of the blues and the
literal home of rock & roll (this was Elvis’ old stomping
grounds), the city is steeped in great tunes, Southern
charm, and some of the best barbecue anywhere.

64

Our rides gives you room to stretch out so you’re well-rested once you hit Utah’s Zion National Park.

Road trippin’ North
America in style.
Roam far, roam free.

Someone throw another log on this campﬁre in Zion National
Park! (Don’t worry, your CEO’s on it.)

With its countless sprawling cities and natural wonders, North
America was built for road trips. Our tours here were designed
for value-conscious travellers eager to devour as much of the
continent as possible. They connect iconic highlights via open
roads aboard spacious, air-conditioned, WiFi-equipped rides.
Toss in one or two expert CEOs (Chief Experience Officers)
on each tour and you’re all set for the road trip of a lifetime
without having to spend a minute hunched over the wheel.

NORTH AMERICA›› UNITED STATES

Our sliding seats free up more shoulder room for a comfy ride.

Getting around
Ranging in length from six to 56 days, most
of our North American road trips involve a mix
of hotel and hostel stays in the cities, and
participation camping in the great outdoors.
North America is a big place; New York to
New Orleans alone is the equivalent of driving
across most of Europe. Driving time is the
perfect opportunity to catch up on sleep, relax,
or swap stories with your fellow travellers. Best
of all, somebody else does all the driving while
you rest up from your night out in Vegas.

Meet your ride
The lights of the Las Vegas strip seem to shine brighter when you’re inside a chushy ride.

Our cushy vehicles in the States are bigger and
waaay better than the rides other companies
use. We put rider well-being ﬁrst and foremost,
with high-backed bucket seats and built-in
headrests, huge 92cm-tall (36 in) windows that
make every seat a window seat, sliding seats
that free up more shoulder room, A/C, seat
belts with shoulder harnesses, charging
stations, WiFi, and loads of other features.
Adventurers, your chariot awaits.

Who’s driving this thing, anyway?
Your trip will be led by one or two CEOs
hand-picked for their knowledge and familiarity
of the terrain you’ll be exploring. They have
many jobs to do on a typical trip, but job #1 is
always making sure your trip is the epic
adventure you’ve been waiting for. A typical day
includes about six hours of driving by one of the
CEOs and two to ﬁve hours of stops along the
way. The other CEO (for groups 16 or greater) is
there to provide any assistance you need.

65

66

Participatory camping: setting up tents and friendships.

Participation camping
United we stand (to set up camp).
On the surface, camping is about sleeping under the stars and
cooking your own food over an open fire. But once you’ve been, you
know it’s really about the people you’re with. Camping brings
strangers together in ways other styles of travel can’t.

From setting up tents to unpacking, everyone pitches in.

NORTH AMERICA›› UNITED STATES

67

Rooms, tents and gear
To ensure you get your z’s (and to keep costs low)
you’ll share your hotel or hostel room with other
travellers. Our tours include nights in four-person
tents (with padded air mattresses) at
campgrounds. We only place two people in each
tent, so you’ll have plenty of room for stretching
out alongside your gear. All campsites feature
toilets and tap water, while some even have shops,
WiFi access, and laundry service. All gear (except
sleeping bags and pillows) is included in the price.

We’re all in this together
Participation camping means the travellers take
care of themselves and each other. Duties —
packing and unpacking, tidying up the vehicle,
helping to cook, etc — are assigned daily and rotate
among the group. Typically, you’ll set up your tent
on arrival and then either help out with the meal or
clean up afterward. Some nights feature free
evenings for a dinner out, as well as nights in
centrally-located hotels and hostels in cities.

What will we eat?
CEOs do the meal planning, but travellers help
with grocery shopping and preparing meals. When
not eating at the campsite, you’ll have lots of
chances to try all sorts of regional specialties —
jambalaya, lobster bake, poutine, etc. Breakfasts
are served buffet-style; lunches feature
sandwiches or the occasional picnic; dinners are
as eclectic as the country itself. We don’t collect a
food kitty, so all included meals are in the cost of
your tour. And within the cities you’ll have the
ﬂexibility to eat where you like during free time.

What if I’m travelling solo?
Because sometimes it’s just more convenient and
comfortable to have your own room (or tent), we
offer single travellers a “My Own Room/ My Own
Tent” option — a bit of privacy at a great price.
Otherwise, we’ll pair you up with a same-sex tent
mate to help keep everyone’s costs down.

Personalize your tour
Extras are a great way for you to make your adventure
a little more yours. Here are some optional add-ons you
can book in advance, for those days on your tour that
have free time built in.
GRAND CANYON HELICOPTER RIDE

FROM

The Grand Canyon helicopter ride is a must! Enjoy a
bird’s-eye view for 45 to 50 minutes as you ﬂy over the
canyon, taking in the stark contrast of the blue-green
Colorado River against the thousand shades of red rock
found in the canyon.

Grand Canyon
45−50 mins

$

382

SUNSET SAILING — SAN FRANCISCO

FROM

Board a catamaran and set sail into the setting sun
around San Francisco Bay. Take in views of the iconic
skyline, breeze past infamous Alcatraz Island, and sail
under the Golden Gate Bridge. If you haven’t fallen in
love with San Fran yet, this should do the trick.

San Francisco
1.5 hrs

74

$

WHITEWATER RAFTING ON SNAKE RIVER

FROM

Twists, turns, splashes, and rapids! What else do we
need to say? Strap in for a thrilling three-hour journey
down Snake River, tackling Class II and III rapids
(including what we like to call The Lunchcounter and
Big Kahuna). Bring your sense of adventure — you’ll
need it!

Jackson
3−3.5 hrs

109

$

Who says camping can’t be delicious? Preparing for a mouth-watering dinner.

MONUMENT VALLEY 4X4
OVERNIGHT EXCURSION
Explore Monument Valley by 4x4 with a local Navajo
guide, stopping by the famous rock formations. Enjoy
traditional local dinner and entertainment before
sleeping in a Navajo hogan. End your excursion with a
sunrise hike and breakfast. An experience of a
lifetime? You betcha.

FROM

192

$

Monument
Valley
Overnight

Please note that Extras cannot be cancelled or rescheduled once your trip begins. Some activities
carry age restrictions. Talk to a G Adventures GCO or your travel agent for details.

68

Take to the waves with a surﬁng lesson in Santa Monica, California.

Western
America
combos

1. USA Road Trip:
Epic West Coast
Highlights

›› Go celebrity-spotting in Los Angeles
›› Travel past towering cliffs and
massive canyon walls in Zion
National Park
›› Explore glacier lakes and streams
in Glacier National Park
›› Enjoy a full free day to explore
Seattle
›› Admire sweeping mountain views
around Lake Tahoe

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

35 DAYS — LOS ANGELES
TO LOS ANGELES

6599

FROM

$

Valid for May 2, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: NUWW

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

1069

$

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 18
SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Ripple Score

Combo tours combine two or more of our tours to
create one in-depth experience. Get just what you’re
looking for, with only one booking. Convenient,
flexible, and, affordable. Check the map to see how
the trips join together.

The famous feathers of the Flamingo in Las Vegas.
“Such a lovely place.” Checking out the street performers in Hollywood.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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NORTH AMERICA›› UNITED STATES

69

Seattle
Couer
d’Alene

Mt Rainier NP

Glacier NP

Portland
Bozeman
Bend

Redwood NP

Yellowstone NP
Jackson

USA

Flaming Gorge

Lake Tahoe
San Francisco

Glenwood Springs

Yosemite NP

Santa Cruz

Moab/Arches NP

Zion NP

Monument Valley

Las Vegas

Morro Bay

Grand Canyon NP

1. NUWW
2. NUSZ

Los Angeles

3. NUZA
4. NUAS

Lake Havasu City
San Diego

5. NUWC

2. USA Road Trip:
Pacific Coast to Las Vegas
Highlights

›› Experience Portland’s quirky arts
and culture
›› Spot black bears in Yosemite
National Park
›› Explore the coastal city of
Santa Cruz
›› Enjoy a night out in San Diego’s
Gaslamp Quarter District
›› Marvel at the massive rock
formations in Joshua Tree
National Park

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

21 DAYS — SEATTLE TO LAS VEGAS

4149

FROM

$

Valid for May 23, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

479

$

TOUR CODE: NUSZ

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

3. USA Road Trip:
Vegas to LA
Highlights

›› Try your luck on the Las Vegas Strip
›› Hike the serene landscapes of
Grand Teton National Park
›› Enjoy a free day to explore Seattle
›› See San Francisco’s Golden
Gate Bridge
›› Spot deer and coyote in Yosemite
National Park

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

28 DAYS — LAS VEGAS
TO LOS ANGELES

5349

FROM

$

Valid for May 9, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

879

$

TOUR CODE: NUZA

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 18

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 16

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

See back foldout.

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Ripple Score

4. USA Road Trip:
Los Angeles to Seattle
Highlights

›› Spot celebs on the streets of LA
›› See sunset from the rim of the
Grand Canyon
›› Venture along Route 66 to the
Las Vegas Strip
›› Explore Yellowstone’s colourful
geysers and waterfalls
›› Witness the desert scenery and
unique flora of Joshua Tree
National Park
›› Snap photos of Bryce Canyon
National Park’s fascinating hoodoos
›› Hike past countless lakes and
streams in Glacier National Park
›› Go bar-hopping in San Diego’s
historic Gaslamp Quarter district

68

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

3499

FROM

$

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

879

$

TOUR CODE: NUAS

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

5. USA Road Trip:
Pacific Coast — Seattle to LA
Highlights

21 DAYS — LOS ANGELES
TO SEATTLE

Valid for May 2, 2020 departure.

Ripple Score

See back foldout.

›› Hike among snowy mountain peaks
in Mt Rainier National Park
›› Opt to canoe or kayak in Bend
›› Take a full free day to explore
San Francisco and the Bay Area
›› Spot deer and coyote in Yosemite
National Park
›› Experience California surf culture
in Santa Cruz

61

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

14 DAYS — SEATTLE
TO LOS ANGELES

2999

FROM

$

Valid for May 23, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: NUWC

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

299

$

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 16

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 16

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Ripple Score

53

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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USA Road Trip: Pacific Northwest
Highlights

Hike throughout the park towards the snowy mountain peaks. Keep an eye

›› See the snow-capped active volcano of Mt Rainier
›› Explore Portland’s funky arts and dining scene
›› Marvel at the giant trees of Redwood National Park
›› Enjoy the seaside beauty of San Francisco

What’s Included

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night
Out: Connect with New Friends. Discover: Free time in Portland.
(To learn more, see page 8)
CA NA DA

Mt Rainier NP Visit. Crater Lake NP Visit. Redwood NP Visit. Golden
Mt Robson PP

Gate Bridge Visit. Free time in Portland,Jasper
Bend,NPand San Francisco.
Wells Gray
PP with hiking Icefields
Entrance fees to all national
parks
and walking
Parkwayexcursions.
Whistler
Banff NP between
Self inﬂating mattresses
and dome tents All transport
Tofino
destinations and
to/from included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS
Calgary

Vancouver

Hotels/hostels (2 nts, some multi-share), participation camping 4 nts).
Lake Louise
Victoria private vehicle, walking. GROUP
TRANSPORT Air-conditioned

LEADER

or

CE s Chief Experience fﬁcers throughout

depending on group size. MEALS 6 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 3 dinners.
Allow USD130-170 for meals not included.

ITINERARY

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

out for the diverse wildlife that calls this park home. Continue to camp just
outside of the park for the night. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAY 3 PORTLAND Drive to
the city of Portland. One of the most popular cities to visit north of California
on the West Coast, Portland is artsy, funky and full of great eating and
drinking options. Spend the afternoon getting to know this cool city. (1B)

US A

Mt Rainier
like black bears and bobcats and
Death
San National
Francisco Park to spot wildlife
Valley NPNational Park. The tour ends in
stand in awe of towering trees in Redwood
Sierra Nevadas
Las Vegasof the famed Golden
the vibrant city of San Francisco, because a glimpse
Gate Bridge is a ﬁtting way as any to conclude this trip Grand
Canyon NP
Lake Havasu
DAY 1 SEATTLE Arrive at any time. DAY 2 MOUNT
RAINIER NATIONAL

1599

FROM

$

Valid for May 23, 2020 departure.

DAY 4 BEND Continue on to Bend, consistently voted one of the best

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

places to live in the US. Arrive in time for lunch and to explore a bit of the

TOUR CODE: NUSC

town. Opt to canoe, kayak or check out one of the region’s famous

139

$

breweries. (1B) DAYS 5-6 CRATER LAKE NP/REDWOOD NATIONAL

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

PARK Leave early to take in the sights at gorgeous Crater Lake National

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 16

Park. Stare in awe at the crystal blue waters of one of the most pristine

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

lakes on earth before continuing on to Redwood National Park, home to the

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

See back foldout.

tallest trees on Earth. Spend the evening amongst the gigantic coastal
redwoods and keep a keen eye for wildlife throughout the park. The next
day, wake for a morning hike through mystic old growth forests. Spend the

Seattle

afternoon along the rocky coast, tidepooling and enjoying the small beach
communities. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAY 7 SAN FRANCISCO Drive south along the
coast and then through some of California’s famous wine region en route to

Portland

San Francisco. Drive over the Golden Gate Bridge, and stop for pictures of
this iconic sight. Tour ends on arrival. In San Francisco, take an optional

Experience the best of the Paciﬁc Northwest on a se en day road trip along
Yosemite NP
incredible cultural and natural highlights. You’ll start in Seattle then head into

7 DAYS — SEATTLE TO SAN FRAN

cable car ride over the steep hills, explore the city by bicycle or set sail into
the setting sun. (1B, 1L)

Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
4

4

J

J

■›■› ■› ■› ■› ■›■›
2

J

F

M

A

M

5

|

Number of
departures / month.

■› ■› ■› ■›■
3

A

S

O

N

PARK Drive to Mt Rainer National Park
and
enjoy
Joshua
Tree
NP a picnic lunch in the park.
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

D

Mt Rainier NP
Bend

Redwood NP

San Francisco
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NEW
TOUR

USA Road Trip: Northwest National Parks
Highlights

What’s Included

Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group.
Night Out: Connect
C A N A D First
A
with New Friends. (To learn more, see page 8)
Mt Robson PP

Jasper NP

Zion National Wells
ParkGray
Visit.PPBryce Canyon National Park Visit. Arches
Icefields Parkway

National Park
Visit. Dead Horse Point
State
Whistler
Banff
NP Park Visit. Grand Teton
National
Park Visit. Glacier National
TofinoPark Visit. Yellowstone NationalCalgary

Park Visit. Free timeVancouver
in Moab and Glenwood Springs. Entrance fees
Lake Louise
to all nationalVictoria
parks with hiking
and walking excursions Self inﬂating

mattresses and dome tents. All transport between destinations and
to/from included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Hotels/hostels
(2 nts, some multi-share), participation camping (11 nts).
TRANSPORT Air-conditioned private vehicle, walking. GROUP
or

CE s Chief Experience fﬁcers throughout

depending on group
size.
Yosemite
NPMEALS 11 breakfasts, 11 lunches,
7 dinners. Allow USD200-260 for meals not included.
San Francisco

ITINERARY

14 DAYS — LAS VEGAS TO SEATTLE

Bryce Canyon and see its famous hoodoos. Drive along isolated Scenic

›› See Bryce Canyon’s famous hoodoo rock formations
›› Hike past towering canyon walls in Zion National Park
›› Explore the dramatic landscapes of Yellowstone
National Park
›› Opt to hike or drive to Glacier National Park’s
Continental Divide
›› Visit Seattle’s famous Pike Place Market for today’s catch

LEADER

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

Death
Valley NP

Byway 12 through Grand Staircase Escalante National Monument and

2599

FROM

$

Capitol Reef National Park to Moab. Enjoy free time for optional activities
before hiking through the surreal rock formations of Arches National Park
and enjoying sunset in Dead Horse State Park. (2B, 1L, 1D) DAY 5
GLENWOOD SPRINGS Travel to Glenwood Springs and opt to go for a

Valid for May 9, 2020 departure.

hike to a hanging lake, bike to Glenwood Canyon, or go for a swim in the

TOUR CODE: NUVS

RESERVOIR Cross into Wyoming and take in a spectacular sunset at
Flaming Gorge Reservoir. Opt to hike along the canyon rim, or explore the

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

reservoir shoreline by kayak. See how this canyon got its name while

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 16

watching the sun reﬂect off the red canyon walls at sunset (1B, 1L, 1D)

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

DAY 7 JACKSON Travel to Jackson Hole, and choose to go whitewater

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

accommodations, transportation, and park fees covered, you can simply
focus on soaking in the scenery around you and snapping envy-inducing
photos along the way.
DAY 1 LAS VEGAS Arrive at any time. DAY 2 ZION NP Travel past towering
cliffs and massive canyon walls in Zion National Park. Hike diverse and

See back foldout.

rafting or horseback riding during a free afternoon. Tonight, opt to visit a
cowboy bar for Western line dancing. (1B, 1L) DAYS 8-9 GRAND TETON
NP/YELLOWSTONE NP Cross the Continental Divide to Yellowstone
National Park, stopping for a hike in Grand Teton National Park en route.

Couer
d’Alene

Seattle

Spend the next day exploring ellowstone the world s ﬁrst national park

Glacier NP

and be in awe of the colourful geysers,
Portland powerful waterfalls, exciting wildlife,
and contrasting scenic beauty around every corner. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAY 10
Crater Lake NP
BOZEMAN Bid farewell to Yellowstone and travel to the university town of
Redwood NP
(1B, 1L) DAYS 11-12
Bozeman, Montana. Enjoy free time to explore.
Napa Valley
GLACIER NP Travel through the stunning Montana
scenery to Glacier
Lake Tahoe
San Francisco
National Park. Explore Glacier NP with its many
glaciers,
lakes and streams.
Yosemite
NP
Sur
Opt to hike from 730 miles of Big
trails,
or drive Going-to-the-Sun Road and
reach the Continental Divide. (1B, 2L, 2D) DAY 13 COEUR D’ALENE

Sierra Nevadas
Vegas
Reconnect with nature on a 14-dayLas
tour
that brings you through the best
Grand
national parks in America’s northwest. There’s
an incredible diversity in
Canyon NP
wildlife and scenery here and you’ll get to witness how landscapes change
Lake Havasu
from rocky canyons to colourful geysers in ellowstone the world s ﬁrst
Joshua
Tree
national park), and icy formations in NP
Glacier National Park. With your

639

$

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

world’s largest hot springs pool. (1B, 1L) DAY 6 FLAMING GORGE

Bozeman
Grand Teton NP
USA

Yellowstone NP
Jackson

Flaming Gorge
Glenwood
Springs

Zion NP

Las Vegass

Moab/Arches NP
Bryce
Canyon NP

Continue west to the scenic town of Coeur d’Alene. Surrounded by over 50
lakes, this town is an outdoorLos
Idaho
haven. (1B, 1L) DAY 14 SEATTLE
Angeles

Travel through the evergreen state of Washington to Seattle. Trip ends on
arrival to Seattle. (1B)

Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
4

4

4

M

J

J

■›■› ■› ■› ■›■›■›
J

F

M

A

5

|

■›
A

Number of
departures / month.

1
■›
S

■› ■›■
O

N

exciting trails. (1L, 1D) DAYS 3-4 BRYCE CANYON NP/MOAB Explore
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

D

Ripple Score

53
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The wonder is endless at the Grand Canyon. Just don’t look down….

Explore the Western
America loop.
Pick the tour that fits you best. Here you’ll find tours
that offer incredible experiences on their own, plus a
combo tour option that puts two of these tours
together for one super in-depth experience. Check
the map to see how the trips join together.

Spectacular spurts outside the Bellagio in Las Vegas.

73
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1. USA Road Trip:
Best of the West
Highlights

›› Stargaze in Los Angeles
›› Marvel at a Grand Canyon sunset
›› Take a chance in Las Vegas
›› Camp under the stars
›› Hike in Yosemite

Native Grill
Indigenous Meal Experience • Navajo Nation, USA
Learn what it is like for the people who live on Navajo Nation today and
enjoy a local meal that gives back to the community at the Native Grill Food
Truck. Although the Grand Canyon is one of the most popular destinations
to visit in the USA, the Indigenous community living on Navajo land
captures less than 7% of the $1.5 billion that this region sees annually. Your
meal stop at this family-owned enterprise beneﬁts 50 community members.

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

15 DAYS — LOS ANGELES
TO LOS ANGELES

2699

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 4, 2020 departure.

ITINERARY

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

Skyscrapers, sequoias, and impossibly big skies

TOUR CODE: NUBW

await you in America’s West. This 15-day tour

509

$

through the urban and natural wonders of

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

California, Arizona, and Nevada is perfect for

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 18

travellers who want to inject a little downtown

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

energy into their out-of-town escapes. In the

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

cities, you’ll traverse the concrete jungle by day
with an expert CE

Chief Experience fﬁcer

See back foldout.

Ripple Score

60

and overnight in hotels and hostels. Marvel at
the Grand Canyon and the giant sequoias of Yosemite before diving into a barbecue dinner and
camping under the stars. This is no dream; it’s the West like you’ve never seen it before.

2. USA Road Trip: San Diego,
Grand Canyon & Vegas
Highlights

›› Experience a Grand Canyon sunset
›› Stargaze in Los Angeles
›› Roll the dice in Las Vegas
›› Indulge in the attractions of
San Diego

7 DAYS — LOS ANGELES
TO LAS VEGAS

1299

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 4, 2020 departure.

ITINERARY

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

Kicks abound on Route 66 — come get yours.

TOUR CODE: NUAZ

Nicknamed the Main Street of America, there’s

You might hate us for waking you up early – but this is
why we do it.

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

269

$

nothing Norman Rockwell-esque on the stretch

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

of highway you’ll travel on this trip. Burgers,

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 18

longboards, and big-city shenanigans are the

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

order of the day every day as you take in the

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

sights and sounds of LA, San Diego, the Grand
Canyon, Monument Valley, and Vegas with an
expert CE

See back foldout.

Ripple Score

54

Chief Experience fﬁcer leading

the way. If you’ve always longed to see the real American Southwest but never had the time or the
money, well, you’re fresh out of excuses.

3. USA Road Trip: Sin,
Surf & Sierras

San
Francisco

Yosemite NP

U

S

A

Highlights

Sierra Nevadas
Santa Cruz
Death
Valley NP

Monument
Valley

Las Vegas

Morro Bay
Grand
Canyon NP

Los Angeles
2. NUAZ

Joshua Tree NP

3. NUVA
San Diego

›› Hike in Yosemite National Park
›› Revel in the glitz of Las Vegas
›› Break a sweat in Death Valley
›› Stargaze in Los Angeles
›› Drive California’s scenic Highway 1

8 DAYS — LAS VEGAS
TO LOS ANGELES

1699

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 11, 2020 departure.

ITINERARY

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

For the traveller who wants it all, this

TOUR CODE: NUVA

desert-to-coast journey delivers in spades.
Lake Havasu City

1. NUBW

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

269

$

Throw caution to the wind in Las Vegas, then

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

cleanse those chakras with pristine national park

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 18

hiking

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

ou ll dri e the legendary Paciﬁc Coast

Highway for views that are postcard-perfect and
ﬁnish in Los Angeles for a ﬁnal burst of mo ie
star glamour. A private vehicle and participation
camping offer affordability and ﬂexibility while
letting you get to know your fellow travellers,
making this a road trip to remember.
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

See back foldout.

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Ripple Score

65
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We’ll cross the Brooklyn Bridge when we get to it.

Eastern
American
combos
Combo tours combine two or more of our tours to
create one in-depth experience. Get just what
you’re looking for, with only one booking.
Convenient, flexible, and, affordable. Check the
map to see how the trips join together.

1. USA Road Trip:
Epic East Coast
Highlights

›› Experience Detroit’s cultural
resurgence first-hand
›› Indulge in barbecue and bourbon
in Kentucky
›› Join revellers on New Orleans’
bustling Bourbon Street
›› Stroll around the historic Savannah
riverfront
›› See Washington’s monuments
by moonlight

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

21 DAYS — NEW YORK CITY
TO NEW YORK CITY

4799

FROM

$

Valid for May 16, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: NUEE

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

1389

$

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 16

ITINERARY

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

Ready to cross a whackload of items off your

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

must-see list? This 21-day circuit through the east coast of the United States leaves no stone
unturned. Feel the thunderous roar of Niagara Falls on a Maid of the Mist boat tour, dig into deep dish
pizza in Chicago, and explore the Home of Blues, Soul & Rock ‘N’ Roll with a free day in Memphis. And
since this tour starts and ends in New York City, it’s easy to plan for additional time to explore the city
that never sleeps.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

NORTH AMERICA›› UNITED STATES
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New Orleans sure is a hoot-tooting good time.
More trombone, maestro!

Charleston charms us with its southern history.

Niagara
Falls
Detroit

New York

Chicago
Washington DC
Richmond

Louisville

Nashville

U SA

Memphis

Panama
City Beach

Charleston
Savannah

New Orleans

Orlando

2. USA Road Trip:
New York to Orlando
Highlights

›› See Niagara Falls from the Maid of
the Mist boat tour
›› Explore the Windy City of Chicago
with a walking tour
›› Channel your inner cowboy with line
dancing in Nashville
›› Dig into a barbecue feast in Memphis
›› Soak in the sun on the white sand of
Panama City Beach

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

14 DAYS — NEW YORK CITY
TO ORLANDO

3399

FROM

$

Valid for May 16, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: NUEO

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

1069

$

1. NUEE
2. NUEO
3. NUTY

3. USA Road Trip:
Music City to the Big Apple
Highlights

›› Listen to live music on Beale
Street in Memphis
›› Crank up the jazz in New Orleans
›› Be charmed by historic Savannah
›› Take free time to explore
Washington’s museums
›› Stop in Philadelphia for a
Philly Cheesesteak

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

14 DAYS — NASHVILLE
TO NEW YORK CITY

3299

FROM

$

Valid for May 23, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: NUTY

989

$

ITINERARY

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

ITINERARY

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 16

This 14-day road trip is a feast for the eyes,

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 16

From beach to barbecue and blues, this 14-day

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

the ears, and the soul. From viewing charming

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

road trip through the east coast of the United

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

historic districts in Savannah and Charleston, to

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

See back foldout.

See back foldout.

States ticks all the boxes. Experience Detroit’s cultural resurgence by visiting a community art project,

taking in li e a

dig into delicious farm-to-table eats in Louisville, and follow the footsteps of music legends like Elvis

worry, we haven’t left out your appetite either with stops to sample the iconic Philly Cheesesteak in its

Presley and Johnny Cash in Memphis. Leave with full stomachs and fuller playlists.

hometown and dig into a barbecue feast in Memphis.

in bustling New rleans you ll ﬁnd moments of inspiration at e ery turn And don t

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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NEW

NEW

TOUR

TOUR

USA Road Trip: Atlantic Coast
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

Highlights

7 DAYS — ORLANDO
TO NEW YORK CITY

›› Soak in the historic beauty of
Savannah
›› Immerse yourself in the southern
charm of Charleston
›› Nerd out over Washington DC’s
memorials and monuments
›› Marvel at the skyscrapers in
the Big Apple

299
See back foldout.

What’s Included

1599

›› Take a bite out of the Big Apple
›› Feel the roar of Niagara Falls from
the Maid of the Mist boat tour
›› Enjoy free time to explore the Windy
City of Chicago
›› Follow the Kentucky Bourbon Trail
to Louisville

FROM

$

Valid for May 30, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: NUOE

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

What’s Included

$

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 16

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

and Group. First Night Out: Connect with

New Friends. Discover: Free time in
Washington DC. (To learn more, see page 8)

USA Road Trip:
New York to Nashville

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

New York

St Augustine visit. Monuments by Moonlight,

transport between destinations and to/from

ACCOMMODATIONS Hotels/hostels (3 nts,
Savannah

TRANSPORT Air-conditioned private vehicle,

349

$

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 16
SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE
Niagara Falls
Chicago

New York

Detroit

while camping. All transport between
destinations and to/from included activities.

Hotel (1 nt), participation camping (5 nts).

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: NUYT

Maid of the Mist Tour. Chicago Walking Tour.

mattresses and dome tents while camping. All

Charleston

Valid for May 16, 2020 departure.

Pizza Dinner, Chicago. Discover: Free time
in Chicago. (To learn more, see page 8)

Self inﬂating mattresses and dome tents

included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS

$

New Friends. Foodie: Chicago Deep Dish

Free time in Detroit, Chicago, and Louisville.
Richmond

1699

FROM

and Group. First Night Out: Connect with

Philadelphia. Free time in Savannah,
Charleston and Washington C Self inﬂating

7 DAYS — NEW YORK CITY
TO NASHVILLE

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO

Washington DC. Liberty Bell Visit,
Washington DC

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

USA

Louisville

Nashville

some multi-share), participation camping

(3 nts). TRANSPORT Air-conditioned private vehicle, walking. GROUP LEADER 1 or 2 CEOs
Chief Experience fﬁcers throughout depending on group si e MEALS 6 breakfasts,

walking. GROUP LEADER 1 or 2 CEOs (Chief

4 lunches, 2 dinners. Allow USD150-195 for meals not included.

Experience fﬁcers throughout depending

Orlando

on group size. MEALS 6 breakfasts,

ITINERARY

3 lunches, 2 dinners. Allow USD160-210 for

This speedy seven-day road trip through the U.S. east coast combines the best of music, culture, and

meals not included.

history. Witness the cultural resurgence of Detroit by visiting a community-based outdoor art project,
dig into deep dish pizza in Chicago, indulge in Louisville’s barbecue and bourbon, and soak in the

ITINERARY

country music culture of Nashville. Your heart, and stomach, won’t know what hit it.

This seven-day road trip up the east coast is a crash course in the best of American culture. See the
historic homes of Savannah, explore Washington’s historic monuments, and take a bite out of the Big
Apple upon your arrival in New York City, the last stop of the tour. You’ll be amazed at how much art,
history, and culture you’ll experience in just a week.

DAY 1 NEW YORK CITY Arrive at any time. DAY 2 NIAGARA FALLS epart early to beat the trafﬁc out
of the city. Drive across the state, and watch as the city turns to the rolling hills of Upstate New York.
Arrive in Niagara and feel the rushing waters of the falls splashing you on the famous Maid of the Mist
boat tour. Return after darkness settles over the Niagara region and witness the Falls illuminated in a

DAY 1 ORLANDO Arrive at any time. DAY 2 SAVANNAH Head to historic Savannah, stopping en route

rainbow of colour! (1B, 1D) DAY 3 DETROIT Drive along Lake Erie, through the city of Cleveland

in the oldest city in America, St. Augustine. Opt for a walk around the historic riverfront of Savannah,

before continuing on to Detroit. Detroit is having a resurgence and is quickly transforming with new

stroll through town admiring the architecture and oak trees covered in Spanish moss, or head out to

markets, distilleries, art galleries, and restaurants popping up. Enjoy a free evening to explore this

Bonaventure Cemetery. (1B, 1L) DAYS 3-4 CHARLESTON/RICHMOND Travel to the city of

up-and-coming destination. (1B, 1L) DAYS 4-5 CHICAGO Continue west to Chicago. Enjoy a walking

Charleston, known for its historic, romantic charm. Enjoy a free afternoon in this southern charmed city.

tour of some of the best highlights of the city, ending at one of the best pizza joints in town. No trip to

The next day, head to one of the oldest cities in the US, Richmond, the capital of Virginia. Home to the

Chicago is complete without their signature deep dish pizza. Dive into this specialty with an included

famous quote “Give me liberty or give me death” this city played a large part in the US Civil War. (2B,

group dinner. There’s tons to do in the Windy City – walk along the river to Millennium Park, enjoy

1L, 1D) DAYS 5-6 WASHINGTON DC Travel to the US capital and enjoy time to explore Georgetown,

dazzling music, and stroll the boardwalk of the Navy Pier. Opt to ride to the top of the Willis Tower, or

one of the oldest districts in DC. In the evening, enjoy a tour of the monuments by moonlight. The

hit the town for a night out with the group. Enjoy a free day to explore Chicago. (2B, 1L, 1D) DAY 6

following day is yours to explore. There is so much to see and do in Washington DC. Head to 1600

LOUISVILLE Follow the Kentucky Bourbon Trail to Louisville. Home of the Kentucky Derby, this city is a

Pennsylvania Ave to see where the President lives, tour the Capitol Building, explore the Smithsonian

foodie ha en ﬁlled with li ely bars and farm to table restaurants En oy a free afternoon to explore and

Museums, wander the monuments, or take a trolley tour. (2B, 1L, 1D) DAY 7 NEW YORK CITY Travel

don’t forget to indulge in some BBQ and bourbon. (1B, 1L) DAY 7 NASHVILLE Travel to the country

to New York, stopping in Philadelphia en route to see the Liberty Bell and opt to try a famous Philly

music capital of the world. Stroll the streets of Nashville and check out what the city’s known for: live

Cheesesteak. Continue to New York City, where the trip ends on arrival. Opt to visit Times Square,

music, line dancing, and cowboy nightlife. Keep your eyes peeled for some of country music’s biggest

stroll Central Park, check out Greenwich Village, or experience the famous nightlife of New York. (1B)

stars. (1B, 1L)

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
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NEW
TOUR

USA Road Trip:
Music City to the Magic Kingdom
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS
7 DAYS — NASHVILLE TO ORLANDO

DAY 1 NASHVILLE Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-3 MEMPHIS Explore the

›› Experience the cowboy lifestyle in Nashville
›› Dig into a barbecue feast in Memphis
›› Check out the vibrant scenes of New Orleans’
Bourbon Street
›› Kick back on the white sands of the Panama City Beach

What’s Included

vibrant cultural and musical melting pot of Memphis with two free days in
the city. Take an optional tour of Graceland, opt to immerse in history at the
National Civil Rights Museum, or tour the Rock ‘n’ Soul Museum. Head to
Beale Street at night for great food and live music. Music legends, including
Elvis Presley, Johnny Cash, and B.B. King, made their marks on this city.

1749

FROM

$

Valid for May 23, 2020 departure.

(2B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 4-5 NEW ORLEANS Drive through the bayous, crank up

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

the jazz and head into the Big Easy. Home of Mardi Gras, explore the

TOUR CODE: NUTO

669

$

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night

French Quarter, and join the revellers on Bourbon Street till the early hours.
Continue to explore New Orleans with a free day. Opt to take part in a creole

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Memphis. Discover: Free time in Memphis, New Orleans.
(To learn more, see page 8)

cooking demonstration, take a biking tour around the city, eat beignets at

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 16

Café du Monde, or wander the streets soaking up the music and culture

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

around town. (2B, 1L) DAY 6 PANAMA CITY BEACH Cross the state line

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Out: Connect with New Friends. Foodie: Central BBQ Lunch,

Memphis Night Out. New Orleans Night Out. Free time in Memphis,
New rleans and Panama City Beach Self inﬂating mattresses and
dome tents while camping. All transport between destinations and to/
from included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Hotels/hostels (3 nts,
some multi-share), participation camping (3 nts). TRANSPORT
Air-conditioned private vehicle, walking. GROUP LEADER 1 or 2 Chief
Experience fﬁcers CE s throughout depending on group si e
MEALS 6 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 2 dinners. Allow USD150-195 for
meals not included.

into Florida and travel to Panama City Beach. This coastal town is
surrounded by 27 miles of white sand beaches on the Gulf of Mexico. Enjoy
an afternoon on the beach and opt to hit the town this evening. (1B, 1L, 1D)
DAY 7 ORLANDO Travel to the home of ‘The Most Magical Place on Earth’,
Orlando, where our tour ends on arrival. With great shopping, nightlife, and

Don’t let a shortage of time stop you from exploring the best of the USA.
This seven-day road trip hits up some incredible highlights like the musical
melting pot of Memphis, exploring the French Quarter of New Orleans, and

Nashville
Memphis
USA

famous amusement parks like Disney World and Universal Studios, let your
inner kid run wild! (1B, 1L)

Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

ITINERARY

See back foldout.
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travelling to ’The Most Magical Place on Earth’, Orlando. You’ll be amazed
at how much you’ll discover in one short week.
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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New Orleans

Orlando
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USA Road Trip: LA to New York
Highlights

Arizona, Utah and Nevada en route to Las Vegas. Opt to take a VIP party limo experience and explore

›› Travel past massive sandstone cliffs in Zion National Park
›› Go line dancing in a Jackson cowboy bar
›› Visit the rim of the Grand Canyon at sunset
›› Take a bite out of the Big Apple in New York City
›› Discover the music city of Nashville with a free day to explore
›› Dig into a barbecue feast in Memphis
›› Take a moonlight tour of Washington’s most popular memorials

What’s Included

the Las Vegas Strip in the evening. The following day, enjoy free time in Las Vegas. (1B) DAY 9 ZION
NATIONAL PARK Travel past towering cliffs and massive canyon walls in Zion National Park. Hike
diverse and exciting trails. (1L, 1D) DAYS 10-11 BRYCE CANYON NP/MOAB Rise early to explore
Bryce Canyon and see its famous hoodoos. Drive along isolated Scenic Byway 12 thru Grand
Escalante National Monument and Capitol Reef National Park en route to Moab. The next day, enjoy a
free morning in Moab to take full advantage of this adventure capital. Regroup in the afternoon to hike
through the surreal rock formations of Arches National Park. To cap off this packed day, catch a
gorgeous sunset at Dead Horse Point State Park. (2B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 12-13 GLENWOOD SPRINGS/
FLAMING GORGE RESERVOIR Travel to Glenwood Springs, Colorado, and opt to go for a hike at

Your Moments: G for Good: Native Grill Food Truck Breakfast. Welcome: Meet your CEO

nearby Hanging Lake, rent a bike in Glenwood Canyon, or go for a swim in the world’s largest hot

and Group. First Night Out: Connect with New Friends. Foodie: Chicago Deep Dish Pizza

springs pool. The next day, travel to Wyoming and take in a spectacular sunset at Flaming Gorge

Dinner, Chicago. Central BBQ Lunch, Memphis. Discover: Free time in Las Vegas, Seattle,

Reservoir. (2B, 2L, 1D) DAY 14 JACKSON HOLE Travel to Jackson Hole. Tonight, enjoy a night out

Portland, San Francisco, Yosemite National Park, Chicago, Nashville, Memphis, New Orleans,
Washington DC. (To learn more, see page 8)

with a true wild western atmosphere and visit a cowboy bar for a little Western line dancing at the
Million Dollar Bar. (1B, 1L) DAY 15 GRAND TETON NATIONAL PARK Spend the day visiting Grand

ACCOMMODATIONS Hotels/hostels (19 nts, some multi-share), participation camping (36 nts).
TRANSPORT Air-conditioned private vehicle, plane, walking. GROUP LEADER 1 or 2 Chief
Experience fﬁcers CE s throughout depending on group si e MEALS 49 breakfasts,
31 lunches, 23 dinners. Allow USD1020-1330 for meals not included.

park. On the beautiful drive, keep your eyes peeled for moose, bears, and more. Cross the Continental
Divide en route to Yellowstone National Park, where we stop for the night. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 16-17
YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK Spend the day exploring ellowstone the world s ﬁrst national
park, and be in awe of the colourful geysers, powerful waterfalls, exciting wildlife, and contrasting
scenic beauty around every corner. (2B, 2L, 1D) DAYS 18-19 BOZEMAN/GLACIER NATIONAL PARK

ITINERARY
You’ve admired the sights, sounds, celebrities, and culture of the United States. Now’s your chance
to experience it ﬁrst hand on an epic

Teton National Park. Take a hike or a swim and enjoy the view of more than 12 peaks that make up this

day American road trip heading to stunning national parks

seeing game-changing cultural hotspots, and digging into the tastiest eats along the way. It’s an
unforgettable trip that few Americans themselves can say they’ve accomplished in their lifetime.

Travel through the stunning Montana scenery to Glacier National Park for two days in the park. Choose
from 730 miles of hiking trails to really enjoy this majestic park. (1B, 2L, 2D) DAY 20 COEUR D’ALENE
Continue west to beautiful Coeur D’Alene. (1B, 1L) DAYS 21-22 SEATTLE Travel through the state of
Washington to Seattle. The next day is yours free to explore Seattle. Opt to visit Pike Place Market, the
ﬁrst Starbucks location or ride to the top of the Space Needle (1B) DAY 23 MOUNT RAINIER

DAY 1 LOS ANGELES Arrive at any time. DAY 2 SAN DIEGO Tra el along the incredible Paciﬁc

NATIONAL PARK Drive to Mt Rainer National Park and enjoy a picnic lunch in the park. Continue to

coastline to the truly remarkable city San Diego. DAY 3 JOSHUA TREE NATIONAL PARK Travel to

camp just outside of the park for the night. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAY 24 PORTLAND Drive to the city of

Joshua Tree National Park, taking in the scenery of the Mojave and the Colorado deserts, massive rock

Portland. One of the most popular cities to visit north of California on the West Coast, Portland is artsy,

formations, and thousands of Joshua trees. Later, cool off in the crystal-clear waters of the Colorado

funky and full of great places to eat and drink. (1B) DAY 25 BEND Continue on to Bend, consistently

River at Lake Havasu. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 4-5 GRAND CANYON Hit the road to get some kicks on

voted one of the best places to live in the US. Arrive in time for lunch and to explore a bit of the town.

Route 66. Enjoy sunset at the canyon rim for a breathtaking experience at the Grand Canyon. The next

(1B) DAYS 26-27 CRATER LAKE NP/REDWOOD NATIONAL PARK Leave early to take in the sights at

day, enjoy free time to discover the Grand Canyon. (2B, 1L, 2D) DAY 6 MONUMENT VALLEY Drive

gorgeous Crater Lake National Park. Stare in awe at the crystal blue waters of one of the most pristine

along the southern rim of the canyon taking in ﬁnal sights of this grand park ust outside the park

lakes on earth before continuing on to Redwood National Park, home to the tallest trees on Earth. (2B,

stop for breakfast at a local Navajo food truck supported by Planeterra. Then drive through the desert

2L, 2D) DAYS 28-29 SAN FRANCISCO Drive south along the coast and then through some of

to discover one of the most majestic places on earth, Monument Valley. (1B, 1L) DAYS 7-8 LAS

California’s famous wine region en route to San Francisco. The following day is yours to continue

VEGAS Break a sweat with a quick hike to majestic Horseshoe Bend. Continue the journey through

discovering the city. (2B, 1L) DAY 30 LAKE TAHOE Continue on to idyllic Lake Tahoe, a jewel of the

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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CANADA

Seattle

Mt Rainier NP

Couer
d’Alene

Glacier NP

Portland
Bend
Redwood NP
San
Francisco
Santa Cruz
Morro Bay

Los
Angeles

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS
Sierra Nevadas. Known for its crystal clear waters and sweeping mountain views, it is truly a

Nashville

Memphis

Charleston
Savannah
Panama
New City Beach
Orleans

through National Forests and the Sierra Nevada mountain Range en route to Yosemite National Park.

FROM

tra el down the Paciﬁc Coast Highway and mar el at the beautiful coastline and mountain ranges of

Washington DC
Richmond

Louisville

San Diego

56 DAYS — LOS ANGELES
TO NEW YORK CITY

HIGHWAY Leave the mountains behind and head to the coastal city of Santa Cruz. The following day,

Chicago

USA

Glenwood Springs
Moab/Arches NP
Monument Valley
Grand Canyon NP
Lake Havasu City
Joshua Tree NP

Yosemite NP
Zion NP
Las
Vegas

nature-lover’s paradise. (1B) DAYS 31-32 YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK Depart Lake Tahoe and travel
The next day, enjoy a full free day to explore the Park. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 33-34 PACIFIC COAST

Detroit

Jackson
Flaming Gorge

Lake Tahoe

New
York

Niagara
Falls

Bozeman
Yellowstone NP

Grand
Teton NP

Orlando

11299

$

Big Sur. Arrive in time for sunset on Morro Bay. (2B, 1L, 2D) DAY 35 LOS ANGELES Travel along the

Valid for May

stunning Paciﬁc coast to the City of Angels (1B) DAY 36 NEW YORK CITY Hop on a ﬂight to the

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

Big Apple, and get ready to explore the highlights of the East Coast. DAY 37 NIAGARA FALLS

TOUR CODE: NUWU

departure

2319

$

Drive across the state, and watch as the city turns to the rolling hills of Upstate New York. Arrive in
Niagara and feel the rushing waters of the falls splashing you on the famous Maid of the Mist boat

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

tour. (1B, 1D) DAY 38 DETROIT Drive along Lake Erie, through the city of Cleveland before

TYPE: SMALL GR UP MA

continuing on to Detroit. (1B, 1L) DAYS 39-40 CHICAGO Continue west to Chicago. Enjoy a

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMP NG

walking tour of some of the best highlights of the city, ending at one of the best pizza joints in

PHYSICAL RATING:

town. The next day, enjoy free time to explore Chicago. (2B, 1L, 1D) DAY 41 LOUISVILLE Follow
the Kentucky Bourbon Trail to Louis ille Home of the Kentucky erby this city is a foodie ha en

See back foldout.

AVG

AVERAGE

Ripple Score

67

ﬁlled with li ely bars and farm to table restaurants (1B, 1L) DAYS 42-43 NASHVILLE Stroll the
streets of Nashville and check out what the city’s known for: live music, line dancing, and cowboy
nightlife. The following day, enjoy free time in Nashville. (2B) DAYS 44-45 MEMPHIS Explore the
ibrant cultural and musical melting pot of Memphis with two free days in the city Head to Beale

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
GRAND CANYON HELICOPTER RIDE: Take in the awe-inspiring size and breathtaking scenery
minute helicopter ﬂight See Personalize your tour on page 67.

Street at night for great food and live music. (2B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 46-47 NEW ORLEANS Drive

of the Grand Canyon on a

through the bayous crank up the a

MONUMENT VALLEY 4X4 OVERNIGHT EXCURSION: Discover the stunning landscape and

and head into the Big Easy Home of Mardi Gras explore the

French Quarter, and join the revellers on Bourbon Street till the early hours. (2B, 1L) DAY 48 PANAMA

history of the Na a o people in Monument Valley on a x tour and o ernight stay See Personalize

CITY BEACH Cross the state line into Florida and travel to Panama City Beach. This coastal town is

your tour on page 67.

surrounded by

miles of white sand beaches on the Gulf of Mexico (1B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 49-50

WHITEWATER RAFTING ON SNAKE RIVER: Strap in for a thrilling three-hour journey down Snake

ORLANDO Travel to the home of ‘The Most Magical Place on Earth’, Orlando, and let your inner kid run

River. Bring your sense of adventure — you’ll need it! See Personalize your tour on page 67.

wild! The following day, enjoy free time. (2B, 1L) DAY 51 SAVANNAH Head to historic Sa annah

SUNSET SAILING – SAN FRANCISCO: Take in views of the iconic skyline, breeze past Alcatraz

stopping en route in the oldest city in America, St. Augustine. Opt for a walk around the historic

sland and sail under the Golden Gate Bridge See Personalize your tour on page 67.

riverfront of Savannah, stroll through town admiring the architecture and oak trees covered in Spanish
moss, or head out to Bonaventure Cemetery. (1B, 1L) DAY 52 CHARLESTON Travel to the city of
Charleston, known for its historic, romantic charm. Enjoy a free afternoon in this southern charmed city.
(1B) DAY 53 RICHMOND Head to one of the oldest cities in the US Richmond the capital of Virginia

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
5

(1B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 54-55 WASHINGTON DC Travel to the US capital and enjoy time to explore
Georgetown one of the oldest districts in C n the e ening en oy a tour of the monuments by
moonlight. The next day is yours free to wander. (2B, 1L, 1D) DAY 56 NEW YORK CITY Travel to New
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For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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Chasing sunsets in Utah’s Zion National Park.

America, cross-country
combos
1. USA Road Trip:
Coast to Coast Highlights

Combo tours combine two or more of our tours to
create one in-depth experience. Get just what you’re
looking for, with only one booking. Convenient, flexible,
and, affordable. Check the map to see how the trips
join together.

Highlights

›› Spot Mt Rainier through the clouds
›› Eat and drink your way through
artsy Portland
›› Drive over San Francisco’s Golden
Gate Bridge
›› Take a full free day to explore
Yosemite National Park
›› Journey down California’s coast
on the iconic Highway 1
›› Be charmed by Charleston
›› Marvel at the monuments of DC

ITINERARY

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

21 DAYS — SEATTLE
TO NEW YORK CITY

4799

FROM

$

Valid for May 23, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: NUSE

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

639

$

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 16
SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Explore the United States from coast to shining coast on this 21-day tour. Spot black bears, mountain
lions, and bobcats in their natural habitat in Mt Rainier National Park and stand in awe under the
towering trees of Redwood National Park Get your camera ready for the Paciﬁc Coast Highway s
rugged coastline and mountain ranges as you pass Big Sur and head into LA. Wander the cobblestone
streets of Savannah and see the Liberty Bell in Philadelphia. From bustling big cities to stunning natural
habitats, this great American road trip will connect you to it all.
Not even the flamingos are real in Las Vegas, Nevada.
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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Enjoy an evening stroll San Francisco.

C AN AD A

Seattle
Portland

Niagara
Falls

Bend
Crater Lake NP

Redwood NP
Napa Valley

U S A

Lake Tahoe

San Francisco

Yosemite NP
Bishop

Santa Cruz

Grand Canyon NP
Lake Havasu City

Los Angeles

Chicago

Washington DC

Las Vegas
Monument Valley

Morro Bay

New
York

Detroit

Nashville

Louisville

Memphis
Panama
City Beach

San Diego
New
Orleans

Charleston
Savannah

Orlando

1. NUSE
2. NUTF
3. NUYW

2. USA Road Trip: Best of
Nashville to San Francisco
Highlights

›› Explore the Beale Street
Entertainment District in Memphis
›› Dig into beignets in New Orleans
›› Hop on a plane from Orlando to LA
to cut down on driving time
›› Travel down the iconic Route 66
›› Visit a land of extremes in Death
Valley National Park

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

14 DAYS — NASHVILLE TO SAN FRAN

3549

FROM

$

Valid for May 23, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: NUTF

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

959

$

See back foldout.

ITINERARY

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 16

Take 14 days, a bus full of like-minded travellers,

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

and your own sense of adventure and you’ll get

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Highlights

›› Take a bite out of the Big Apple
›› Follow the Kentucky Bourbon Trail
to Louisville
›› Explore the musical melting pot
of Memphis
›› Hop on a plane from Orlando to LA
to cut down on driving time
›› Stand atop steep sandstone cliffs
and look out at Horseshoe Bend
›› Discover Yosemite’s granite domes
and giant sequoias

ITINERARY

this road trip that zips across the very best of the
U.S. Go from the musical melting pot of

3. USA Road Trip:
Highlights of America

Ripple Score

57

Got a month, a camera, and a sense of

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

29 DAYS — NEW YORK CITY
TO LOS ANGELES

6449

FROM

$

Valid for May 16, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: NUYW

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

1489

$

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 18
SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Ripple Score

67

Memphis to the rim of the Grand Canyon (where

adventure? Then book yourself this 29-day road

you’ll catch the sunset, no less), and the vibrant city of San Francisco to see its iconic Golden Gate

trip through the United States that leaves no

Bridge These two feel weeks will ﬂy by but you ll gather a lifetime worth of experiences within it

stone unturned. You’ll hit the big cities, like New York and Los Angeles, and spend time in stunning
natural settings like the Grand Canyon and Yosemite. In between, there are countless opportunities to
get up-close and personal with the culture around you, whether it’s joining a line dancing party at a
cowboy bar in Jackson or visiting a community arts project in Detroit as part of the city’s resurgence.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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Awe-inspiring sights in Alaska’s Resurrection Bay bring you back to life.

Explore
Alaska.
Pick the tour that fits you best. Here you’ll find tours
that offer incredible experiences on their own, plus
a combo tour option that puts two of these tours
together for one super in-depth experience. Check
the map to see how the trips join together.

1. Alaska Camping:
Glaciers & Mountains
Highlights

›› Spot wildlife among the Kenai Fjords
›› Kayak along tidal glaciers and the
towering mountains of Valdez’s coast
›› Stargaze from campgrounds in the
remote Alaskan wilderness
›› Take in stunning scenery at Denali
National Park

ITINERARY

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

14 DAYS — ANCHORAGE
TO ANCHORAGE

3949

FROM

$

Valid for Jun 7, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

1389

$

TOUR CODE: NUCA

Glistening tidal glaciers and majestic mountains

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

are sure to capture your hearts and camera

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 13, AVG 12

lenses on this 14-day camping adventure that

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

gets you out of the tourist bubble and into the

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Great Outdoors. Spot an incredible array of
wildlife among national parks, be charmed by
historic towns enveloped in stunning scenery
(Snow-capped peaks! Lush evergreens!), and
camp in the remote Alaskan wilderness under
night sky that doesn’t get dark.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Ripple Score

See back foldout.
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The ice is nice on an Alaskan portage.

You’ll cross multiple national parks off your list when you travel through Alaska
with us, including Denali National Park in southern Alaska.

Denali NP
Tangle Lakes

A LA S K A

WrangellSt Elias NP

USA

Anchorage
1. NUCA
2. NUCD
3. NUCK

2. Alaska & Denali Camping:
Wilderness & Wildlife
Highlights

›› Be charmed by the coastal town
of Valdez
›› Explore national parks like Denali
and Wrangell-St Elias
›› Venture into Alaska’s remote
wilderness
›› Drive along the scenic Copper
River Valley

Valdez

Seward
Homer

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

Highlights

9 DAYS — ANCHORAGE
TO ANCHORAGE

2349

FROM

$

Valid for Jun 12, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

3. Alaska Camping:
Kenai Peninsula

779

$

TOUR CODE: NUCD

›› Spot whales and wildlife in Seward
›› Hike or kayak among majestic fjords
›› Explore the harbour city of Homer
›› Trek to glaciers and icefields

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

6 DAYS — ANCHORAGE
TO ANCHORAGE

1679

FROM

$

ITINERARY

Valid for Jun 7, 2020 departure.

Gain a new appreciation for North America’s

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

diverse natural landscapes with a short and

TOUR CODE: NUCK

sweet six-day tour through Alaska that hits all

619

$

ITINERARY

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

the highlights of the Kenai Peninsula. Opt to

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Lace up your hiking boots, charge up those

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 13, AVG 12

venture by kayak among majestic mountains,

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 13, AVG 12

camera batteries, and stoke your adventurous

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

cruise along the water to spot whales, and hike

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

spirit. This nine-day Alaskan tour is made for

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

to glaciers and iceﬁelds Along the way set up

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

See back foldout.

active nature lovers that know the best way to experience a destination is getting intimate with the

camp in the wilderness to sleep under a sky that

land. Go kayaking in the coastal town of Valdez, camp under the bright night sky in the remote Alaskan

never does and you’ll soon know why we call it

wilderness, and hike among wildlife and incredible scenery in Denali National Park. Do it all with a small

The Great Outdoors.

group of worldly wanderers that share your desire to venture off the beaten path.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

See back foldout.

84

Smiles are wide in sunny Sin City.

Explore the
Western United States
and Canada.
Pick the tour that fits you best. Here you’ll find tours
that offer incredible experiences on their own, plus
a combo tour option that puts two of these tours
together for one super in-depth experience. Check
the map to see how the trips join together.

1. USA & Canada Road Trip:
West Coast Discovery

Highlights

›› Stargaze in Los Angeles
›› Experience a Grand Canyon sunset
›› Roll the dice in Las Vegas
›› Hike in Yosemite National Park
›› Create a postcard-perfect photo in
Jasper National Park
›› Be awed by the mighty Rockies
›› Get up close and personal with
Canadian wildlife

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

21 DAYS — LOS ANGELES
TO VANCOUVER

4699

FROM

$

Valid for May 23, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: NUUC

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

559

$

See back foldout.

ITINERARY

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 16

They say the west is best — so why just visit one

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

North American country to see if that’s true?

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Take in the natural beauty of America’s Grand
Canyon and Canada’s Banff National Park, go

Ripple Score

77

whale watching in Toﬁno and get your glit on in
Las Vegas! Sound hectic? Explore the highlights of San Francisco, Los Angeles, and Vancouver. And with

You’re going to need a bigger pair of binoculars in the Grand Canyon.

an itinerary that plays like the greatest hits of North America, you’ll get the most bang for your buck.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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NORTH AMERICA›› CANADA, UNITED STATES

Canoes are better in twos at Wells Provincial Park, British Columbia.

C A N A D A

Mt Robson PP

Jasper NP

Wells Gray PP

Icefields Parkway

Whistler
Tofino

Banff NP

Lake Louise

Victoria

1. NUUC
2. NUAF
3. NCRU

Calgary

Vancouver

U S A

Yosemite NP

San Francisco

Death
Valley NP

Sierra Nevadas

Las Vegas
Grand
Canyon NP

Los Angeles

The incredible sights of Death Valley sure
make us feel alive.

Lake Havasu
Joshua Tree NP

2. USA Road Trip: Los Angeles
to San Francisco Adventure
Highlights

›› Stargaze in Los Angeles
›› Experience a Grand Canyon sunset
›› Roll the dice in Las Vegas
›› Camp under the stars
›› Hike in Yosemite National Park

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 11, 2020 departure.

ITINERARY

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

LA, San Francisco, Vegas, the Grand Canyon

TOUR CODE: NUAF

— they might as well rename this whole region

Highlights

7 DAYS — LOS ANGELES
TO SAN FRAN

1499

3. Canadian Rockies:
National Parks Westbound

219

$

›› Enjoy the gorgeous scenery of
western Canada
›› Create a postcard-perfect photo in
Jasper National Park
›› Sip lattes and people-watch in
Vancouver
›› Be awed by the mighty Rockies
›› Get up close and personal with
Canadian wildlife

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

14 DAYS — CALGARY
TO VANCOUVER

2799

FROM

$

Valid for May 30, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: NCRU

The American Best. Steel yourself for seven days

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

of

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 16

ITINERARY

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 12, AVG 11

best the West has to offer. Scour the streets of

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

The Rockies are a great reason to explore the

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

classic American cities in search of the classic

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Canadian West, but why stop there? We asked

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

hour thrills as you di e headﬁrst into the

American meal — the venerable hamburger
— then escape the grid to camp and explore in

See back foldout.

Ripple Score

sprawling, nature-rich mini-epic that melds some

See back foldout.

Ripple Score

94

of Canada’s best national parks with time on the

Yosemite National Park and the Grand Canyon.
Add in a streetwise Chief Experience fﬁcer CE

52

that question, then answered it with this trip — a

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

399

$

to keep you headed in the right direction and

you’re all set for a whirlwind adventure you’ll never forget.

mist-shrouded shores of Vancouver Island. Find yourself face-to-face with moose, deer, and maybe even
a bear on this trip loaded with diverse experiences — whale-watching, glacier hikes, hot springs, and
much, much more — you’ll stuff a lifetime’s worth of adventure into the space of a mere two weeks.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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NORTH AMERICA›› CANADA

Canadian Rockies:
National Parks Eastbound
Highlights

What’s Included

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group.

First Night Out: Connect with New Friends. Discover: Free time
in Whistler. (To learn more, see page 8)
Entrance fees to all national and provincial parks with walking and
hiking excursions Stop at Columbia ceﬁeld Half day canoe tour in
Wells Gray Provincial Park. Half-day whale watching tour by Zodiac.
Self inﬂating mattresses and dome tents All transport between
destinations and to/from included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS
Hotel (1 nt), participation camping (12 nts) TRANSPORT Airconditioned private vehicle, hiking, ferry, canoe, Zodiac GROUP
throughout MEALS

12 breakfasts, 11 lunches, 9 dinners. Allow USD155-205 for meals
not included.

14 DAYS — VANCOUVER
TO CALGARY

over to the island and hit the pubs in Victoria. (1L) DAYS 3-4 TOFINO

FROM

Embark on a half-day whale watching tour by Zodiac. Opt for a walk in
Paciﬁc Rim National Park through the rainforest and along the beach (2B,
1L, 2D) DAYS 5-6 WHISTLER Stroll the trails beneath ancient ouglas ﬁrs

Valid for Jun 13, 2020 departure.

the ski town of Whistler. (2B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 7-8 WELLS GRAY PP Relax

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

and take a dip at Marble Canyon Provincial Park. Visit Helmcken Falls, a

TOUR CODE: NCUR

waterfall three times the height of Niagara Falls. Enjoy a half-day canoeing

from the Paciﬁc Coast to the Canadian Rockies Beginning in beautiful
Vancouver, travellers will hit the ocean in search of whales before heading
east into the enveloping mountain wilderness of Banff and Jasper National
Parks, where sulphur springs, canoeing excursions, and glaciers older than
time abound. And since we camp out most nights, you’re guaranteed
ou might e en ﬁnd yourself

face-to-face with a moose, deer, or maybe even a bear. The Great Outdoors

399

$

excursion in the Canadian wilderness. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 9-10 JASPER NP

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Stop at Mt Robson, the tallest mountain in the Canadian Rockies, en route

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 12, AVG 11

to Jasper. Stroll through Maligne Canyon and explore the surrounding area

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

of Jasper. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 11-12 ICEFIELDS PARKWAY/LAKE LOUISE

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Visit beautiful Peyto Lake and stop at Columbia ceﬁeld

See back foldout.

pt to take the

snow coach up the Althabasca Glacier. Marvel at the phenomenal
Takakkaw Falls, swim in Emerald Lake, and go for an optional rafting trip on
the Kicking Horse River. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAY 13 LAKE LOUISE/BANFF NP

CANADA
BRITIS H

Gaze at the beauty of Lake Louise, hike to the Agnes Lake Tea House or
along the Plain of Six Glaciers Trail. Make the short drive to Banff in the

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
6
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— now all yours.
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Icefields Parkway
Banff NP

Vancouver
Lake Louise

Number of
departures / month.

■›

Jasper NP

Whistler
Tofino

CAL ARY TO ANCOU ER • TOUR CODE: NCRU

Guaranteed Departures

ALBERTA

Wells Gray PP

afternoon. (1B, 1L) DAY 14 BANFF NP/CALGARY Spend the morning

upon arrival to Calgary. (1B, 1L)

COLUMBIA

Mt Robson PP

mountain for spectacular views before continuing on to Calgary. Trip ends

Vancouver’s North Coast Mountains are just the appetizer for this journey

2799

$

in MacMillan Provincial Park. Opt for a morning hike or explore the streets of

discovering the town of Banff. View wildlife, walk the streets, or hike up a

ITINERARY

maximum natural contact at a minimal price

Vancouver during a brief orientation with the CEO. In the afternoon, ferry

DAY 1 VANCOUVER Arrive at anytime. DAY 2 VICTORIA Discover

›› Enjoy the scenery of western Canada
›› Create a postcard-perfect photo in Jasper National Park
›› Sip lattes and people-watch in Vancouver
›› Be awed by the mighty Rockies
›› Road trip through two Canadian provinces

LEADER Chief Experience fﬁcer CE

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

D

Calgary

Victoria

Ripple Score

94

87

NORTH AMERICA›› CANADA, UNITED STATES

TOP
SELLER

USA & Canada Road Trip:
Eastern Highlights
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

and free museums of the nation’s capital. (1B, 2D) DAYS 4-5 ALLEGHENY

14 DAYS — NEW YORK CITY
TO NEW YORK CITY

NATIONAL FOREST/NIAGARA FALLS Relax and cool off in clear waters

FROM

Independence Hall and the Liberty Bell. In DC, visit the national monuments

›› Take a bite out of the Big Apple
›› Embrace the diversity of Toronto and Montreal
›› Paddle through paradise in Algonquin Provincial Park
›› Follow the Freedom Trail in Boston and the path to
independence in Philadelphia
›› Feel the spray of Niagara Falls

What’s Included

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group.

First Night Out: Connect with New Friends. Discover: Free time
in Montreal, Cape Cod. (To learn more, see page 8)
Entrance fees to all national parks, provincial parks and monuments.
Orientations to Washington DC, Toronto, Montreal and Boston. Maid
of the Mist boat tour Niagara alls Self inﬂating mattresses and
dome tents while camping. All transport between destinations and to/
from included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Hotels/hostels (4 nts,
some multi-share), participation camping (9 nts). TRANSPORT
Air-conditioned private vehicle, boat, walking GROUP LEADER 1 or
Chief Experience fﬁcers CE s throughout depending on group
size. MEALS 12 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 8 dinners. Allow USD300-390
for meals not included.

after hiking trails in Allegheny. Board the Maid of the Mist to get up-close
and personal with Niagara Falls. Roll the dice at a casino. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAY
6 TORONTO Cross the border into Canada and enjoy an orientation to
Toronto with the CEO. Opt to go up the CN Tower or check out Kensington

Valid for May 10, 2020 departure.

Market during a free afternoon. (1B) DAYS 7-8 ALGONQUIN PP Trade the

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

city for the pristine nature of Algonquin Provincial Park. Hike the many trails

TOUR CODE: NUYH

and be on the lookout for moose, beavers, and other wildlife. Opt to go

This grand tour of the eastern US and Canada is a sensory overload of

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

day’s drive includes a stop for lunch in Ottawa—Canada’s capital. Enjoy a

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 16

brief orientation to Montreal with the CEO, then enjoy free time to explore

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

this bilingual cosmopolitan city. Opt to climb Mont Royal or visit La Ronde

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

boutiques, and nature hikes. On this adventure, we’ll ditch the big, clunky
buses and pile into our own private vehicle, clocking miles of smiles all over

See back foldout.

amusement park. (2B) DAY 11 BOSTON Cross back into the States and
CANADA

travel through the beautiful state of Vermont. Enjoy a brief orientation to
Boston to learn more about the layout of the city. (1B) DAYS 12-13 CAPE

Montreal
Ottawa

COD Free morning in Boston, then head to Cape Cod to set up camp and
enjoy the beach. Hang out and relax, or take an optional whale watching
tour. (2B, 2D) DAY 14 NEW YORK Trip ends on arrival to New York City.
Greenwich Village. (1B)

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
2

2
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Niagara
Falls

Number of
departures / month.
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Boston
Cape
Cod

Toronto

Opt to visit Times Square, stroll through Central Park, or check out

everything that makes North America great – skyscrapers, monuments,
Niagara Falls, canoeing, poutine, subways, whales, sunshine, designer

799

$

canoeing on a beautiful lake. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 9-10 MONTREAL The

Guaranteed Departures

ITINERARY

2449

$

N

New York, Washington DC, Toronto, Montreal, Boston, and all points in
between. Your friends are already jealous.
DAY 1 NEW YORK Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-3 PHILADELPHIA/
WASHINGTON DC Follow the American history trail in Philadelphia. Visit
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

D

Allegheny
NF

USA

New York
Philadelphia

Washington DC

Ripple Score

57
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“Hey, it’s our turn to use the pool.”

Africa
Wilderness at its wildest and widest.
Africa’s scenery alone is enough to make it the envy of other continents.
Lush plains, sprawling deserts, and perfect coasts await the curious and the
brave here. It’s not the landscapes and exotic wildlife that keep travellers
coming back though, it’s the energy and vibe that infuse every day here.
Africa isn’t a place you visit; it’s a place you get swept up in.

AFRICA›› MULTI-COUNTRY

89

AFRICA UNCOVERED

Zanzibar • Tanzania
The spice island of Zanzibar, located off
the coast of East Africa in the Indian Ocean,
is a unique side of the continent experienced
only by a lucky few. The city of Stone Town
is a UNESCO World Heritage Site, and the
island’s pace of life is best described in one
word: idyllic.

Okavango Delta • Botswana
Most rivers ﬂow to the sea, but the Okavango
isn’t one to conform to conventional norms; it
literally evaporates in the Kalahari Desert. Its
delta is home to amazing wildlife and the
fascinating locals, who traverse its waters via
mokoro (traditional canoe).

Ngorongoro Crater • Tanzania
If you’re eager to get in touch with the
majesty of Africa, look no further than here.
Home to isolated Maasai villages and a
dazzling assortment of wildlife — zebras,
hippos, elephants, lions — this vast crater
has it all and more than you could possibly
imagine.

Lions don’t always roar. They’re also keen on lounging too.

We don’t like to be biased, but this is one of Africa’s
mane attractions.

Masai warriors in Manyana get some serious air with their jumps.

90

Experience Africa.
NAMIBIA
Swakopmund

Catch sight of some rhinos at Zimbabwe’s Matobo National Park.

The most out-there anywhere.
Africa can make even the saltiest, savviest, most well-travelled
traveller feel as though they’ve never left the block. Our adventures
here are varied, providing explorers opportunities to spot the “big
five,” delve into human history, and simply be in the beauty of this
place. Wondering where you’ll go and what you’ll do? Here’s our
primer on all things Africa.
He might just look like a big cat, but he isn’t looking
for catnip. Trust us.

AFRICA›› MULTI-COUNTRY
UGANDA
Bwindi
Impenetrable NP

91

KENYA
Nairobi

Serengeti NP
Ngorongoro Crater

Arusha

TANZANIA

AFRICA

Zanzibar

Victoria Falls

NAMIBIA
Swakopmund

Okavango
Delta

ZIMBABWE

BOTSWANA
Namib
Desert

SOUTH AFRICA
Cape Town

Tanzania

Scenery, wildlife, nightlife, and cosmopolitan
style? South Africa has it all. As the most
developed and diverse nation on the
continent, South Africa is a must-visit for
travellers looking to mix a little big-city fun
with their back-country adventures.
Things to do
› Join a safari in the famed Kruger National Park
› Hike up Lion’s Head at sunset for incredible
views of Table Mountain and Cape Town
› Get your wine on at one of South Africa’s
renowned vineyards

Namibia
Namibia is a land of sprawling national
parks, gorgeous landscapes, and Germaninﬂuenced oddities. If you’re looking to
conquer massive sand dunes, marvel at a
vast desert, or ﬁnd some killer bratwurst,
you’ll ﬁnd it here — maybe even all in the
same day.
Things to do
› Hike some of the world’s tallest sand dunes
near Sossusvlei
› Race down the dunes on a sandboard near
Swakopmund
› Refresh yourself with a German-style beer
after a hard day’s off-roading in the desert

Straddling the border between Zimbabwe
and Zambia, Victoria Falls is known as
Southern Africa’s adventure capital. This is
no one hit wonder though, as the country
is covered with wildlife-ﬁlled national
parks, and historical ruins dating back
almost a thousand years.
Things to do

Kruger NP

Johannesburg

South Africa

Zimbabwe

Wildlife and nature are the main draws in
Tanzania, but there’s much more to this
incredible place than safaris. With over 150
distinct ethnic groups, there’s so much to
discover here. Kilimanjaro? Ngorongoro?
Zanzibar? Check, check, and double-check.
Things to do
› Laze about on picture-perfect Zanzibar
beaches, or strap on a snorkel and explore
the coral reefs
› Take a hot-air balloon ride over the Serengeti
to spot wild animals and grab a fresh
perspective of the plains
› Explore the remains of a massive imploded
volcano on a wildlife safari drive at Ngorongoro
Crater

Uganda

› Search for the elusive rhino on foot in

Matobo National Park, and spot wildlife
on a safari drive
› Feel the spray of Victoria Falls from the
ominously-named Devil’s Cataract, or
Danger Point
› Get your adrenaline fix while rafting the
mighty Zambezi River, or bungee jump off
the 111m (364 ft) high Victoria Falls bridge

Botswana
A place where the rivers meet a sea of
sand instead of the ocean, and where
wildlife has adapted to the harsh and
varied landscapes. Botswana is as rich
above the ground, with diverse cultures
and magniﬁcent wildlife, as it is below
the ground with huge diamond and other
mineral deposits.
Things to do
› Meet the local Bushmen and see how they

have adapted to life in the Kalahari Desert
› Relax in a mokoro (traditional canoe), as

you glide through the channels of the
Okavango Delta
› View elephants and other wildlife on a sunset
cruise in Chobe National Park

Uganda keeps its treasures hidden deep
within its thick, leafy rainforests. As the
home of Bwindi Impenetrable National
Park, it’s a must-stop for anyone even
remotely interested in mountain gorillas,
chimpanzees, and exotic ﬂora and fauna.
Things to do
› Search for gorillas and chimps in the rainforests
and come face-to-face with our closest
biological relatives (permits included!)
› Step into a canoe and paddle around Lake
Bunyonyi, a region often compared to scenes
from Lord of the Rings
The lesson: local traditions. The classroom: a Matobo Hut
in Zimbabwe.
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Meet Lando.

Revved up and ready for adventure.

Our exclusive, one-of-a-kind
Overland Adventure Vehicle.

Cute exterior, comfy interior.

Completely redesigned and purpose-built, your Overland
Adventure Vehicle (OAV) is more than just 15.5 tonnes of beauty;
it’s your primary means of transport, safari vehicle, kitchen, and
camping support craft all rolled into one. With bigger windows,
personal USB charging ports, air conditioning, and seats that
not only recline, but also adjust side-to-side (because
sometimes one size doesn’t fit all), we’re pretty confident that
you’ve never been in a ride as sweet as this.

93

You’ll be able to catch some pretty amazing photos, whether you’re outside– or inside – the Lando.

First, the brieﬁng. Second, the napping.

Welcome to cool
(literally and ﬁguratively)
When we set out to design our overland vehicle,
we wanted to set a new industry standard. Our
custom-designed OAV is a revolutionary new
mode of transport built to help you get the most
out of your safari experience. We call it “Lando,”
and we’re the only company with anything like it.

A masterpiece from every angle.

Climb aboard and see what the overland
reimagined feels like
›› Full A/C so you can be comfortable no matter how
hot it is outside
›› Onboard wi-fi where available (because how else will
you share your adventure with the world?)
›› 24 personal USB charging ports so you don’t have to
worry about where your next charge will come from
›› Massive front windscreen and dropdown Sena
photography windows on either side of the Lando,
offering greater passenger views (and way cooler
picture-snapping possibilities)
›› No more separation between passengers and driver;
both CEOs are with the group, regardless of who’s
behind the wheel

94

Overland
camping.
Camping out,
Africa-style.
On the surface, overland camping
is about sleeping under the big
African night sky and eating food
cooked over an open fire. But
once you’ve been, you know that
it’s really about community —
especially after a long day of
spotting wildlife you’ve only ever
dreamed about. Camping brings
strangers together in ways other
styles of travel can’t.
Africa alfresco: Enjoying a little communal downtime after a long day’s adventuring.

Tents and gear
We stay at a variety of designated
campsites along the way. All
equipment (except pillow and
sleeping bag) is provided. Our large
domed tents can be set up in about
ﬁve minutes and most campsites
feature toilets, running water, and
basic showers. Some sites even have
more amenities, like bars, shops,
swimming pools, and wi-ﬁ access.

We’re all in this together

Campﬁres aglow in South Africa.

Participation camping means
travellers take care of themselves
and each other. Duties — packing
and unpacking, tidying up the Lando,
helping to cook, etc. — are assigned
daily and rotate amongst the group.
Some of our adventures may begin
and/or end with a bit more comfort in
conveniently located hotels.

What will we eat?
Your CEOs will do most of the
cooking, which is always healthy
and sure to fuel you up for the day.
Breakfast is basic with coffee, tea,
cereal, bread, and jam; lunch is
typically salads and sandwiches; and
dinners are served hot and feature a
variety of meats and other local
favourites. Special diets can usually
be accommodated with advance
notice, so let us know if you’ve got
food allergies or special needs.

AFRICA›› BOTSWANA, NAMIBIA, SOUTH AFRICA, ZIMBABWE

Southern Africa Overland:
Cape Town, Falls & Kruger
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

›› Cruise the Okavango Delta in a traditional canoe
›› Meet the San Bushmen
›› Marvel at Fish River Canyon
›› Spot the “big five” in Etosha and Kruger National Parks
›› Discover the less-visited Zimbabwe

included lunch. (2B, 2L, 1D) DAYS 14-15 D’KAR/MAUN Spend the night at

28 DAYS — CAPE TOWN
TO JOHANNESBURG

the G Adventures supported Dqae Qare San Lodge & Camp, and meet the

FROM

Valid for Mar 1, 2020 departure.

What’s Included

mokoro (canoe) excursions and birding on an overnight excursion into the
Okavango Delta. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 17-18 GWETA/CHOBE NP Camp

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

under ancient baobab trees. Opt to embark on a wildlife-spotting boat

TOUR CODE: DATJ

G Adventures supported Penduka Village Restaurant & Shop for an

Your Moments: G for Good: !Khwa ttu San Culture and Education
Centre, Swartwater. Penduka Village Restaurant & Shop, Windhoek.

local San Bushmen. Optional walk to learn survival skills from the locals.
pt to take a scenic ﬂight o er the ka ango elta to get a birds eye iew
of the area. (2B, 2L, 1D) DAY 16 OKAVANGO DELTA Enjoy wildlife walks,

cruise on the Chobe River or take a wildlife safari drive in an open safari

4549

$

479

$

Dqae Qare San Lodge & Camp, Dekar. Lusumpuko Women’s Club

vehicle in Chobe National Park. (2B, 2L, 1D) DAYS 19-21 VICTORIA FALLS

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Lunch, Victoria Falls. Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group.

Spend three days exploring your beautiful surroundings. Enjoy a traditional

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 18

First Night Out: Connect with New Friends. Discover: Free time
in Swakopmund, Victoria Falls. (To learn more, see page 8)

Zimbabwean lunch. Opt to visit Victoria Falls, go whitewater rafting, or take

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

a helicopter ﬂight o er the falls (1B, 1L) DAYS 22-23 MATOBO NP Walk

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Fish River Canyon and Spitzkoppe entrances. Etosha and Kruger

Park. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 24-26 GREATER KRUGER AREA/KRUGER NP

National Parks with wildlife safari drives. Waterberg Plateau visit.
Okavango Delta overnight bush camping excursion. Guided rhino
walk and open vehicle wildlife safari drive in Matobo National Park.
Traditional dinner and local dancing. All transport between
destinations and to/from included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS
Participation camping (20 nts), permanent tented camp (1nt), simple
hotel (1 nt), hostel (1 nt, multi-share), guesthouse (2 nts, multi-share),
basic bush camps (2 nts). TRANSPORT Lando (overland adventure
vehicle), mokoro, open safari vehicle, walking. GROUP LEADER
Chief Experience fﬁcers CE s throughout as head guide cook
driver and local guides. MEALS 24 breakfasts, 23 lunches, 17 dinners.

with rhinos and enjoy an open vehicle wildlife safari drive in Matobo National
Cross the border into South Africa, and relax in the warm water mineral pool
at our campsite. Enjoy two wildlife safari drives in the Lando, in Kruger
Johannesburg, South Africa’s largest city. (1B, 1L) DAY 28
JOHANNESBURG Depart at any time. (1B)

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
OKAVANGO DELTA FLIGHT: Appreciate the best views around by
ﬂying o er the extensi e waterways of the ka ango elta See
Personalize your tour on page 99.
VICTORIA FALLS RIVER RAFTING: Prepare to get wet and wild on

ITINERARY

Personalize your tour on page 99..

the mighty ambe i with adrenalin ﬁlled white water action See

Like action, adventure, and wildlife documentaries? Then you’re going to
favourite travel mag: towering sand dunes, impossibly deep canyons, wildlife
safari drives in Etosha, Kruger, and Matobo National Parks, the bone-shaking
roar of Victoria Falls, traditional dinner and dance, campouts under a
sprawling blanket of stars — and that’s just the start! With expert CEOs
Chief Experience fﬁcers and loads of optional acti ities a ailable you ll

Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
3
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run out of time before you run out of things to do, see, and experience.
DAY 1 CAPE TOWN Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-3 CEDERBERG/ORANGE
RIVER View dramatic Western Cape scenery, camp on a local farm, and
buy some of the local wine to sample. Opt to canoe on the scenic Orange
River. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 4-6 FISH RIVER CANYON/NAMIB DESERT
Cross the border into Namibia, and enjoy the sunset at the Fish River
Canyon. Explore Sossusvlei Dunes and climb the breathtaking Dune 45.
(3B, 3L, 3D) DAYS 7-9 SWAKOPMUND/SPITZKOPPE Explore Namibia’s
adrenaline capital. Opt to go sandboarding or skydiving. Travel through

Etosha NP
Spitzkoppe

Waterberg
Chobe NP
Plateau OkavangoDelta

Swakopmund
Windhoek
N A M I BI A

S I M BA BWE

Maun Gweta
D’kar
Wüste Kalahari
BOT S WA N A

Matobo NP

Krüger NP

Wüste Namib

Johannesburg

Fischfluss-Canyon NP
Orange River

beautiful desert landscapes to the granite peaks of Spitzkoppe. (2B, 2L, 1D)

S Ü D A F RI KA

DAYS 10-11 ETOSHA NP Enjoy two wildlife safari drives in the Lando in

Cederberg

Etosha National Park. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 12-13 WATERBERG PLATEAU/
WINDHOEK Spend the afternoon hiking the trails of the Waterberg Plateau

Victoria Falls

Kapstadt

National Park, or relaxing by the pool. Transfer to Windhoek and visit the
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

2
D

See back foldout.

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

National Park. (3B, 3L, 3D) DAY 27 JOHANNESBURG Drive back to

Allow USD155-205 for meals not included.

ﬂat out lo e this trip The itinerary reads like a special double issue of your
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wellness
F I N D YO U R B A L A N C E

Connect
with our
world and
yourself.

Travel connects us — to our planet, to its
people, and to ourselves. Created to recharge
the body and nourish the mind, our new
Wellness tours offer the perfect balance
of awe-inspiring destinations, rejuvenating
activities, and healthy food experiences,
helping you return home feeling even better
than when you left.

Balanced travel
on every level.

Movement. Mindfulness.
Nourishment.
A true getaway starts with the intention to be present — in a
place that just happens to be one of the most beautiful parts of
the world. With our perfectly balanced Wellness tours, you can
leave the deadlines and distractions at home while absorbing the
experience at your own pace.
Start your process of growth with an intention setting ceremony
upon your arrival. Recentre yourself with optional yoga and meditation
sessions led by expert instructors ready to teach all levels of
abilities. Refresh your physical side with fun, adventurous activities
in picturesque natural settings. Savour local ﬂavour with healthy
food options you don’t have to specially request. Then unwind at
the end of the day, or every hour within it, thanks to the upgraded
accommodations and service. You’ll head home with a newfound
sense of connection with our world — not to mention yourself.

Thailand
Find inner peace in the
land of calm.

From the moment you ﬁrst feel the warmth of Thailand’s golden sun,
you can’t help but take in the positive vibes. This nine-day tour immerses
you in ancient restorative practices, yoga sessions, and healthy food that
will leave your smile beaming and your soul stirring. Soak in the country’s
culture of kindness with a dip in Pai’s hot springs and a visit to the
birthplace of traditional Thai massage at the Wat Po Buddhist temple.
Then you can kick the energy up a notch with an optional round of Muay
Thai. Your journey ends in Koh Samui, where you’ll reﬂect inward while
nestling your toes in the sand as the sun sets over the glittering ocean.

Highlights
› Thai massage class in Wat Po
› Challenge yourself with stand up paddleboarding
› Climb 300 steps to Wat Phra That Doi Suthep
› Relax in jungle accommodations with private hot springs
› Practice sun salutations with yoga at sunrise
› Enjoy tasty thai street food
› Stay in a traditional family-run guesthouse
9 days • Bangkok to Ko Samui • ATBSW
From (Valid for Jan 05, 2020 departure.)

$2299

Bali

The best place to better yourself.
Enter the tropical wonderland of Bali, long a beacon to travellers in
search of uncovering their spiritual side. Start your journey inward with
Canang in Ubud, a traditional offering given at Hindu temples, before
immersing yourself in nine days of rejuvenating activities, healthy food,
and captivating sights. From daily yoga practices to traditional Balinese
healing ceremonies to stops at serene beaches (Pemuteran, Sanur),
you will be entranced by Bali’s natural calming spirit that continues to
lure people from all over the world seeking a deeper connection.

Highlights
› Take in the inspiring Munduk waterfalls
› Soak in a holy bath at Tirta Empul
› Centre yourself with yoga overlooking the ocean
› See the unique floating Ulun Danu Temple
› Cycle the UNESCO-protected Jatiluwih Rice Terraces
› Discover a traditional healing ceremony in Tabanan
9 days • Ubud to Sanur • AEUSW
From (Valid for Jan 12, 2020 departure.)

$1949

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

India

Your destination for
self-discovery.
Imagine yourself awakening from a 5,000−year-long slumber.
Your soul will feel similarly revitalized after uncovering the
history of all things wellness in India. This 11−day tour covers
some of the country’s most hallowed spiritual ground while
also ensuring you catch the iconic sites of Northern India.
Upon your arrival in Delhi, you’ll be introduced to the incredible
diversity within India’s culture. Continue your discovery with
a three-night stay at an ashram in Rishikesh where you’ll
learn the history of yoga and meditation, before reaching
Dharamshala, home of the Dalai Lama. As your eyes open on
the ﬁnal morning of your journey, you’ll see the world — and
yourself — with a newfound warmth.

Highlights
› Stay in an Ashram on the banks of the Holy Ganges River
› Participate in a Hindu Aarti ceremony
› Learn about Tibetan culture and the Dalai Lama
› Taste traditional Indian cuisine
› Zone out with optional meditation sessions
11 days • Delhi to Delhi • AHDEW
From (Valid for Mar 29, 2020 departure.)

$2299

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Nepal

Centre yourself in the
birthplace of the Buddha.
Seeking to attain inner peace? Mindful travellers come blissfully
close on this 13-day tour of Nepal that envelops you in local culture
and Buddhist history. Your adventure inward starts in Kathmandu
with a calming visit to Boudhanath Stupa, one of the world’s largest
Buddhist shrines. From there, dive deeper into self-reflection
mode with a two-night monastery stay that includes the option
of meditation sessions with long-practicing monks. Then bring
your newfound zen-ness to Buddha’s birthplace in Lumbini for an
illuminating visit. Return to Kathmandu for one final night to reflect
on everything you’ve learned about the country and yourself.

Highlights
››	Balance yourself with yoga throughout
››	Hike Pokhara’s hills with the backdrop of the Himalayas
››	Enjoy healthy meals prepared locally
››	Visit G for Good-supported Sisterhood of Survivors
››	Meet locals at Barauli Community Homestay
››	Learn local recipes at cooking demos
13 days • Kathmandu to Kathmandu • ANKKW
From (Valid for Jan 11, 2020 departure.)

$3899

Iceland

Be awestruck upon arrival.
The otherworldly landscapes of Iceland offer perhaps the closest
thing one can have to an out-of-body travel experience. Equal
parts rugged and tranquil, the country’s beauty offers the perfect
sanctuary from daily distractions back home. Your soothing journey
across the country’s southern coast starts with a hike up Öskjuhlíð
Hill overlooking the mosaic-like architecture of Reykjavik. Private
transportation offers you the luxury of time to see the iconic sights
of the Golden Circle and stunning black sand beaches before
heading to Thingvellir National Park for a unique yoga session.
And, of course, a visit to Iceland wouldn’t be complete without a
stop at the Blue Lagoon, a naturally-heated hotspot for travellers
willing to halfway around the world to unwind.

Highlights
› Meditate atop the volcanic slopes of Mt Hengill
› Learn to cook bread in a geothermal bakery
› Marvel at the majestic manes of Icelandic horses
› Hike behind the towering Seljandsfoss waterfall
› Practice yoga on Reyinsfjara’s black sand beach
› Suit up with a pickaxe to hike Sólheimajökull Glacier
7 days • Reykjavík to Reykjavík • ELRRW
From (Valid for May 24, 2020 departure.)

$3749

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Italy

Italian delights for the soul.
If serenity has a palpable form, surely it can be found under the
Tuscan sun. This seven-day tour of Italy will have you secondguessing your departure date from the moment you land in Rome.
After a morning yoga session and a leisurely day on the grounds
of Palatine Hill and the Colosseum, your path will take you to lush
landscapes of Tuscany. There, you’ll have ample time to saunter
through welcoming villages, taste exceptional local food and
wine, and cycle your way through the Tuscan hills. A dip in healing
thermal waters will leave a rejuvenating warmth radiating through
both body and mind long past your ﬁnal stop in Florence.

Highlights
› Practice yoga in Villa Borghese
› Opt to gaze upon Vatican City
› Visit famous thermal bath city Chianciano Terme
› Dig into a traditional Tuscan farm to table cooking class
› Stroll through Lucca on a guided tour
› Expand your palette with wine tasting in Tuscany
7 days • Rome to Florence • EIRRW
From (Valid for May 31, 2020 departure.)

$2699

Costa Rica
Find inner peace in
outer paradise.

Simply say “Costa Rica” and vivid images of paradise instantly
ﬂood the imagination. This eight-day tour makes those dreams
a reality while letting you connect with the country’s charming
people. Your spirits will be lifted with a visit to Mi Cafecito
Community Coffee Plantation, a G for Good project supporting
200 local farmers, before carrying on to the outdoor utopia
that is La Fortuna. There you’ll be treated to yoga sessions
overlooking the Arenal Volcano and a rejuvenating trip to thermal
hot springs. A ﬁnal stop in Playa Carrillo, home to a beach devoid
of buildings, hotels, and restaurants, will give your mind a sense
of clarity you may have previously thought impossible.

Highlights
› Wake up with stand-up paddleboard yoga on Lake Arenal
› Breathe in pure rainforest air hiking near La Fortuna
› Escape the city in Rincón de la Vieja National Park
› Bask in a rejuvenating volcanic mud exfoliation
› Balance yourself with a well-paced surf lesson
8 days • San José to San José • CRSSW
From (Valid for Apr 18, 2020 departure.)

$2279

Colombia

Where inner calm reveals itself.
Inner truths often reveal themselves after hours upon hours
of meditation. So you may be surprised by the number of
revelations that come to you during eight days in Colombia.
Start by engaging your body and palette upon your arrival
in Cartagena, with a yoga session and street food tour on
tap. A day trip to the Rosario Islands offers the chance for
more yoga and free time for a dip in the surrounding glasslike waters. Your next destination in Koralia, just outside
of Tayrona National Park, features two gorgeous day hikes
including an excursion to the famous Cabo San Juan beach.
The other takes you to a sacred pool of the Indigenous
Kogui people, a truly special site not open to the general
public, making for a trip that ﬁlls the soul and inspires the
imagination. After Colombia has fully revealed its natural
beauty, you’ll ﬁnd yourself in a state of mind as tranquil as
the scenery surrounding you.

Highlights
› Enjoy a mouth-watering street food tour
› Centre yourself with beach yoga sessions
› Swim or snorkel in crystal clear waters
› Relax at a beautiful property outside of
Tayrona National Park
› Trek through the natural diversity of
northern Colombia
8 days • Cartagena to Cartagena • SMCCW
From (Valid for Jan 18, 2020 departure.)

$2349

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Peru

Discover the healing
power of the past.
Feel energy ﬂow through your body with every step taken over the
hallowed grounds of Peru. Your seven-day journey begins in the aptly
named Sacred Valley with a taste of local food before a stand up
paddleboard takes you across pristine waters surrounded by towering
Andean peaks. Each day has the chance for new discoveries with
available yoga sessions, a hot springs visit, and the option to do the
1−day Inca Trail Hike. Finally, you can bask in the awe-inspiring beauty
of Machu Picchu through an intentionally paced tour. As you absorb
the mysterious power of these ancient ruins, you’ll head home with a
renewed lift in your step.

Highlights
› Test your balance with yoga sessions
› Dine at G for Good-supported Parwa Community Restaurant
› Take a relaxing soak in the Lares hot springs
› Explore Machu Picchu
7 days • Cusco to Cusco • SPCCW
From (Valid for Mar 15, 2020 departure.)

$1999

Patagonia
Active recovery from
your routine.

Your arrival in Patagonia is at once stirring and a catalyst to take
pause. The region’s geological wonders border vast open spaces
that beckon both adventure- and soul-seekers from all over. With
both relaxing morning yoga sessions and breathtaking afternoon
excursions, this eight-day tour offers travellers of all types ample
time to connect with this sublime part of the world. Healthy meals
let you savour the ﬁnest local ﬂavours, while hikes, kayaking, and
horseback riding give you a taste of Mother Nature’s boundless
potential for beauty. As you venture to Buenos Aires on the eve
of your departure, don’t be surprised to ﬁnd both body and mind
sinking into a state of total tranquility.

Highlights
› Hike trails surrounding Bariloche
› Balance yourself with stand up paddleboard yoga
› Day hike to Cerro Tronador
› Stay in a local estancia
› Sample local breweries and visit artisan meat shops
8 days • Buenos Aires to Buenos Aires • SABBW
From (Valid for Feb 09, 2020 departure.)

$2849

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Find out more at gadventures.com/wellness

“

Travel opens one’s eyes to the glorious
diversity of cultures and wildlife, and the
urgent need to protect our beautiful planet.

Founder, the Jane Goodall Institute
UN Messenger of Peace
World Traveller

The Jane Goodall Institute protects endangered great apes, empowers
communities, and inspires young people to make a better world for
people, animals and the environment.
Please join us. Help save the wild you see.
JaneGoodall.ca

”
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Ultimate Africa: Safari Drives & the Savannah
Highlights

Lodge & Camp, and meet the local San Bushmen. Enjoy a wildlife walk, traditional “mokoro” (canoe)

›› Search for the “big five”
›› Witness giant sand dunes and the massive Victoria Falls
›› Ride in 4x4 safari vehicles and traditional canoes
›› Meet mountain gorillas
›› Discover Zanzibar’s crystal clear waters

What’s Included

rides, and birding on an overnight bush camping excursion. (3B, 3L, 2D) DAYS 17-18 GWETA/CHOBE
NP Camp under ancient baobab trees. Opt to embark on a wildlife-viewing boat cruise on the Chobe
River or take an open safari vehicle drive inside Chobe National Park. (2B, 2L, 1D) DAYS 19-25
VICTORIA FALLS/LUSAKA/SOUTH LUANGWA NP Cross into Zimbabwe and opt to visit Victoria Falls,
go whitewater rafting or canoeing or ﬂy o er the falls Get a sense of Africa s astness en oy the scenery
and camp alongside South Luangwa National Park, a wildlife haven. Opt for a walking safari or night
safari drive. Visit the G Adventures-supported Tribal Textiles Market & Courtyard Cafe, for lunch and a

Your Moments: G for Good: !Khwa ttu San Culture and Education Centre, Swartwater.

tour of the craft workshop. (5B, 5L, 4D) DAYS 26-29 LAKE MALAWI Relax on the shores of “the lake of
pt to take a walk go snorkelling ﬁsh or tour local illages (4B,

Penduka Village Restaurant & Shop, Windhoek. Dqae Qare San Lodge & Camp, Dekar.

stars and isit arious lakeside camps

Lusumpuko Women’s Club Lunch, Victoria Falls. Tribal Textiles Market & Courtyard Cafe,

4L, 4D) DAYS 30-31 IRINGA/DAR ES SALAAM Climb out of the Great Rift Valley and view vast tea

Mfuwe. Café Ubuntu , Maai Mahiu. AidChild Equation Cafe & Gallery, Kayabwe. Welcome:

plantations, then descend down to the Indian Ocean. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 32-34 ZANZIBAR Guided tour

Beach Local Dinner, Kande Beach. Discover: Free time in Swakopmund, Victoria Falls, Jinja.
(To learn more, see page 8)

historical sites, markets or enjoy the beach and marine activities like snorkelling, scuba diving, and

Entrance to Fish River Canyon, Sossusvlei Dunes, and Spitzkoppe. Entrances and wildlife safari

and the Ngorongoro Crater in 4x4s. (5B, 5L, 5D) DAYS 40-46 NAIROBI/MASAI MARA/LAKE NAKURU/

Meet your CEO and Group. First Night Out: Connect with New Friends. Local Living: Kande

drives in Etosha, and Serengeti National Parks. Waterberg Plateau visit. Okavango Delta
overnight bush camping excursion. Ngorongoro Crater visit. Zanzibar excursion. Guided tour of
spice plantation. Wildlife safari drives in Masai Mara National Reserve. Safari in Lake Nakuru
National Park. Guided mountain gorilla trek in Bwindi with permits. Guided chimp trek. Transfer
from Jinja to Nairobi. All transport between destinations and to/from included activities.
ACCOMMODATIONS Participation camping (39 nts), simple hotels (5 nts), permanent tented
camp (3 nts), multishare/hostels (3 nts), full-service camping (2 nts), basic bush camping (2 nts).
TRANSPORT Lando (overland adventure vehicle), mokoro, 4x4 safari vehicles, minibuses, ferry,
walking. GROUP LEADER CE s Chief Experience fﬁcers throughout as head guide cook
and dri er certiﬁed safari guides dri ers camp crew certiﬁed mountain gorilla trackers local
guides. MEALS 50 breakfasts, 44 lunches, 37 dinners. Allow USD330-430 for meals not included.

of a spice plantation and plenty of free time to explore Stone Town and the beach. Opt to visit museums,
swimming. (3B) DAYS 35-39 ARUSHA/SERENGETI NP/NGORONGORO CRATER Take the ferry to Dar
es Salaam Catch a ﬁrst glimpse of Mt Kiliman aro En oy wildlife safari dri es in Serengeti National Park
KAMPALA Transfer to Kenya’s capital city. Enjoy a free day in Nairobi to explore, or relax, before heading
on safari in the Masai Mara and Lake Nakuru National Park. Cross the border into Uganda, then camp
outside of the country’s capital. (7B, 6L, 5D) DAYS 47-49 LAKE BUNYONYI Watch the Ugandan
countryside pass by on the journey to Lake Bunyonyi. Enjoy a guided mountain gorilla trek in Bwindi
Impenetrable National Park. Opt for a day trip to Kigali, Rwanda’s capital city. (3B, 2L, 3D) DAYS 50-51
KALINZU FOREST/LAKE MBURO Get up early for an included chimpanzee tracking excursion, then visit
a tea plantation before setting off for Lake Mburo. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 52-54 JINJA/ELDORET Drive to
Jinja, known for its outdoor and adventure activities. Opt to raft down the White Nile River, mountain bike
up and down the hills, or check out the local market. Cross over into Kenya for a night in Eldoret. (2B, 2L)
DAY 55 NAIROBI Transfer to Nairobi, where the tour ends upon arrival late afternoon. (1B)

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

ITINERARY
Spanning nine countries, this journey is full of diverse cultures, abundant wildlife, spectacular

OKAVANGO DELTA FLIGHT: Appreciate the best iews around by ﬂying o er the extensi e

landscapes stunning beaches and loads of ad enture Track the big ﬁ e across open sa annah

waterways of the Okavango Delta. See Personalize your tour on page 99.

explore the Okavango Delta in a traditional mokoro canoe, encounter gorillas deep in the Ugandan

ZANZIBAR EXPRESS (NORTHBOUND): Get an extra night in Stone Town and skip two days on

wilderness — do it all on this ultimate 55-day adventure and get a real feel for how large Africa truly is.

the road if you ﬂy to Arusha instead See Personalize your tour on page 107.

Travel comfortably aboard our overland adventure vehicle, the Lando, and enjoy wilderness camping

ICTORIA ALLS ELICOPTER RIDE

5MIN: Take in the incredible views over Victoria Falls,

that will bring you closer to the region’s wildlife. Encounter rare wildlife and real people on this unique

Livingstone Island, and Mosi-oa-Tunya National Park while snapping photos along the way. See

and cost-effective journey through the stunning scenery of Southern and East Africa.

Personalize your tour on page 99.

DAY 1 CAPE TOWN Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-3 CEDERBERG/ORANGE RIVER Discover a local
vineyard and camp on a local farm. Opt to canoe or jump into the Orange River. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 4-8
FISH RIVER CANYON/NAMIB DESERT/SWAKOPMUND Cross the border into Namibia, and visit the
Fish River Canyon and Sossusvlei Dunes. Optional activities in Swakopmund include sandboarding, sky
diving, or a living desert tour. (4B, 4L, 3D) DAYS 9-13 SPITZKOPPE/ETOSHA NP/WATERBERG
PLATEAU/WINDHOEK Travel through beautiful desert landscapes to the granite peaks of Spitzkoppe.

CHOBE RIVER SUNSET CRUISE: Get a unique perspective of one of Botswana’s national parks
and its elephants, crocodiles, and hippos on a sunset boat cruise. See Personalize your tour on
page 99.

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

Keep a look out for wildlife on the wildlife safari drives in Etosha National Park from the Lando. Hike the
trails of the Waterberg Plateau NP, before continuing to Namibia’s capital. (5B, 5L, 4D) DAYS 14-16
D’KAR/MAUN/OKAVANGO DELTA Spend the night at the G Adventures supported Dqae Qare San
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Personalize your tour
Extras are a great way for you to make your adventure
a little more yours. Here are some optional add-ons you
can book in advance, for those days on your tour that
have free time built in.
OKAVANGO DELTA FLIGHT
Watch for hippos in the waterways and elephants and
buffalo in the tree line from the air. Gaze at the winding
water channels as they make their way through the Delta.

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS
55 DAYS — CAPE TOWN TO NAIROBI

9999

FROM

$

Valid for Mar 8, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: DSUA

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

1279

FROM

160

$

Maun
45 min

SWAKOPMUND SKYDIVING

FROM

Buckle up your harness, practice your exit, then take a
plane up and over the dunes of the Namib Desert.
Take a deep breath, leap out, and freefall with an
instructor before he opens the parachute. Admire the
view over the dunes as you descend and land safely
back on the ground. Wow!

Swakopmund
3−4 hrs

263

$

ZAMBEZI RIVER SUNSET CRUISE

FROM

Cruise along the beautiful Zambezi River, Africa’s
fourth largest river, that feeds into Victoria Falls. Enjoy
some snacks, drinks, a festive atmosphere, and above
all a gorgeous view of golden-pink hues setting off in
the distance.

Victoria Falls
2−3 hrs

67

$

$

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 18
SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING
PHYSICAL RATING: 4 – DEMANDING

VICTORIA FALLS HELICOPTER RIDE

FROM

Go whitewater rafting on the Zambezi River while
Victoria Falls roars above. Hike down to the Batoka
Gorge to get started and after a full day of conquering
these Class V rapids, enjoy an included lunch. Seasonal
river conditions will affect water levels and availability.

Victoria Falls
15 min

216

$

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

100

Jinja
KE N YA
Lake Mboru NP Kampala
Eldoret
Kalinzu Forest
Lake Nakuru NP
Lake Bunyonyi
Masai Mara NR
Gorilla Trek
Nairobi
Arusha

Serengeti NP
Ngorongoro Crater

Zanzibar

Bagamoyo
TA N Z A N I A

Dar es Salaam

Iringa
South Luangwa NP

Lake Malawi
M A L AW I

Z A M BI A

Chobe NP

Lusaka

Okavango
Victoria Falls
Etosha NP
Delta
Waterberg
Z I M BA BW E
Spitzkoppe
Gweta
Plateau
Maun
Swakopmund

Windhoek
NAM IB IA

D’kar
B OT S WA N A

Namib Desert
Fish River Canyon NP
Orange River
Cederberg

SOUTH

VICTORIA FALLS RIVER RAFTING

FROM

Go whitewater rafting on the Zambezi River while
Victoria Falls roars above. Hike down to the Batoka
Gorge to get started and after a full day of conquering
these Class V rapids, enjoy an included lunch.
Seasonal river conditions will affect water levels and
availability.

Victoria Falls
Full-day

MORNING PHOTO SAFARI ON CHOBE RIVER
Spot and photograph wildlife along the Chobe River
aboard a custom-designed boat equipped with
mounted DSLR cameras and zoom lenses. During this
three-hour safari, instructors help you capture the
perfect wildlife shots with chances to spot elephants,
hippos, crocodiles, and birds. This tour includes
transfers, park fees, refreshments, camera usage, and
a memory card.

172

$

FROM

173

$

Chobe
3 hrs

CHOBE RIVER SUNSET CRUISE

FROM

Get a fantastic perspective of one of Botswana’s
national parks and its thousands of resident elephants,
crocodiles, and hippos on a sunset boat cruise on the
Chobe River. Bring a few drinks and a camera, sit back,
and enjoy the view

Chobe
2−3 hrs

51

$

A F RI C A

Please note that Extras cannot be cancelled or rescheduled once your trip begins. Some activities
carry age restrictions. Talk to a G Adventures GCO or your travel agent for details.

Cape Town
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

100

Close encounters of the trunked kind in South Africa’s Kruger National Park.

Explore
Southern
Africa.
Pick the tour that fits you best. Here you’ll
find tours that offer incredible experiences on
their own, plus a combo tour option that puts two
of these tours together for one super in-depth
experience. Check the map to see how the trips
join together.

1. Southern Africa
Encompassed: Bush
Camps & Wildlife Spotting
Highlights

›› Spot the “big five” in Kruger
National Park
›› Gaze out across Victoria Falls
›› Track rhinos on foot in Matobo
National Park
›› Feel the pulse of a continent at a
dancing demonstration
›› Discover three diverse countries
›› Explore the Okavango Delta the
traditional way in a mokoro canoe

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

15 DAYS — JOHANNESBURG
TO JOHANNESBURG

2699

FROM

$

Valid for Jan 11, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: DAJJ

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

299

$

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 18

ITINERARY

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

When it comes to raw, in-your-face wildness,

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

South Africa, Botswana, and Zimbabwe are
incredible — and from the vantage of our rugged

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Lando, even more spectacular. Witness
traditional dancing, explore the Okavango Delta

Ripple Score

100

with a wildlife walk and bush camping, track
rhinos on foot in imbabwe s Matobo National Park and capture the big ﬁ e with your camera of
course) in South Africa’s Kruger National Park. Camping will keep you close to the incomparable
scenery. This quick tour isn’t simply a taste of Africa; it’s a full-course meal — with seconds.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Fuel up with local eats from Shearwater Explorers Village in Zimbabwe.

We’ve spotted some spots in the Karongwe Private
Game Reserve.

Victoria Falls

Chobe NP
Okavango Delta

ZI M BA BWE

Gweta
Maun

Matobo NP

Khama Rhino
Sanctuary

1. DAJJ
2. DZKF
3. DAJL

BOT S WA N A

Kruger NP
S OU T H

A F RI C A

Johannesburg

2. Kruger, Falls & Zimbabwe:
Mineral Pools & National Parks
Highlights

›› Spot the “big five” in Kruger
National Park
›› Gaze out across Victoria Falls
›› Observe wildlife from a 4x4 in
Matobo National Park
›› Experience local dancing
›› Discover the less-visited Zimbabwe

ITINERARY

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

Highlights

8 DAYS — VICTORIA FALLS
TO JOHANNESBURG

1399

›› Camp in the Okavango Delta
and track exotic wildlife
›› View the mighty Victoria Falls
›› Try to steer a mokoro canoe
›› Camp under the stars

FROM

$

Valid for Jan 4, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: DZKF

3. Botswana & Falls Overland:
Wildlife Walks & Safari Drives

159

$

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

8 DAYS — JOHANNESBURG
TO VICTORIA FALLS

1399

FROM

$

Valid for Jan 11, 2020 departure.

ITINERARY

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

This trip offers a fully immersive, unyieldingly

TOUR CODE: DAJL

African experience in a compact eight-day

159

$

For once-in-a-lifetime chances to see wildlife in

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

package. Soak up the wildlife and vibrant

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

the ﬂesh or fur Southern Africa can t be

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 18

colours and scenery of Zimbabwe, Botswana,

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 18

topped. This trip offers a fully immersive,

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

and South Africa, with wildlife walks and plenty

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

unyieldingly authentic experience of the natural

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

of options for wildlife safari drives. Your rugged

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

and cultural wonders of this incredible region. In
imbabwe s Matobo National Park you ll track

Ripple Score

See back foldout.

100

Lando (overland adventure vehicle), will get you
to the sites safely and camping will allow you to

rhinos on foot and see the resident wildlife on an

fall asleep to the sounds of the wild underneath

open ehicle safari dri e search for the big ﬁ e in South Africa s Kruger National Park and witness

big African skies. Camp under the stars of the

the uni ue traditional dances of the local people This is the Africa you e seen in all those incredible

Okavango Delta and marvel at Victoria Falls, the

travel photos, but right before your eyes.

adrenaline capital of the region.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

See back foldout.

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

100

102

Cape Town? It’s a super place to explore.

Explore
Africa & Swaziland.
Pick the tour that fits you best. Here you’ll
find tours that offer incredible experiences on
their own, plus a combo tour option that puts
two of these tours together for one super indepth experience. Check the map to see how
the trips join together.

1. South Africa & Swazi
Overland: Coasts & Safari
Camps
Highlights

›› Search for the “big five” in national
parks and reserves
›› Explore the rugged Wild Coast
›› Enjoy cosmopolitan Cape Town
›› Take in South Africa’s dramatic
coastal scenery
›› Experience traditional local dancing

ITINERARY

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

17 DAYS — JOHANNESBURG
TO CAPE TOWN

2849

FROM

$

Valid for Jan 9, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: DASQ

269

$

The unvarnished grandeur of South Africa is on

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

display in this comprehensive exploration of one

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 14

of the continent s most di erse and fascinating

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

destinations Africa s incredible culture and wildlife

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

are at a premium on this tour — from the coastal
shores of Tsitsikamma to extensive wildlife safari
Cross three southern ground hornbills off your
birdwatching list in Kruger National Park.

C

See back foldout.

Ripple Score

97

drives in Addo Elephant National Park and the
famed Kruger ou ll also ha e the chance to isit a traditional Swa i illage explore modern Cape Town
and follow the glorious Garden Route Add in knowledgeable CE s Chief Experience fﬁcers and some
of the best camp meals you e e er tasted and you e got a recipe for ad enture par excellence

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

AFRICA›› SOUTH AFRICA, SWAZILAND

103

The coast with the most: Cape Point’s Diaz Beach.

Learn about local traditions in Swaziland.
BO TSWAN A

Kruger NP
B OTS WA N A

Johannesburg

Kruger NP

S WA ZIL AN D

Johannesburg

St Lucia
S WAZ I L AND

St Lucia
SOUTH

A FRICA

Durban

S OU TH

Durban

AFR IC A

Chintsa

Cape Town

Chintsa
Addo Elephant NP

Oudtshoorn

Cape Town

Oudtshoorn

Tsitsikamma NP

Addo Elephant NP

1. DASQ
2. DAKZ
3. DCD

Tsitsikamma NP

2. Kruger & Swazi Overland:
Mountains & Village Culture
Highlights

›› Enjoy the scenery of the
Panorama Route
›› Visit the Ezulwini Valley in Swaziland
›› Spot crocs in the St Lucia Estuary
›› Track the “big five” in Kruger
National Park
›› Drink in the culture of tiny villages

ITINERARY

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

$

Valid for Jan 9, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: DAKZ

159

$

ITINERARY

1599

FROM

$

Valid for Jan 16, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: DCD

139

$

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 14

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 14

Rainbow Nation. Chase stunning views through

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

Tsitsikamma National Park and on a safari drive

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

in Addo Elephant National Park. Led by a

Africa and Swa iland promises ample face time
with the region s famed wildlife and life changing

Ripple Score

See back foldout.

100

knowledgeable and dynamic CEO (Chief
Experience fﬁcer ourney across the southern

natural habitat and dine on local favourites and

coast in search of phenomenal wildlife and

ama ing camp meals And with a reliable and

dramatic scenery. With an itinerary taking in the

knowledgeable CE

best of the coast you ll be talking about this

on hand at all times your comfort one will

10 DAYS — DURBAN TO CAPE TOWN

diversity on this exciting journey through the

favourable. This eye-opening journey into South

Chief Experience fﬁcer

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

Explore South Africa s fascinating cultural

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

home Here you ll mar el at hippos in their

›› Search for wildlife in Addo
Elephant National Park
›› Take in the dramatic scenery of
the Wild Coast
›› Hike in Tsitsikamma National Park
›› Soak up the culture of Cape Town

FROM

In Africa, the cultural exchange rate is always

contact with the people who make this land their

Highlights

9 DAYS — JOHANNESBURG
TO DURBAN

1499

3. South Africa Overland:
Sea Cliffs & Safari Drives

ten-day adventure for a long, long time.

expand by miles.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Ripple Score

See back foldout.

95

104

Botswana’s bulbous Baobab trees. Say that three times fast.

Explore Africa’s
natural wonders.
Pick the tour that fits you best. Here you’ll
find tours that offer incredible experiences on
their own, plus a combo tour option that puts
two of these tours together for one super
in-depth experience. Check the map to see
how the trips join together.

1. Southern Africa
Northbound: Dunes,
Deltas & Falls
Highlights

› Experience the culture of Cape Town
› Spot wildlife on safari drives in
Etosha National Park
› Cruise the Okavango Delta in a
traditional canoe
› Meet the San Bushmen
› Marvel at the Fish River Canyon
and Victoria Falls

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

21 DAYS — CAPE TOWN
TO VICTORIA FALLS

3199

FROM

$

Valid for Feb 2, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: DCF

349

$

ITINERARY

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

If you want to soak up the colours, culture,

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 18

and scenery of this incredible region, this is the

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

ultimate expedition to southwestern Africa.

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Experience wildlife safari drives, leave footprints
on the world s highest sand dunes wonder at
the majesty of Victoria Falls, and explore
wildlife-rich deltas. Our Landos (overland
adventure vehicles) are an adventurous and

See back foldout.

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

100

affordable way to see the highlights, while

Having an elephantastic time in the Okavango Delta.

wilderness camping will bring you closer to the region s wildlife — drift off to sleep to the call of cranes
and awake to the rustle of elephants gra ing on nearby ri erbanks

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

AFRICA›› BOTSWANA, NAMIBIA, SOUTH AFRICA, ZIMBABWE

105

Dali would be proud of these dunes.
Watch the sunrise at Etosha National Park, Namibia.

ZI M BA BWE

Chobe NP

Spitzkoppe
Maun

Swakopmund

Windhoek
Namib Desert

Victoria Falls

Okavango
Delta

Etosha NP

Gweta

BOT S WA N A

N A M I BI A

Fish River Canyon NP
Orange River
Cederberg

S OU T H

A F RI C A

1. DCF
2. DADO
3. DZFO

Cape Town

2. Cape & Dunes
Northbound: Wildlife
& Starry Night Skies
Highlights

› Soak up cosmopolitan Cape Town
› Take in the breathtaking view of the
immense Fish River Canyon
› Tackle the world’s largest sand dunes
› Get your adrenaline going with
adventurous activities
› Snap shots of the “big five” in
Etosha National Park

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

3. Delta & Falls Westbound:
Natural Wonders & Wildlife
Highlights

› Meet the San Bushmen on the
fringes of the Kalahari Desert
› Get into the wild with traditional
canoe rides and wilderness camping
in the Okavango Delta
› Cruise the Chobe River at sunset
› View the mighty Victoria Falls

13 DAYS — CAPE TOWN
TO WINDHOEK

1999

FROM

$

Valid for Feb 2, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: DADO

159

$

ITINERARY

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

8 DAYS — VICTORIA FALLS
TO WINDHOEK

1349

FROM

$

Valid for Mar 7, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: DZFO

139

$

Feel the splash of the Okavango Delta from a

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

traditional mokoro canoe and the mists of

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 18

See back foldout.

ITINERARY

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Journey from the city streets of Cape Town to

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 18

majestic Victoria Falls — described by the local

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

the desert of Namibia and experience the

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

Kololo people as the smoke that thunders

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

diversity of Africa on this quintessential

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Experience the colours, culture, and scenery of

adventure. Encounter a thrilling wildlife safari
drive through Etosha National Park and explore
the world s highest sand dunes at Sossus lei
Your rugged Lando (overland adventure vehicle)
will get you to the sites safely, and camping will

See back foldout.

Zimbabwe, Botswana, and Namibia on this
well-packed eight-day adventure. Meet the San

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

Bushmen of the Kalahari esert and the

100

knowledgeable CE

Ripple Score

Chief Experience fﬁcer

leading the way, travel aboard the Lando (your overland adventure vehicle) is well-paced and

allow you to fall asleep to the sounds of the wild
underneath big African skies. With guaranteed departures, plenty of optional excursions, and an expert
CE

elephants of Chobe National Park. With a

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Chief Experience fﬁcer to take care of the hassles you ll be free to absorb the spirit of these

wilderness camping will keep you in the thick of the action. Prepare yourself for an utterly unique
African experience.

ama ing countries
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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106

AFRICA›› MULTI-COUNTRY

Victoria Falls & Serengeti Overland:
Lakes & Landos
Highlights

enjoy the beach with its marine activities like snorkelling, scuba diving, and swimming. (3B) DAYS

›› Track the “big five” across the Serengeti and the
Ngorongoro Crater in agile safari vehicles
›› Chill out at Lake Malawi
›› Explore Victoria Falls and Zanzibar

What’s Included

Your Moments: G for Good: Tribal Textiles Market & Courtyard Cafe, Mfuwe. Welcome: Meet
your CEO and Group. First Night Out: Connect with New Friends. Local Living: Kande Beach
Local inner Kande Beach (To learn more, see page 8)
an ibar excursion Spice Plantation tour Entrance and wildlife safari dri es in Serengeti
National Park and Ngorongoro Crater. All transport between destinations and to/from included
activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Participation camping (14 nts), full-service camping (2 nts),
simple hotel (3 nts). TRANSPORT Lando (overland adventure vehicle), 4x4 safari vehicle,
walking, ferry, minibus. GROUP LEADER

CE s Chief Experience fﬁcers throughout as

head guide cook and dri er certiﬁed safari guides dri ers local guide MEALS 19 breakfasts,
16 lunches, 15 dinners. Allow USD115-150 for meals not included.

ITINERARY
nhale the fragrant perfume of an ibar s spice plantations hunt for the perfect snapshot of the

15-16 BAGAMOYO/ARUSHA erry to ar es Salaam Catch a ﬁrst glimpse of Kiliman aro

for wildlife on daily wildlife safari drives in Serengeti National Park and the Ngorongoro Crater. (3B, 3L,
3D) DAY 20 ARUSHA/NAIROBI Transfer to Kenya s capital city where the tour ﬁnishes upon arri al in
the early evening. (1B, 1L)

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
SERENGETI BALLOON SAFARI: Float above the Serengeti in a hot air balloon ride to watch for
wildlife and enjoy a champagne breakfast afterwards. See Personalize your tour on page 107.
ZANZIBAR EXPRESS (NORTHBOUND): Get an extra night in Stone Town and skip two days on
the road if you ﬂy to Arusha instead See Personalize your tour on page 107.

r

SERENGETI TO VICTORIA FALLS OVERLAND — NIGHT STARS & SPICES
DAYS NAIROBI TO ICTORIA ALLS • TOUR CODE: DN

FROM

$3699

wilderness and rural villages from the comfort of the Lando (overland adventure vehicle) and camp
under the big African sky for a unique perspective of this majestic land. With a unique itinerary that

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM: $639

Valid for Jan 13, 2020 departure. For details, check online or with your travel agent.

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

e er elusi e big ﬁ e feel the thunder of Victoria alls Unco er the spectacular highlights of ﬁ e
African countries on this stellar 20-day adventure. Enjoy an intriguing combination of stunning
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offers plenty of options, uncover all that this diverse region has to offer.
DAY 1 VICTORIA FALLS Arrive at any time. Consider arriving a day or two early to visit Victoria Falls
and experience all the area has to offer. DAYS 2-5 LUSAKA/SOUTH LUANGWA Get a sense for
Africa s astness en oy the scenery and camp alongside South Luangwa National Park a wildlife
haven. Opt for a walking safari or night wildlife drive. Visit the G Adventures-supported Tribal Textiles
Market & Courtyard Cafe, for lunch and a tour of the craft workshop. (4B, 4L, 4D) DAYS 6-9 LAKE
MALAWI Relax on the shores of the lake of stars

isit arious lakeside camps and en oy a traditional

dinner in a local home. Opt to explore by foot, go snorkelling, or take a village tour. (4B, 4L, 4D) DAYS

100% GUARANTEED DEPARTURES

10-11 IRINGA/DAR ES SALAAM Cross into Tan ania Climb out of the Great Rift Valley iew ast tea

hat s right. e re the rst travel ompan to guarantee ever
single one of our departures. 1. ook 2. Pa . . on rm. . Pa k.
. o. one and done

plantations, and descend down to the Indian Ocean. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 12-14 ZANZIBAR Explore
Stone Town and take a guided tour of a spice plantation. Opt to visit historical sites and markets or

pt to isit

craft markets. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 17-19 SERENGETI NP/NGORONGORO CRATER/ARUSHA Search

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

AFRICA›› MULTI-COUNTRY
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Personalize your tour
Extras are a great way for you to make your adventure
a little more yours. Here are some optional add-ons you
can book in advance, for those days on your tour that
have free time built in.

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

20 DAYS — VICTORIA FALLS
TO NAIROBI

3649

Treat yourself with a ﬂight from Stone Town to Arusha.
You’ll have an extra night in Stone Town and will arrive
in Arusha the next day, ready and refreshed to meet
the rest of your group. Includes all transfers, local
ﬂight, and one additional hotel night in Stone Town.

$

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: DVN

559

$

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

The adventure begins just before dawn and lasts an hour
in the sky. Fly over the Mara River, plains, and forests of
the Masai Mara. Toast your return to earth with a
champagne breakfast, cooked wherever you land.

ZANZIBAR EXPRESS (NORTHBOUND)

FROM

Valid for Jan 4, 2020 departure.

MASAI MARA BALLOON SAFARI

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 18
SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

FROM

$

599

Masai Mara
1 hr

FROM

$

504

Stone Town
to Arusha
2 days, 1 night

JINJA RIVER RAFTING

FROM

Looking for a shift from wildlife sightings to a wild
ride? Wake up early and head out on the Nile River for
a full-day navigating the rapids. Test your paddling
skills in the rapids with crashing waves. Enjoy an
included meal and drinks with your group.

Jinja
Half-day

186

$

KE NYA

Serengeti NP

Nairobi
Arusha

Ngorongoro Crater
TANZ ANIA

Bagamoyo
Iringa

South Luangwa NP
ZAMBIA

Zanzibar
Dar es Salaam

ZANZIBAR EXPRESS (SOUTHBOUND)

FROM

Looking forward to your trip but not to the long
journey from Arusha to Zanzibar? Upgrade your tour
and ﬂy instead. You’ll cut your travel time between the
two cities to a fraction and enjoy an extra night in
Stone Town until the rest of your group arrives.

Tanzania
2 Days

$

632

Lake Malawi
MAL AWI

Lusaka

Victoria Falls

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

100

SERENGETI BALLOON SAFARI

FROM

Spirited aloft in a hot-air balloon, view the wildlife
and terrain of the Serengeti that only the birds see.
Enjoy a champagne breakfast and keep that
shutter-ﬁnger good and limber—you’ll be using it
plenty over the course of your hour in the air.

Serengeti
1 hr

745

$

Please note that Extras cannot be cancelled or rescheduled once your trip begins. Some activities
carry age restrictions. Talk to a G Adventures GCO or your travel agent for details.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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AFRICA›› KENYA, TANZANIA, UGANDA

Tanzania to Zanzibar:
White Sands & the Wilderness
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

9 DAYS — ARUSHA TO STONE TOWN

›› Track the “big five” across the
Serengeti and the Ngorongoro Crater
›› Get close to nature by camping in
the wilderness
›› Bliss out on the white-sand beaches
of Zanzibar
›› Experience the hustle-and-bustle
of Stone Town

What’s Included

2449

FROM

$

Valid for Jan 4, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: DTSZ

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 17
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Your Moments: G for Good: Mto wa
Mbu Village Visit and Lunch, Mto wa Mbu.

Ngorongoro
Crater

Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group.

First Night Out: Connect with New Friends,
Arusha. (To learn more, see page 8)

Serengeti NP

Entrances and wildlife safari drives in

orientation walk. Beach time in Zanzibar. All

Dar es Salaam

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: DKNK

What’s Included

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Maai Mahiu. Welcome: Meet your CEO

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 20

and Group. First Night Out: Connect with
New Friends, Nairobi. (To learn more,

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

UGANDA

Eldoret

Kampala

K ENYA

Lake
Nakuru NP
Masai Mara
Reserve

Nairobi

(2 nts), participation camping (2 nts).
TRANSPORT 7-seat 4x4 safari van, Lando
(overland adventure vehicle). GROUP

Ripple Score

safari vehicles, private shuttle, walking,

159

$

Your Moments: G for Good: Café Ubuntu,

Basic hotel (1 nt), permanent tented camp

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

multishare/hostels (5 nts). TRANSPORT 4x4

99

tuk-tuk, ferry, minibus. GROUP LEADER
CE

Valid for Mar 13, 2020 departure.

included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Basic hotel (1 nt), full-service camping (2 nts),

$

All transport between destinations and to/from

transport between destinations and to/from
included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS

1499

FROM

Reserve. Safari in Lake Nakuru National Park.

Zanzibar

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

6 DAYS — NAIROBI TO KAMPALA

Wildlife safari drives in Masai Mara National

Crater. Ferry to Zanzibar. Stone Town
TA N Z A N IA

Highlights

›› Explore the Masai Mara National
Reserve in 4x4 safari vans
›› Stay overnight in a safari camp
›› Spot Africa’s “big five” in their
natural habitat
›› See rhinos and pelicans on the
shores of Lake Nakuru

see page 8)

Arusha

Mto wa Mbu

Serengeti National Park and in Ngorongoro

Kenya Overland: Rhinos &
National Reserves

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

LEADER Chief Experience fﬁcers CE s
as head guide cook and dri er certiﬁed safari

Ripple Score

guides/drivers. MEALS 5 breakfasts,

Chief Experience fﬁcer certiﬁed safari guides dri ers local guides

MEALS 8 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 3 dinners. Allow USD155-205 for meals not included.

ITINERARY
From the mountains to the mighty elephants, Tanzania is truly a destination for those with a big
appetite for adventure. On this nine-day adventure, watch the animals come to life on wildlife safari
drives through the Serengeti. Experience the expanse of grassland savannah from a bird’s point of
view on an optional hot-air balloon ride. End the tour enjoying the starry African skies from the beautiful
island of Zanzibar. This Swahili paradise will make you truly understand the meaning of hakuna matata.

100

5 lunches, 4 dinners. Allow USD40-55 for
meals not included.

ITINERARY
Pack your camera and prep your social accounts for an onslaught of envy-inducing animal encounters
on this six-day tour through Kenya and Uganda. This itinerary has been crafted around multiple
national parks and lakes that are known for spotting Africa’s most iconic safari wildlife — cheetahs,
gazelles, and pelicans, just to name a few. Get even closer to the animals with overnight stays in safari
camps, sleeping where the animals roam.

DAY 1 ARUSHA Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-3 SERENGETI NP Enjoy a wildlife safari drive in the 4x4 en
route to the central Serengeti. Spend the night at a basic bush camp and enjoy the starry African skies
before the next day’s full-day wildlife safari drive. Opt for a morning hot air balloon ride over the Serengeti.
(2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 4-5 NGORONGORO CRATER/ARUSHA/DAR ES SALAAM Search for wildlife in the
Crater, then return to Arusha for the night. (2B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 6-8 ZANZIBAR Ferry over to the island of
Zanzibar. Spend one night in Stone Town and two nights right on the beach. (3B) DAY 9 STONE TOWN
Morning group transfer from Jambiani. Depart Stone Town upon arrival in the late morning. (1B)

SERENGETI BALLOON SAFARI: View the wildlife and scenery of the Serengeti from the air on an
unforgettable balloon ride. See Personalize your tour on page 107.
ZANZIBAR EXPRESS (SOUTHBOUND): Upgrade your journey from Arusha to Zanzibar with a
local ﬂight to cut down your tra el time See Personalize your tour on page 107.

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
3

3

■› ■› ■› ■› ■› ■› ■›
J

F

the Great Rift Valley on the way to one of the most famous wildlife parks in Africa. Enjoy a late
afternoon safari dri e in the hopes of spotting some of the big ﬁ e Embark on a full day wildlife dri e
and opt to take to the skies on a morning balloon safari. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 4-5 LAKE NAKURU NP/
ELDORET Stop for lunch at the G Adventures supported Ubuntu Café, then continue to Lake Nakuru
National Park, for afternoon and morning wildlife safari drives in the Lando. Soak up the scenery on the
drive to Eldoret. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAY 6 KAMPALA Cross the border into Uganda, then continue to the
country’s capital, Kampala, where the tour ends upon arrival late afternoon. (1B, 1L)

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

2

DAY 1 NAIROBI Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-3 MASAI MARA NATIONAL RESERVE Journey through

2

2

2

2

M

A

M

J

J

4

|

Number of
departures / month.
3

3

■› ■› ■› ■› ■
2

A

S

O

2
N

D

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
MASAI MARA BALLOON SAFARI: Say hello to the sunrise over the Masai Mara from a hot air
balloon and ﬁnish with a champagne breakfast See Personalize your tour on page 107.

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

|

Number of
departures / month.
3

■› ■› ■› ■› ■› ■› ■›■›■› ■› ■›■
2

2
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J

F

2

1

M

A

2
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2

N

D

1
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For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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Maasai Clean Cookstoves
Cultural Community Tour • Rift Valley, Tanzania
Planeterra, in partnership with Maasai Stoves & Solar Project, has installed
over 200 clean cookstoves in Maasai villages across Tanzania, where 95% of
the population relies on solid-fuel stoves. Visit the project and see the
beneﬁcial impact of the clean-burning stoves on the health and daily lives
of the Maasai villagers, especially the women. Take a guided tour of these
villages and meet the women that have been trained as stove engineers.

Princess Sewing & Laundry Co-Op
Laundry Service • Kigali, Rwanda
Get clean clothes while supporting the local community by opting to use
the laundry service provided by the Princess Laundry and Sewing Co-op.
Run by a group of 10 women from the nearby community of Mkhosana, your
laundry will be picked up and dropped off at your campsite in Victoria Falls.
This service provides the cooperative with much-needed income to support
their families, and in particular, support their children’s school fees.

Dqae Qare San Lodge & Camp
Cultural Experience and Overnight Camp • D’kar, Botswana
Get up close and personal with Indigenous San culture and history by
staying overnight at the Dqae Qare San Lodge & Camp. You’ll be immersed
in their history and culture with a dance and storytelling around the
campﬁre. Dqae Qare San Lodge provides much-needed employment for the
nearby village of D’kar and revenue from the lodge is invested in the nearby
preschool, art program, museum, and community upliftment projects.

Tribal Textiles
Local Meal & Market Tour • South Luangwa, Zambia
Tribal Textiles is a Zambian community-run textile workshop, store, and café
that employs and empowers more than 100 locals in the area just outside of
South Luangwa National Park. Take a walk through the artisan market,
where some of the best locally sourced handicrafts are made and sold to
raise money for education programs and wildlife conservation in the
community. After your tour, sit down for a delicious meal at The Courtyard
Café, prepared by local chef Dorica and her team.

Lusumpuko Women’s Club
Local Meal Experience • Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe
Enjoy a delicious farm-to-table meal, made with local in-season ingredients
by the Lusumpuko Women’s Club of Zimbabwe — a co-operative of women
that strives to empower one another and provide for their families through
cuisine passed down within their culture. Support the members of the group
by joining them for a dinner where you’ll learn how to live like the locals.

Moshi Mamas
Not 18−to-Thirtysomethings, yet still amazing
MT KILIMANJARO TREK MACHAME ROUTE (8 DAYS)
The Machame Route may be the most scenic
of Kilimanjaro’s climbs, offering a dazzling array
of environments on the way up. The mountain
landscapes are awe-inspiring and you’ll spot both
alpine deserts and ice ﬁelds on the route. (Hey,
told you it was amazing.)

FROM

$

3349

Valid for Jan 4, 2020 departure

See tour DTM8 online.

Spa & Handicrafts Co-operative • Moshi, Tanzania
In Tanzania, an overwhelming amount of girls grow up without an education.
The Give a Heart to Africa school provides free classes to adult women, and
offers graduates a stable place from which to launch their own businesses.
One of these businesses is the Moshi Mamas, a spa and co-operative created
with help from a kickstarter grant from Planeterra. Travellers can receive
post-Kilimanjaro trek massages through Moshi Mamas from women trained in
massage therapy, or shop for locally made crafts designed at the co-operative.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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The Lando in action.

Overlanding Africa,
South to East.
Southern Africa is so vast,
varied, and mind-bogglingly
different from anywhere else
that those who go quickly
discover they’re just
scratching the surface. Our
tours here take in as much
terrain as possible, connecting
the wonders of South Africa,
Namibia, and Tanzania for
sprawling adventures built to
satisfy every desire. Come with
us and wonder how you didn’t
get here sooner.

TANZANIA

4x4 wildlife safari drives
You can’t say you’ve been to Africa until
you’ve been to the Serengeti, and the only
way to truly get there is to go off-road. 4x4
wildlife safari drives bring you right into the
thickest of the thick, allowing you to snap
in-the-rough pics of the animals that beat
watching a nature documentary at home.
BOTSWANA

Mokoro ride in the
Okavango Delta
See eye-to-eye with the Okavango Delta in a
traditional mokoro, a canoe steered by local
“polers” who’ll share stories about life in
Botswana’s wetlands. You’ll ﬂoat by birdlife,
frogs, hippos, and other animals at water level
in this peacefully silent mode of
transportation.

A pair of giraffes reared up and ready to
go in Namibia’s Etosha National Park.

ZIMBABWE

Walking with rhinos
Matobo National Park is home to a
designated Intensive Protection Zone for
white and black rhinos — so if there’s any
place to see one in the ﬂesh, it’s here. Learn
how to track these endangered animals on
foot, using the wind to hide your scent as
you walk through the bush.
NAMIBIA

Hiking massive dunes
The vastness of the Namib Desert is best
experienced from atop a sand dune, where
you’ll see the dramatic red sands and some
of the oldest dunes in the world. Climb up
Dune 45, a 170m tall sand dune that stands
in the famous Sossuvlei area of the desert.

K E N YA

AFRICA›› MULTI-COUNTRY

Nairobi

Serengeti NP

111

Arusha
Ngorongoro Crater
Korogwe
Zanzibar

TA N Z A N IA

Dar es Salaam
Iringa
South Luangwa NP

Lake Malawi

Z A M BIA

Chobe NP
Etosha NP

Okavango
Delta

Spitzkoppe
Swakopmund
Namib Desert

Maun

Gweta

Z IM BA BW E

Matobo NP

Khama Rhino
Sanctuary

Windhoek

M A L AW I

Lusaka
Victoria Falls

B OT SWA N A

Kruger NP

N AMI B I A

Fish River Canyon

Johannesburg

Orange River
Cederberg

SOU T H

1. DCN
2. DKNC
3. DKBJ
3. DAJB

A FRIC A

Sandy sunsets over the dunes of the Namib Desert.

Cape Town

1. Cape Town to the Serengeti:
Deserts & Wilderness
Highlights

›› See the “big five” from 4x4
safari vehicles
›› Experience cosmopolitan Cape Town
›› Explore spice plantations and the
immense Fish River Canyon
›› Cruise through the Okavango Delta
in traditional canoes
›› View the mighty Victoria Falls
›› Relax on the shores of Lake Malawi
›› Witness breathtaking dunes in the
Namib Desert
›› Spot wildlife on a boat cruise down
the Chobe River

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

40 DAYS — CAPE TOWN TO NAIROBI

Highlights

6699

FROM

$

Valid for Mar 8, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: DCN

909

$

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 20
SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

2. Serengeti, Falls & Cape
Town Overland: Sunsets
& Safaris

100

›› Search for the “big five”
across Africa
›› Snorkel the turquoise waters
of Zanzibar
›› Get wet at Victoria Falls
›› Cruise the Okavango in traditional
canoes
›› Catch the sunset at the Fish
River Canyon
›› Explore cosmopolitan Cape Town
›› Meet bushmen in the Kalahari Desert
›› Taste local wines and regional
favourites
›› Camp at the rim of the
Ngorongoro Crater

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

40 DAYS — NAIROBI TO CAPE TOWN

6399

FROM

$

Valid for Mar 9, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

989

$

TOUR CODE: DKNC

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 19
SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

3. Nairobi to Joburg Overland:
Craters & Camping
Highlights

›› Spot the “big five” from 4x4 safari
vehicles in the Serengeti
›› Snorkel Zanzibar’s waters
›› Gaze out across Victoria Falls
›› Look for wildlife in Kruger
National Park
›› Discover the less-visited Zimbabwe
›› Track rhinos on-foot in Matobo
National Park
›› Embark on a spice tour in Zanzibar
›› Savour local foods at a traditional
dinner

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

27 DAYS — NAIROBI
TO JOHANNESBURG

Highlights

5099

FROM

$

Valid for Jan 13, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: DKBJ

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

4. Johannesburg to
Nairobi Overland:
Waterfalls & Beaches

799

$

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 18
SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

›› Marvel at Victoria Falls
›› Experience wildlife safari drives
in Serengeti National Park and
the Ngorongoro Crater
›› Spend three glorious days on
exotic Zanzibar
›› Camp overnight in the Okavango Delta
›› Spot rhinos at the Khama Rhino
Sanctuary
›› Sleep beneath baobab trees

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

27 DAYS — JOHANNESBURG
TO NAIROBI

4949

FROM

$

Valid for Jan 25, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: DAJB

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

699

$

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 18
SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

100

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

100

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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Get up close to these humble giants of Uganda.

Gorilla trekking
Spend some time with
your (distant) relatives.
Trust us when we say baby gorillas are even
cuter in person.

The word “exclusive” gets bandied about a lot
in the travel business, but few experiences are
as worthy of the term as gorilla trekking. There
are fewer than a thousand mountain gorillas
left in the world, and half of them live in the
leafy confines of Bwindi Impenetrable National
Park. Our journeys into the jungles of Uganda
and Rwanda bring you face-to-face with these
families, giving you a truly unforgettable
opportunity to see how these gentle, critically
endangered giants live. You’ll be humbled by
the experience. Don’t miss it.

The G Difference
EXCITING GROUP TRIPS
Pair up your gorilla experiences with culture, scenery,
and chimp trekking with our group tours through the
rainforest — they make the perfect add-on.

NO SURPRISES
All the fees, permits, and tour costs are built into the price
of your trip, meaning you really only have to pay once. For
real. Put your wallet away.

MASTER TRACKERS
Your local CEO/driver knows these parts better than
just about anyone. On gorilla tracking excursions, your
CEO will be supplemented by certiﬁed mountain guides,
expert gorilla trackers and park rangers to ensure you ﬁnd
the gorillas. Added bonus: We don’t pool our travellers,
which means you’ll have your CEO all to yourself.

113

AFRICA›› UGANDA

Uganda Overland: Gorillas & Chimps
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS
9 DAYS — KAMPALA TO KAMPALA

in the thick of the action. Experience a world apart as you encounter the

›› See a mountain gorilla up close and personal
›› Search for chimpanzees in Kalinzu Forest Reserve
›› Opt to raft the White Nile River

colourful cultures and wild landscapes of Uganda.

What’s Included

guided mountain gorilla trek in Bwindi Impenetrable National Park. Use your

Your Moments: G for Good: AidChild Equation Cafe & Gallery,

Kayabwe Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night Out:
Connect with New Friends. Discover: Free time in Jinja. (To learn
more, see page 8)

2799

FROM

$

DAY 1 KAMPALA Arrive at any time. (1D) DAYS 2-4 LAKE BUNYONYI
Watch the Ugandan countryside pass by on the day s ourney En oy a
free time to enjoy the beautiful surroundings of Lake Bunyonyi, or opt for a
day trip to Kigali Rwanda s capital city (3B, 2L, 3D) DAYS 5-6 KALINZU
FOREST/LAKE MBURO Get up early for an included chimpan ee tracking
excursion, then visit a tea plantation before setting off for Lake Mburo. (2B,
2L, 2D) DAYS 7-8 JINJA Drive to Jinja, known for its outdoor and

Guided mountain gorilla trek with permits Entrance and chimpan ee

adventure activities. Opt to raft down the White Nile River, mountain bike

tracking in Kalin u orest Reser e Tea plantation isit All transport

up and down the hills, or check out the local market. (1B, 1L) DAY 9

between destinations and to/from included activities.

KAMPALA Transfer back to Uganda s capital where the tour ﬁnishes

ACCOMMODATIONS Participation camping (8 nts). TRANSPORT

upon arrival in the early afternoon. (1B)

Valid for Mar 18, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: DUKK

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

139

$

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 20
SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING
PHYSICAL RATING: 4 – DEMANDING
UGANDA

Lando (overland adventure vehicle), minibuses, walking. GROUP
LEADER

CE s Chief Experience fﬁcers throughout as head

guide cook and dri er certiﬁed mountain gorilla trackers local guides
MEALS 7 breakfasts, 5 lunches, 6 dinners. Allow USD95-125 for
meals not included.

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
JINJA RIVER RAFTING: Get ready for a wild ride on the Nile River

Kalinzu Forest

with a full-day of navigating the rapids. See Personalize your tour on
page 107.

ITINERARY
Meet mountain gorillas and the other ama ing wildlife on this nine day
o erland ad enture Spot chimps in Kalin u orest and oin experienced
trackers while travelling deep into the Ugandan forests for a once-in-alifetime opportunity to spot endangered mountain gorillas in their natural
habitat. Our Landos (overland adventure vehicles) are an adventurous and
affordable way to see the highlights while wilderness camping will keep you

Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

|

Gorilla
Trek

Number of
departures / month.
3

■› ■› ■› ■›■› ■› ■›■›■› ■›■›■
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Kampala

Lake Bunyonyi

NZANIA A
THIS TOURT ASUPPORTS

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

1
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J

O

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Ripple Score

100
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AFRICA›› KENYA, TANZANIA, UGANDA

Kenya & Uganda Gorilla
Overland: Forests &
Wildlife Spotting
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

15 DAYS — NAIROBI TO NAIROBI

›› Explore the Masai Mara National
Reserve in 4x4 safari vans
›› Admire mountain gorillas in
their natural habitat
›› Search for chimpanzees in
Kalinzu Forest

3749

FROM

$

Valid for Jun 12, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: DKGN

What’s Included

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Your Moments: G for Good: Café Ubuntu,
Gallery Kayabwe Welcome: Meet your CEO
and Group. First Night Out: Connect with

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING
PHYSICAL RATING: 4 – DEMANDING

New Friends, Nairobi. Discover: Free time in
Jinja. (To learn more, see page 8)

U G AN D A

Lake
Mburo NP
Kalinzu
Forest

Wildlife safari drives in Masai Mara National
Reserve. Safari in Lake Nakuru National
Park. Guided mountain gorilla trek in Bwindi

Gorilla
Trek

with permits Entrance and chimpan ee

Jinja

Lake
Nakuru NP

Nairobi

Lake Bunyonyi
Masai Mara
Reserve

plantation visit. Transfer from Jinja to Nairobi.

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

All transport between destinations and to/from

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS

Visit the AidChild’s Equation Café & Gallery, located on the equator in
Uganda, where local artists come together to inspire one another and help
make an impact on the lives of the people and their community. Immerse
yourself in the creativity and partake in a delicious meal made locally to
support AidChild Leadership Institute, a non-proﬁt organization providing
medical care and education to children and youth living with HIV in Uganda.

KENYA

Eldoret

Kampala

tracking in Kalin u orest Reser e Tea

Local Meal & Gallery Visit • Kayabewe (Equator), Uganda

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 20

Maai Mahiu. AidChild Equation Cafe &

AidChild Equation Café & Gallery

299

$

Basic hotel (1 nt), permanent tented camp

Ripple Score

(2 nts), participation camping (11 nts).

100

TRANSPORT 7-seat 4x4 safari van, Lando (overland adventure vehicle), minibuses, walking.
GROUP LEADER

CE s Chief Experience fﬁcers throughout as head guide cook and

dri er certiﬁed safari guides dri ers certiﬁed mountain gorilla trackers local guides
MEALS 13 breakfasts, 11 lunches, 10 dinners. Allow USD115-150 for meals not included.

ITINERARY
Meet mountain gorillas and other ama ing wildlife on this

day o erland ad enture Search for the big

ﬁ e in the Masai Mara spot chimpan ees in Kalin u orest and oin experienced trackers while tra elling
deep into the Ugandan forests for a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to spot endangered mountain gorillas in
their natural habitat. Our Landos (overland adventure vehicles) are an adventurous and affordable way to
see the highlights while wilderness camping will keep you in the thick of the action. Experience a world
apart as you encounter the colourful cultures and wild landscapes of Kenya and Uganda
DAY 1 NAIROBI Arrive at any time.

2-

O

Journey through the

Great Rift Valley on the way to one of the most famous wildlife parks in Africa. Enjoy a late afternoon safari
dri e in the hopes of spotting some of the big ﬁ e Embark on a full day wildlife dri e and opt to take to
the skies on a morning balloon safari. (2B, 2L, 2D)

-

P

O

P

Stop for lunch at the G Adventures supported Ubuntu Cafe, then continue to Lake Nakuru National Park,
for afternoon and morning wildlife safari drives in the Lando. Soak up the scenery on the drive to Eldoret.
Cross the border into Uganda then camp outside of the country s capital (4B, 4L, 4D) DAYS 7-9 LAKE
BUNYONYI Watch the Ugandan countryside pass by on the day s ourney En oy a guided mountain gorilla
trek in Bwindi Impenetrable National Park. Use your free time to enjoy the beautiful surroundings of Lake
Bunyonyi or opt for a day trip to Kigali Rwanda s capital city (3B, 2L, 3D) DAYS 10-11 KALINZU
FOREST/LAKE MBURO Get up early for an included chimpan ee tracking excursion then isit a tea
plantation before setting off for Lake Mburo. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 12-14 JINJA/ELDORET Drive to Jinja,
known for its outdoor and adventure activities. Opt to raft down the White Nile River, mountain bike up and
down the hills or check out the local market Cross o er into Kenya for a night in Eldoret (2B, 2L) DAY 15
NAIROBI Transfer to Nairobi, where the tour ends upon arrival late afternoon. (1B)

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
MASAI MARA BALLOON SAFARI: Say hello to the sunrise over the Masai Mara from a hot air
balloon and ﬁnish with a champagne breakfast See Personalize your tour on page 107.
JINJA RIVER RAFTING: Get ready for a wild ride on the Nile River with a full-day of navigating the
rapids. See Personalize your tour on page 107.

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

|

Number of
departures / month.
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For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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AFRICA›› KENYA, TANZANIA, UGANDA

Ultimate East Africa:
Mountains & the Masai Mara
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

Highlights

24 DAYS — NAIROBI
TO STONE TOWN

›› Track the “big five” on wildlife safari
drives in the Masai Mara and
Serengeti National Park
›› Meet mountain gorillas
›› Raft the White Nile River
›› Discover Zanzibar’s crystalclearwaters

6349

$

Valid for Jun 12, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

749

$

TOUR CODE: DKGZ

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Your Moments: G for Good: Café Ubuntu,
Maai Mahiu. AidChild Equation Cafe & Gallery,
Kayabwe Mto wa Mbu Village Visit and Lunch
Mto wa Mbu. Welcome: Meet your CEO and

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 18

Friends, Nairobi. Discover: Free time in Jinja.
(To learn more, see page 8)

Lake
Mburo NP

Lake Nakuru NP

Kalinzu
Forest

Wildlife safari drives in Masai Mara National
Guided mountain gorilla trek in Bwindi with
permits Entrance and chimpan ee tracking in

Nairobi

Lake Bunyonyi

Gorilla
Trek

Reserve. Safari in Lake Nakuru National Park.

Masai Mara NR

Kampala

Serengeti NP

Transfer from Jinja to Nairobi. Entrances and

TA NZ A NIA

and in Ngorongoro Crater erry to an ibar

Zanzibar

Dar es Salaam

wildlife safari drives in Serengeti National Park

activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Basic hotel

PHYSICAL RATING: 4 – DEMANDING
U G AN D A

Lake
Mburo NP
Kalinzu
Forest

Guided mountain gorilla trek in Bwindi with
permits Entrance and chimpan ee tracking

Jinja

KENYA

Eldoret

Kampala

Nairobi

Gorilla Lake Bunyonyi
Trek
Serengeti NP

in Kalin u orest Reser e Tea plantation

Arusha

Ngorongoro Mto wa Mbu
Crater

Park and in Ngorongoro Crater. Ferry to
an ibar Stone Town orientation walk All

Zanzibar

TAN ZAN I A

Dar es Salaam

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

Basic hotel (2 nts), participation camping

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

(9 nts), full-service camping (2 nts),

Ripple Score

(3 nt), permanent tented camp (2 nts),

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

between destinations and to/from included

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 22, AVG 18

transport between destinations and to/from

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

Stone Town orientation walk. All transport

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

E uation Cafe & Gallery Kayabwe Mto wa

and wildlife safari drives in Serengeti National
Mto wa Mbu

Kalin u orest Reser e Tea plantation isit

Your Moments: G for Good: AidChild

visit. Transfer from Jinja to Nairobi. Entrances

Arusha

Ngorongoro Crater

619

$

TOUR CODE: DUGZ

see page 8)

Mt Kenya

Eldoret

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

First Night Out: Connect with New Friends.
Discover: Free time in Jinja. (To learn more,

KEN YA

Jinja

Valid for Jun 17, 2020 departure.

Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group.

PHYSICAL RATING: 4 – DEMANDING

Group. First Night Out: Connect with New

$

Mbu Village Visit and Lunch, Mto wa Mbu.

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

UGA ND A

5099

FROM

What’s Included

See back foldout.

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

19 DAYS — KAMPALA
TO STONE TOWN

›› Track the “big five” on wildlife safari
drives in the Serengeti National Park
›› Meet mountain gorillas
›› Raft the White Nile River
›› Discover Zanzibar’s crystal-clear
waters

FROM

What’s Included

East Africa Overland:
Serengeti & Safari Drives

100

multishare/hostels (5 nts). TRANSPORT

Ripple Score

Lando (overland adventure vehicle), 4x4

99

participation camping (11 nts), full-service camping (2 nts), multishare/hostels (5 nts).

safari vehicles, minibus, walking, shared

TRANSPORT 7-seat 4x4 safari van, Lando (overland adventure vehicle), 4x4 safari vehicles,

shuttle, private shuttle, tuk-tuk, ferry. GROUP LEADER Uganda portion: 2 CEOs (Chief

minibus, walking, shared shuttle, private shuttle, tuk-tuk, ferry. GROUP LEADER Kenya &

Experience fﬁcers as head guide cook and dri er certiﬁed mountain gorilla trackers local

Uganda portion:

guides Tan ania portion: certiﬁed safari guides dri ers local guides

CE s Chief Experience fﬁcers as head guide cook and dri er certiﬁed

safari guides dri ers certiﬁed mountain gorilla trackers local guides Tan ania portion:

CE

certiﬁed safari guides dri ers local guides MEALS 22 breakfasts, 14 lunches, 13 dinners. Allow
USD260-340 for meals not included.

CE on transfer

between Nairobi and Arusha Serengeti Ngorongoro Crater and an ibar MEALS
17 breakfasts, 9 lunches, 9 dinners. Allow USD250-325 for meals not included.

ITINERARY

ITINERARY

From the incomparable wildlife of Uganda to the source of the Nile and onto the sunny beaches of

Beginning in Nairobi this

day African ad enture offers up the pri es of Kenya and Uganda before

an ibar ourney o erland across East Africa on this thrilling

day ad enture Track mountain gorillas

heading east towards the beaches of an ibar En oy wildlife safari dri es across the Masai Mara and

through remote forest for a once in a lifetime experience and pursue the elusi e big ﬁ e across open

Serengeti, and trek through remote forests for an incredible encounter with mountain gorillas in their own

savannah on unforgettable wildlife safari drives. The Landos (overland adventure vehicles) are an

habitat. Travel aboard the Lando (overland adventure vehicle) is well-paced and will bring you closer to

adventurous and affordable way to see the highlights while wilderness camping will bring you closer to

the region s wildlife

the region s wildlife

ur certiﬁed CE

Chief Experience fﬁcer will share with you many hidden gems

isco er the di ersity of wildlife landscape and people on your ourney

DAY 1 NAIROBI Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-6 MASAI MARA/LAKE NAKURU/KAMPALA Head out on

DAY 1 KAMPALA Arrive at any time. (1D) DAYS 2-4 LAKE BUNYONYI Enjoy a guided mountain gorilla

safari in the Masai Mara and Lake Nakuru National Park. (5B, 5L, 5D) DAYS 7-9 LAKE BUNYONYI njoy a

trek in Bwindi Impenetrable National Park. (3B, 2L, 3D) DAYS 5-6 KALINZU FOREST/LAKE MBURO

guided mountain gorilla trek Rwanda s capital city (3B, 2L, 3D) DAYS 10-11 KALINZU FOREST/LAKE

Get up early for an included chimpan ee tracking excursion (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 7-9 JINJA/ELDORET

MBURO Go on a chimpan ee tracking excursion (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 12-14 JINJA/ELDORET Drive to

Drive to Jinja, known for its outdoor and adventure activities. (2B, 2L) DAYS 10-11 NAIROBI/ARUSHA

Jinja, known for its outdoor and adventure activities. (2B, 2L) DAYS 15-16 NAIROBI/ARUSHA Sit back

Sit back and enjoy the ride to Nairobi. (2B)

and en oy the ride to Nairobi then tra el south and cross the border into Tan ania (2B) DAYS 17-18

the x en route to the central Serengeti Spend the night at a basic bush camp before the next day s

SERENGETI NP Spend the night at a basic bush camp before the next day s full day wildlife safari dri e

full-day wildlife safari drive. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 14-15 NGORONGORO CRATER/ARUSHA/DAR ES

(2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 19-20 NGORONGORO CRATER/ARUSHA/DAR ES SALAAM Search for wildlife in

SALAAM Search for wildlife in the Crater, then return to Arusha for the night. (2B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 16-18

the Crater, then return to Arusha for the night. (2B, 1L, 1D)

ZANZIBAR Opt to visit historic sites, go snorkelling or scuba diving. (3B) DAY 19 STONE TOWN

21-2

Ferry over to the

island of an ibar (3B) DAY 24 STONE TOWN Depart Stone Town upon arrival in the late morning. (1B)

12-1

P Enjoy a wildlife safari drive in

Morning group transfer from Jambiani. Depart Stone Town upon arrival in the late morning. (1B)

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

SERENGETI BALLOON SAFARI: Get an extra night in Stone Town by swapping out the two-day

SERENGETI BALLOON SAFARI: Get an extra night in Stone Town by swapping out the two-day

dri e from Arusha with a speedy ﬂight See Personalize your tour on page 107.

dri e from Arusha with a speedy ﬂight See Personalize your tour on page 107.

ZANZIBAR EXPRESS (SOUTHBOUND): Upgrade your ourney from Arusha to an ibar with a

ZANZIBAR EXPRESS (SOUTHBOUND): Upgrade your ourney from Arusha to an ibar with a

local ﬂight to cut down your tra el time See Personalize your tour on page 107.

local ﬂight to cut down your tra el time See Personalize your tour on page 107.

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
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Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
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For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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North Africa
& Middle East
As many stories as grains of sand.
The Middle East and Morocco are among the few places left in this world of
ours where magic not only seems possible, but plausible. These dunes have
witnessed the dawn of civilization and the rise of mighty empires, and
spawned three of the world’s major religions. The past is never far away
here, and there’s more of it to discover every day.
Tea, Moroccan-style, in the Sahara Desert.

117

NORTH AFRICA & MIDDLE EAST UNCOVERED

Chefchaouen • Morocco
Nestled beneath the peaks of the Rif Mountains,
this town stands out for its unique blue-andwhite-washed buildings. No one’s entirely sure
why the walls were painted blue, but it’s often
said that the colour represents the sky and
heaven to signify leading a spiritual life. Whatever
the reason, it’s a part of Morocco you won’t want
to miss.

Ancient Abu Simbel • Egypt
Known for ancient temples and ruins, Egypt’s
Abul Simbel was believed to be lost to the sands
of time before their rediscovery in 1817. The
massive stone temples have endured despite
nature’s best efforts to destroy them. The entire
site was painstakingly relocated in 1965, to
preserve it from the rising waters of the Nile.

Aït Ben Haddou • Morocco
The Marrakech markets will light up your path to adventure.

Situated on a hillside in southern Morocco, this
fortiﬁed village dates back to the 17th century.
Today, travellers can watch the sunset cast its
glow on the classic earthen clay walls, stop by the
kasbahs (merchants’ houses) for local goods, or
grab pictures of one of HBO’s Game of Thrones
most famous sets.

Feed your spirit at Karnak Temple.

Stand in awe of the Roman ruins of Jerash, Jordan.
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NORTH AFRICA & MIDDLE EAST›› ISRAEL, JORDAN

Israel & Jordan:
Party Nights & Ancient Sites
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

Sepulchre and the western wall. The afternoon is free to explore. Opt to visit
the local markets. (1B)

›› See the ancient Roman ruins of Jerash
›› Hike around archaeological marvels in Petra
›› Stay overnight at a Bedouin desert camp
›› Take a dip in the Dead Sea
›› Chill out on the beaches of Tel Aviv

Cross the border into Jordan

8 DAYS — JERUSALEM TO TEL AVIV

1799

FROM

$

and visit the ancient Roman ruins of Jerash. Continue to Wadi Musa, the
town just outside Petra and opt to visit a Turkish bath. (1B)
Visit iconic Petra then free time to hike and wander on your own.
This evening, opt to visit Petra by Night. (1B) DAY 5 WADI RUM Embark on

Valid for Jan 12, 2020 departure.

What’s Included

a 4x4 excursion into Wadi Rum. Overnight at a Bedouin desert camp. (1B,

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

1D) DAY 6 TEL AVIV Cross back into srael with a stop to ﬂoat in the ead

TOUR CODE: DOJO

Valley. Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night Out:

1149

$

Your Moments: G for Good: Numeira Community Cafe, Jordan

Sea before continuing to Tel Aviv. (1B) DAY 7 TEL AVIV Full free day to
explore, chill on the beach, or opt to take an optional excursion to Masada.

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Connect with New Friends. Local Living: Bedouin Camp Overnight,
Wadi Rum. Big Night Out: Tel Aviv. (To learn more, see page 8)

This e ening hit a beach bonﬁre at sunset (1B) DAY 8 TEL AVIV Depart at

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 15, AVG 12

any time. (1B)

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Old Jerusalem guided tour. Jerash guided tour. Petra day pass and

Guaranteed Departures

tour. Wadi Rum jeep excursion. Dead Sea visit with swim. All transport
between destinations and to/from included activities
ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotels (twin-share) (6 nts), basic desert
camp (1 nt). TRANSPORT Minivan/bus, 4x4 jeep, walking. GROUP
LEADER CE

Chief Experience fﬁcer in srael and ordan local

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
3

3

|

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT
Number of
departures / month.
3

3
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See back foldout.
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guides. MEALS 7 breakfasts, 1 dinner. Allow USD180-235 for meals

D

Jerash
I SRAEL

Tel Aviv
Jerusalem

not included.

Dead Sea

ITINERARY

JOR DAN

our nstagram account won t know what hit it after you ﬁll your feed with
Wadi Musa/Petra

the incredible snaps taken on this eight-day tour through Israel. Explore the
winding alleyways of erusalem s ld City see Petra s stunning tombs and

Wadi Rum

monasteries carved into rock walls, learn about Bedouin culture during an
overnight stay in the desert, and hit the beach in Tel Aviv. On the brink of

GLOBAL GROUPS

settling on the tourist track now s the perfect time to experience the

big part of the e perien e is the
international flavour of our small groups.
Our tours average about 10 –12 travellers
per departure, depending on the destination.
Prepare to make some new pen-pals.

country with your budget and an exploratory spirit in mind.
DAY 1 JERUSALEM Arrive at any time. DAY 2 JERUSALEM Walk through
the Old City with stops along the Via Delorosa to the Church of the Holy

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

100

NORTH AFRICA & MIDDLE EAST›› JORDAN

119

NEW
TOUR

Essential Jordan:
Dead Sea & Desert Stars
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS
8 DAYS — AMMAN TO AMMAN

DAY 1 AMMAN Arrive at any time. DAY 2 AMMAN/PETRA Depart by

›› Experience the healing qualities of the Dead Sea
›› Visit the iconic carved rock structures of Petra
›› Head deep into the desert on a 4x4
›› Stay overnight at a Bedouin camp
›› Relax on the beaches of the Red Sea

What’s Included

private vehicle for a short drive to the Dead Sea. Visit to a G Adventuressupported community cafe for lunch before continuing on to Petra. (1B, 1L)
P

Start early to visit iconic Petra. Enjoy a guided walking tour

with your CEO, then opt to hike up to the top of the treasury or explore on
your own. This evening, opt to visit a Turkish bath or visit Petra by night.

1099

FROM

$

Valid for Jun 27, 2020 departure.

(1B) DAY 4 PETRA/WADI RUM Opt to visit Little Petra in the morning

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

before continuing to Wadi Rum. Head out for a 4x4 excursion during the

TOUR CODE: DJNN

399

$

Your Moments: G for Good: Numeira Community Cafe Lunch,

day before a traditional dinner and overnight at a Bedouin desert camp. (1B,
1D) DAY 5 WADI RUM/AQABA Journey to the Red Sea, where you can opt

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Connect with New Friends. Local Living: Bedouin Camp Overnight,
Wadi Rum. (To learn more, see page 8)

to pre book a snorkelling trip, or relax on the beach. (1B) DAY 6 AQABA/

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 15, AVG 10

MADABA Travel by private vehicle north to the town of Madaba. In the

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Jerash guided tour. Dead Sea visit. Visit Madaba mosaics and

afternoon enjoy a guided tour of the area including a visit to nearby Mount
Nebo. (1B) DAY 7 MADABA/AMMAN Take a short trip by private vehicle

Jordan Valley. Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night Out:

Mt Nebo. Petra guided tour. Wadi Rum 4x4 excursion. Red Sea stay.
Entrance fees in all included tours. All transport between destinations
and to/from included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Hotels (6 nts),
Bedouin desert camp (1 nt). TRANSPORT Private van, 4x4 pickup
truck, walking. GROUP LEADER CE

Chief Experience fﬁcer

throughout, local guides. MEALS 7 breakfasts, 1 lunch, 1 dinner.

back to Amman and enjoy a free day to explore the city. (1B) DAY 8
AMMAN Depart at any time. (1B)

Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
2

Allow USD170-225 for meals not included.

2

|
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A

S
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1

ITINERARY
ordan is on e eryone s tra el lists these days and our eight day tour takes
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Amman
Madaba

Number of
departures / month.

2

3

3
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N

See back foldout.

J O R D A N

■›■› ■
2

Wadi Musa

D

you through this incredible Middle Eastern destination with time (and your
pocketbook) in mind. Float in the mineral-rich waters of the Dead Sea, visit
the UNESCO World Heritage Site of Petra and wander through the
breathtaking Siq tunnel passage, then experience Bedouin culture in the
desert landscapes of Wadi Rum By the end of your time in ordan you ll
wonder how it has stayed off the radar for so long.
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Aqaba

Wadi Rum
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NORTH AFRICA & MIDDLE EAST›› EGYPT

Egypt: Boats & Bazaars
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

the culture and meet remarkable people as you dine on traditional fare with

›› Enjoy a traditional family meal
›› Explore ancient temples and monuments
›› Barter in bazaars
›› Sleep beneath the stars on a felucca
›› Visit a Nubian village
›› Explore the famous Khan el-Khalili souk

a local family in a Nubian illage

What’s Included

narrow alleys of the Khan el Khalili ba aar with free time for shopping or

transport to the best sights Walk through the Valley of the Kings or explore
Karnak — it s your call

DAY 1 CAIRO Arrive at any time. DAY 2 CAIRO Enjoy a guided tour of the
Pyramids of Gi a and the Sphinx Take an orientation tour through the

Out: Connect with New Friends. Local Living: Boat ride to Nubian

Village with Traditional Meal Asw n Discover: Free time in Asw n.
(To learn more, see page 8)
rientation walk

through Cairo s Khan el Khalili ba aar ree time in Aswan

elucca

ernight Sailing Excursion including support boat Kom mbo
Temple visit. Free time in Luxor. All transport between destinations
and to/from included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotels
(4 nts), overnight sleeper-train (2 nts), felucca with support boat for
toilet/showers (1 nt) TRANSPORT Private air-conditioned van, train,
felucca, walking GROUP LEADER Certiﬁed Egyptologist as Chief
Experience fﬁcer CE

on t ust dream of Egypt wake up in the Land of

the Pharaohs and open your eyes to adventure.

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night

Guided tour of the Pyramids of Gi a and the Sphinx

ou ll en oy basic accommodation and

throughout MEALS 7 breakfasts, 1 lunch,

4 dinners. Allow USD110-145 for meals not included.

ptional trip to the magniﬁcent temples of

Abu Simbel. (2B, 1D) DAY 5 NILE RIVER Sail the Nile on a felucca with a

Valid for Jan 11, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

pt to isit Karnak Temple or

Cairo

DAY 8 CAIRO Tour ends upon arrival in the morning. (1B)

Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
3

3

3
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Number of
departures / month.
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See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 12

explore Luxor at your own pace. Overnight train back to Cairo. (2B, 1D)

3

539

$

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

support boat. Sleep on board under the stars. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 6-7
LUXOR Visit Kom mbo on the way to Luxor

$

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Explore Aswan, visit a Nubian village, and enjoy a

home cooked dinner with locals

949

FROM

TOUR CODE: DPGE

people watching from a shisha café. Overnight train to Aswan. (1B, 1D)
-

8 DAYS — CAIRO TO CAIRO

2

2

J

A

Luxor
EGYPT

D

Aswan

ITINERARY
This compact adventure offers maximum Egypt at minimum cost. Stare in
ama ement at the pyramids and ﬂoat down the Nile on a felucca Embrace
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Ripple Score

100

NORTH AFRICA & MIDDLE EAST›› EGYPT, MOROCCO

Personalize your tour
Extras are a great way for you to make your adventure a little more yours. Here are some optional
add-ons you can book in advance, for those days on your tour that have free time built in.
TEMPLE OF ABU SIMBEL

FROM

Part historic monument and part modern marvel, Abu
Simbel is one of Egypt’s grandest temples. Travel through
Egypt’s rugged landscapes and the towering ﬁgures of
Ramses II himself, Ra-Horakhty, Amun, and Ptah will all be
waiting to welcome you.

159

$

Aswan
Full day

TRADITIONAL HAMMAM EXPERIENCE

FROM

Soothe sore muscles and get squeaky clean at a
hammam — a traditional Moroccan bathhouse. Begin
with a dry or hot room to prepare your skin and body,
followed by a hot steam room. Enjoy a body scrub and
massage followed by a cup of traditional mint tea.

Essaouria
1−2 hrs

80

$

MERZOUGA 4X4 DESERT EXCURSION

FROM

Experience the golden dunes of the Sahara Desert
and Erg Chebbi on a 4x4 excursion, taking in views of
a seemingly endless sea of sand. Pass a kohl mine en
route to the village of Khamlia. Then, enjoy a live
performance of the African music of Gnawa.

Merzouga
Half-day

86

$

RIF VALLEY MOUNTAINS HIKE
Trek through the scenic Rif Mountains, passing small
waterfalls and streams en route to the Spanish
Mosque for spectacular panoramic views of
Chefchaouen. Continue on through the mountains,
passing plantations and stopping for a traditional
lunch at a local gite. Then, jump in a 4x4 to return to
the main road.

FROM

93

$

Rif Valley
3−4 hrs

MEKNES DAY TOUR

FROM

Enjoy a guided tour of this imperial city, gaining local
insight into city sites from your experienced guide.
Visit the Bab Mansour Historical landmark and wander
the bustling souk of food and clothing. Then see the
Royal Stables and Granary which could hold up to
12,000 horses.

Meknes
2 hrs

Please note that Extras cannot be cancelled or rescheduled once your trip begins. Some activities carry age restrictions. Talk to a G Adventures GCO or your travel agent for details.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

53

$
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NORTH AFRICA & MIDDLE EAST›› MOROCCO

What a time to be alive! Catch the wind in your hair in Morocco.

Morocco
combos
Combo tours combine two or more of our tours to
create one in-depth experience. Get just what you’re
looking for with only one booking. Convenient,
flexible, and, affordable. Check the map to see how
the trips join together.

1. Morocco Adventure:
Culture & Colour
Highlights

›› Explore the artisan quarters of Fès
›› Embark on a camel ride at sunset
›› Travel through the magnificent High
Atlas Mountain landscape
›› Swim in rock pools and explore the
waterfalls of Paradise Valley
›› Learn to surf in Taghazout

ITINERARY
Stunning mountainside towns, bustling
markets, desert camel rides, and surf lessons
await you on this 17-day tour through Morocco

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

17 DAYS — CASABLANCA
TO MARRAKECH

1769

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 5, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: DCXM

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 14, AVG 10
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

that ticks all the boxes Snap selﬁes in the pictures ue blue city of Chefchaouen en oy free time
to explore Marrakech s ibrant markets hike along the Atlas Mountains with an o ernight stay at
a co y g te and unwind with a beach bonﬁre in Tagha out
followers by the end of it.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

ou ll be the en y of all your nstagram

123

Trading in wheels for humps in Morocco’s Sahara Desert.

Chefchaouen

Rabat

Fes

Casablanca
M OR O C C O

Marrakech
Todra
Gorge

Essaouira
1. DCXM
2. DCMX
3. DCKM

Merzouga
Agadir

Aroumd
(Atlas Mountains)

Aït Ben Haddou

Paradise
Valley

“I’ll take a pound of your ﬁnest offering!” Exploring
Marrakech’s local food markets.

2. Morocco:
Markets & Mountains
Highlights

›› See endless desert during a
camel ride
›› Find flavours in local souks
›› Get close to history in ancient
medinas
›› Explore the Atlas Mountains

ITINERARY
n our humble opinion there s no better way to
spend just under two weeks than travelling
around majestic, marvelous, magical Morocco.
In a country with no shortage of highlights, we
make sure to hit all the main ones, including
Fes, Chefchaouen, the Atlas Mountains, and

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

Highlights

13 DAYS — CASABLANCA
TO MARRAKECH

1169

FROM

$

Valid for Jan 5, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: DCMX

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 14, AVG 10
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Ripple Score

3. Morocco:
Deserts & Beaches

93

›› Stay overnight between cliff walls
of Todra Gorge
›› Venture on a camel ride through
sand dunes
›› Explore the kasbah of Ait
Ben Haddou
›› Hike around the magnificent
High Atlas Mountain
›› Go surfing in Taghazout
›› Wander around the coastal city
of Essaouira

ITINERARY
ou ll gain a whole new appreciation for

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

11 DAYS — MARRAKECH
TO MARRAKECH

1079

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 11, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: DCKM

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 14, AVG 10
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Ripple Score

100

plenty of souks to shop in and medinas to

Moroccan culture and the Berber way of life

explore. After a camel ride through the desert

after embarking on this 11-day tour through the country. Guided by your trusted CEO (Chief

and a few market barters under your belt you ll

Experience

feel like a local in no time.

uni ue accommodations like a traditional mountain g te and hit the coast with surf lessons of the

fﬁcer you ll isit incredible sites like the Kasbah of A t Ben Haddou stay o ernight in

beaches of Tagha out
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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NORTH AFRICA & MIDDLE EAST›› MOROCCO

Northern Morocco: Blue Cities & Seas
Highlights

largest medina, visit a Berber pharmacy, and take in the many colours of an

7 DAYS — CASABLANCA
TO MARRAKECH

ancient tannery. (2B) DAY 6 FÈS/MARRAKECH Journey to the bustling city

FROM

DAYS 4-5 FÈS Tra el to

›› Marvel at history in ancient medinas
›› See traditional storytellers and magicians in local markets
›› Explore colourful souks
›› Indulge in tanjia and harira soup

What’s Included

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

s Spend the next two days exploring the world s

of Marrakech, and enjoy an evening exploring this fascinating city. (1B) DAY
7 MARRAKECH Depart at any time. (1B)

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night
Out: Connect with New Friends. (To learn more, see page 8)
Enjoy free time in Rabat. Explore the blue city of Chefchaouen.
Visit the medina and souks of Fès. Discover the bustling city of
Marrakech. All transport between destinations and to/from included
activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotels (6 nts). TRANSPORT
Air-conditioned private vehicle, walking. GROUP LEADER CEO
Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout MEALS 6 breakfasts.

Valid for Jan 5, 2020 departure.

ITINERARY

Mountains, passing small waterfalls, streams, and plantations before

superlati es you can think of northern Morocco surpasses them all We e

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

enjoying lunch at a local gite. See Personalize your tour on page 121.

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

local insight into city sites, historical landmarks, and a bustling souk.

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

See Personalize your tour on page 121.
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Number of
departures / month.

4

S

3

O

3

N

Chefchaouen

2
D

Rabat

Fés

Casablanca

put together a trip that shows you all the best sights while still leaving
money for bargaining in the medina

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 14, AVG 10

MEKNES CITY TOUR: Enjoy a guided tour of this imperial city, gaining

2

Modern, ancient, bohemian, sophisticated — no matter how many

TOUR CODE: DCCK

RIF VALLEY MOUNTAINS HIKE: Trek through the scenic Rif

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

Allow USD180-235 for meals not included.

779

$

MOROCCO

er se en days you ll tour

Marrakech

old-world Fès and the famous blue-and-white buildings of Chefchaouen,
then explore mysterious Marrakech and the bustle of Djeema El Fna. If
magic exists anywhere in the world trust us — it s right here in
beautifully-cultured Morocco.
DAY 1 CASABLANCA Arrive at any time. DAY 2 CASABLANCA/RABAT/
CHEFCHAOUEN Travel to Chefchaouen, the blue city of Morocco. En route,
stop in Morocco s capital Rabat to explore (1B)

O

(1B) Free time in Chefchaouen. Opt to hike in the Rif Mountains, explore the
town try a traditional hammam or isit a local wea ers cooperati e (1B)

GO YOUR OWN WAY
reedom and independen e are a big
deal for us. e in lude a destination s
must-see highlights on most ever tour,
freeing up the rest of our time to e plore
a ording to our whims.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Ripple Score

87
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NORTH AFRICA & MIDDLE EAST›› MOROCCO

Moroccan Desert Adventure:
River Canyons & Camels

Coastal Morocco:
Waves & Waterfalls
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

5 DAYS — MARRAKECH
TO MARRAKECH

›› Learn how to surf in Taghazout
›› Swim in idyllic rock pools in
Paradise Valley
›› Shop for refined honey and argan
oil in local villages
›› Explore the funky coastal town
of Essaouira

599

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 17, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: DCKE

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

What’s Included

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 14, AVG 10

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO

Essaouira

destinations and to/from included activities.

Taghazout

ACCOMMODATIONS Hotels (2 nts), Surf

TOUR CODE: DCKK

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 14, AVG 10
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

What’s Included

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO

MOR OCCO

Marrakech

Todra
Gorge
Merzouga

Aroumd (Aremd)
Atlas Mountains

Aït Ben Haddou

along the Todra Valley. Sunset camel ride in

Marrakech

the desert. Traditional dinner and drums

Ripple Score

under the stars A t Ben Haddou kasbah tour

Paradise Valley

Hike in the Atlas Mountains. All transport

100

between destinations and to/from included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotels

House (2 nts). TRANSPORT Private
air-conditioned van, public bus. GROUP
LEADER CE

Valid for Jan 4, 2020 departure.

Tinghir orientation walk. Local village walk

MO R O CCO

orientation walk. All transport between

$

Stay with Traditional Moroccan Meal, Aroumd
(Aremd). (To learn more, see page 8)

Swimming in rock pools and exploring
Tagha out Sunset beach bonﬁre Essaouira

799

FROM

New Friends. Local Living: Mountain G te

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

waterfalls in Paradise Valley. Surf lesson in

7 DAYS — MARRAKECH
TO MARRAKECH

and Group. First Night Out: Connect with

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

and Group. First Night Out: Connect with
New Friends. (To learn more, see page 8)

Highlights

›› Stand in the shadows of Todra Gorge
›› Take in the dramatic view at Ait
Ben Haddou
›› See history come to life in
ancient medinas
›› Ride a camel to watch the sunset
from the desert
›› Explore this land of mystery
for yourself

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

nts mountain g te

Chief Experience fﬁcer

Ripple Score

throughout, local guides. MEALS

100

4 breakfasts, 1 lunch, 2 dinners. Allow

nt multi share TRANSPORT Private air-conditioned van, public bus,

camel. GROUP LEADER CE

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout local guides MEALS

6 breakfasts, 2 dinners. Allow USD150-195 for meals not included.

USD90-120 for meals not included.

ITINERARY

ITINERARY

one week ourney re eals the secrets of Morocco and is ﬁlled with all the acti ities and energy you

Explore Africa s northernmost country with a whirlwind ﬁ e day ad enture that stops along Morocco s

crave. In the company of other young travellers, take in the stunning Sahara, go rock climbing in Todra,

coast Swim in rock pools and waterfalls and go shopping in the illage of ourki ufella known for its

and bask in the beauty of the Atlas Mountains. Explore the kasbahs and desert and lose the herd on a

reﬁned honey and argan oil production

trip you ll ne er forget

Marrakech — whisper it and instantly your mind goes to a place of seduction and spices. This intense

nce you head north to Essaouira you might be tempted to

kick back on the beach but if you e got the energy for a morning surﬁng lesson or yoga session we
think you ll ﬁnd it s worth your while

Gorge and walk through local village farmland to learn about the local way of life. (1B)

DAY 1 MARRAKECH Arrive at any time. DAY 2 PARADISE VALLEY/TAGHAZOUT Head to Paradise
alley to swim in rock pools and explore waterfalls

pt for a guided hike or isit to the illage of ourki

ufella a region that is known for its reﬁned honey and argan oil Continue to Tagha out (1B, 1D) DAY
O

DAY 1 MARRAKECH Arrive at any time. DAY 2 TODRA GORGE Head towards the stunning Todra

Enjoy a morning surf lesson before hitting the waves. Free afternoon to continue

MERZOUGA Travel towards the desert and embark on a camel ride into the dunes to watch the
sunset. Head back to the hotel and enjoy an evening of dinner and entertainment under the stars. (1B,
1D) DAY 4 AÏT BEN HADDOU Get lost exploring the kasbah in the Atlas Mountains. Optional
Moroccan tagine cooking class. (1B) DAY 5 AROUMD (AREMD) Enjoy a walk to the village of Aroumd

surﬁng or opt for some stand up paddle boarding hiking or yoga n the e ening oin the group for a

(Aremd), at the base of the High Atlas Mountains. Let a mule carry the bags up to this mountain

sunset bonﬁre on the beach (1B, 1L, 1D) DAY 4 ESSAOUIRA Head to Essaouira and enjoy an

hideaway and hike alongside. Enjoy views of the Mt Toubkal from the mountain gite before a

orientation walk followed by free time to explore this coastal city. (1B) DAY 5 ESSAOUIRA/

home-cooked dinner. (1B, 1D) DAY 6 MARRAKECH Walk back to Imlil and transfer to Marrakech. (1B)

MARRAKECH Return to Marrakech. Tour ends on arrival. (1B)

DAY 7 MARRAKECH Depart at any time. (1B)

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

TRADITIONAL HAMMAM EXPERIENCE: Soothe sore muscles and get squeaky clean with a

MERZOUGA 4X4 DESERT EXCURSION: Experience the golden dunes of the Sahara Desert and

body scrub and massage at a traditional hammam. See Personalize your tour on page 121.

the sand dunes of Erg Chebbi on a 4x4 excursion. See Personalize your tour on page 121.

Guaranteed Departures
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For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Number of
departures / month.
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If you don’t post a picture, did you really even eat it?

Europe
Urban and rural, ancient and
modern, ordinary and extraordinary.
Sun-soaked coastlines? Colourful street art? Mountainscape scenery?
Delicious local eats? Nightlife that never stops? Europe ticks all the boxes.
Its diversity of experiences is astounding, which is why this continent draws
so many repeat visitors. (You just can’t see it all in one go.) Instead of taking
big coach buses, we travel here by train and local transport. So whether
you’re into the classics or something more off-the-map, we deliver Europe
in special ways, and you’ll want to come back again and again.

127

We choo-choo-choose a train adventure
in Switzerland.

EUROPE UNCOVERED

Stare Miasto by starlight • Poland
A fascinating city to explore by light of day,
Krakow truly comes alive at night. The best
place to be when the sun goes down is
Stare Miasto (“Old City”), home to loads of
chic nightspots, laid-back Vienna-style cafés,
charming medieval squares, and the gorgeous
Wawel Castle.

Adventuresome Interlaken •
Switzerland

Park Güell is one helluva place to admire Barcelona’s cityscape.

Wedged as it is between two handsome
lakes in the Swiss Alps, it should come as
no surprise that Interlaken has been a travel
mecca for hundreds of years. It’s also the
jumping-off point (pun unavoidable and
inexcusable) for all kinds of adventure sports,
including hang-gliding, bungee-jumping,
rock-climbing, and canyoning. Adrenaline
is always on tap here.

Hvar • Croatia
This impossibly beautiful island claims to
get more sunshine than anywhere else in
Croatia. All the better for sea kayaking, sailing,
snorkelling, and vineyard-strolling, we say.
And as wonderful as Hvar is when the sun’s up,
you won’t miss the vitamin D when the sky
gets dark and the island’s thriving nightlife
scene gets hopping.

Seljalandsfoss: Much easier to enjoy than spell.

128

Europe combos

“Check out this wicked Boomerang selﬁe I just took at the Matthias Church.” The best way to prove that you did Budapest

European
combos
Combo tours combine two or more of our tours
to create one in-depth experience. Get just what
you’re looking for, with only one booking.
Convenient, flexible, and, affordable. Check
the map to see how the trips join together.

Gazing up at St. Vitus Cathedral in Prague.

UK

London

N E TH E R L A N D S

Berlin

Amsterdam
Bruges

P O L A ND

G E R M A N Y

B E L G I U M

Kraków

Prague

Paris

C Z E C H

R E P.

Vienna
S WI TZ E R L A N D

Interlaken
FR A N C E

1. EEET
2. EIRG
3. EELJ
4. EJBL
5. EIRS
6. EELD

“What time is it, Big Ben?” “Adventure o’clock. Always.”

A U S TR I A

Venice

Budapest
H U NG A RY

Milan

Ljubljana

Florence
I TA LY

Rome

EUROPE›› MULTI-COUNTRY

1. European Trail:
Capitals & Cafés
Highlights

26 DAYS — LONDON TO LONDON

›› Visit the galleries and cafés of Paris
›› Take in the natural beauty of the
Swiss Alps
›› Marvel at the beauty of Florence
›› Get a taste of Eastern charm in
Budapest and Kraków
›› Party in Berlin and Amsterdam

ITINERARY
ou Europe

days Ready

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

ou d better be

because this epic London-to-London romp

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

ITINERARY

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

You know what they say. When life hands you

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Valid for Apr 12, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: EEET

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

ITINERARY

$

Valid for Apr 18, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: EIRG

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Ripple Score

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

much of seven countries as you can in 15 days.

80

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

Ripple Score

4. Budapest to London:
Bike Tours & Belgian Waffles
Highlights

15 DAYS — LONDON TO BUDAPEST

3149

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 12, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: EELJ

›› Marvel at historic Budapest
›› Take in the famed architecture
of Krakow and Prague
›› See Berlin’s iconic sites during a
bike tour
›› Enjoy a drink in one of Amsterdam’s
cozy bruin cafés

91

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

12 DAYS — BUDAPEST TO LONDON

2549

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 26, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: EJBL

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 10

Experience the best of Europe with this 15-day
tour that explores six countries and almost a

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 10

Ever wanted to see both sides of Europe in one

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

do en cities Picnic in front of The Eiffel Tower

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

fell swoop? This combo trip is hearing your

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

wander through the grand buildings of Vienna,

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

wishes and boldly answering the call. Start in the

See back foldout.

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

storied dual city of Budapest before heading

and maybe even jump into a thermal bath in
Budapest or hang-glide over Interlaken. This tour

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

has it all, including just enough free time to create

charmed by the old world architectural charms
of Krak w and Prague like you really want to

Ripple Score

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

northwest. Enjoy tons of free time means to be

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

89

See back foldout.

ITINERARY

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

your own adventures in between. Go. Create.

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 10

goes a huge distance to make sure you see as

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

3. London to Budapest:
Waterways, Wine &
Bohemian Vibes
›› Relax with a picnic in Paris
›› Share a photo op at the Leaning
Tower of Pisa
›› Marvel at the grandeur of Venice
›› Explore glaciers in Interlaken

2949

FROM

lemons head to Europe This ama ing combo trip

budget-conscious travellers eager to check an

Highlights

15 DAYS — ROME TO BERLIN

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 10

5599

$

slow down for stragglers. Geared towards

swoop, this adventure will take you there.

Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

›› See another side of Rome
›› Use free time to cruise Venice’s
canals by gondola
›› Find the perfect spot at one of
Ljubljana’s cafés
›› Enjoy a Big Night Out with the group
in Budapest
›› Visit a beer hall in Prague

FROM

through the ld World s greatest cities doesn t

entire continent off their must-do list in one fell

2. Rome to Berlin:
Piazzas, Pilsners & the Past

129

Ripple Score

66

Glide through the streets of Berlin on a bicycle
tour. Catch your breath from

5. Rome to London:
Cobblestones & Cuisine
Highlights

› Visit Budapest and opt to soak in
the famous thermal baths
› Enjoy a pint or two at a Berlin
beer hall
› Stroll down cobblestone streets
in Italy

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

6. London to Berlin:
Art & the Alps
Highlights

20 DAYS — ROME TO LONDON

› See the beauty of the Swiss Alps
in person
› Take in the exciting nightlife of
Prague and Berlin
› Explore history in Vienna and
Budapest

4099

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 18, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: EIRS

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

21 DAYS — LONDON TO BERLIN

4349

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 12, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: EELD

ITINERARY

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

ITINERARY

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Hope your happiness muscles are in peak

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 10

Tra elling on a budget doesn t mean you ha e to

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 10

condition because this epic 20-day combo tour

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

see less; it just means you have to plan more.

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

of Europe is going to leave you feeling like life is

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Lucky for you we re pretty great planners Cross

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

See back foldout.

good Ride on trains from city to city where you ll

nine countries off your list in 21 thrilling days and

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

get to explore cobblestoned streets, ancient

southern, eastern, and northern Europe have on

immerse yourself in everything Europe has to

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

sculptures, thermal baths, packed beer halls,
and the most ama ing dance ﬂoors that

See back foldout.

Ripple Score

offer. Check out the galleries and museums of

77

Paris, the beauty of the Swiss Alps, delicious
Italian cuisine (and, of course, wine!), the exciting

offer. Loads of free time and optional activities

nightlife of London, Berlin, and Prague, and the

mean you get to see these nine countries your way. Roam, bike, boat, mosey, glide, dance, and laugh

Eastern charms of Krakow Vienna and

yourself through Europe s best Better start stretching now

Budapest. Do more, spend less.
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

89

130

EUROPE›› MULTI-COUNTRY

TOP
SELLER

Rome to Budapest:
Canals & Capitals
Highlights

9 DAYS — ROME TO BUDAPEST

›› Devour delicious Italian cuisine
›› Waltz through Vienna
›› Party across Europe
›› Stroll the history-filled streets
of European capitals

1649

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 18, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: EIRH

What’s Included
18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

Highlights

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 10

New Friends. Big Night Out: Budapest.

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

and Group. First Night Out: Connect with

Vienna
AUSTRI A

1649

FROM

Orientation walks of Venice, Vienna, and

$

Venice

ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotels/hostels

HUNGARY

Florence

(8 nts, multi-share). TRANSPORT Train,

I TA LY

public bus, metro, walking. GROUP LEADER

What’s Included

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

and Group. First Night Out: Connect with

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

See back foldout.

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 10

New Friends. Foodie: Eiffel Tower Picnic,

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Chief Experience fﬁcer CE

throughout

Rome

Allow USD300-390 for meals not included.

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

ITINERARY

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

This trip is perfect for the young, budgetconscious traveller eager to check a bunch of

London

U . K.

SLO VENIA

and to/from included activities.

TOUR CODE: EELR

Budapest

Ljubljana

Budapest. All transport between destinations

Valid for Apr 12, 2020 departure.

Paris. Discover: Free time in Paris,
Interlaken. (To learn more, see page 8)

See back foldout.

Rome, Rome. Welcome: Meet your CEO

Discover: Free time in Florence, Venice.
(To learn more, see page 8)

7 DAYS — LONDON TO ROME

›› Explore historic cities and their
galleries and museums
›› Sample regional flavours
›› Visit four countries in seven days
›› Take in the scenery from the
Swiss Alps

Ripple Score

boxes off their travelling to-do list in one fell

93

swoop. Beginning in Rome — the crucible of

Picnic in front of Eiffel Tower (Paris).
Orientation walk in Interlaken and Rome. All

Western ci ili ation — and wrapping up in beautiful Budapest you ll sample the regional specialties and

Paris

delicious wines of taly get in touch with the continent s rich culture in famed museums and galleries and

transport between destinations and to/from

compare dance ﬂoors in the nightclubs of Europe s party capitals

included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS

FRA N C E

Simple hotel (1 nt ), Hostels (5 nts,

Interlaken

multi-share). TRANSPORT Train, public bus,

S WITZERLA ND

DAY 1 ROME Arrive at any time.

2-

O

O

Enjoy a G Adventures-supported

migrant-led walk of Rome before heading to Florence. Walk through the city catching a glimpse of the

Milan

metro, walking. GROUP LEADER Chief
Experience fﬁcer CE

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Your Moments: G for Good: Migrantour

London to Rome:
Picnics & Pizza

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

uomo Pia a ndipenden a and Ponte Vecchio The following day is a free day in lorence to

throughout

ITA LY

explore. Opt for a day trip to nearby Siena, or just enjoy all the city has to offer. DAY 4 VENICE Catch a

MEALS 1 lunch. Allow USD230-300 for

train into Venice En oy an orientation walk along the canals then take some time to explore the city s

Rome

meals not included.

winding streets on your own. DAY 5 LJUBLJANA Journey to Ljubljana, Slovenia. Explore the
Ljubjanica River lined with outdoor cafés, or opt to take a quick trip to nearby Bled. DAYS 6-7 VIENNA

ITINERARY

Ripple Score

Crisscrossing four countries, this whirlwind tour

86

of Europe s most celebrated capitals s uee es
unique culture, delectable food and drink, stunning scenery, wild nightlife, and centuries of thrilling

Catch the train to Vienna. Take a short orientation walk. The next day, use free time to wander the
imperial streets of Austria s capital with its grand buildings gardens museums and tasty pilsner
ption to see the Lipi aner dancing horses DAY 8 BUDAPEST Orientation walk upon arrival, then

history into seven days without ever feeling rushed. Browse the galleries and museums of Paris and

enjoy a free afternoon to explore. Opt to check out the beautiful Parliament building, stroll along the

gape at the Swiss Alps natural beauty all for less than you d e er dreamed possible

streets, or check out the thermal baths. Enjoy an evening out with the group. DAY 9 BUDAPEST
Depart at any time.

DAY 1 LONDON/PARIS Meet in London in the evening before departing for Paris by train. DAY 2
PARIS Picnic in front of the Eiffel Tower. Opt to visit Notre Dame Cathedral or explore Montmartre. (1L)
-

Enjoy an orientation walk through this small city in the Swiss Alps. Opt to get

the adrenaline pumping with some canyoning or whitewater rafting. Explore a nearby glacier, or go
swimming in a crystal clear lake

on t miss the nightlife DAY 6 ROME Travel to Rome by train via

Milan Upon arri al en oy a Chief Experience fﬁcer led orientation walk of Rome

pt to check out

famous Roman sites past like the Colosseum, Roman Forum, Vatican, and Pantheon. DAY 7 ROME
Depart at any time.
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FLORENCE FOOD TOUR: Uncover the treasures of Florence on a walking tour through Oltarno
including stops for wine, salami, and a cantucci (Italian cookie)-making class. See Personalize
your tour on page 136.
BUDAPEST HISTORY WALKING TOUR: Unravel the secrets of Budapest on a three-hour
walking tour of the city s medie al and ewish districts See Personalize your tour on page 136.

Guaranteed Departures
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For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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EUROPE›› MULTI-COUNTRY

Berlin to London:
Bikes & Beer Gardens
Highlights

Budapest to Berlin:
Graffiti Walls & Market Halls
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

6 DAYS — BERLIN TO LONDON

›› Party across Europe
›› Explore historic cities and museums
›› Experience the nightlife of Berlin
›› Take a bicycle tour along
Amsterdam’s canals

What’s Included

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO
and Group. First Night Out: Connect with
New Friends. (To learn more, see page 8)

7 DAYS — BUDAPEST TO BERLIN

›› Experience the charm of Eastern
Europe
›› Sip on Czech and German pilsners
›› Stroll historic cobblestone streets
and bridges
›› Soak up vibrant nightlife across
multiple cities

1449

FROM

$

1379

FROM

$

Valid for Oct 10, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: EDBL

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 10
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Bicycle tour around Amsterdam. Orientation
walk in Bruges. All transport between
destinations and to/from included activities.

Valid for Apr 26, 2020 departure.

ACCOMMODATIONS Hostels (5 nts,

TOUR CODE: EJBB

multi-share). TRANSPORT Train, bus, metro,
walking. GROUP LEADER CEO (Chief

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

See back foldout.

What’s Included

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 10

Fel Café and Bar, Budapest. Welcome: Meet

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Experience fﬁcer throughout Allow

UK

London

NETHERLANDS

Bruges

Amsterdam

BELGI UM

G ER MANY

Berlin

USD205-270 for meals not included.

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Your Moments: G for Good: Nem Adom

ITINERARY
Ah a relaxing week s acation in ld Europa

your CEO and Group. First Night Out:

Connect with New Friends. Big Night Out:

What could be ﬁner

Berlin

start to ﬁnish with loads of optional acti ities to pick and choose from

POLAND

rom the aried architectural

wonders of Berlin to the nightclubs of Amsterdam and romantic Bruges, this trip contains more

G E RM A N Y

European awesomeness per minute than should be permissible by law We won t tell if you won t

Kraków

rientation walks in Krakow Prague and

45

taken this trip! Our six-day odyssey across four countries is a blur of beauty, culture, and adventure from

Berlin. Discover: Free time in Budapest.
(To learn more, see page 8)

Visit to genuine Pilsner beer hall (Prague).

Ripple Score

on t ask anyone who s

Prague

Berlin. All transport between destinations

C Z E C H

and to/from included activities.

RE P U BL I C

ACCOMMODATIONS Hostels (5 nts,
multi-share), overnight train (1 nt).

HUNGARY

TRANSPORT Train, bus, metro, walking.

Budapest

GROUP LEADER CEO (Chief Experience
fﬁcer throughout Allow USD225-295 for
meals not included.

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

ITINERARY
f you re looking for culture charm and history

Ripple Score

in equal measure, Eastern Europe is the region of
your dreams

89

ou ll hit up four countries in se en days but don t fret about missing anything — there ll

be loads of free time to explore local attractions and really get a feel for Krak w Prague Berlin and
Budapest. Cobblestone streets, thermal baths, and castles await, and with transport by trains and
buses and a load of ad enturesome new friends by your side you ll come away with memories of
exciting days and epic nights.
DAY 1 BUDAPEST Arrive at any time. DAY 2 BUDAPEST ree time to explore Hungary s capital

pt

to check out the beautiful Parliament building, stroll the streets, or check out the thermal baths.
O

ernight train to Krakow

Explore the city on an orientation walk upon arrival. Free

time to isit Auschwit tra el to see old salt mines or stay in the city to explore the ewish uarter
DAYS 4-5 PRAGUE Journey to Prague, then enjoy an orientation walk around town including a visit to
a genuine beer hall. Free day for independent exploration — check out the Prague castle complex or
walk the cobblestone streets through the old town and Jewish ghetto. DAY 6 BERLIN Take a train to
Germany and en oy an orientation walk in Berlin Check out the city s ibrant nightlife DAY 7 BERLIN
Depart at any time.

Nem Adom Fel

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
BUDAPEST MORNING WALKING TOUR: i e into Budapest s fascinating city history and food
culture on an early morning walking tour that ends at Great Market Hall. See Personalize your
tour on page 136.

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
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Social Enterprise Café Stop • Budapest, Hungary
Enjoy coffee and a delicious cheesecake at Nem Adom Fel Café and Bar
where proceeds help fund a non-proﬁt by the same name, which means
“Never Give Up.” This social enterprise café supports Nem Adom Fel’s efforts
to advocate for people living with disabilities and run social programs for
rural Roma communities through much-needed social programs. Not only
will your stop give back to these important causes, but you will also be
supporting the café’s 30 employees — most of whom are living with a
disability.

D

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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Want to climb Lagos, Portugal during free time? We bet you’ll ﬁnd someone to tackle it with you.

Mediterranean
Europe
combos

1. London to the Mediterranean:
Coasts & Cafés

Highlights

Combo tours combine two or more of our tours to
create one in-depth experience. Get just what you’re
looking for with only one booking. Convenient,
flexible, and affordable. Check the map to see how
the trips join together.

› Picnic under the Eiffel tower
› Explore Moorish palaces and
great Iberian cities
› Sample some of Europe’s best
cuisines
› Chill out on the Algarve coast
› Mingle with the locals on the
French Riviera
› Walk by ancient history in Rome

ITINERARY

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

22 DAYS — LONDON TO LISBON

4499

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 12, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: EELM

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 10
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Like history? And art? How about beaches and
pubs? Then say hello to Western Europe on this
three-week tour of the highlights from London
down to Lisbon See some of the world s best
museums, have lunch under the Eiffel Tower, eat
as many tapas as you can handle, and party on
Europe s most co eted beaches with your new
group of international friends. This unique route
will take you places every traveller should see.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

84

EUROPE›› MULTI-COUNTRY
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Make sure to do some neck stretches after you visit the Sagrada Família in Barcelona.

London
UK

1. EELM
2. EELB
3. EIRM

Paris

S WI T ZERL A N D

FRAN C E

Interlaken
Italian Riviera

MO N A C O

SPAIN

Milan

Lisbon

Madrid

Nice

Barcelona

2. London to Barcelona:
Tapas & Train Rides

ITINERARY
This is the ultimate (and iconic) whirlwind tour of
Western Europe that everyone dreams of. For
13 days, travel primarily by train to roam the
streets of Paris and Rome, hike coastal trails in
Cinque Terre, try a hand at the famous casino in
Monte Carlo, and stretch out on the French
Riviera. Cover some serious ground and
introduce yourself to your new favourite cities
with a group of like-minded travellers.

I TA LY

Granada

Seville

› Roam the streets of Paris and Rome
› Hike the rugged coastal trails of
Cinque Terre
› Take in the sun on the French Riviera

Pisa

Rome

Algarve

Highlights

Snap-worthy cathedrals in Seville.

Cinque
Terre

PORTUGAL

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

13 DAYS — LONDON TO BARCELONA

2899

$

Valid for Apr 12, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: EELB
See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 10
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

ITINERARY

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

16 DAYS — ROME TO LISBON

2999

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 11, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: EIRM

Thought Mediterranean Europe was out of your

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

reach? Think again. Take two weeks to voyage

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 14

through France, Italy, Monaco, Spain, and

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Portugal, hitting up tons of major highlights (the

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

See back foldout.

French Riviera, Rome, Cinque Terre, Lisbon, and

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

Madrid among them for way less than you d

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

Highlights

› Relax on the beaches of Nice
› Enjoy the nightlife of Barcelona
› Listen to traditional Fado music
in Lisbon
› Dine on delicious tapas in Madrid

FROM

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

3. Rome to Lisbon:
Coasts & Countryside

think — meaning more cash to spend on

87

delicious tapas and dancing at nightclubs. And if
you re all worn out from the party scene
recharge your batteries on exotic beaches and
get a taste of Europe s high culture and
slow-paced life.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

83

134

EUROPE›› MOROCCO, PORTUGAL, SPAIN

Spain, Portugal & Morocco:
Tapas, Medinas & Sunsets
Highlights

16 DAYS — BARCELONA
TO MARRAKECH

›› Explore Barcelona and Madrid
at your own pace
›› Embark on a tapas bar crawl
in Granada
›› Wind through the alleyways and
attractions of Seville
›› Chill out in the beautiful landscapes
of Lagos
›› Snap selfies in the blue city
of Chefchaouen
›› Explore the markets and artisan
quarters of Fès

Spain & Portugal:
Flamenco & Tapas
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

›› Explore Moorish palaces and
great Iberian cities
›› Sample some of Europe’s
best cuisines
›› Chill out on the Algarve Coast
›› Indulge in tapas and wine

1599

FROM

$

$

Valid for Apr 17, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: ESBC

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16 (SPAIN AND
PORTUGAL), MAX 14 (MOROCCO), AVG 10
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

What’s Included

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your

PO RT UGAL

Lisbon

CEO and Group. First Night Out: Connect

Algarve

Discover: Free time in Barcelona.
(To learn more, see page 8)

Seville

Barcelona

SPAIN

Granada
Chefchaouen
Fès

Rabat
Casablanca

Tapas bar crawl (Granada). Orientation walks

Madrid

M O RO CCO

Marrakech

in Barcelona, Granada, Lisbon, and Madrid.
Enjoy free time in Rabat. Explore the blue city

Valid for Apr 17, 2020 departure.

of Chefchaouen. Visit the medina and souks of Fès. Discover the bustling city of Marrakech.

TOUR CODE: ESBM

All transport between destinations and to/from included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS

What’s Included

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

and Group. First Night Out: Connect with

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Hostels (9 nts, multi-share), Simple hotels (6 nts). TRANSPORT Private vehicle, train, bus,
See back foldout.

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 14

New Friends. Big Night Out: Lisbon.

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

walking. GROUP LEADER CE

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout MEALS 6 breakfasts.

Allow USD485-630 for meals not included.

ITINERARY
When you re isiting Portugal and Spain Morocco s ust a uick trip away So we e added this

Discover: Free time in Barcelona.
(To learn more, see page 8)

capti ating North African country on a
P ORT U G A L

Lisbon

Tapas bar crawl (Granada). Orientation walks
in Barcelona, Granada, Lisbon, and Madrid.

Seville

multi-share). TRANSPORT Train, bus,

day tour that spans continents Get going with Spain s li ely

culture and incredible architecture (think Gaudi buildings in Barcelona and Moorish design in Seville)

Madrid

Algarve

ACCOMMODATIONS Hostels (9 nts,

Barcelona
S PA I N

before heading to Portugal to see the beautiful Algarve coast and the vibrant capital of Lisbon. If
Morocco s pictures ue blue city of Chefchaouen doesn t lea e you breathless the bustling medinas
of Fès just might.

Granada

DAY 1 BARCELONA Arrive at any time. DAY 2 BARCELONA/MADRID Enjoy an orientation walk along

walking. GROUP LEADER Chief Experience
fﬁcer CE

2399

FROM

with New Friends. Big Night Out: Lisbon.

10 DAYS — BARCELONA TO LISBON

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

Las Ramblas Take some time to isit the Gaud buildings or explore the Gothic uarter before

throughout Allow USD335-435

Ripple Score

for meals not included.

78

boarding an afternoon train to Madrid.

En oy Spain s beautiful capital on an orientation

walk. Free time to visit its many sites, from art museums to sprawling squares. Enjoy a night out with

ITINERARY

the group Madrid s nightlife is world renowned DAY 4 MADRID/GRANADA Full day of free time

Take an incredible 10 days to experience the best travel highlights of Spain and Portugal: art, culture,

before transferring to Granada in the afternoon. DAY 5 GRANADA Enjoy an orientation walk in

food (hello tapas!), and nightlife. Leave the typical big tour bus behind and reach these unforgettable

Granada. Opt to relax in one of the many hammam baths around town. Enjoy a tapas bar crawl with

destinations by train. All aboard for some serious (and life-changing) city-hopping through Iberia.

the group in the e ening

DAY 1 BARCELONA Arrive at any time. DAY 2 BARCELONA/MADRID Enjoy an orientation walk
along Las Ramblas, including a stop at the famous Boqueria market. Take some time to visit the
Gaud buildings or explore the Gothic

uarter before boarding an afternoon train to Madrid

MADRID En oy Spain s beautiful capital on an orientation walk

ree time to isit its many sites from

art museums to sprawling s uares En oy a night out with the group — Madrid s nightlife is world
renowned! DAY 4 MADRID/GRANADA Full day of free time before transferring to Granada. DAY 5
GRANADA Enjoy an orientation walk in Granada upon arrival. Opt to visit the Alhambra or relax in
one of the many hammam baths around town. Enjoy a tapas bar crawl with the group in the evening.
irst drink s on us DAY 6 SEVILLE Journey to Seville and explore this thriving university town. Opt
to isit the Real Alc ar a Moorish palace or take in an e ening ﬂamenco show DAYS 7-8 SEVILLE/
LAGOS Cross into Portugal and enjoy the Algarve Coast. The next day, explore the Algarve with free
time for hiking, water activities, or chilling out oceanside. DAY 9 LISBON Journey up the coast to
Portugal s ibrant capital and en oy an orientation walk

ree time to isit Cristo Rei for sweeping

views of the area, check out the monuments of the Belem neighbourhood, or relax in a café. Indulge
in the town s great nightlife DAY 10 LISBON Depart at any time.

|
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thri ing uni ersity town

irst drink s on us DAY 6 SEVILLE Journey to Seville and explore this
pt to isit the Real Alc ar a Moorish palace or take in an e ening ﬂamenco

show. DAYS 7-8 SEVILLE/LAGOS Cross into Portugal and enjoy the Algarve Coast. The next day,
explore the Algarve with free time for hiking, water activities, or chilling out oceanside. DAY 9 LISBON
ourney up the coast to Portugal s ibrant capital and en oy an orientation walk

ree time to isit Cristo

Rei for sweeping views of the area, check out the monuments of the Belem neighbourhood, or relax in
a caf

ndulge in the town s great nightlife DAY 10 LISBON/CASABLANCA Fly to Casablanca and

en oy free time in Morocco s largest city DAY 11 CASABLANCA/CHEFCHAOUEN Travel to
Chefchaouen the blue city of Morocco En route stop in Morocco s capital Rabat to explore (1B)
DAY 12 CHEFCHAOUEN Free time in Chefchaouen. Opt to hike in the Rif Mountains, explore the
town try a traditional hammam or isit a local wea ers cooperati e (1B)

1 -1

Travel to

s Spend the next two days exploring the world s largest medina isit a Berber pharmacy and take
in the many colours of an ancient tannery. (2B) DAY 15 FÈS/MARRAKECH Journey to the bustling city
of Marrakech, and enjoy an evening exploring this fascinating city. (1B) DAY 16 MARRAKECH Depart
at any time. (1B)

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
2
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For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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EUROPE›› FRANCE, ITALY, MONACO, SPAIN

Mediterranean Express:
Rivieras & Railroads
Highlights

7 DAYS — ROME TO BARCELONA

DAY 1 ROME Arrive at any time. DAY 2 PISA/RAPALLO Stop at Pisa to

›› Walk the coastal Cinque Terre trails
›› Brush shoulders with the rich and famous in Monaco
›› Soak up some rays on the French Riviera
›› Pose with the famous Leaning Tower of Pisa

What’s Included

Your Moments: G for Good: Mescladis Cooking Demonstration,

Barcelona. Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night Out:
Connect with New Friends. Big Night Out: Barcelona. (To learn
more, see page 8)

Visit the Leaning Tower of Pisa. Cinque Terre park fee, unlimited train
ticket and CEO-led hike. Visit to Monaco. All transport between
destinations and to/from included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS
Hostels (6 nts, multi-share). TRANSPORT Train, bus, plane, walking.
GROUP LEADER Chief Experience fﬁcer CE

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

throughout Allow

USD240-315 for meals not included.

check out the Leaning Tower en route to the beautiful Italian Riviera.
RAPALLO Walk the coastal path between Riomaggiore and Monterosso or
opt to take the train. Visit charming, colourful towns along the way with an
included national park pass and unlimited train ticket. DAY 4 MONACO/

ump on this uick and affordable se en day tour of some of Europe s
greatest cities See what s so nice about Nice snap the expected holding

$

NICE Continue to the French Riviera and enjoy an included excursion to

Valid for Apr 11, 2020 departure.

Monaco. DAY 5 NICE Enjoy a free day to take a cycling tour, go for a hike

TOUR CODE: EIME

along the coast, or take a day trip to nearby beaches and villages. DAY 6
BARCELONA Hop on a ﬂight toward Barcelona oin your Chief Experience
fﬁcer CE

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 14

on an orientation walk of your surroundings before

participating in a G Adventures-supported tapas cooking class served and

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

prepared by migrant students. Afterward, break off on your own to explore

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

this ama ing city En oy a night out on the town DAY 7 BARCELONA
Depart at any time.

Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
3

ITINERARY

1549
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up the Leaning Tower of Pisa shot and then explore Gaud s famous
architecture. And hey, think of the food to be tried on a tour from Rome to
Barcelona Good thing you ll be walking so much Tra el on trains and
leave the coach bus behind on this life-changing experience.
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

MO NACO

I TA LY

Cinque Terre
Pisa

Barcelona

Rome

D

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

90
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EUROPE›› GREECE, HUNGARY, ITALY, TURKEY

Personalize your tour
Extras are a great way for you to make your adventure a little more yours. Here are some optional
add-ons you can book in advance, for those days on your tour that have free time built in.
CAPPADOCIA BALLOON RIDE

FROM

Cappadocia is captivating from the ground, but that’s just
the half of it. Get a bird’s-eye view of ancient civilizations
and rugged landscapes with this unique balloon-based
adventure.

FLORENCE FOOD TOUR

239

$

Cappadocia
1 hr

WHIRLING DERVISHES

FROM

Take some time to watch the dance-like worship of
followers of the Mevleve Suﬁ order, often referred to as
Whirling Dervishes. A spellbinding sight, the Sema
ceremony typically combines music and spinning (or
whirling) to complete a religious experience.

Istanbul
45 mins

26

$

FROM

Uncover the treasures of Florence on a four-hour
walking tour through Oltarno. Wander the streets and
soak up the bohemian vibe as you stop to sample wine
and salami. There is even the chance to get hands-on
as you learn how to make Italian cantucci (cookies).

MORNING ATHENS BIKE TOUR

115

$

DOLMABAHÇE PALACE VISIT AND BOSPORUS
CRUISE - PRE/POST TOUR

Florence
4 hrs

Explore Dolambahçe Palace — Istanbul’s most lavish
residence and home to past leaders of the Ottoman
administration. Afterwards, board a boat for a relaxing
and scenic cruise along the legendary Bosporus Straight.

FROM

126

$

Istanbul
8 hrs

FROM

Take a bike tour through the storied streets of Athens
— Greece’s capital city and an epicentre of the ancient
world. Your knowledgeable guide will show you the
wonders of Athens’ impressive architecture, like the
Acropolis, Parthenon, and Temple of Olympian Zeus.
Sample local delicacies before ending at Hadrian’s Arch.

SELÇUK COOKING CLASS

53

$

Greece
3.5 hrs

BUDAPEST FOODIE WALKING TOUR

FROM

Dive into Budapest’s fascinating city history and food
culture on an early morning walking tour. Visit Gellert
Hill to learn about the history of Buda and Pest, see
Liberty Square, take a quick peek at the Gellert
Thermal Baths, then conclude at Great Market Hall to
sample local specialties.

Budapest
3 hrs

BUDAPEST HISTORY WALKING TOUR

FROM

42

$

FROM

Visit the nearby village of Selçuk and learn to cook a
delicious traditional meal. Starting at the local market,
you will learn about the fresh ingredients needed to
create an appetizer, salad, main course, and dessert.
After creating your meal, sit down and share it with
the rest of the class.

ISTANBUL BACKSTREETS WALK PRE/POST TOUR

26

$

Selçuk
3 hrs

FROM

$

Follow a guide through colourful spice markets, bustling
bazaars, and squares nestled in the backstreets of
Istanbul. Exploring these lesser known parts of Istanbul
offers a glimpse into the daily life of a local.

100

Unravel the secrets of Budapest on a three-hour
walking tour of the city’s medieval and Jewish
districts. Visit the Great Market Hall, then see
remnants of 15th-century fortress walls as you learn
more about the pre-Ottoman worlds of Buda and Pest
before reaching the city’s Jewish district and visiting
the Dohany Street Synagogue.

Istanbul
8 hrs

Please note that Extras cannot be cancelled or rescheduled once your trip begins. Some activities carry age restrictions. Talk to a G Adventures GCO or your travel agent for details.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

42

$

Budapest
3 hrs
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EUROPE›› SPAIN, TURKEY

TOP

LIMITED
EDITION

SELLER

Turkey: Coastlines & Kebabs
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

15 DAYS — ISTANBUL TO ISTANBUL

›› Discover historic cities and
extraordinary scenery
›› Get cultured in local villages
›› Relax on an overnight boat trip
›› Explore the bustling streets
of Istanbul

1269

FROM

$

Valid for Mar 27, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: ETTO

What’s Included

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group.

159

$

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 12

First Night Out: Connect with New Friends.
(To learn more, see page 8)

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Orientation walk of Istanbul. Overnight boat
trip with dinner (Aegean Sea). All transport

Istanbul

between destinations and to/from included
activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Simple

Gallipoli
Çanakkale (Troy)

hotels (11 nts), overnight buses (2 nts), boat
(1 nt, multi-share, Nov-Apr spent in a hotel).

T UR K EY

TRANSPORT Public bus, boat, walking.

La Tomatina:
Food Fights & Delights
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

›› Experience Valencia — the paella
capital of the world
›› Throw tomatoes at complete
strangers on the streets of Buñol

599

FROM

First Night Out: Connect with New Friends.
(To learn more, see page 8)
Orientation walk in Valencia. Entrance to

$

ITINERARY

Ripple Score

93

stanbul before ourneying into the bi arre underground cities and the fairy chimneys of Cappadocia
Stick to public bus and budget accommodation, which not only keeps costs down but gives you a
chance to really meet the locals

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 12

rom the ancient Roman streets of Ephesus to bustling ba aars follow

your curiosity and spend 15 days discovering the culture and natural beauty of this fascinating region.
DAY 1 ISTANBUL Arrive at any time. DAY 2 ISTANBUL View the sights on an orientation walk, then

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

spend some free time exploring the city. Travel by overnight bus to Cappadocia. (1B)

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

CAPPADOCIA Enjoy free time to explore Cappadocia. Opt to hike in the area, explore its underground

-

cities, and enjoy the incredible fairy chimneys dotting the landscape. Consider a hot air balloon trip at

between destinations and to/from included

sunrise. Enjoy more free time to explore beautiful Cappadocia. Overnight bus to Antalya. (3B) DAYS

S PA I N

activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Hostels

6-7 OLYMPOS/KEKOVA Travel to the village of Olympos on the Mediterranean coast. Relax and enjoy

(3 nts, multi-share) TRANSPORT Shared
Bunol

shuttle, walking. GROUP LEADER Chief

the beaches of lympos Set off on a walk to see the ﬂames of Mount lympos at night The following

Valencia

day continue to the beautiful coastal illage of Keko a and board a boat for an unforgettable night at

throughout Allow

sea. (2B, 1D) DAYS 8-9 FETHIYE Back on land at Ucagi continue exploring the Tur uoise Coast on

USD140-185 for meals not included.

ITINERARY

Olympos

Fethiye
Kekova

1 dinner. Allow USD235-305 for meals not

historical highlights and natural wonders in one incredible tour. Begin your trip roaming the palaces of

La Tomatina Festival in Buñol. All transport

Experience fﬁcer CE

Selçuk

(CEO) throughout. MEALS 14 breakfasts,

Mos ue experience the best of Turkey s

TOUR CODE: ESVV

Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group.

GROUP LEADER Chief Experience fﬁcer

White-cliff waterfalls and the glimmering Blue

Valid for Aug 24, 2020 departure.

What’s Included

Pamukkale

included.

4 DAYS — VALENCIA TO VALENCIA

Göreme
(Cappadocia)

the coastal town of ethiye

Ripple Score

100

pt for a boat trip to its near shore islands hike to ludeni lagoon or isit

Butterﬂy alley (2B) DAY 10 PAMUKKALE Enjoy free time to visit the beautiful white cliffs of

E er ha e that dream where you re in a

Pamukkale, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, and the ancient site of Hierapolis. (1B) DAYS 11-12

centuries old town centre with a bunch of new friends when suddenly a giant food ﬁght breaks out and

SELÇUK Continue to Sel uk and opt to check out the sights like Ephesus and its museum St ohn s

you start to throw tomatoes at anyone and e eryone Well now s your opportunity to li e it out loud
Seriously this is one weird and wonderful experience you e got to see to belie e La Tomatina is one
of the world s most unusual festi als in which people gather in the town s uare of Bu ol to pelt each
other with squashed tomatoes while trying to grab a leg of ham from the top of a greased pole. Read
that again and then do this four day ad enture you ll talk about fore er
DAY 1 VALENCIA Arrive at any time. DAY 2 VALENCIA Take an orientation walk of Valencia s ld
uarter then spend some free time exploring the city s museums caf s and winding streets
VALENCIA Tra el to Bu ol for one of the most exhilarating ﬁestas in Spain La Tomatina Gather in the
main square with the locals, grab a couple of (or several) tomatoes and paint the town red. DAY 4
VALENCIA Depart at any time.

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
Aug 24 - Aug 27

|

Basilica, the İsa Bey Mosque, as well as the nearby picturesque village of Şirince to explore and
sample some local wine. (2B)

1

O

Travel north, then opt to visit Troy and

Gallipoli. (1B) DAY 14 ISTANBUL Back to the big city for one last night with the group. (1B) DAY 15
ISTANBUL Depart at any time. (1B)

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
SELÇUK COOKING CLASS: Visit the village of Selçuk and learn to cook a traditional four-course
meal, starting with a visit to the local market. See Personalize your tour on page 136.

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

This tour has one
special departure.

2

1

■›■› ■›
J

F

M

2

2

J

A

|

Number of
departures / month.
2

2

S

O

■› ■› ■› ■›■›■›■› ■›■
A

1

1

M

J

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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European sailing.

Our knowledgeable CEOs will always steer you in the right direction.

Not 18−to-Thirtysomethings,
yet still amazing.

Incredible discoveries,
powered by the wind.

Sail off into the sunset in Greece.

Humans have inhabited these ancient shores for millennia,
and now it’s your turn to drop by. Make sure to pack your
swimsuit, and don’t forget that SPF! With sunshine and sea
weather like this, you’ll want to spend your days lazing
around on deck, and your nights stepping ashore to uncover
all the food, fun, and new friends that the coast has to offer.

EUROPE›› MULTI-COUNTRY

The G Difference
Until you’ve sailed the Greek Islands, Italy,
Croatia, and Montenegro aboard a small yacht,
you haven’t really seen them. Here’s how we do it:
SMALL GROUPS
We believe that small is best when it comes to group
size on our yachts. No more than nine people will be
on any boat, including the skipper.

ADVENTURESOME DAYS
Squeeze the most adventure out of every port stop.
With no ﬁxed itineraries, you’re free to explore on your
own terms and at your own pace.

RELAXING NIGHTS
We’ve gone Hvar along the Dalmation Coast to get here.

By night, our boats anchor in beautiful bays and
picturesque harbours. Sleep in your cabin or camp
out on the deck under a blanket of stars.

GREAT SKIPPERS
Join your fully licenced skipper/CEO on optional
excursions around the islands. They’ll share with you
the hidden gems and explore the local side of the
islands and ports we visit.

OUR BOATS

Greece

Living space is optimized, which means that more of
the boat is open for everyone to enjoy. Cabins are
allotted by the skipper based on the gender and
passenger make-up of the group.

You’ve seen the whitewashed villages and
azure waters of Greece a zillion times on
postcards and travel brochures, but even
the greatest images are no match for the
real thing. Come see it for yourself. See
GVSS, GVMS, GVMA, and GVAS online.

Italy & Croatia
Bookended by Venice and the ancient
city sites — this sailing route brings you to
undiscovered bays and isolated beaches.
Come ﬁnd this underexplored paradise
before word gets around. See EIVZ, EIZV,
and ECVS online.

Montenegro
It’s hard to believe that stunning beaches,
dramatic cliffs, a buzzing nightlife, and a
rich cultural history could all ﬁt into a
paradise this intimate. Montenegro may be
small, but the opportunity for exploration
here is big. See tour ECVM online.

If only all staircases ended with views like these.

This Croatian snorkeler is taking the bait.
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A long and winding path through Plitviče National Park in Zagreb.

Explore Adriatic Europe.
Combo tours combine two or more of our tours to
create one in-depth experience. Get just what you’re
looking for with only one booking. Convenient,
flexible, and affordable. Check the map to see how
the trips join together.

1. Zagreb to Athens:
Adriatic & Ancient Capitals
Highlights

› Relax on Corfu’s beaches
› Make new friends over drinks along
the Adriatic
› Explore charming old villages
› Discover the rich and varied culture
of the Balkans
› Marvel at stunning views at the
Bay of Kotor

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

15 DAYS — ZAGREB TO ATHENS

2549

FROM

$

Valid for May 3, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: ECZA

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

ITINERARY

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

From cultural Zagreb to ancient Athens and

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

historic walled Balkan towns to the dance ﬂoors
of exclusive nightclubs, this 15-day adventure

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 10

Ripple Score

100

promises a Europe you didn t know was there
ou ll hit the Adriatic s famous sites and hidden gems in the company of other young tra ellers while
indulging in hiking, exploring Montenegro and Albania, and embracing beach and social life in Corfu.

See you in Corfu!

This is a European trip like no other — strap on your sandals and discover it the right way.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

EUROPE›› ALBANIA, CROATIA, GREECE, MONTENEGRO
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Postcard-perfect views in Kotor Village in Montenegro (but a quick Snapchat will get
to your friends faster, we hear).

Zagreb
CRO ATIA

Plitviče

BO SNIA &
HE RZ E GOV INA

Split
Hvar

MO NTE NEG RO

Bay of Kotor

Dubrovnik

Tirana
AL BANIA

Saranda
Corfu

GRE EC E

1. ECZA
2. ECZD
3. ECDA

2. Zagreb to Dubrovnik:
Parties & Plitvice Lakes
Highlights

› Make new friends over drinks along
the Adriatic
› Scramble around medieval fortresses
› Connect with the culture in charming
old villages
› Take in sweeping countryside
views of the Balkans
› Explore Diocletian’s Palace on
a guided tour

ITINERARY
A trip from Zagreb to Dubrovnik is not your
backpacker s typical European tour — it s way

“If kayak is kayak backwards, what is it upside
down?” “Don’t try it!”

Athens

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

7 DAYS — ZAGREB TO DUBROVNIK

Highlights

› Soak up the sun on Corfu’s beaches
› Discover enigmatic Albania
› See a different way of living in
charming old villages
› Walk through historic Athens

1179

FROM

$

Valid for May 3, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: ECZD

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

3. Dubrovnik to Athens:
Ouzo & Old Towns

ITINERARY

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

9 DAYS — DUBROVNIK TO ATHENS

1449

FROM

$

Valid for May 9, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: ECDA

You could see Europe the same as everyone

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 10

else, or you could live it like you mean it. With

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 10

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

magniﬁcent ubro nik as a launching pad you ll

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

head south through Montenegro and

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

See back foldout.

Ripple Score

100

undiscovered Albania, then hit Corfu and its
fabulous beaches en route to a history ﬁx in

Ripple Score

See back foldout.

100

better. In one week, venture from historic Zagreb

ancient Athens Along the way you ll climb the

along the Adriatic Coast to stunning ubro nik Along the way you ll hit the highlights — did we

lanes of walled towns and get down in exclusive clubs. In the company of other young, fun travellers,

mention the beautiful lakes of Plit ice or the island of H ar But you ll also disco er a Europe too often

this trip is utterly unique — just like you.

ignored by travellers. Party in exclusive clubs and wander historic and picture-perfect old lanes. Come
away from Europe with more than just great photographs — travel with young and fun travellers, and
you e got friends for life
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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Australia &
New Zealand
Down Under, top notch.
Want to feel like you’re in a million different places at once? Get yourself
to Australia and New Zealand, pronto. Sprawling deserts, snow-capped
mountains, coral reefs teeming with aquatic life, the picture-perfectest
beaches anywhere, and bustling coastal cities show off the potential for
exploration at its very best. And our travellers see it all by train, private
vehicles, and boats, unlike the big-bus rides of other tour operators.
(We also offer more sailing enhancements than other operators.)
Snorkelling off the coast of New Zealand.
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AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND UNCOVERED

Atherton Tablelands • Australia
The Atherton Tablelands are one of Australia’s
hidden gems with plenty of croc-free swimming
holes, gourmet food and wine, and a waterfall circuit
set in the rainforest. Do a shampoo commercialworthy hair ﬂip at Millaa Millaa Falls and keep your
eyes peeled for the tree kangaroos at night.

Majestic Franz Josef • New Zealand
If you’ve yet to check out Franz Josef Glacier, the
time is now. This massive phenomenon is in full
retreat, and scientists ﬁgure it’ll shuffle backward by
as much as 5km (3.1 mi) and shed almost 40% of its
mass in less than 100 years. Today, the scenery
beckons hikers with blue-tinged ice and an
incredible surrounding view.

Bohemian Byron Bay • Australia

Sailing the Whitsunday Islands.

A magnet for surfers, hippies, and other travellers
escaping the grown-up world, Byron Bay is the
perfect place to lose yourself. Here, the hills slide
into the crashing surf like green giants slipping into a
hot tub, and the general vibe is suitably laid-back.

Surf’s up in Sydney.

Life on the rocks: Trekkin’ through the Red Centre’s Alice Springs.
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Waves, sails or shark ﬁns? Whatever they’re supposed to be, Sydney’s Opera House looks great in ‘em.

Experience Australia.
Sun, surf, sand, and sky.
Loaded with mind-boggling landscapes, active adventures, and
cosmopolitan cities, Australia offers so much, you’d need several
lifetimes to cram in all the amazingness. Her urban areas buzz with
activity, her shorelines beckon sunbathers and surfers, and her
rugged heart dazzles the imagination as it challenges the muscles.
You can do anything down in Australia. Do everything.

Art lives outdoors in Melbourne’s Graffiti Alley.

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND›› AUSTRALIA

GETTING AROUND IN AUSTRALIA
In a place as vast and varied as Australia, one mode of
transport simply isn’t enough. That’s why our tours here
feature a variety of vehicles to get you from place to
place, including private vehicles, 4x4s, boats, trains, and
a maxi yacht. Plus, our private vehicles are outﬁtted with
charging stations so you’ll never be caught high and dry
without a charged camera

ACCOMMODATIONS IN AUSTRALIA
Making a splash with a surﬁng session in Sydney.

Our 18−to-Thirtysomethings adventures here typically
feature multi-share lodging, usually with no more than
four travellers to a room. The accommodations are
always rich in local character, meaning that, in addition
to downtown hostels, you’ll stretch out on yachts, bed
down in an underground hostel, or even camp out in
a genuine Aussie swag (a canvas bedroll with builtin mattress).

NEW SOUTH WALES

Australia’s big things
Got a taste for photo backdrops that are slightly
left-of-centre? Apparently Aussies do too. There
are around 150 large structures around the
country that resemble everything from the Big
Beer Can in Cobar to the Big Cook in Cairns, a
massive statue of the famed explorer along the
Captain Cook Highway.
VICTORIA

Graffiti art in Melbourne
Melbourne is famous for its street art: colourful
graffiti and larger-than-life murals that line
many an alleyway and sidestreet. Get your ﬁll of
free art while exploring this city before or at the
end of your tour, and don’t forget to hit up
Hosier Lane, Centre Place, and AC/DC Lane
(just to name a few). And be sure to pack a
camera — you’ll need it for that perfect selﬁe.
RED CENTRE

Outback campout
On a continent country so full of mind-blowing
landscapes, Uluru is its massive sandstone
centrepiece, while around it stretches a carpet
of rich, red sand. If you haven’t made it to the
Outback, you haven’t really experienced
Australia at all.
It’s big. It’s red. It’s Uluru.
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AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND›› AUSTRALIA

TOP
SELLER

Australia Encompassed: Sand Islands & Sunsets
Highlights

acti ities along the way will keep things exciting With a competiti e price and small tour group there s

›› Learn to surf on Australia’s coast
›› Island hop through the Whitsundays
›› Marvel at the 12 Apostles along the Great Ocean Road
›› Catch the magnificent colours of Uluru at sunset

never been a better time to discover the Land Down Under.

What’s Included

Macquarie to learn about local conservation efforts. Hit the beach for an included surf lesson, then

Your Moments: G for Good: Reef Ecologic Coral Restoration, Whitsunday Islands.
Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night Out: Connect with New Friends.
Hands-on: Surﬁng Lesson Spot Big Night Out: Cairns. Discover: Free time in
Byron Bay, Cairns, Adelaide. (To learn more, see page 8)

DAY 1 SYDNEY Arrive at any time. DAY 2 SYDNEY Free day to explore Sydney. Opt to climb the
-

Sydney Harbour Bridge or chill out at Bondi Beach.

PO

P Travel to Spot X

Surf Camp hidden away along the coast in Arrawarra En route isit the Koala Hospital in Port
head out on a kangaroo trek. (2B, 1L, 2D) DAYS 5-6 BYRON BAY Drive to Byron Bay. En route, stop at
Cape Byron Lighthouse, the easternmost point in Australia. Enjoy a full day to chill out by the beach.
(1B) DAYS 7-8 BRISBANE/NOOSA EVERGLADES Travel north and opt for a night out in Brisbane.
The next day, set off to the Noosa Everglades for an evening surrounded by stunning wilderness. (2B,
1L) DAYS 9-10 FRASER ISLAND Tra el by pri ate ehicle and ferry to reach raser sland the world s

Sydney orientation walk. Fraser Island 4x4 excursion. Noosa Everglades overnight experience.

largest sand island Explore the island s unforgettable landscapes in a

Noosa Everglades canoeing excursion. Whitsunday Islands sailing excursion (3 days).

morning, then take an overnight train to Airlie Beach. (2B, 1L) DAYS 11-12 WHITSUNDAY ISLANDS

Whitehaven Beach visit. Rainforest walk in Great Otway National Park. Champagne sunset

SAILING/WHITEHAVEN BEACH Embark on a three-day maxi yacht sailing adventure. Enjoy beach

iewing of Uluru Mala Walk at Uluru and isit to the culture centre Walks at Kings Canyon and

seat x truck En oy a free

visits, island bush walks, and time to snorkel the reefs. Hike to an island lookout over Whitehaven

Grampians National Park Koala hospital isit in Port Mac uarie Kangaroo trek in Arrawarra

Beach, known for its stunning white sand, then enjoy free time on the famous beach. Anchor off

Entrance fees to Cooloola Recreation Area, Fraser Island/Great Sandy NP, Uluru NP,

secluded tropical islands at night. (1B, 1L, 2D)

Grampians NP

to the resort town of Airlie Beach for a night out in town. (1B) DAYS 14-15 CAIRNS Admire the scenery

Apostles Port Campbell NP nternal ﬂight All transport between

1

Sail

destinations and to/from included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Hostels (16 nts), swag

on the train north to Cairns. Enjoy a free day to visit the Great Barrier Reef or get the adrenaline

camping (3 nts), maxi yacht (2 nts), cabins (2 nt), overnight train (1 nt). All nts multi-share.

pumping by skydiving, whitewater rafting, or bungee jumping. Enjoy a Big Night Out in Cairns. DAYS

TRANSPORT Private vehicle, train, maxi yacht, 4x4 vehicle, ferry, plane, walking. GROUP

16-17 ALICE SPRINGS/KINGS CREEK ly to Alice Springs The next day ourney to Kings Canyon

LEADER CE

and spend your ﬁrst night under the stars in a true Aussie desert swag padded bed roll (1B, 1D) DAY

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout local guides MEALS 17 breakfasts,

5 lunches, 6 dinners. Allow USD560-730 for meals not included.

where Australia s most iconic iew awaits Experience Uluru s colourful sunset while en oying a glass of

ITINERARY

bubbly. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 19-20 ULURU Visit an Aboriginal culture centre and enjoy the informative

Sydney, Melbourne, Fraser Island, the Whitsundays — your crash course in all things Australia starts
now or

18 KINGS CREEK/ULURU Walk through the gorges and alleys of Kings Canyon Later dri e to Uluru

days you ll head up the East Coast and participate in surf lessons and maxi yacht

Mala Walk at Uluru. Camp under the stars of the night sky—the only way to really experience the
utback Hike through the beautiful Valley of the Winds in Kata T uta Head back to Alice Springs (2B)

sailing ﬂy to Alice Springs then go down south to Kings Canyon Uluru and Adelaide ust to name a

DAYS 21-22 ADELAIDE Fly to Adelaide. Enjoy free time to explore the capital of South Australia.

few destinations. The Great Ocean Road will eventually lead you to Melbourne, and a wide variety of

(1B)

2 -2

P

P PO

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

P

Travel to Grampians National Park, known

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND›› AUSTRALIA

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS
for its sandstone mountain range and impressive rock art. Trek through the forest, lush with
egetation and wildlife Visit the Balconies and MacKen ie alls

ri e along the Great

cean

Road and stop by the famous limestone Arch. (2B) DAY 25 GREAT OCEAN ROAD/MELBOURNE
Continue along the Great Ocean Road. Visit Loch Ard Gorge and the 12 Apostles, then travel past
world-famous surf beaches. Walk through the rainforest in Great Otway National Park. Tour ends
upon arrival to Melbourne in the evening. (1B)

view before taking a thrilling jet boat ride in the harbour. See Personalize your tour on page 151.
DOLPHIN SWIM AND CRUISE (ADELAIDE): Want to see wild dolphins up close? See
Personalize your tour on page 151.

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
4

|

J
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IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 16
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE
A US T R A L IA

Number of
departures / month.
5

4

■› ■› ■› ■› ■› ■› ■› ■› ■› ■› ■› ■
3

$

TOUR CODE: OASM

SYDNEY ADRENALINE BUNDLE: Climb to the top of Sydney Harbour Bridge to admire the epic

3

5599

FROM

Valid for Apr 5, 2020 departure.

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

4

25 DAYS — SYDNEY TO MELBOURNE

3

S

3

O

N

Cairns
Kings
Canyon
Uluru
(Ayers
Rock)

Alice
Springs

Whitsunday
Islands

Airlie Beach

Fraser Island

Noosa Everglades
Byron Bay

D

Adelaide
Grampians NP
Port Campbell

Brisbane
Spot X
Surf Camp
(Arrawarra)

Sydney
Melbourne

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

GO YOUR OWN WAY
reedom and independen e are a big deal for us. e in lude a
destination s must-see highlights on most ever tour, freeing
up the rest of our time to e plore a ording to our whims.

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

97

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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Set sail for new adventures around the Whitsunday Islands.

Explore
East Coast
Australia.
Pick the tour that fits you best. Here you’ll find tours
that offer incredible experiences on their own, plus
a combo tour option that puts two of these tours
together for one super in-depth experience. Check
the map to see how the trips join together.

1. Most of the Coast:
Sydney to Cairns
Highlights

›› Learn to surf at Spot X Surf Camp
›› Bliss out in famous Byron Bay
›› Island hop through the Whitsundays
›› Overnight at a camp in the Noosa
Everglades

ITINERARY

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

16 DAYS — SYDNEY TO CAIRNS

3399

FROM

$

Valid for Jul 5, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: OASC

The route up Australia s East Coast has earned

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

its rep as one of the seemingly endless supply of

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 16

must-do experiences in the country. The classic

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Sydney-to-Cairns route introduces you to both

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

See back foldout.

sides of modern Australia — the bright lights of
the big city and the raw beauty of the Outback.
ou ll get to try your hand at do ens of acti ities
— everything from wine-tasting to sailing and
snorkelling. And when you travel in small groups
like we do, you really get out there into the wild
to meet the locals and experience the land like
they do That ama ing new frontier you e been
looking for? Here it is.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

98

149

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND›› AUSTRALIA

Sydney’s Manly beach wholeheartedly welcomes all genders.

1. OASC
2. OASQ
3. OABC

Cairns
Airlie Beach

Snorkelling off the eastern Australian coast.

Whitsunday Islands

Fraser Island
Noosa Everglades

Brisbane
Byron Bay
Spot X Surf Camp
(Arrawarra)

A U S T RA L I A

Sydney

2. Sydney to Brisbane
Experience: Koalas & Surfing
Highlights

›› Snap a photo of the iconic Sydney
Opera House
›› Visit a koala hospital
›› Learn to surf at Spot X Surf Camp
›› Hit the beach in Byron Bay

ITINERARY

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

7 DAYS — SYDNEY TO BRISBANE

Highlights

1349

FROM

$

Valid for Jul 12, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: OASQ

Think Australia s out of your league since you re

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

short on time and cash? Nope! This quick and

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 16

economical Sydney to Brisbane aunt s uee es

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

tons of excitement into a short time frame at a

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

price that ﬁts any budget Explore Sydney s
harbourfront, learn to surf at Spot X Surf Camp,
then move on to the coastal town of Byron Bay.
ts

in a ﬂash for a fraction of the cost

Ripple Score

3. Brisbane to Cairns
Experience: Sand Dunes &
the Whitsundays

See back foldout.

95

›› Zip over dunes on a remote
sand island
›› Sail from island to island through
the Whitsundays on a maxi yacht
›› Connect with nature on an overnight
excursion in the Everglades

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

10 DAYS — BRISBANE TO CAIRNS

2199

FROM

$

Valid for Jun 6, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: OABC

ITINERARY

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

You can get a sense of just how huge Australia is

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 16

by looking at a map but once you re there the

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

vastness really hits home. For travellers long on

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

See back foldout.

ambition but short on time, this extensive and
compact journey up the East Coast of
ueensland is nothing short of ideal Employing
a diverse range of transport — yachts, trains,
truck and pri ate ehicles — you ll isit raser
Island and the Whitsundays, go snorkelling, and
sleep on the banks of the Noosa River. Your time
here may not last long, but your memories will
last forever.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

100

150
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TOP
SELLER

East Coast Encompassed: Sydney to Cairns
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS
18 DAYS — SYDNEY TO CAIRNS

by the beach. (1B) DAYS 7-8 BRISBANE/NOOSA EVERGLADES Travel

›› Island hop by yacht through the Whitsunday Islands
›› Zip over dunes in a 4x4 on a remote sand island
›› Sleep on the banks of the Noosa River

north and opt for a night out in Brisbane. The next day, set off to the Noosa
Everglades for an evening surrounded by stunning wilderness. (2B, 1L)
DAYS 9-10 FRASER ISLAND Travel by private vehicle and ferry to reach
raser sland the world s largest sand island Explore the island s

3879

FROM

$

What’s Included

unforgettable landscapes in a 22-seat 4x4 truck. Enjoy a free morning,

Valid for Jul 5, 2020 departure.

Your Moments: G for Good: Reef Ecologic Coral Restoration,

then take an overnight train to Airlie Beach. (2B, 1L) DAYS 11-12

TOUR CODE: OAEC

Whitsunday Islands. Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First

WHITSUNDAY ISLANDS SAILING/WHITEHAVEN BEACH Embark on a

Night Out: Connect with New Friends. Hands-on: Surﬁng Lesson

three-day maxi yacht sailing adventure. Enjoy beach visits, island bush

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Spot X. Big Night Out: Cairns. Discover: Free time in Byron Bay,
Cairns. (To learn more, see page 8)

walks, and time to snorkel the reefs. Hike to an island lookout over

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 16

Whitehaven Beach, known for its stunning white sand, then enjoy free

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Sydney orientation walk. Fraser Island 4x4 excursion. Entrance fees to

time on the famous beach. Anchor off secluded tropical islands at night.
(1B, 1L, 2D)

Cooloola Recreation Area and Fraser Island in Great Sandy National
Park. Noosa Everglades overnight experience. Noosa Everglades
canoeing excursion. Whitsunday Islands sailing excursion (3 days).
Whitehaven Beach visit. All transport between destinations and to/
from included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Hostels (13 nts), cabin
(1 nt), maxi yacht (2 nts), overnight train (1 nt). All nts multi-share.
TRANSPORT Train, maxi yacht, private vehicle, 4x4 vehicle, ferry
GROUP LEADER CE

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout local

guides. MEALS 11 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 4 dinners. Allow
USD415-540 for meals not included.

1

En oy a ﬁnal

morning of sailing through the Whitsundays before arriving to the resort
town of Airlie Beach for a night of dancing. (1B) DAYS 14-15 CAIRNS
Admire the scenery on the train north to Cairns. Enjoy a free day to visit
the Great Barrier Reef or get the adrenaline pumping by skydiving,
whitewater rafting, or bungee jumping. Hit the town on a Big Night Out.
DAY 16 CAPE TRIBULATION isco er the area s ﬂora and fauna with local
Aboriginals, then head out to explore Daintree National Park. DAY 17

Cairns

Airlie Beach

through time and beyond — Australia s East Coast possesses a truly

Fraser Island

Noosa Everglades

YUNGABURRA Opt to further explore the rainforest or chill out by a pool.

Spot X
Surf Camp
(Arrawarra

Sydney

back to Cairns, where the tour ends upon arrival. (1B)

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

wholly affordable experience in one of the country s most popular regions

GREAT BARRIER REEF SNORKELLING: Get the chance to snorkel

Raw thrills and reﬁned pleasures abound out here n the space of a few

around the world s largest coral reef system they don t call it great

days you ll learn to surf at Spot

for nothing. See Personalize your tour on page 151.

tra erse the world s largest sand island in a x

When people back home

DAY 1 SYDNEY Arrive at any time. DAY 2 SYDNEY Free day to explore
Sydney. Opt to climb the Sydney Harbour Bridge or chill out at Bondi
-

PO

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

SYDNEY ADRENALINE BUNDLE: Climb to the top of Sydney
Harbour Bridge to admire the epic view before taking a thrilling jet boat

ask what you did on your trip ust tell em: E erything

P Travel to Spot X Surf Camp,

hidden away along the coast in Arrawarra Visit the Koala Hospital in Port

ride in the harbour. See Personalize your tour on page 151.

Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
2

Macquarie to learn about local conservation efforts. Hit the beach for an
included surf lesson, then head out on a kangaroo trek. (2B, 1L, 2D) DAYS
5-6 BYRON BAY Drive to Byron Bay. En route, stop at Cape Byron
Lighthouse, the easternmost point in Australia. Enjoy a full day to chill out

1

1

J

F

■›■›

2

|

Number of
departures / month.
2

2

2

O

N

D
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Brisbane

Byron Bay

Head towards Yungaburra in the Atherton Tablelands and enjoy a free

otherworldly allure. This trip offers you a comprehensive, authentic, and

Surf Camp snorkel the Whitsundays and

Whitsunday Islands

AUST RALI A

before continuing on to explore the area s pictures ue waterfalls Tra el

Rugged landscapes, crashing surf, and Indigenous culture stretching back

Beach.

Cape Tribulation
Yungaburra/
Atherton Tablelands

evening. (1B) DAY 18 CAIRNS Stop at Lake Eacham, a volcanic crater lake,

ITINERARY

See back foldout.

J

1

1

A

S

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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Personalize your tour
Extras are a great way for you to make your adventure a little
more yours. Here are some optional add-ons you can book in
advance, for those days on your tour that have free time built in.
ULURU & KATA TJUTA HELICOPTER FLIGHT

FROM

To fully appreciate the sheer grandness of Uluru, you
need to experience it from above. Get a bird’s-eye view of
the iconic red rock, and take in the vast expanses of
desert surrounding the “Heart of the Red Centre.” This is
one ride you don’t want to miss!

Uluru
30 mins

$

244

BYRON BAY OCEAN KAYAKING

FROM

Slice through the waters of the iconic Byron Bay on
this half-day kayaking adventure. Paddle past the
most easterly point of the Australian mainland, see the
Julian Rocks Marine Reserve, and ride the waves into
shore. Keep a close eye for dolphins and whales (when
in season). Epic? Deﬁnitely.

Byron Bay
Half day

$

66

GREAT BARRIER REEF SNORKELLING

FROM

You haven’t truly visited Australia until you’ve
experienced the Great Barrier Reef. Climb aboard a
25m (82 ft) catamaran and take the journey out to the
largest coral reef system in the world, spending time
snorkelling in search of colourful ﬁsh, majestic coral,
and Nemo (of course).

Cairns
Full day

166

$

SYDNEY BRIDGE CLIMB

FROM

Climb to the summit of the Sydney Harbour Bridge,
134m (440 ft) above sea level, while an expert guide
tells you stories about the history and construction of
the bridge. The panoramic view of Australia’s central
city will take your breath away.

Sydney
3.5 hours

SYDNEY ADRENALINE BUNDLE

DOLPHIN SWIM AND CRUISE

FROM

There are very few places in the world that you can swim
with dolphins in the wild, so don’t miss the opportunity to
get close to these majestic creatures. Watch them
interact and play around you while you swim in their
natural habitat.

Adelaide
3.5 hours

102

$

Admire the city from new perspectives with this
Adrenaline Bundle. Start with a climb to the top of
Sydney Harbour Bridge – 134m (440 ft) above sea
level! Learn the story of the bridge from an expert
guide and soak in the epic views. Next, board a jet
boat and enjoy the thrill of spins, slides, and ﬁsh tails,
spotting iconic landmarks like the Opera House,
Taronga Zoo, and Shark Island along the way. Book
this Adrenaline Bundle and save on both activities.

115

$

FROM

$

317

Sydney
3.5 hours

Please note that Extras cannot be cancelled or rescheduled once your trip begins. Some activities carry age restrictions. Talk to a G Adventures GCO or your travel agent for details.

Reef Ecologic
Coral Garden Snorkelling Experience • Australia
Before hopping on your Whitsundays sailing trip,
learn about community efforts to protect and
regrow coral in the Great Barrier Reef damaged by
climate change, sunscreen use, and breakage from
improper boating and snorkelling. Reef Ecologic’s
new coral gardens are aimed at repair and renewal
of the barrier reef by planting coral fragments that
can grow into strong coral. As part of this
experience, you’ll snorkel over a Planeterrasupported coral garden.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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Queensland: Sand & Sailing
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

12 DAYS — BRISBANE TO CAIRNS

›› Zip over dunes in a 4x4 on a remote
sand island
›› Sail from island to island through the
Whitsundays on a maxi yacht
›› Cool off in picture-perfect waterfalls

What’s Included

2699

FROM

$

Valid for Jul 11, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: OAQE

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Your Moments: G for Good: Reef Ecologic

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 16

Coral Restoration, Whitsunday Islands.

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group.

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

First Night Out: Connect with New Friends.
Big Night Out: Cairns. Discover: Free time
in Cairns. (To learn more, see page 8)

Cape Tribulation

Cairns

Yungaburra/
Atherton Tablelands

Fraser Island 4x4 excursion. Noosa
Everglades overnight experience. Noosa

A U S T RA L I A

Whitsunday Islands

Airlie Beach

Everglades canoeing excursion. Entrance
fees to Cooloola Recreation Area and Fraser

Fraser Island

Island in Great Sandy NP. Whitsunday

Noosa
Everglades

Islands sailing excursion (3 days).
Whitehaven Beach visit. All transport

Queensland Adventure:
Rainforests & Waterfalls

Brisbane

between destinations and to/from included
activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Hostels

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

(6 nts), cabin (1 nt), overnight train (1 nt), maxi
yacht (2 nts), beach hostel (1 nt). All nts

Ripple Score

multi-share. TRANSPORT Private vehicle,
maxi yacht, boat, train, 4x4 vehicle, ferry,
walking. GROUP LEADER CE

100

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout local guides

MEALS 7 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 2 dinners. Allow USD285-370 for meals not included.

ITINERARY

Highlights

3 DAYS — CAIRNS TO CAIRNS

›› Explore pristine coastal rainforests
›› Swim beneath beautiful waterfalls
›› Travel through the stunning scenery
of the Atherton Tablelands

549

FROM

$

Valid for Jul 20, 2020 departure.

This is hardly a sleepy trip. Rather, this is the perfect 12-day adventure for sailing buffs that want to

What’s Included

experience the blue waters of Australia, as well as off-road lovers looking to explore via 4x4. We’ve got

Mossman Gorge visit. Aboriginal interpretive

a riverside camp to stay at in the gorgeous Noosa Everglades, and once we’ve left Airlie Beach, you’ll

walk. Free time in the Daintree Rainforest.

learn about Indigenous artisan crafts from local Aborigines, then check out the swimming holes of the

Millaa Millaa Falls visit. Atherton Tablelands

Atherton Tablelands. While “Dreamtime” is a mythology central to Indigenous Australian society, we’re

visit. All transport between destinations and

pretty sure you’ll want to be wide awake for this trip.

to/from included activities.

DAY 1 BRISBANE Arrive at any time. DAY 2 NOOSA EVERGLADES Set off to the Noosa Everglades.
Cruise along the tranquil Noosa River and stop for an Aussie BBQ lunch. Enjoy an evening surrounded
by stunning wilderness. (1B, 1L) DAYS 3-4 FRASER ISLAND Travel by private vehicle and ferry to
reach Fraser Island, the world’s largest sand island. Explore the island’s unforgettable landscapes in a
22-seat 4x4 truck. Enjoy a free morning, then take an overnight train to Airlie Beach. (2B, 1L) DAYS 5-6
WHITSUNDAY ISLANDS SAILING/WHITEHAVEN BEACH Embark on a three-day maxi yacht sailing

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

TOUR CODE: OANA

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 17, AVG 12
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

ACCOMMODATIONS Hostels (2 nts,
Cape
Tribulation

multi-share) TRANSPORT Private vehicle.
GROUP LEADER CEO (Chief Experience
fﬁcer throughout local guides MEALS

Cairns

Yungaburra/
Atherton Tablelands

2 breakfasts. Allow USD85-110 for meals
not included.

adventure. Enjoy beach visits, island bush walks, and time to snorkel the reefs. Hike to an island

ITINERARY

lookout over Whitehaven Beach, known for its stunning white sand, then enjoy free time on the famous

Create your own “Dreamtime” experience over

beach. Anchor off secluded tropical islands at night. (1B, 1L, 2D) DAY 7 WHITSUNDAYS/AIRLIE

three packed days of remote natural and spiritual

BEACH Sail to the resort town of Airlie Beach for a night of dancing. (1B) DAYS 8-9 CAIRNS Admire

adventure. Head out from scenic seaside Cairns

the scenery on the train north to Cairns. Enjoy a free day to visit the Great Barrier Reef or get the

toward the tropical Daintree Rainforest without

adrenaline pumping by whitewater rafting or bungee jumping. Enjoy a Big Night Out with the group.

missing a fun ﬁlled beat swimming in waterfalls

DAY 10 CAPE TRIBULATION isco er the area s ﬂora and fauna with local Aboriginals then head out

at the Atherton Tablelands and climbing (the

to explore Daintree National Park. DAY 11 YUNGABURRA Opt to further explore the rainforest or chill

unfortunately and inaccurately named) Mount Sorrow. Also, take an unforgettable interpretive walk at

out poolside. Head towards Yungaburra in the Atherton Tablelands and enjoy a free evening. (1B) DAY

the otherworldly Mossman Gorge to learn more about Aboriginal history, culture, and contemporary life

12 CAIRNS Stop at Lake Eacham, a volcanic crater lake, before continuing on to explore the area’s

straight from the people themselves. The dream is real and it’s just waiting for you to join it.

AUS TR ALIA

Ripple Score

100

picturesque waterfalls. Travel back to Cairns, where the tour ends upon arrival. (1B)
DAY 1 CAIRNS/CAPE TRIBULATION epart early from Cairns then head north Learn about the ﬂora
and fauna with local Aboriginals, then head out to explore Daintree National Park. DAY 2

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
GREAT BARRIER REEF SNORKELLING: Get the chance to snorkel around the world’s largest
coral reef system – they don’t call it “great” for nothing. See Personalize your tour on page 151.

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
2
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towards Yungaburra in the Atherton Tablelands for the night, and explore the region during free time.
(1B) DAY 3 CAIRNS Stop at Lake Eacham, a volcanic crater lake, before continuing on to explore the
area’s picturesque waterfalls, such as Josephine Falls and the famous Millaa Millaa Falls. Travel back to

Number of
departures / month.
2

2
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YUNGABURRA Enjoy a free morning to further explore the rainforest or chill out poolside. Head
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Cairns, where the tour ends upon arrival. (1B)

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
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For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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Complete Australia:
Maxi Yachts & Mountains
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS
28 DAYS — MELBOURNE TO CAIRNS

RANGES Travel to the Ikara-Flinders Ranges. En route, enjoy a local food

›› Marvel at the 12 Apostles along the Great Ocean Road
›› Bed down at a traditional Outback station
›› Catch the magnificent colours of Uluru at sunset
›› Sail through the gorgeous Whitsunday Islands
›› Learn how to ride the waves at Spot X Surf Camp

What’s Included

experience in the scenic Clare Valley. Learn about early settler history at
Wilpena Pound, a sacred site for local Aboriginal people, on a walk through
its natural amphitheatre. Journey back to Adelaide via Quorn. (3B, 1L, 1D)
DAYS 9-10 ALICE SPRINGS/KINGS CREEK Fly to Alice Springs. Opt to

6179

FROM

$

visit the Royal Flying Doctors Museum or hike up ANZAC Hill. Journey to

Valid for Apr 14, 2020 departure.

Kings Canyon and spend your ﬁrst night under the stars (2B, 1D) DAYS

TOUR CODE: OAVQ

11-12 KINGS CREEK/ULURU Walk through the gorges and valleys of Kings
Canyon. Transfer to Uluru, where Australia’s most iconic view awaits.

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Whitsunday Islands. Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group.

Experience the Red Centre’s colourful sunset while enjoying a glass of

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 16

First Night Out: Connect with New Friends. Foodie: Local Food

bubbly. Take the Mala Walk at Uluru and learn about the rock’s importance

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Experience, Clare Valley. Hands-on: Surﬁng Lesson Spot

to Aboriginal Australians. (2B, 2L, 1D) DAYS 13-14 SYDNEY Hop on a ﬂight

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Big Night Out: Cairns. Discover: Free time in Adelaide, Byron Bay,
Cairns. (To learn more, see page 8)

to Sydney and enjoy free time to explore. (1B) DAYS 15-16 SYDNEY/

Your Moments: G for Good: Reef Ecologic Coral Restoration,

Rainforest walk in Great Otway National Park. 12 Apostles visit.
Aboriginal cultural centre visit. Tower Hill Reserve visit. Champagne
sunset viewing of Uluru. Mala Walk around Uluru and cultural centre
visit. Hikes at Grampians National Park, Kata Tjuta (the Olgas) and
Kings Canyon. Sydney orientation walk. Fraser Island 4x4 excursion.
Entrance fees to Cooloola Recreation Area, Fraser Island/Great Sandy
NP, Uluru NP, Ikara-Flinders Ranges, Grampians NP, 12 Apostles/Port
Campbell NP. Noosa Everglades overnight excursion. Noosa
Everglades canoeing excursion. Whitsunday Islands sailing excursion
(3 days). Whitehaven Beach visit. Koala hospital visit in Port
Mac uarie Kangaroo trek in Arrawarra nternal ﬂights All transport
between destinations and to/from included activities.
ACCOMMODATIONS Hostels (20 nts), swag camping (3 nts),
maxi-yacht (2 nts), cabin (1 nt), overnight train (1 nt). All nts
multi-share. TRANSPORT Private vehicle, train, maxi yacht, 4x4
vehicle, ferry, plane, walking. GROUP LEADER CEO (Chief
Experience fﬁcer throughout local guides MEALS 20 breakfasts,
7 lunches, 7 dinners. Allow USD600-780 for meals not included.

ARRAWARRA Travel to Spot X Surf Camp in Arrawarra. En route, visit the
Koala Hospital in Port Macquarie to learn about local conservation efforts.
Hit the beach for an included surf lesson, then head out on a kangaroo trek.
(2B, 1L, 2D) DAYS 17-18 BYRON BAY Drive to Byron Bay. En route, stop at
Cape Byron Lighthouse, the easternmost point in Australia. Enjoy a full day
to chill out by the beach. (1B) DAYS 19-20 BRISBANE/NOOSA
day, set off to the Noosa Everglades for an evening surrounded by stunning
wilderness. (2B, 1L) DAYS 21-22 FRASER ISLAND Travel by private vehicle
and ferry to reach Fraser Island, the world’s largest sand island. Explore the
island’s unforgettable landscapes in a 22-seat 4x4 truck. Enjoy a free

Are you ready to completely slather yourself in all things Australia? Travel to
the Land Down Under and spend a month exploring everything this island
nation has to offer. Start in Melbourne and move on from there to national

three-day maxi yacht sailing adventure. Enjoy beach visits, island bush

Whitsunday Islands. Sail to the resort town of Airlie Beach for a night on the
town. (1B) DAYS 26-27 CAIRNS Admire the scenery on the train north to
pumping by skydiving or bungee jumping. Cap it all off with a Big Night Out
in Cairns. DAY 28 CAIRNS Depart at any time.

around the world’s largest coral reef system – they don’t call it “great”

through the forest while exploring waterfalls, lakes and beautiful vistas.
Continue to Adelaide. (2B) DAY 5 ADELAIDE Enjoy a free day in Adelaide.
Opt to visit Glenelg beach or a nearby winery. DAYS 6-8 IKARA-FLINDERS

Fraser Island
Brisbane
Spot X
Surf Camp
(Arrawarra)

Ikara-Flinders
Ranges
Sydney

Adelaide

Melbourne

Port Campbell

Ripple Score

ISLANDS/AIRLIE BEACH Continue sailing through the gorgeous

GREAT BARRIER REEF SNORKELLING: Get the chance to snorkel

Tower Hill Wildlife Reserve en route to Grampians National Park. Trek

Noosa
Everglades
Byron Bay

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

secluded tropical islands at night. (1B, 1L, 2D) DAY 25 WHITSUNDAY

you might even acquire a taste for Vegemite by the end.

in Great Otway National Park. (1B) DAYS 3-4 GRAMPIANS NP Visit the

Uluru
(Ayers
Rock)

Whitehaven Beach, then enjoy free time on the famous beach. Anchor off

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

Ocean Road. Enjoy views of the 12 Apostles and walk through the rainforest

Whitsunday
Islands

Airlie Beach

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

walks, and time to snorkel the reefs. Hike to an island lookout over

the total Oz experience with this all-encompassing tour, and, who knows,

PORT CAMPBELL Travel past world-famous surf beaches along the Great

Alice
Kings
Canyon Springs

WHITSUNDAY ISLANDS SAILING/WHITEHAVEN BEACH Embark on a

parks, the Outback, beach days, sea kayaking, sailing, and loads more. Get

DAY 1 MELBOURNE Arrive at any time. DAY 2 GREAT OCEAN ROAD/

Cairns

Grampians NP

morning, then take an overnight train to Airlie Beach. (2B, 1L) DAYS 23-24

See back foldout.

AUST RALI A

EVERGLADES Travel north and opt for a night out in Brisbane. The next

Cairns. Enjoy a free day to visit the Great Barrier Reef or get the adrenaline

ITINERARY

153

for nothing. See Personalize your tour on page 151.

Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
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For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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Melbourne to the Red Centre:
Rainforests & Mountain Ranges
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

forest, lush with vegetation and wildlife. Explore waterfalls, lakes and

13 DAYS — MELBOURNE
TO ALICE SPRINGS

beautiful vistas. Continue to Adelaide. (2B) DAY 5 ADELAIDE Enjoy a free

FROM

its sandstone mountain range and impressive rock art. Trek through the

›› Marvel at the 12 Apostles along the Great Ocean Road
›› Learn about creation stories from local Aboriginal
Australians
›› Catch the magnificent colours of Uluru at sunset

What’s Included

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night
Out: Connect with New Friends. Foodie: Local Food Experience,
Clare Valley. Discover: Free time in Adelaide. (To learn more,

6-8 IKARA-FLINDERS RANGES Travel to the Ikara-Flinders Ranges, an
ancient mountain range and your base for two nights. En route, enjoy a local
food experience in the scenic Clare Valley. Learn about early settler history

Valid for Jan 7, 2020 departure.

at Wilpena Pound, a sacred site for local Aboriginal people, on a walk

TOUR CODE: OAVR

through its natural amphitheatre. Journey back to Adelaide via the historic
township of Quorn. (3B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 9-10 ALICE SPRINGS/KINGS

see page 8)

CREEK Fly to Alice Springs. Opt to visit the Royal Flying Doctors Museum

Rainforest walk in Great Otway NP. Aboriginal cultural centre visit.

under the stars in a true Aussie desert swag (padded canvas bedroll). (2B,

Tower Hill Reserve visit. Champagne sunset viewing of Uluru. Mala
Walk around Uluru and cultural centre visit. Hikes at Grampians NP,
Kata Tjuta (the Olgas), and Kings Canyon. Entrance fees to Uluru NP,
Ikara-Flinders Ranges, Grampians NP, 12 Apostles/Port Campbell NP.
nternal ﬂight All transport between destinations and to from included
activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Hostels (8 nts), swag camping (4 nts).
All nts multi-share. TRANSPORT Private vehicle, walking, plane.
GROUP LEADER CE

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout local

guides. MEALS 11 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 3 dinners. Allow
USD270-355 for meals not included.

or hike up AN AC Hill ourney to Kings Canyon and spend your ﬁrst night

view awaits. Experience the Red Centre’s colourful sunset while enjoying a
glass of bubbly. Take the Mala Walk at Uluru and learn about the rock’s
importance to Aboriginal Australians. (2B, 2L, 1D) DAY 13 ULURU/ALICE
SPRINGS Hike through the Valley of the Winds in Kata Tjuta. Transfer to

habitat. See Personalize your tour on page 151.

highlights without feeling rushed, you’ll have to get off the big coaches.

ULURU & KATA TJUTA HELICOPTER FLIGHT: Get a bird’s eye view

Explore Melbourne before hitting the Great Ocean Road and cutting

of Uluru and the vast expanses of desert surrounding the “Heart of the

through the Outback to the Red Centre. Here you’ll experience the

Red Centre.” See Personalize your tour on page 151.

mysteries of Uluru and gain insight into Aboriginal Australian culture.

Guaranteed Departures

in Great Otway National Park. (1B) DAYS 3-4 GRAMPIANS NP Visit the
Tower Hill Wildlife Reserve en route to Grampians National Park, known for

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Alice Springs
Kings Canyon
AUSTR ALIA

Uluru
(Ayers Rock)
Ikara-Flinders
Ranges

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

If you really want to get Down Under and experience Australia’s

Ocean Road. Enjoy views of the 12 Apostles and walk through the rainforest

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Alice Springs, where the tour ends upon arrival in the early evening. (1B)

the wild, letting you get close to these majestic creatures in their natural

PORT CAMPBELL Travel past world-famous surf beaches along the Great

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 16

valleys of Kings Canyon. Transfer to Uluru, where Australia’s most iconic

DOLPHIN SWIM AND CRUISE (ADELAIDE): Swim with dolphins in

DAY 1 MELBOURNE Arrive at any time. DAY 2 GREAT OCEAN ROAD/

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

1D) DAYS 11-12 KINGS CREEK/ULURU Walk through the gorges and

ITINERARY

Buckle in and enjoy the ride!

2499

$

day in Adelaide. Opt to visit Glenelg beach or visit a nearby winery. DAYS

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
3

3

|

Grampians NP

Ripple Score
Number of
departures / month.
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For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

D

Melbourne
Port Campbell

92

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND›› AUSTRALIA

Great Ocean Road West:
Melbourne to Adelaide
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

in Great Otway National Park. (1B) DAY 3 GRAMPIANS NP Visit the Tower

5 DAYS — MELBOURNE
TO ADELAIDE

Hill Wildlife Reserve en route to Grampians National Park, known for its

FROM

Ocean Road. Enjoy views of the 12 Apostles and walk through the rainforest

›› Marvel at the 12 Apostles along the Great Ocean Road
›› Explore the region’s national parks
›› Travel past world famous surf beaches

What’s Included

sandstone mountain range and impressive rock art. Trek through the forest,
lush with vegetation and wildlife. (1B) DAY 4 GRAMPIANS NP/ADELAIDE
Explore Grampians NP. Enjoy waterfalls, lakes and beautiful vistas. Later,

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night
Out: Connect with New Friends. (To learn more, see page 8)
Rainforest walk in Great Otway NP. Tower Hill Reserve visit. Walks in
Grampians NP. Entrance fee to 12 Apostles/Port Campbell NP. All
transport between destinations and to/from included activities.
ACCOMMODATIONS Hostels (4 nts, multi-share) TRANSPORT
Private vehicle, walking GROUP LEADER CEO (Chief Experience

travel to Adelaide. (1B) DAY 5 ADELAIDE Depart at any time.

Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
3

3

|

2

2

2

2

1

Number of
departures / month.
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769

$

Valid for Jun 2, 2020 departure.

3
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155

N

fﬁcer throughout MEALS 3 breakfasts. Allow USD145-190 for

TOUR CODE: OAMA

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 16
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE
A US T RAL IA

D

Adelaide

meals not included.

Melbourne

ITINERARY

Grampians NP

This might be a quick trip along the Great Ocean Road — but you’ll never

Port Campbell

feel rushed. Geared towards budget-conscious travellers looking to hit the
highlights of the South Coast, this itinerary features lots of inclusions at a

LA DIFFÉRENCE, VIVE’D DAILY

great price. What’s more, you’ll have lots of options to get active when you

Although they represent a wide range of
ages and backgrounds, our travellers
value their independence and don’t
react kindly to being herded about like a
bunch of tourists. Whatever your style,
we’ve got an adventure with your name on it.

head inland to Grampians National Park. Forego the typical coach tour and
experience Australia the way it was meant to be explored.
DAY 1 MELBOURNE Arrive at any time. DAY 2 GREAT OCEAN ROAD/
PORT CAMPBELL Travel past world-famous surf beaches along the Great

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Ripple Score

92

156

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND›› AUSTRALIA

Outback to the Red Centre:
Adelaide to Alice Springs
Highlights

Aboriginal art and early settler history. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAY 4 IKARA-

›› Enjoy a local food experience in the Clare Valley
›› Count the millions of stars of the Outback sky
›› Take in the sunset over Uluru

What’s Included

FLINDERS RANGES/ADELAIDE Journey back to Adelaide via the historic

9 DAYS — ADELAIDE
TO ALICE SPRINGS

township of Quorn. Stop for a waterside lunch at Port Pirie. (1B) DAY 5

FROM

ADELAIDE/ALICE SPRINGS Board your ﬂight to Alice Springs gateway to
the Red Centre of Australia. Relax this afternoon, or opt to visit the Royal
Flying Doctors Museum or hike up ANZAC Hill. (1B) DAY 6 ALICE

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night
Out: Connect with New Friends. Foodie: Local Food Experience,
Clare Valley. (To learn more, see page 8)

Wilpena Pound hike. Champagne sunset viewing of Uluru. Mala Walk
around Uluru and visit to the culture centre. Hikes at Kata Tjuta (the
Olgas). Entrance fees to Uluru NP and Ikara-Flinders Ranges. Internal
ﬂight All transport between destinations and to from included
activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Hostels (5 nts), swag camping (3 nts).
All nts multi-share. TRANSPORT Private vehicle, walking, plane.
GROUP LEADER CE

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout local

guides. MEALS 8 breakfasts, 3 lunches, 3 dinners. Allow USD160-210

SPRINGS/KINGS CREEK pt to get up early for a hot air balloon ﬂight

Valid for Jan 11, 2020 departure.

before departing Alice Springs to ourney to Kings Canyon Spend your ﬁrst

TOUR CODE: OAOR

night under the stars in a true Aussie desert swag (padded canvas bedroll).
(1B, 1D) DAYS 7-8 KINGS CREEK/ULURU Take a morning walk through

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

enjoying a glass of bubbly. Enjoy the Mala Walk at Uluru to learn the
importance of the rock to the Aboriginal Australians. (2B, 2L, 1D) DAY 9
ULURU/ALICE SPRINGS Discover more of the Red Centre with a hike
through the beautiful Valley of the Winds in Kata Tjuta. Transfer to Alice
Springs, where the tour ends upon arrival in the early evening. (1B)

Kings Canyon

DOLPHIN SWIM AND CRUISE (ADELAIDE): Swim with dolphins in

Get off the beaten track and explore some of the most remote areas on

the wild, letting you get close to these majestic creatures in their natural

Earth

habitat. See Personalize your tour on page 151.

Uluru
(Ayers Rock)

natural amphitheater of Wilpena Pound before hopping on a ﬂight to the

ULURU & KATA TJUTA HELICOPTER FLIGHT: Get a bird’s eye view

Red Centre. Here you’ll meet some of the locals, experience the mysteries

of Uluru and the vast expanses of desert surrounding the “Heart of the

of Uluru, and gain insight into regional Aboriginal and European history.

Red Centre.” See Personalize your tour on page 151.

Valley and enjoy a local food experience featuring some of South Australia’s

Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

best regional produce. Travel to the Ikara-Flinders Ranges, an ancient
mountain range and your base for two nights. (1B) DAY 3 IKARAFLINDERS RANGES Head to Wilpena Pound for a walk to a natural
amphitheatre sacred to the Aboriginal Adnyamathana people. Learn about

Alice
Springs
AUSTR ALIA

ITINERARY

RANGES Hit the road in the morning. Admire scenic views across the Clare

See back foldout.

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

most iconic view awaits. Experience the colourful sunset at Uluru while

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

DAY 1 ADELAIDE Arrive at any time. DAY 2 ADELAIDE/IKARA-FLINDERS

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 16

the gorges and valleys of Kings Canyon. Drive to Uluru, where Australia’s

for meals not included.

rom Adelaide hit the linders Ranges and see the magniﬁcent

1749

$
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Number of
departures / month.
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For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Ikara-Flinders
Ranges

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND›› AUSTRALIA

The Red Centre to Melbourne:
Camping & Canyons
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

centre and enjoy the informative Mala Walk. Camp under the stars of the

10 DAYS — ALICE SPRINGS
TO MELBOURNE

Outback. Hike through the Valley of the Winds in Kata Tjuta, before

FROM

while enjoying a glass of bubbly. The next day, visit an Aboriginal culture

›› Marvel at the 12 Apostles along the Great Ocean Road
›› Catch the magnificent colours of Uluru at sunset
›› Explore the Red Centre

What’s Included

1799

$

travelling on to Alice Springs. (3B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 6-7 ADELAIDE Fly to
Adelaide. Enjoy free time to discover South Australia’s capital. Opt to visit
wineries, check out beautiful churches and gardens, or hike up ANZAC Hill.
(1B) DAYS 8-9 GRAMPIANS NP/PORT CAMPBELL Travel inland to

Valid for Jan 20, 2020 departure.

Out: Connect with New Friends. Discover: Free time in Adelaide.
(To learn more, see page 8)

Grampians National Park, known for its sandstone mountain range and

TOUR CODE: OARV

Rainforest walk in Great Otway National Park. 12 Apostles visit.

famous Arch along the Great Ocean Road. (2B) DAY 10 PORT

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night

Champagne sunset viewing of Uluru. Mala Walk and cultural centre
visit (Uluru). Hikes at Kings Canyon (seasonal) and Grampians NP.
Entrance fees to Uluru NP, Grampians NP, 12 Apostles/Port Campbell
NP nternal ﬂight All transport between destinations and to from
included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Hostels (6 nts), swag
camping (3 nts). All nts multi-share. TRANSPORT Private vehicle,
walking, plane. GROUP LEADER CE

Chief Experience fﬁcer

throughout, local guides. MEALS 7 breakfasts, 1 lunch, 2 dinners.
Allow USD240-315 for meals not included.

impressive rock art. Trek through the forest, lush with vegetation and
wildlife, and visit an Aboriginal cultural centre (time permitting). Stop by the

Make the most of this 10-day adventure full of good company and good

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 16
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Loch Ard Gorge and the 12 Apostles. Pass world-famous surf beaches.
Walk through the rainforest in Great Otway National Park. Tour ends upon
arrival to Melbourne in the evening. (1B)

|
■› ■› ■› ■›■›■›■›■› ■› ■›■›■
Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
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Number of
departures / month.
4

4

4
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N
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Alice Springs
Kings Canyon
AUSTR ALIA

Uluru
(Ayers Rock)

2
S

Adelaide

times. From touring national parks to hitting up the iconic Great Ocean
Road, you’ll get a feel for the Australia that can only come from travelling
in a close knit group Plus our expert Chief Experience

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

CAMPBELL/MELBOURNE Continue along the Great Ocean Road. Visit

2

ITINERARY

157

Grampians NP

fﬁcers CE s

Melbourne
Port Campbell

will make sure everything goes smoothly, leaving more time for you to
enjoy yourself.
DAY 1 ALICE SPRINGS Arrive at any time. DAY 2 KINGS CREEK Journey

100% GUARANTEED DEPARTURES

to Kings Canyon Spend your ﬁrst night under the stars in a true Aussie

hat s right. e re the rst travel ompan
to guarantee every single one of our
departures. 1. ook. 2. Pa . . on rm.
4. Pack. 5. Go. Done and done!

desert swag (padded bed roll). (1D) DAYS 3-5 ULURU Walk through the
gorges and valleys of Kings Canyon before departing for Uluru, where
Australia’s most iconic view awaits. Experience the colourful sunset at Uluru

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Ripple Score

91

158

“You call that a ﬁyah? That’s a ﬁyah.” Stoking the ﬂames at Kings Creek Station in the heart of the Outback.

Explore the Red Centre
& beyond.
1. Australia North to South:
Darwin to Melbourne

Pick the tour that fits you best. Here you’ll find tours
that offer incredible experiences on their own, plus a
combo tour option that puts two of these tours
together for one super in-depth experience. Check
the map to see how the trips join together.

Highlights

›› Explore Kakadu National Park
›› Spot crocs on a river cruise
›› Awe at majestic Uluru
›› Marvel at the 12 Apostles along the
Great Ocean Road
›› View the sandstone mountains of
Grampians National Park

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

16 DAYS — DARWIN TO MELBOURNE

3649

FROM

$

Valid for May 19, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: OATM

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

ITINERARY

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 16

You’ve got just over two weeks in Australia, so

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

what are you going to see? Everything! Travelling

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

south from arwin tour Kakadu and Litchﬁeld
National Parks — the old stomping grounds of

Ripple Score

91

Crocodile Dundee — and check out some of the
most diverse wildlife around. From there head to Katherine Gorge and decide if all the pictures you’ve
seen ha e done it any ustice they ha en t Hop on a ﬂight to the Red Centre and experience the
magic of Uluru before rounding it all off by taking in the scenery on your way to Melbourne along the
Great Ocean Road.

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND›› AUSTRALIA

159

See the sunrise over Uluru.

Darwin

Kakadu NP

Litchfield NP

Katherine Gorge

AU S T RA L I A

Kings Canyon

Alice Springs

Uluru
(Ayers Rock)

1. OATM
2. OATO
3. OAZM

It’s all smiles at Kata Tjuta in Alice Springs.

Adelaide
Port Campbell

2. Australia North to South:
Darwin to Adelaide
Highlights

›› Explore Kakadu National Park
›› Spot crocs on a river cruise
›› Awe at majestic Uluru
›› Camp under the stars
›› Hike through the Valley of the Winds

ITINERARY

Melbourne

Grampians NP

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

13 DAYS — DARWIN TO ADELAIDE

3. Great Ocean Road East:
Adelaide to Melbourne
Highlights

›› Marvel at the 12 Apostles along the
Great Ocean Road
›› Walk through a rainforest
›› View the sandstone mountains of
Grampians National Park

3149

FROM

$

Valid for May 19, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: OATO

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

whole lot into this 13-day itinerary that starts in

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 16

“road” and “trip”? We don’t think so. On this

Darwin and ends in Adelaide. Heading south

SERVICE LEVEL: CAMPING

short and sweet four-day tour from Adelaide to

from the Northern Territory, you’ll be making

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Melbourne, we’ll drive the Great Ocean Road

Are there two words that go better together than

stops at two of Australia s great National Parks — Kakadu and Litchﬁeld — checking out wildlife

and take in the highlights. Grampians National

waterfalls and more Make your way back to arwin and hop on a ﬂight to the Red Centre to witness

Park, the Arch, the 12 Apostles — we’ll check

the magic of Uluru before continuing to Adelaide. While there’s plenty of chances to keep the

‘em out and get expert guidance from our CEOs

excitement up, you’ll also get free time to sit back and enjoy.

Chief Experience fﬁcers along the way

4 DAYS — ADELAIDE
TO MELBOURNE

539

FROM

$

Valid for Jun 14, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: OAZM

ITINERARY

There’s a lot to see on, so be prepared to pack a

See back foldout.

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

ur

small group sizes make it easy to bond with your
fellow travellers, so you’ll come away with both
new memories and new friends.
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 16
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Ripple Score

91

160

Taking a rather red hike at Alice Springs.

Explore Central
Australia.
Pick the tour that fits you best. Here you’ll find tours
that offer incredible experiences on their own, plus a
combo tour option that puts two of these tours
together for one super in-depth experience. Check
the map to see how the trips join together.

Our CEOs help you navigate Alice Springs’ red rock landscapes.

161
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Australian wallabies aren’t the bouncers you’re
used to seeing.

They say the sky looks extra big on the Great Ocean Road.

Darwin

Kakadu NP

Litchfield NP

Katherine Gorge

Daly Waters
A U S T RA L I A

Kings Canyon

Alice Springs

Uluru
(Ayers Rock)
Flinders Ranges

Adelaide

1. OAMT
2. OAAT

Melbourne

Grampians NP
Port Campbell

1. Australia South to North:
Melbourne to Darwin
Highlights

›› Learn about creation stories of
the Aboriginal Australians
›› Catch the magnificent colours
of Uluru
›› Hike through gorgeous natural rock
formations in the Red Centre
›› Explore the UNESCO World Heritage
Site of Kakadu National Park

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

19 DAYS — MELBOURNE TO DARWIN

Highlights

›› Bed down in a swag under
the Outback sky
›› Catch the sunset at Uluru
›› Hike the Red Centre
›› Explore Crocodile Dundee country
at Kakadu National Park

3899

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 28, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: OAMT

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

15 DAYS — ADELAIDE TO DARWIN

3299

FROM

$

Valid for Sep 12, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: OAAT

ITINERARY

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 16

If you’re going to get off the tourist track, you’ll

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 16

ITINERARY

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

have to shake things up a bit — that’s why we’ve

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

On the water and on the road? Is there a better

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

created an itinerary that gives you an authentic

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

way to explore somewhere new than from a few
different vantage points? We didn’t think so

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

2. Outback to the Top End:
Adelaide to Darwin

Ripple Score

See back foldout.

93

taste of the Aussie outback with just the right
amount of included activities and free time.

Ripple Score

See back foldout.

100

either. This 19-day tour allows you to experience

Starting in charming Adelaide ﬂy to the utback

Australia in true Aussie style. From Melbourne to Darwin, your itinerary will include amazing stuff like

and explore the mysteries of Uluru before heading into Kakadu National Park. What are you waiting

rainforest walks in Great Otway National Park, awe-inspiring sunsets at Uluru, and even a wetland

for? Come and experience for yourself the unique places and natural beauty of one of the world’s most

nature cruise in croc country.

awe-inspiring destinations.
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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The Red Centre to Adelaide:
Uluru & the Outback
Highlights

What’s Included

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night
Out: Connect with New Friends. (To learn more, see page 8)
Champagne sunset viewing of Uluru. Mala Walk around Uluru and
visit to the cultural centre. Hike at Kings Canyon (seasonal). Internal
ﬂight All transport between destinations and to from included
activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Hostels (3 nts), swag camping (3 nts).
All nts multi-share. TRANSPORT Private vehicle, walking, plane.
Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout local

guides. MEALS 4 breakfasts, 1 lunch, 2 dinners. Allow USD165-215
for meals not included.

7 DAYS — ALICE SPRINGS
TO ADELAIDE

a true Aussie desert swag (padded bed roll). (1D) DAYS 3-4 ULURU Enjoy

FROM

Bored with the outskirts? Go right into the (Red) centre of the action with
our journey from Alice Springs to Adelaide. We’ll hike Kings Canyon, camp
out under the stars in Uluru and hike the Valley of the Winds before
boarding our ﬂight to Adelaide Sa our your time with new friends and
ama ing Aussie CE s Chief Experience fﬁcers Now you can say you e

1299

$

a morning walk through the gorges and valleys of Kings Canyon. Drive to
Uluru, where Australia’s most iconic view awaits. Experience the colourful
sunset at Uluru while enjoying a glass of bubbly. Visit an Aboriginal culture
centre and enjoy the informative Mala Walk. Camp under the stars of the

Valid for Jan 20, 2020 departure.

night sky. (2B, 1L, 1D) DAY 5 ULURU/ALICE SPRINGS Discover more of

TOUR CODE: OARO

the Red Centre with a hike through the beautiful Valley of the Winds in Kata
Tjuta, before travelling on to Alice Springs. (1B) DAY 6 ALICE SPRINGS/
ADELAIDE Board your ﬂight for Adelaide capital of South Australia En oy
free time to explore the city before heading out for the ﬁnal night with your
group. (1B) DAY 7 ADELAIDE Depart at any time.

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

DOLPHIN SWIM AND CRUISE (ADELAIDE): Swim with dolphins in

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Kings Canyon

Alice
Springs

the wild, letting you get close to these majestic creatures in their natural

|
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Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
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See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 16

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

habitat. See Personalize your tour on page 151.

ITINERARY

really done Australia.

CREEK ourney to Kings Canyon Spend your ﬁrst night under the stars in

DAY 1 ALICE SPRINGS Arrive at any time. DAY 2 ALICE SPRINGS/KINGS

›› Camp under the stars in a true Aussie desert swag
›› Catch the magnificent colours of Uluru at sunset
›› Hike through the Valley of the Winds in Kata Tjuta
›› Explore the capital of South Australia

GROUP LEADER CE

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

AUSTR ALIA

Uluru
(Ayers Rock)

Number of
departures / month.
4

4

4

O

N

D

2
S

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Adelaide

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND›› AUSTRALIA

Alice Springs to Kakadu:
Starry Nights & Secret Waterfalls
Highlights

What’s Included

Litchﬁeld National Park Visit the lorence alls the Buley Rockhole and see

6 DAYS — ALICE SPRINGS
TO DARWIN

the spectacular giant termite mounds. Later, go on a wetland nature cruise

FROM

to try and spot crocs. Stretch out in a swag (padded canvas bedroll) and
sleep under the stars. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAYS 4-5 KAKADU NATIONAL PARK
Explore the waterfalls, swimming holes and trails of Kakadu National

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night
Out: Connect with New Friends. (To learn more, see page 8)
Wetland Nature Cruise. Ubirr Rock Art gallery visit. Gunlom Falls Visit.
Visit and entrance fees to Kakadu NP and Litchﬁeld NP nternal ﬂight
All transport between destinations and to/from included activities.
ACCOMMODATIONS Hostels (2 nts, multi-share), swag camping
(3 nts) TRANSPORT Private vehicle, boat, plane. GROUP LEADER
CE

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

northernmost city. DAY 3 DARWIN/LITCHFIELD NATIONAL PARK Head to

›› Witness rock formations and the magnetic termite mounds
›› Check out Australia’s northernmost city
›› Explore UNESCO World Heritage-listed Kakadu NP

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout MEALS 4 breakfasts,

2 lunches, 3 dinners. Allow USD105-140 for meals not included.

1599

$

Park—a UNESCO World Heritage site. The next day, stop at Edith Falls en

Valid for May 11, 2020 departure.

route to Katherine Gorge. (2B, 1L, 2D) DAY 6 KATHERINE GORGE/

TOUR CODE: OART

DARWIN Enjoy a relaxed start to the day in Katherine Gorge. Opt to go
kayaking or enjoy a leisurely boat cruise. Make your way back to Darwin,
with the tour ﬁnishing on arri al (1B)

Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

|

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 16
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

This tour has 5
special departures.

May 11 - May 16 • June 15 - June 20 • July 20 - July 25
Aug 24 - Aug 29 • Sept 21 - Sept 26

ITINERARY

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Darwin
Kakadu NP

For travellers looking to discover Australia’s wild and rugged north,

Litchfield NP

few trips come close to this six-day adventure through some of nature’s

Katherine Gorge

scenic best. From secret waterfalls to towering gorges, bubbling hot
springs, giant termite mounds (yep), croc cruises, sleeping under the

AUSTR ALIA

star ﬁlled Australian sky and e erything in between this is an

GO TO GIVE BACK

exploration every real traveller has to experience. So suit up, hop in,

By choosing sustainable travel, you can
live the adventure of a lifetime without
worrying about burning up karma. The
mone ou spend on our tour bene ts
the people of the communities we visit.

and hold on for a week you’ll remember forever.
DAY 1 ALICE SPRINGS Arrive at any time. DAY 2 ALICE SPRINGS/
DARWIN Fly to Darwin. Spend the afternoon exploring Australia’s

163

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Alice Springs
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This traveller would deﬁnitely win at “the ﬂoor is lava” in Abel Tasman National Park.

Explore New Zealand.
New Zealand might not look big, but don’t be deceived: there’s
heaps to do here, like biking to old gold mines, kayaking remote
coves, or hiking breathtaking mountain passes. And don’t
worry if you’re short on travel dollars. We’ve got dynamic tours
for all budgets, squeezing the very best of New Zealand into
affordable, action-packed itineraries.

Bay of Islands

Auckland
N EW

ZEA L A N D

Raglan

Rotorua
Lake Taupo

Abel Tasman

Wellington
Westport
Franz Josef
Milford Sound

Kaikoura
Christchurch

Queenstown
Wedderburn/Otago Rail Trail

Te Anau

True blue waters in Abel Tasman National Park.

1. ONNI
2. ONNE
3. ONNS
4. ONNZ
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AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND›› NEW ZEALAND

1. New Zealand:
Best of the North Island
Highlights

›› Surf world-famous waves
›› Experience a historic Maori
village with a local guide
›› Get the adrenaline pumping
in Rotorua
›› Dance the night away in Wellington

What’s Included

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO
and Group. First Night Out: Connect with
New Friends. Hands-on: Surf Lessons,
Raglan. Big Night Out: Wellington.
(To learn more, see page 8)

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

Highlights

7 DAYS — AUCKLAND
TO WELLINGTON

›› Snorkel in the Bay of Islands
›› Surf world famous waves
›› Learn about the Maori culture dance
the night away in Wellington

1099

FROM

$

What’s Included

Valid for May 2, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: ONNI

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 16
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

New Friends. Hands-on: Surf Lessons,

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

10 DAYS — AUCKLAND
TO WELLINGTON

1719

FROM

$

Valid for May 13, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: ONNE

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 16
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Overnight houseboat excursion with onboard
acti ities including snorkelling ﬁshing and
kayaking (Bay of Islands). Conservation farm

Auckland

kayaking excursion (Raglan). Maori cultural
experience. Orientation walk in Wellington.

Auckland

(Raglan). Maori cultural experience.

Raglan
Rotorua

Orientation walk in Wellington. All transport

Lake Taupo

from included activities.

Bay of Islands

visit (Raglan). Sea kayaking excursion
Rotorua

Raglan

All transport between destinations and to/

between destinations and to/from included

Lake Taupo

activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Hostels

ACCOMMODATIONS Hostels (4 nts), basic

Wellington

lodges (2 nts). Most nts are multi-share.
TRANSPORT Private vehicle, kayak, walking

N E W

(6 nts), houseboat (1 nt), basic lodges (2 nts).

Wellington

Most nts are multi-share. TRANSPORT

Z E A L A N D

Private vehicle, kayak, walking GROUP

GROUP LEADER CEO (Chief Experience

LEADER CE

fﬁcer throughout local guides MEALS
USD155-205 for meals not included.

and Group. First Night Out: Connect with
Raglan. Big Night Out: Wellington.
(To learn more, see page 8)

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Conservation farm visit (Raglan). Sea

6 breakfasts, 1 lunch, 1 dinner. Allow

2. New Zealand:
North Island Encompassed

Ripple Score

100

NEW

ZEALAND

Chief Experience fﬁcer

throughout, local guides. MEALS
9 breakfasts, 2 lunches, 3 dinners. Allow

Ripple Score

100

USD190-250 for meals not included.

3. Best of New Zealand:
Maori Culture & Mountain
Coastlines
Highlights

›› Learn about Maori culture
›› Surf some waves
›› Get an adrenaline rush in Rotorua
and Queenstown
›› Discover Abel Tasman National Park
›› Cycle a historic rail trail

What’s Included

Your Moments: G for Good: Resourceful
Ōtautahi Walking Tour, Christchurch.
Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group.

First Night Out: Connect with New Friends.

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

Highlights

3599

FROM

$

Valid for May 2, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: ONNS

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

NE W

Z E AL AND

Raglan

Rotorua

Westport
Franz Josef
Milford
Sound

Wellington

Franz Josef, Queenstown.
(To learn more, see page 8)

TOUR CODE: ONNZ

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

acti ities including snorkelling ﬁshing and
visit (Raglan). Sea kayaking excursion

Christchurch

(Raglan). Maori cultural experience. Seal

Queenstown
Wedderburn/Otago Rail Trail

colony visit. Walks in Franz Josef and Abel
Tasman National Parks. Fiordland NP visit.

Te Anau

Milford Sound nature cruise. Mountain biking
excursion (Central Otago). All transport

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Bay of Islands

Auckland

Ripple Score

MEALS 18 breakfasts, 1 lunch, 5 dinners. Allow USD450-585 for meals not included.

Raglan
NEW

ZEALAND

Abel Tasman
Westport
Franz Josef

Rotorua
Lake Taupo

Wellington
Kaikoura
Christchurch

Milford
Sound

Queenstown
Wedderburn/Otago Rail Trail

Te Anau

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

between destinations and to/from included

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Experience fﬁcer throughout local guides

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 16

Overnight houseboat excursion with onboard
kayaking (Bay of Islands). Conservation farm

Kaikoura

activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Hostels

TRANSPORT Private vehicle, kayak, boat,
ferry GROUP LEADER CEO (Chief

Valid for May 13, 2020 departure.

Out: Wellington. Discover: Free time in

destinations and to/from included activities.
lodges (9 nts). Most nts are multi-share.

$

Hands-on: Surf Lessons, Raglan. Big Night

Lake Taupo
Abel Tasman

Otago). Orientation walks in Wellington and

ACCOMMODATIONS Hostels (11 nts), basic

3999

FROM

Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group.

Auckland

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

24 DAYS — AUCKLAND
TO WELLINGTON

First Night Out: Connect with New Friends.

experience. Visit to a seal colony. Walks in

Christchurch. All transport between

Ōtautahi Walking Tour, Christchurch.

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

kayaking excursion (Raglan). Maori cultural

cruise. Mountain biking excursion (Central

What’s Included

Your Moments: G for Good: Resourceful

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Conservation farm visit (Raglan). Sea

Fiordland NP visit. Milford Sound nature

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 16

Out: Wellington. Discover: Free time in Franz
Josef, Queenstown. (To learn more, see

Franz Josef and Abel Tasman National Parks.

›› Explore the Bay of Islands on a
houseboat
›› Sea kayak to a harbour for a
picnic lunch
›› Hike Abel Tasman National Park
›› Get your heart pumping in the
adventure capital of the world
›› Bike along the historic Otago Rail Trail

21 DAYS — AUCKLAND
TO WELLINGTON

Hands-on: Surf Lessons, Raglan. Big Night

page 8)

4. New Zealand Encompassed:
Harbours & Houseboats

100

Ripple Score

(13 nts), houseboat (1 nt), basic lodges
(9 nts). Most nts are multi-share. TRANSPORT Private vehicle, kayak, boat, ferry GROUP
LEADER CE

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout local guides MEALS 21 breakfasts,

2 lunches, 7 dinners. Allow USD485-630 for meals not included.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

100
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AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND›› NEW ZEALAND

TOP
SELLER

New Zealand: South Island Encompassed
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

seal colony before travelling to Westport, the stop for the night. (1B, 1D)

›› Explore the trails of Abel Tasman National Park by foot
›› Get an adrenaline rush in Queenstown
›› Cruise through the remote fiords of Milford Sound
›› Cycle the Otago Rail Trail

DAYS 5-6 FRANZ JOSEF Take in the pancake rock formations at Punakaiki

16 DAYS — WELLINGTON
TO WELLINGTON

before continuing on to Franz Josef. Enjoy free time for optional activities

FROM

What’s Included

jumping, mountain biking or skydiving. (1B) DAY 10 MILFORD SOUND/TE

Valid for May 7, 2020 departure.

Your Moments: G for Good: Resourceful tautahi Walking Tour

ANAU Visit Fiordland National Park and enjoy a boat cruise through

TOUR CODE: ONSE

Connect with New Friends. Big Night Out: Wellington. Discover: Free
time in Franz Josef, Queenstown. (To learn more, see page 8)

Anau and visit a cave that is home to thousands of glowworms. (1B) DAY

Christchurch. Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night Out:

Excursion to Abel Tasman National Park. Seal colony visit. Walks in
Abel Tasman National Park and Lake Matheson. Milford Sound day
cruise. Cycling excursion (Central Otago). All transport between
destinations and to/from included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS
Hostels (11 nts), basic lodges (4 nts). Most nts are multi-share.
TRANSPORT Private vehicle, boat, ferry, bicycle, walking. GROUP
LEADER CE

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout local guides

MEALS 13 breakfasts, 4 dinners. Allow USD355-465 for meals not
included.

adventure capital of the world – Queenstown. Get the heart pumping with
some adrenaline ﬁlled options during free time such as et boating bungee

breathtaking Milford Sound. In the evening, opt to cruise across Lake Te
11 CENTRAL OTAGO Enjoy free time in the morning to discover the natural
beauty of Te Anau. Later, transfer to Wedderburn in Central Otago. (1B, 1D)
DAY 12 CENTRAL OTAGO Bike 35km (22 mi) of the Otago Rail Trail,

Zealand’s South Island has what you need and then some. Action is the

NEW

among members to build self conﬁdence and create art out of under alued
14 KAIKOURA Opt to go whale watching, swim with seals or take a walk

Shotover River of Queenstown – strap in and get ready to get wet.

is exciting even when you’re not moving; accommodations include a

See Personalize your tour on page 167.

explore Abel Tasman’s golden beaches and waterways. (2B, 1D) DAY 4
WESTPORT Head south down the coast of black-sand beaches. Visit a

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
9

■› ■› ■› ■›
J

F

5

M

A

2
2
■› ■›
M

J

Queenstown
Wedderburn/Otago Rail Trail

3

|

Number of
departures / month.

2

3

A

S

■› ■› ■›
J

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Guaranteed Departures
8

Christchurch

Te Anau

seasonal ﬂoating boat hostel and a wilderness hostel deep in the rainforest

9

Wellington
Kaikoura

Franz Josef
Milford
Sound

(1B) DAY 16 WELLINGTON Depart at any time. (1B)

glaciers, and some of the most gorgeous coastline you’ll ever see. This trip

ZEALAND

Westport

pt for a ﬁnal night out with the group

QUEENSTOWN JET BOATING: Take a thrilling jet boat along the

the South Island and transfer to Abel Tasman National Park. Hike and

Abel Tasman NP

materials. This evening, enjoy free time and get a feel for the city. (1B) DAY

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

Night Out with the group. DAYS 2-3 ABEL TASMAN NP Take a ferry over to

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Rekindle — a social enterprise where resourcefulness skills are shared

even bungee jumping across a variety of landscapes, including rainforests,

DAY 1 WELLINGTON Arrive at any time. Start the adventure with a Big

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

paths around Christchurch on a walking tour of the city led by a member of

common thread throughout this trip that incorporates hiking, cycling, and

itself. Unique? You bet.

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 16

local food and drink. (1B) DAY 13 CHRISTCHURCH Explore lesser-known

catch the ferry back to Wellington

Looking to tackle a bundle of different environments all in one go? New

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

passing through one historic town to the next. Along the way sample some

along the coast. (1B) DAY 15 KAIKOURA/WELLINGTON Travel to Picton to

ITINERARY

2549

$

like hiking and kayaking. (2B, 1D) DAYS 7-9 QUEENSTOWN Visit the

5

■›
O

9

9

N

D

■›■

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Ripple Score

100

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND›› NEW ZEALAND

New Zealand:
The Bay of Islands
Highlights

167

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

4 DAYS — AUCKLAND TO AUCKLAND

›› Walk amongst giant kauri trees
›› Spend the night anchored in a
secluded bay
›› Savour a traditional Kiwi barbecue
in Paihia

649

FROM

$

Valid for May 13, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: ONBI

What’s Included

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 20, AVG 14

and Group. First Night Out: Connect with
New Friends. (To learn more, see page 8)

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Snorkelling in Goat Island Marine Reserve
(seasonal). Overnight boat excursion with
included activities onboard like snorkelling,
ﬁshing and kayaking All transport between

Bay of Islands

Paihia

destinations and to/from included activities.
ACCOMMODATIONS Hostels (2 nts),

Personalize your tour

Auckland

houseboat (1 nt). All nts multi-share.
TRANSPORT Private vehicle GROUP
LEADER CE

Chief Experience fﬁcer

Ripple Score

throughout, local guides. MEALS

100

3 breakfasts, 1 lunch, 2 dinners. Allow
USD70-95 for meals not included.

NE W

Z E AL AND

ITINERARY
Nature lovers who leave the North Island without stopping off at the Bay of Islands will kick themselves
all the way back home and that s a looong ﬂight This four day trip to this outdoorsman s paradise
features ample time hiking the nature trails and makes the most of all that water with plenty of
opportunities for swimming, snorkelling, kayaking, and sailing. Not enough? A night aboard a houseboat
should do the trick. We take care of all the fuss. All you have to do is have the time of your life.
DAY 1 AUCKLAND Arrive at any time. DAY 2 BAY OF ISLANDS Travel north via backroads, stopping

Extras are a great way for you to make your adventure
a little more yours. Here are some optional add-ons you
can book in advance, for those days on your tour that
have free time built in.
AUCKLAND SAILING: AMERICA’S CUP
EXPERIENCE (PRE TOUR)
As part of the boat crew, you’ll work together with
your teammates to sail around Auckland’s Waitemata
Harbour in a competitive yacht. Either take the helm
and participate or sit back and enjoy the spectacle
— the choice is yours.

FROM

164

$

Auckland
2 hrs

to see giant kauri trees and go for an included snorkel at Goat Island Marine Reserve (seasonal). Board
a large houseboat for an overnight trip through the beautiful Bay of Islands. (1B, 1D) DAY 3 BAY OF
ISLANDS/PAIHIA Enjoy free time in the morning on the boat. Choose to do a number of included
water acti ities like kayaking snorkelling ﬁshing or isiting nearby islands

isembark with some time

to explore Paihia. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAY 4 AUCKLAND Enjoy a free morning to relax. Opt to swim with
dolphins, skydive, or check out the historic Waitangi Treaty Grounds. Return to Auckland in the early
e ening where the tour ﬁnishes upon arri al (1B)

QUEENSTOWN JET BOATING

FROM

It’s a jet boat ride along the Shotover River of
Queenstown — need we say more? Okay, how about
this, imagine a fast-paced whitewater ride with sharp
turns and spins expertly navigated by a trained driver.
So strap in and get ready to get wet.

Jinja
Half-day

AUCKLAND EXPRESS

FROM

139

$

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
AUCKLAND SAILING; AMERICA’S CUP EXPERIENCE: Become part of the crew aboard a
competitive yacht and sail around Auckland’s Waitemata Harbour. See Personalize your tour
on page 167.

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
7

6

■› ■› ■› ■›
J

F

4

5

M

A

|

Want to head north? Add on the “Auckland Express”
and travel to Auckland with a CEO.

Number of
departures / month.

2

2

2

2

3

M

J

J

A

S

3

■› ■› ■› ■› ■› ■›
O

5

6

■› ■
N

$

46

Wellington
to Auckland
Full day

Please note that Extras cannot be cancelled or rescheduled once your trip begins. Some activities
carry age restrictions. Talk to a G Adventures GCO or your travel agent for details.

D

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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Breakfast in Belize; worth waking up for.

Central America
Smack dab in the middle of everything.
Pint-sized compared to their northern and southern neighbours, Central America
and the Caribbean punch above their weight when it comes to wonders. The
diversity of landscape, wildlife, and culture packed into such a confined space is
simply staggering, but there’s a huge benefit to being small: everything is close by,
so you never go without.

169

CENTRAL AMERICA UNCOVERED

Viñales • Cuba
Looking for the world’s best cigars? Head
directly to Viñales, their birthplace in Cuba,
where tobacco grows in the red soil. The
landscapes throughout this undiscovered
region are full of unique karsts and caves to
explore.

Rural Antigua • Guatemala
If you’ve ever wondered where the delicious
macadamias in your jar of mixed nuts come
from, take a visit to a macadamia nut farm
outside Antigua. Meet the charismatic owners
and learn about how they run this quirky farm,
then enjoy their macadamia pancakes.

Santa Teresa • Costa Rica
The beaches and waves of this remote town
drew travellers from all over the world in the
1990s, transforming a formerly secret paradise
into a surfer’s hub, complete with resplendent
views and excellent nightlife. One visit here
and you’ll know how it got so popular.

Hold on tight! Or just hang loose because your zipline harness will safely
keep you soaring through the Monteverde cloud forest.

Baby shark, do-do-do-do-do-do.

The Palenque Ruins are a shoe-in good time.

170

CENTRAL AMERICA›› CUBA

Cuba: Salsa & Snorkelling

TOP
SELLER

Highlights

16 DAYS — HAVANA TO HAVANA

›› Visit the home of the world’s best
tobacco in Vinales
›› Go swimming in the beautiful water
of the Bay of Pigs
›› Learn about the history of the Cuban
revolution at the Che Guevara
museum and mausoleum
›› Hike to Fidel Castro’s secret hideout
in the Sierra Maestra mountains

Cuban Rhythms: Rum & Fun
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

1099

What’s Included

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 12
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT
Santa
Clara

Havana

Viñales

Hands-on: Salsa Lesson, Trinidad. Big Night
Out: Trinidad. (To learn more, see page 8)

Playa
Larga

Remedios
Gibara

CUBA

Trinidad
Cienfuegos
Camagüey

Baracoa

Bayamo

Santiago
de Cuba

Sierra Madre NP

Arrival transfer. Walking tour of Old Havana.
THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

Cigar tour visit to a Vega in Viñales, with

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Your Moments: G for Good: Proyecto

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14

demonstration. Snorkelling (Cueva de los

Meet your CEO and Group. First Night Out:

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Peces). Visits and entry to the Che

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

monument and historical sites in Santa Clara.

Connect with New Friends. Local Living:

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Foodie: Mojito Demonstration, Playa Larga.

539

879

$

TOUR CODE: CCCS

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Your Moments: G for Good: Baracoa

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Manacú Visit, Manaca Iznaga. Welcome:

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

Local Living: Havana Homestay, Havana.

$

TOUR CODE: CCCR

Valid for May 23, 2020 departure.

First Night Out: Connect with New Friends.

$

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

$

Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group.

FROM

Valid for May 3, 2020 departure.

What’s Included

1999

FROM

Community Tour, Manaca Iznaga.

8 DAYS — HAVANA TO HAVANA

›› Mingle with the locals at homestays
›› Sample local rum and cigars
›› Connect to salsa culture on the
dance floor
›› Explore colonial Havana’s alleyways
›› Laze under the Caribbean sun

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

See back foldout.

demonstrations. Mojito making

Ripple Score

97

Comandancia de la Plata hike. Bicitaxi tour of Camagüey. Viñales, Trinidad and Cienfuegos

Havana Homestay, Havana. Viñales
Homestay, Viñales. Trinidad Homestay,

orientation walks. Free time Viñales, Baracoa, Santiago de Cuba, and Trinidad. Informal

Havana

Trinidad. Hands-on: Salsa Lesson, Trinidad.
(To learn more, see page 8)
Arrival transfer. Havana walking tour. Day trip

Viñales

Spanish lesson. All transport between destinations and to/from included activities.

Santa Clara

Cayo Levisa

CUB A

Playa Larga
Cienfuegos

ACCOMMODATIONS Hotels/casas particulares (homestays) (15 nts). TRANSPORT Private
vehicle, taxi, walking. GROUP LEADER CE

Trinidad

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout local

guides. MEALS 15 breakfasts, 1 lunch, 1 dinner. Allow USD415-540 for meals not included.

to Cayo Levisa. Palacio del Valle visit. Che

ITINERARY

Guevara mausolem and museum visit.
THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

Orientation walks in Trinidad and Viñales.

There’s more to Cuba than sandy beaches and cigars. Beyond its beautiful coastlines and tobacco

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Beach time in Trinidad and Bay of Pigs.
Informal Spanish lesson. All transport

Ripple Score

between destinations and to/from included

farms lies a place ﬁlled with more ad enture than you can imagine

100

your rhythm as you salsa dance in the cradle of the Cuban Revolution. Whether you’re in it for the food
or the ﬁestas this

activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Casas
particulares (homestays) (7 nts). TRANSPORT Private vehicle, boat. GROUP LEADER CEO
Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout MEALS 7 breakfasts, 2 lunches, 1 dinner. Allow
USD185-240 for meals not included.

i e into the ocean for incredible

snorkelling learn to whip up some of the ﬁnest mo itos from the local experts of Playa Larga and ﬁnd
day enture will ha e all the ingredients needed to spice up your ourney

DAY 1 HAVANA Arrive at any time. Arrival transfer included. DAYS 2-3 VIÑALES Travel through a rich
agricultural area en route to Viñales. Visit a “vega” (tobacco plantation) to see how the famous Cuban
cigars are made. Enjoy an orientation walk then a free day in the area. (2B) DAY 4 PLAYA LARGA Set

ITINERARY

off for laid-back Playa Larga, stopping along the way to enjoy beach time and snorkel in the Bay of

For too many people, Cuba is nothing more than a beach resort. That’s crazy; the island practically

Pigs. On arrival in Playa Larga, learn how to make a mojito from a local expert, and be sure to sample

buzzes with energy and you should do likewise — get moving. Journey through the culture-soaked

the goods! (1B) DAY 5 SANTA CLARA/REMEDIOS Set off through the countryside to Santa Clara.

streets of Trinidad and ld Ha ana for your ﬁll of drinking and dancing The music here pours out of

Step into Cuban history, and visit the Che Guevara mausoleum and museum. Continue on to colonial

open windows. Hit the beach and explore the outdoors, then connect with the locals in homestays and

Remedios, and soak up the culture in this town that is often overlooked. (1B) DAY 6 GIBARA A long

make friends for life as you hit the sites with other young people like yourself. Boring? Impossible!

travel day will be rewarded with stunning beaches set amidst green hills. (1B) DAYS 7-8 BARACOA
Continue to Baracoa. Explore rural communities on a tour led by residents of Baracoa, a G Adventures

DAY 1 HAVANA Arrive at any time. Arrival transfer included. DAYS 2-3 HAVANA/VIÑALES Discover the

for Good-supported project. (2B) DAYS 9-10 SANTIAGO DE CUBA Travel to Santiago de Cuba and

highlights Old Havana on a walking tour with the CEO. Travel to the rich agricultural town of Viñales

take an included salsa lesson. (2B) DAY 11 SIERRA MAESTRA MOUNTAINS/BAYAMO Hike through

and visit a “vega” (tobacco plantation) to see how the famous Cuban cigars are made. Take a day trip

the Sierra Maestra mountains in the footsteps of Che Guevarra and Fidel Castro and learn more about

to beautiful Cayo Levisa and bliss out on the beach. (2B, 1L) DAY 4 BAY OF PIGS/PLAYA LARGA

Cuba’s history. Transfer to Bayamo. (1B, 1D) DAY 12 CAMAGÜEY Transfer west across the island to

Stop at the Bay of Pigs en route to Playa Larga for a swim in the beautiful blue water, and opt to go

Camagüey. (1B) DAYS 13-14 TRINIDAD Travel to Trinidad, and get a feel for the city’s energy on an

snorkelling. (1B, 1L) DAYS 5-6 TRINIDAD Travel to the seaside town of Cienfuegos. Take an

orientation walk. Enjoy free time in Trinidad. Savour a local dinner as a group hosted by one of the

orientation walk around Trinidad’s beautiful centre. Learn some moves during a salsa dancing lesson.

homestay families, then head out for a Big Night Out. (2B, 1D) DAY 15 CIENFUEGOS/HAVANA Return

Enjoy a home-cooked group dinner hosted by one of the homestay families. With nearby national

to the bustling capital, stopping off at Cienfuegos along the way. (1B) DAY 16 HAVANA Depart at any

parks, a beach, bikes, and more — there’s plenty to do! (2B, 1D) DAY 7 SANTA CLARA/HAVANA Visit

time. (1B)

a textiles centre, in the Manaca Iznaga community, that enables local women to sell traditional textiles.
Stop by Santa Clara en route to Havana and visit important historical sites, including the famous Che
monument. (1B) DAY 8 HAVANA Depart at any time. (1B)

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
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CENTRAL AMERICA›› COSTA RICA, MEXICO, PANAMA

LIMITED
EDITION

Panama Experience:
Cloud Forests & Canals
Highlights

Oaxaca to Puerto Escondido:
Day of the Dead
Highlights

›› Visit markets and learn about festival
preparations
›› Take part in celebrations during a
Day of the Dead parade
›› Relax in the tropical paradise of
Puerto Escondido

What’s Included

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO
and Group. First Night Out: Connect with

New Friends. Discover: Free time in Oaxaca.
(To learn more, see page 8)

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

829

TOUR CODE: CRSP

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Puerto Viejo
Bocas del Toro

San José
Boquete

Catalina. Panama City stay. All transport
See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – THE G STAFF TO
TRAVELLER RATIO OF A SMALL GROUP, BUT
IT’S A G PARTY! THE MORE THE MERRIER
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Panama City

CO STA
RI CA

Beach time in Bocas del Toro and Santa

TOUR CODE: CMOP

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14

Viejo de Talamanca, Boquete, Panama City.
(To learn more, see page 8)

Valid for Oct 30, 2020 departure.

between destinations and to/from included

PANAMA

Santa Catalina

activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Simple
hotels (2 nts), hostels (11 nts, multi-share).
TRANSPORT Local bus, boat, private

Ripple Score

vehicle, taxi, walking. GROUP LEADER CEO

100

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout Allow
USD480-625 for meals not included.

MEXICO

Oaxaca

Day of the Dead parade in Oaxaca. Beach

Valid for May 12, 2020 departure.

New Friends. Discover: Free time in Puerto

$

ceremonial objects used for Day of the Dead.

$

and Group. First Night Out: Connect with

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Visit to local markets to learn about

1399

FROM

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO

FROM

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

14 DAYS — SAN JOSÉ
TO PANAMA CITY

›› Listen to reggae rhythms wafting
through the Caribbean air
›› Stare out at the crystal-blue ocean
›› Walk through lush greenery in the
highlands
›› Kick back in a hammock on the
Pacific Coast
›› Marvel at ships passing through
the Panama Canal

What’s Included

7 DAYS — OAXACA TO PUERTO
ESCONDIDO

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

ITINERARY

time in Puerto Escondido. All transport

From San José, hit the beach and mountain retreats on your way to the locks of the world-famous

between destinations and to/from included

Panama Canal at the centre of the Americas. Visit gorgeous islands and chill to reggae beats on

activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Hotels/

Puerto Escondido

Caribbean beaches. Search for the quetzal bird in cloud forests and shake your tailfeather in the clubs

hostels (6 nts, most multi-share).

of Panama City With your hotel and transport arranged by our CE s Chief Experience fﬁcers you

TRANSPORT Private vehicle, walking.

can concentrate on choosing your own adventure.

GROUP LEADER CEO (Chief Experience
fﬁcer throughout local guides Allow

DAY 1 SAN JOSÉ Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-3 PUERTO VIEJO DE TALAMANCA Travel to Costa

ME X IC O

Rica’s beautiful Caribbean coast. Opt to rent a bike and beach-hop down the coast or hike in

USD175-230 for meals not included.

Manzanillo National Wildlife Refuge. DAYS 4-6 BOCAS DEL TORO Cross the border into Panama,

ITINERARY
In Mexico, death isn’t the end of the road — it’s

Ripple Score

81

ﬁnishing up in the Bocas del Toro Archipelago En oy free time to snorkel the blue Caribbean waters or
look for red frogs at — where else? — Red Frog Beach. DAYS 7-8 BOQUETE Travel back to the

the beginning of a huge party. Rooted in Aztec

mainland and across the highlands to Boquete. Opt to go whitewater rafting, tour a coffee plantation,

tradition, Oaxaca’s colourful Dead of the Dead festivities have been drawing curious visitors for

or hike through the cloud forest. DAYS 9-11 SANTA CATALINA Tra el to the Paciﬁc Coast for a couple

decades. This week-long tour throws you right into the middle of the action with four straight days of

more beach days. Santa Catalina has easy access to two black-sand beaches and is a great home

parades, macabre costumes, and market visits in search of sugar skulls. Then, it’s off to the coastal

base for ﬁshing snorkelling boat trips di ing and surﬁng as well as exploring numerous nature trails

town of Puerto Escondido for a few days of well-earned R&R on the beach you’ll be more than grateful

in the area En oy la y days at the beach opt to explore beautiful Coiba National Park or take a surﬁng

for — or, if you’ve still got the energy, parties galore.

lesson. DAY 12 SANTA CATALINA/PANAMA CITY Leave the beach and travel to Panama’s capital.

DAY 1 OAXACA Arrive at any time. DAY 2 OAXACA Stop by a local market to learn about ceremonial
objects used for Day of the Dead celebrations. DAY 3 OAXACA Join in the celebrations during a Day of
the Dead parade. Experience all that is going on in the zócalo (city centre). DAY 4 OAXACA Enjoy free
time to take part in the celebrations in the zócalo, spend the day checking out nearby artisan towns, or
visit the ruins of Monte Albán. DAYS 5-6 PUERTO ESCONDIDO Travel to the tropical paradise of
Puerto Escondido. Enjoy free time for optional activities or chill on the beach. DAY 7 PUERTO
ESCONDIDO Depart at any time.

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
Oct 30 - Nov 05

|

Filled with colonial architecture and cobblestone streets line with cafes and bars. Opt to spend a night
on the town with the group. DAY 13 PANAMA CITY Enjoy a free day to explore this iconic city. Opt to
visit the Panama Canal and Casco Viejo, a World Heritage Site. In the heart of old town, check out its
plazas, murals and ancient cathedrals by day. At night check out the restaurant and nightlife scene
from a rooftop bar or sidewalk cafe. DAY 14 PANAMA CITY Depart at any time.

|
■› ■› ■› ■› ■› ■› ■› ■› ■› ■› ■› ■

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

This tour has one
special departure.
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For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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CENTRAL AMERICA›› COSTA RICA

Posadas Mayas
Community Homestay • San Juan La Laguna, Guatemala
Visit the remote village of San Juan La Laguna on picturesque Lake Atitlán
and enjoy a local lunch. Then take a cultural tour of the village’s handicraft
and art co-operatives.

Puesta del Sol
Community Guesthouse • Ometepe Island, Nicaragua
Job and education opportunities are scarce on the island of Ometepe.
G Adventures helped establish this community tourism initiative, which now
hosts more than 2,000 travellers per year who help provide stable income to
this small village. The project opened up the travel economy for communities
that had previously reaped little economic beneﬁt from tourism. G Adventures
travellers stay in family-owned guesthouses along the shore of Lake Nicaragua
where they can share fantastic sunsets with members of the community.

San Antonio Pottery Co-op
Mayan Handicrafts & Meal Experience • San Ignacio, Belize
Like many places around the world, education for women in the village of
San Antonio is not prioritized. Girls often don’t attend school past primary
levels. The pottery co-operative was formed by the San Antonio Women’s
Group to help local women earn income, learn new skills, and share
traditional Mayan knowledge. With an investment from our non-proﬁt
partner Planeterra, the co-op built a new workshop to host many more
travellers. Here, travellers can try ancient pottery techniques with the
Mayan artisans, and purchase pottery and other crafts.

Basic Costa Rica:
Coastlines & Cloud Forests
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

14 DAYS — SAN JOSÉ TO SAN JOSÉ

›› Chill out on the Caribbean and
Pacific coasts
›› Cruise across Lake Arenal with
beautiful views of Arenal Volcano
›› Explore the misty cloud forest

1349

FROM

$

Valid for May 10, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: CRCR

What’s Included

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Your Moments: G for Good: ***Life

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14

Monteverde Experience***, Monteverde.

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group.

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

First Night Out: Connect with New Friends.
Discover: Free time in La Fortuna,
Monteverde. (To learn more, see page 8)

La Fortuna/Arenal

Beach time in Puerto Viejo and Santa Teresa.

Monteverde

Free time in La Fortuna and Monteverde. All

San Carlos

transport between destinations and to/from
included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS

San José

Simple hotels (3 nts), hostels (10 nts,

COSTA
R ICA

Santa Teresa

multi-share). TRANSPORT Local bus, boat,

Puerto Viejo
de Talamanca

taxi, private vehicle, walking. GROUP

El Hongo

LEADER CE

Youth Art & Local Meal Experience • Playa Del Carmen, Mexico

included.

Chief Experience fﬁcer

Ripple Score

throughout. Allow USD490-640 for meals not

Playa Del Carmen is one of Mexico’s major tourist destinations. On the other
side of the main highway, however, is where most of the locals live. This isolated
part of town has far fewer services, with roads remaining unpaved. El Hongo
(Spanish for “The Mushroom”) is a volunteer-run restaurant created as a means
to help support Calle 19, a community art program for children. Volunteers
developed the restaurant where travellers can enjoy a delicious home-style
meal, inspiring youth to develop skills and conﬁdence for a brighter future.

92

ITINERARY
Stay ﬂexible in Costa Rica on this uni ue two week ad enture

ou ll hit the olcanoes a cloud forest

and both of the incredible coasts. Chill out on white-sand beaches and explore pristine wildlife
reser es Best of all this trip gi es you the ﬂexibility to create the ad enture of a lifetime so you can
soar across the treetops by ipline rappel down a waterfall or learn to surf the Paciﬁc breaks Take a
trip that’s packed with just the essentials — everything you need to explore the diversity and beauty of
Costa Rica.
DAY 1 SAN JOSÉ Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-4 PUERTO VIEJO DE TALAMANCA Travel to the

Coope San Juan

Caribbean coast. Opt to go snorkelling in the Caribbean or hiking in Manzanillo National Wildlife

Community Experience and Homestay • San Carlos, Costa Rica

— soak in Arenal’s hot springs or get the adrenaline pumping with whitewater rafting or waterfall

Refuge. DAYS 5-7 LA FORTUNA/ARENAL Travel to La Fortuna in central Costa Rica. Options abound

Immerse yourself in local farming culture by staying with a family in the
Coope San Juan community in the rainforest of northern Costa Rica. Your
presence supports this community-owned and -operated business. While
you’re here, practice Spanish, enjoy fresh regional food, bike along jungle
trails, and try your hand at ﬁshing.

rappelling. DAYS 8-9 MONTEVERDE Travel from La Fortuna to Monteverde and into the cool mountain
air of the area. Stop at Life Monteverde, a coffee cooperative for coffee tastings, and a tour of their
farm to learn about sustainable agriculture. Enjoy a free day to venture out and explore the
mountainous town of Monteverde, go to the cloud forest, the hanging bridges, or zipline through the
canopy. DAYS 10-12 SANTA TERESA Enjoy free time to surf the waves, swim, practice yoga on the
beach, or chill out in this laid-back beach town. DAY 13 SAN JOSÉ Tra el back to the capital for a ﬁnal
evening with the group. DAY 14 SAN JOSÉ Depart at any time.

Proyecto Manacu
Traditional Textiles Experience • Trinidad, Cuba
Visit the Manaca Iznaga community and get further immersed in the local
life. Meet Cuba’s rural families that have joined together to create a textiles
centre in 2019 enabling local women to sell traditional textiles to travellers.
See local embroidery techniques used to create garments and souvenirs
and learn how this local women’s organization has impacted the community
and those who visit it. Our non-proﬁt partner Planeterra has supported with
technical assistance to start up the business, capacity building, and
guidance to create a local experience.

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
COSTA RICA ADRENALINE BUNDLE: Get all your thrills covered with a half-day of canyoneering
in Arenal and another half-day of ziplining in Monteverde. See Personalize your tour on page 173.
SANTA TERESA SURF LESSON: Grab a board and ride the waves with a surf lesson and lunch
on the beach. See Personalize your tour on page 173.

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

|

Number of
departures / month.
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CENTRAL AMERICA›› COSTA RICA

Costa Rica:
Ocean Waves & Sunsets
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

8 DAYS — SAN JOSÉ TO SAN JOSÉ

›› Try adrenaline sports like whitewater
rafting and surfing
›› Take in the views of Arenal Volcano
towering over La Fortuna
›› Chill out by the Pacific Ocean

What’s Included

799

FROM

$

Valid for May 9, 2020 departure.

Personalize your tour

TOUR CODE: CRBC

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14

and Group. First Night Out: Connect with

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

New Friends. Discover: Free time in La
Fortuna. (To learn more, see page 8)

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Beach time in Santa Teresa. Free time in

La Fortuna/
Arenal

La Fortuna. All transport between
destinations and to/from included activities.
ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotels (3 nts),

San José

hostels (4 nts, multi-share). TRANSPORT
Local bus, ferry, taxi, walking. GROUP
LEADER CE

173

C O S TA

Chief Experience fﬁcer

RICA

Santa Teresa

throughout. Allow USD280-365 for meals

Extras are a great way for you to make your adventure
a little more yours. Here are some optional add-ons you
can book in advance, for those days on your tour that
have free time built in.
PACAYA VOLCANO HIKE

FROM

Ever wanted to get up close and personal with an active
volcano? Now’s your chance! Explore Pacaya’s dried lava
ﬂows, roast marshmallows over a heat vent, or climb
through a giant lava tube. There’s no shortage of
fascinating things to do on this still-active giant.

Antigua
7 hrs

75

$

not included.

Ripple Score

ITINERARY

100

Hit two of Costa Rica’s famed features — volcanoes and beaches — on this exciting trip that isn’t too
hard on the wallet. Get the adrenaline pumping in La Fortuna, then travel to Santa Teresa and relax on
the beach. While you’re free to choose your own adventure with optional adrenaline-inducing activities
like waterfall rappelling, your accommodation and transportation are included. Our expert CEOs (Chief
Experience fﬁcers will help you make the most of your time Take a trip that s packed with ust the
essentials — eight days of maximum Costa Rica at minimum cost.
DAY 1 SAN JOSÉ Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-3 LA FORTUNA/ARENAL Travel to La Fortuna, a small
town with stunning Arenal Volcano as its backdrop. Options abound—soak in Arenal’s hot springs or
get the adrenaline pumping with whitewater rafting or waterfall rappelling. DAYS 4-6 SANTA TERESA
Tra el to Santa Teresa in the Nicoya Peninsula Try out surﬁng isit Cayo Blanco NP or ust chill out on
the beach. Don’t miss the night life. DAY 7 SAN JOSÉ Tra el back to the capital for the ﬁnal night out
with the group. DAY 8 SAN JOSÉ Depart at any time.

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

PACUARE RIVER WHITEWATER RAFTING

FROM

Hailed as the best river in Costa Rica for rafting, get
your adrenaline pumping as you navigate the twists,
turns, and rapids of the Pacuare River. Learn tips and
tricks from a professional local guide before beginning
your journey downstream. One thing we can
guarantee — you will get wet!

Pacuare
Full day

131

$

COSTA RICA ADRENALINE BUNDLE

FROM

Spend a half-day canyoneering in Arenal and another
half-day zip lining in Monteverde. If thrills are your
thing, this combo will have you rappelling down
waterfalls and soaring across the forest canopy on a
Tarzan swing. All the while you’ll be surrounded by
rainforest — or paradise as we like to call it.

La Fortuna &
Monteverde
Half-day

194

$

PACUARE RIVER WHITEWATER RAFTING: Get your adrenaline pumping as you navigate the
Pacuare River’s rapids with twists, turns, and few (or many) refreshing splashes. See Personalize
your tour on page 173.
SANTA TERESA SURF LESSON: Grab a board and ride the waves with a surf lesson and lunch
on the beach. See Personalize your tour on page 173.

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
3

3
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SANTA TERESA SURF LESSON

FROM

Grab a board and ride the waves with a surf lesson on
the beach. Start on the sand and learn the basics of
getting up and staying on the board. Then, take your
new skills out into the water. After your lesson, relax on
the beach and enjoy some lunch.

Santa Teresa
2.5 hrs

$

85

Please note that Extras cannot be cancelled or rescheduled once your trip begins. Some activities
carry age restrictions. Talk to a G Adventures GCO or your travel agent for details.

D

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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Incredible landscapes on every shoreline.

Not 18−to-Thirtysomethings,
yet still amazing.

Caribbean
sailing.
Surf, sun, and fun by the ton.
Comprised of over 7,000 islands, the Caribbean is a region
defined by its differences as much as its commonalities.
Cuba’s got rumba and razzle-dazzle with a homespun,
attitude-free charm, while the British Virgin Islands exude
a laid-back calm punctuated with the occasional pirate
chantey. Culture, relaxation, nightlife, and adventure await
in every secluded bay and undiscovered barrio here, and
your skipper/CEO holds the treasure map.

Delicious Caribbean fare awaits in the dining area.

CENTRAL AMERICA›› MULTI-COUNTRY

The G Difference
There’s a reason why Caribbean sunsets come
to mind when you think of idyllic getaways
— and we believe there’s no better way to see
them than from a catamaran. Here’s what else
to expect:
LOCALS KNOW
Skip the preamble and dive right on into the joyous
regional culture with the help of a skipper/CEO who
knows what’s where and how to get there.

GET AWAY FROM EVERYDAY RESORTS
We put a different spin on “all-inclusive” by getting you
out of the walled resorts and out into the countryside to
meet the people who live here.

SECLUDED DESTINATIONS
Our regular stomping grounds are far enough off the
beaten path that you won’t be ﬁghting crowds of tourists
for that one perfect slice of beach.

Sea, sand, and high spirits under this cabana.

Cuba
Our Cuba sailing program puts our own, unique spin on
“all-inclusive” by getting you out into the countryside to
meet the people who live there and setting you loose to
experience the local culture ﬁrst-hand. See CCVH online.

The BVIs
The British Virgin Islands have called to mariners for
centuries. Why? Maybe it’s the gorgeous mountains that
tumble down into seemingly endless beaches, or maybe it’s
the tiny, deserted islands that can only be accessed by
boat. Come discover them for yourself. See CIVT online.

St Lucia and the Grenadines
St Lucia’s verdant peaks and the Grenadines’ dreamy
beachside vibes call to travellers looking for a side of the
Caribbean that’s a little less well-travelled. As one of our
newest destinations (a ﬁrst among adventure tour
operators), none of our other tours stop here so you’ll be
among the ﬁrst G Adventures travellers to experience this
incredible place. See CSVG online.

Spectacular sunsets in the Caribbean.

175
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CENTRAL AMERICA›› MEXICO

A ﬂoat to gloat about at a covered cenote near Merida, Mexico.

Explore
Mexico.
Pick the tour that fits you best. Here you’ll find tours
that offer incredible experiences on their own, plus a
combo tour option that puts two of these tours
together for one super in-depth experience. Check
the map to see how the trips join together.

1. Mexico: Cities, Cuisine
& Ruins
Highlights

›› Trek up the pyramids of Teotihuacán
›› See how mezcal is distilled in
its birthplace
›› Go swimming in an
underground cenote
›› Shop for artisan goods from
local makers
›› Marvel at the pink lake at Playa
de las Coloradas
›› Hunt for tacos in Mexico City

ITINERARY
From the hustle of modern Mexico City, which
preserves its magic from centuries gone by, to
the ruins at Chichén Itzá, one of the Seven
Wonders of the World, this adventure takes in all
the cultural and historical highlights. It’s perfect
for travellers on a tight budget looking to see as
much as possible of this diverse region.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

15 DAYS — MEXICO CITY
TO PLAYA DEL CARMEN

1949

FROM

$

Valid for May 9, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: MMC

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

100

177

With all these steps to climb, we bet the Mayans of Palenque would have had killer quads.

Río Lagartos

Mérida
Mexico City

Playa del Carmen
Tulum

Puebla

M EXI C O

Oaxaca

What’s cooler than a waterfall? A petriﬁed
one in Oaxaca.

1. MMC
2. CMMO
3. CMYJ

2. Central Mexico Sojourn:
Mezcal & Mineral Pools
Highlights

›› Trek up the pyramids of Teotihuacán
›› Sip (don’t shoot) mezcal in
its birthplace
›› Dip into the mineral pools of
a petrified waterfall
›› Pick up artisan goods from
local makers

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

9 DAYS — MEXICO CITY TO OAXACA

Highlights

›› Swim in an underground cenote
›› Explore seaside Mayan ruins
›› Let loose on a night out in Tulum
›› Snap pics at the pink lake of Playa
de las Coloradas

1049

FROM

$

Valid for May 9, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: CMMO

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

3. Yucatan Discovery:
Cenotes & Seasides

ITINERARY
See back foldout.

Trust us, the pics you’ll take on this trip will need

ITINERARY

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14

Slip off those all-inclusive wristbands and look

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

through the very best of the Yucatán Peninsula’s

beyond the beachfront complexes to uncover a

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

most colourful sites. Swim in an underground

fascinating layer of Mexican culture. This
nine-day trip hits all the marks with an itinerary

Ripple Score

no ﬁlters This snappy se en day tour takes you

100

limestone cave through pools of crystal clear
water and marvel at the blushing pink hue of the

that gets you climbing ancient pyramids and

Playa de las Coloradas lake hidden in a

exploring ruins. Embark on a taco street crawl and learn how mezcal is made from its birthplace in

biosphere reserve. In between, you’ll have time

axaca f you re yearning to take a dip into an inﬁnity pool with a iew the mineral ponds of Hier e el
Agua have got you covered.

to chill out on the beach and let loose with your
new friends on a night out in Tulum (which you
may or may not want to leave your camera at
home for).

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

7 DAYS — MÉRIDA
TO PLAYA DEL CARMEN

879

FROM

$

Valid for May 3, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: CMYJ

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

100

178

We’ve got all our wheels in a row for a bike ride in Caye Caulker, Belize.

Explore Central
America southbound.
Pick the tour that fits you best. Here you’ll find tours
that offer incredible experiences on their own, plus a
combo tour option that puts two of these tours
together for one super in-depth experience. Check
the map to see how the trips join together.

1. Central American Journey:
Rainforests & Ruins
Highlights

›› Relax on white-sand beaches
›› Explore the Mayan ruins of Copán
and Tikal
›› Bargain at the local markets of
colourful colonial Antigua
›› Meet some local friends at a
G Adventures for Good homestay
in Guatemala
›› Visit six countries in a month

ITINERARY
Escape the resorts and discover something

32 DAYS — PLAYA DEL CARMEN
TO SAN JOSÉ

3299

FROM

$

Valid for May 2, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: JCS

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

countries on this adventure and experience

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

mighty ruins clear Caribbean waters Paciﬁc
along the way. Explore Indigenous Mayan

Haciendas are all the more fascinating to explore when they’re
abandoned like this one.

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 16

extraordinary in Central America. Visit six

waves, rainforests, and breathtaking scenery

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

Ripple Score

100

villages and meet locals for an immersive
experience that few travellers get to know. While you’re free to choose your own adventure, your
accommodation and transportation are included

ur expert CE s Chief Experience fﬁcers will help

you make the most of your time. Take a trip that’s packed with all the things you need and nothing you
don’t — 32 days of maximum adventure at minimum cost.
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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CENTRAL AMERICA›› MULTI-COUNTRY

A mellow yellow church in Antigua, Guatemala.

Playa del Carmen
M EXI C O

Caye Caulker

San Ignacio
Flores/Tikal

Just a whole bunch o’ beans at a coffee plantation in
Costa Rica.

BEL I ZE

G U AT EM A L A

Homestay/
Panajachel

El Tunco

2. Mayan Sun Southbound:
Boat Rides & Ruins
Highlights

›› Relax on white-sand beaches
›› Bask in Caye Caulker sunsets and
reggae music
›› Experience a local homestay
›› Explore gorgeous colonial Antigua
and its colourful markets

ITINERARY
Find your paradise somewhere between the
blazing Mexican sun and the cool Guatemalan
highlands on this 16-day odyssey. Wander
Antigua’s cobblestone streets and its local
markets before experiencing the diverse beauty
of Lake Atitlán and its Indigenous villages.
Geared to the adventurer wanting to capture
some of Central America s ﬁnest highlights this
trip will ensure that you really pack some punch
into those postcards home.

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

›› Connect with your hosts at a
homestay in Costa Rica
›› Relax seaside in El Salvador
›› Engage with the locals during a
chicken bus journey
›› Visit five countries in 17 days

1499

FROM

$

Valid for May 2, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: CMCA

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14

From the laid-back vibes and waves of the
jungle melodies, take the road less travelled on

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

this trip through Guatemala, Honduras,
El Salvador, and Costa Rica with other travellers

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

your own age. This is one of our most exciting

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

ITINERARY
Paciﬁc Coast to tropical rainforests ali e with

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Suchitoto
León

S A LVA D OR

Ometepe
La Fortuna /Arenal
Monteverde

Granada
C O S TA
RICA

San José

3. Volcano Trail: Waves &
Local Ways
Highlights

16 DAYS — PLAYA DEL CARMEN
TO ANTIGUA GUATEMALA

EL

H ON D U R A S

N I C A R A G UA

Antigua

1. JCS
2. CMCA
3. JGS

Rio Dulce
Copán

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

17 DAYS — ANTIGUA GUATEMALA
TO SAN JOSÉ

1849

FROM

$

Valid for May 3, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: JGS

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 16
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Ripple Score

100

trips ﬁlled with breathtaking scenery and a

100

chance to experience local culture with a two-night homestay in rural Costa Rica. Enjoy a blend of
public and private transportation, which not only keeps costs down but also gives you a chance to
really meet the locals.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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Don’t look down! Unless you want to see the awesome cloud forest.

Explore Central
America northbound.
Pick the tour that fits you best. Here you’ll find tours
that offer incredible experiences on their own, plus a
combo tour option that puts two of these tours
together for one super in-depth experience. Check
the map to see how the trips join together.

1. The Best of Central
America: Ruins & Remote
Beaches
Highlights

›› Bliss out on Costa Rican beaches
›› Walk the colonial streets of
colourful Antigua
›› Experience an overnight homestay
in Guatemala
›› Explore Mayan ruins
›› Visit seven countries in a month

ITINERARY
From ancient ruins to active volcanoes, get off
the beaten track and discover extraordinary
Central America. Make sure your passport has
space because this exciting 33-day trip hits most
of Central America, as it covers tropical

A volcano in the distance in Guatemala.

rainforests, volcanoes, colonial cities, and all the
breathtaking scenery in between. Explore
Indigenous Mayan villages and soak in the

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

33 DAYS — SAN JOSÉ
TO PLAYA DEL CARMEN

3349

FROM

$

Valid for May 5, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: CRBA

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

86

region’s incredible culture. Our CEOs (Chief
Experience fﬁcers will ensure your accommodation and transportation are co ered — so you can
choose the activities and sights that interest you most — the adventure is yours to choose!
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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CENTRAL AMERICA›› MULTI-COUNTRY

Snorkel to marine-induced stupefaction in Caye Caulker.

Playa del Carmen
ME X I C O

Mahahual
BE L I ZE

Caye Caulker

GUATE MAL A

San Ignacio

Flores/Tikal

Rio Dulce

Homestay/
Panajachel

E L

›› Connect with local hosts in a
G Adventures-supported community
guesthouse project
›› Laugh with the locals during a
chicken bus journey
›› Bliss out on a remote stretch of
Nicaraguan beach
›› Stroll through Antigua’s
colonial streets
›› Explore Mayan ruins

ITINERARY
Take the road less travelled through Central
America with other travellers your own age —
so you can be sure to get down with other

N I C A RA G U A

Poneloya
Ometepe

La Fortuna /Arenal

Monteverde

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

18 DAYS — SAN JOSÉ TO ANTIGUA
GUATEMALA

1899

FROM

$

Valid for May 5, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: CRSG

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Gaze up at the Tikal ruins in Guatemala.

Granada

SALVAD OR

2. Back Roads of Central
America: Craters &
Community Guesthouses
Highlights

Suchitoto

Cerro
Verde

Antigua
1. CRBA
2. CRSG
3. CGAC

H ON D U RA S

Copán

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

C OS TA
RI C A

San José

3. Mayan Sun Northbound:
Cobblestones & Caribbean
Culture
Highlights

›› Walk along cobblestones in
gorgeous colonial Antigua
›› Overnight in a local homestay
›› Watch the sunset in Caye Caulker
›› Bliss out on white-sand beaches
›› Explore ancient Mayan sites

ITINERARY
Trek though jungle backdrops to Mayan ruins
and chill out on white-sand beaches under the
Caribbean sun. Check out Guatemala, Belize,
and Mexico and experience the region’s
diversity. Wander colonial Antigua’s cobblestone
streets and shop for treasures before
experiencing the natural beauty of Lake Atitlán,

ad enturers that ll keep up This is one of our most exciting trips ﬁlled with breathtaking scenery —

its Indigenous Mayan villages, and striking

from tropical rainforests alive with jungle melodies to colonial cities bouncing to a decidedly more

volcanoes. One of our most popular trips, this

human beat. You’ll blaze your own path as you discover a region of volcanoes, craters, beaches, and

adventure offers natural wonders, excitement,

lush forests. Sticking to budget accommodation and public transport will keep costs down and keep

and culture with enough time to socialize and do

you rooted in local life.

your own thing.
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

16 DAYS — ANTIGUA GUATEMALA
TO PLAYA DEL CARMEN

1499

FROM

$

Valid for May 1, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: CGAC

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

100

182

South
America

Golden hour over Rio de Janeiro.

Find the beauty in biodiversity.
Come for the ruins and rainforests; stay for some of the warmest
people anywhere. South America is home to some of the planet’s
most stunning landscapes, and whatever your pleasure, you’ll find it
here, be it trekking to Machu Picchu, sipping caipirinhas on the
beach in Rio, or snorkelling with sea lions in the Galápagos Islands.
Head south and let your adventure begin.

183

Oh, to be a sea lion pup. Nothing to do but eat
and swim and sunbathe.

SOUTH AMERICA UNCOVERED

Arequipa • Peru
Also known as the “White City,” Arequipa is
Peru’s hidden gem. Observe its beautiful
architecture surrounded by magically misty
volcanoes, then head out to Colca Canyon to
spot the famous condors.

Colonia del Sacramento • Uruguay
Find your way through Colombia’s Lost City.

This incredible, UNESCO-protected colonial
town lies just across the river from Buenos Aires.
A stroll here along its picturesque cobblestone
streets, through the heart of its laid-back vibe
will stay with you forever.

Ilha Grande • Brazil
Need to escape the outside world? You can’t do
much better than Ilha Grande. With no private
vehicles (or even roads to drive them on) the
natural splendour of this place really gets to
shine through.

Hitching a ride at the train graveyard in Uyuni, Bolivia.

184

That’s three more travellers that can cross Machu Picchu off their bucket list.

Inca Trail &
Peru Trekking
In the footsteps of the Inca.
Follow the footpaths of the Inca to the roof of the Andes,
passing ancient tambo ruins and breathing in pure mountain
air by the lungful. There are plenty of memories to be made
on the Inca Trail’s four-day trek, but none compare to the
instant you walk through the Sun Gate and catch your first
glimpse of the forgotten city of Machu Picchu. It’s not just an
accomplishment; it’s a transformative moment.
Climbing up Machu Picchu is one gratifying way to get your 10,000 steps in.

SOUTH AMERICA›› PERU

Named Best Inca Trail Tour
Operator by the Regional
Direction of Foreign Trade and
Tourism of Cusco (RDFTTC)
in Peru.

Esencia Andina
Biodegradable Soaps • Cusco, Peru
Around 500 people begin the Inca Trail Trek every day, potentially leaving
behind non-biodegradable soaps and materials that pollute the land and
water. Planeterra kickstarted this small business owned by women who
produce biodegradable soaps, detergents, and natural products for use by
travellers, porters, and cooks on the Inca Trail, Lares, and Salkantay treks.
G Adventures purchases provide this small business with sustainable
income while lessening the environmental impact of
Inca Trail travel.

Ccaccaccollo Women’s
Weaving Co-op
Handicraft Experience • Sacred Valley, Peru
Despite their close proximity to Cusco and Machu Picchu, surrounding
areas beneﬁt very little from the thousands of tourists that visit these sites
each year. Since 2005, G Adventures has worked with the Ccaccaccollo
community to develop a women’s weaving co-operative where women of
the Sacred Valley can work. Most G Adventures groups have the chance to
visit this community and purchase high-quality textiles directly from the
co-operative’s 60 members, keeping travel dollars within the community
and the Inca traditions alive.

Parwa Community Restaurant
Local Meal • Sacred Valley, Peru

Take your pick of a few different routes to Machu Picchu, like the picturesque Lares Trek.

For years, Huchuy Qosqo residents, seeing Cusco’s success, looked for a
way to beneﬁt from the area’s tourism boom. Through our initiative with the
Multilateral Investment fund (MIF), G Adventures developed a communityoperated restaurant, owned by the local Huchuy Qosqo Association. For the
ﬁrst time, this small community of 65 families can beneﬁt from sustainable
tourism, with all income from the restaurant invested back into the
community. G Adventures travellers receive a delicious homemade lunch
made from local ingredients, a meal that helps beneﬁt the community.

185
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SOUTH AMERICA›› PERU

TOP
SELLER

Peru: Ancient Cities & the Andes
Highlights

and catch an overnight bus to Cusco. (2B) DAY 7 CUSCO Free day in Cusco to explore. Opt to go
whitewater rafting, explore the city, or just relax in a café. DAY 8 CCACCACCOLLO COMMUNITY/

›› Conquer the Inca Trail to Machu Picchu
›› Meet the locals at an Andean homestay
›› Spot soaring condors at Colca Canyon
›› Sip pisco sours and eat ceviche

a few Quechua words while experiencing a family homestay. (1B, 1L, 1D) DAY 9 OLLANTAYTAMBO

What’s Included

four-day guided Inca Trail hike with visit a to Machu Picchu. Enjoy G Adventures-supported

URUBAMBA Visit a local community and a G Adventures-supported women’s weaving project. Learn
Embark on an optional Sacred Valley tour that includes markets and Incan historical sites and ruins.
(1B) DAYS 10-13 INCA TRAIL/MACHU PICCHU Take in Incan culture, history, and great views on a

Your Moments: G for Good: Ccaccaccollo Community and Women’s Weaving Co-op visit,
Ccaccaccollo. Handmade Biodegradable Soap Products. Welcome: Meet your CEO and

Group. First Night Out: Connect with New Friends. Local Living: Ccaccaccollo Community

Homestay, Ccaccaccollo. Hands-on: Pachamanca, Nazca. Big Night Out: Cusco. Discover:
Free time in Cusco. (To learn more, see page 8)
Overnight Colca Canyon excursion. Inca Trail hike with local guide, cook, and porters (4 days).
Guided tour of Machu Picchu. All transport between destinations and to/from included
activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotels (7 nts), overnight bus (2 nts), homestay (1 nt),
camping (3 nts). TRANSPORT Hiking, local bus, train. GROUP LEADER CEO (Chief

handmade biodegradable soap products while on the Inca Trail. (4B, 3L, 3D) DAY 14 CUSCO Depart
at any time. (1B)

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
FLIGHT OVER THE NAZCA LINES: Take to the skies and get a bird’s eye view of the mysterious
Nazca Lines crisscrossing the desert. See Personalize your tour on page 220.

3

2

■› ■›

ITINERARY

Number of
departures / month.

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

Experience fﬁcer throughout specialist nca Trail CE on hike local guides MEALS
9 breakfasts, 4 lunches, 5 dinners. Allow USD245-320 for meals not included.

|
■›■›■›■› ■› ■›■›■› ■› ■

Guaranteed Departures
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Climb the legendary Inca Trail to the cloud forest citadel of Machu Picchu, dine the traditional way at a
ceremonial Pachamanca feast or take an optional ﬂight o er the Na ca Lines — the ad enture is yours
to choose With the ser ices of a CE

Chief Experience fﬁcer and your accommodation and

transport taken care of, this trip offers great value as it introduces the region’s main sights, providing
plenty of ﬂexibility so you can experience an ad enture you ll ne er forget Take a trip that s packed
with just the essentials — 14 days of maximum Peru at minimum cost. This is everything you imagined
Peru would be — and more!
DAY 1 LIMA Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-3 NAZCA Head south to Nazca and indulge in a traditional
Pachamanca meal. There’s a variety of optional activities to try here, such as taking a tour of a pre-Inca
desert cemetery with mummies a ﬂight o er the Na ca Lines or sandboarding

ernight bus to

Arequipa. (1D) DAYS 4-6 AREQUIPA/COLCA CANYON Wander the streets of the White City,
Arequipa and opt to visit the Santa Catalina Convent. Take a full-day tour of the spectacular Colca

A FEW DIFFERENT WAYS TO SEE MACHU PICCHU
We know you like your explorations off the beaten path. That’s why we’ve
put together a few unique ways to earn your Andes trekking stripes while
still crossing Machu Picchu off your bucket list.
The Lares Trek
7 days | tour Code: SPLT

FROM

1349

$

Valid for Nov 1, 2020 departure

Salkantay Trek & Machu Picchu
5 days | tour Code: SPST

Canyon and soak in hot springs. Set out looking for the majestic soaring condors. Return to Arequipa
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

FROM

949

$

Valid for Jan 5, 2020 departure

SOUTH AMERICA›› PERU

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS
14 DAYS — LIMA TO CUSCO

1949

FROM

$

Valid for Jan 5, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: SPPS

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

239

$

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 4 – DEMANDING

PE RU

Ollantaytambo

Lima

Machu
Picchu

Cusco

Nazca
Colca
Canyon

Arequipa

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

99

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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Don’t be salty. Take in the sights of Bolivia’s salt ﬂats instead!

Explore
Peru &
Bolivia.
Pick the tour that fits you best. Here you’ll find tours
that offer incredible experiences on their own, plus a
combo tour option that puts two of these tours
together for one super in-depth experience. Check
the map to see how the trips join together.

1. Inca Jungle —
Rainbow Mountain & Salt Flats
Highlights

›› Embark on a mountain bike ride at
Malaga Pass
›› Explore Machu Picchu in the early
morning light
›› Snap incredible shots of Rainbow
Mountain
›› Visit the spectacular Salar de Uyuni
›› Stay overnight in a G Adventuressupported community lodge

ITINERARY

11 DAYS — CUSCO TO LA PAZ

2449

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 12, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: SPPB

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 12
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 4 – DEMANDING

Do more than just cross destinations off your
bucket list with this action-packed 11-day tour
through some of South America’s most iconic
destinations. You’ll experience Machu Picchu in
the early morning light, led by a local guide that’ll

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

97

share stories about the ancient Incan culture,
and isit the famed Salar de Uyuni including a stay in a community run salt brick lodge with salt ﬂoors
and furniture. Sure, you’ll be snapping pics to prove you went to the sites, but better yet, you’ll have
stories to tell and genuine experiences that you’ll value even more.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

SOUTH AMERICA›› BOLIVIA, PERU
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Go ahead, snap that selﬁe. You’ve earned it for making it all the way to Machu Picchu.

PE RU

Santa
Teresa

Machu Picchu
Rainbow Mountain
BOLIVIA

Cusco
La Paz
La Paz

1. SPPB
2. SPJT
3. SBSF

Salt
Flats

Uyuni

Preparing a meal at the Jukil Community Lodge.

2. Peru: Inca Jungle &
Rainbow Mountain Trek
Highlights

›› Embark on a 16km (10 mi) trek
along the Urubamba river
›› Soar on a zipline over the jungle
of Santa Teresa
›› Visit Machu Picchu led by a
local guide
›› Take a challenging hike up the
colourful Rainbow Mountain

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

Highlights

7 DAYS — CUSCO TO CUSCO

›› Spend three days in the Uyuni
Salt Flats
›› Venture through the landscape
on a 4x4
›› Visit a traditional agricultural village
›› Stay in a salt brick bungalow

1229

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 12, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: SPJT

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

5 DAYS — LA PAZ TO LA PAZ

1179

FROM

$

Valid for Jan 4, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: SBSF

ITINERARY

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 10

A trip to Bolivia isn’t complete without a visit to

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 12

ITINERARY

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

the Uyuni Salt lats and this ﬁ e day tour gets

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Discover the many ways you can get your blood

PHYSICAL RATING: 4 – DEMANDING

you there uickly and efﬁciently With a ﬂight to

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

pumping in Peru’s stunning natural and ancient
landscapes on a seven-day tour. Take an epic

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

3. Bolivia Express: Salt Flats
& Desert Landscapes

See back foldout.

Ripple Score

94

See back foldout.

the ﬂats you ll ha e more time to explore the
incredible landscapes and desert scenery that

mountain bike ride along rushing rivers and soar

surrounds it. Gain a true appreciation for the

above the jungle on a zipline in Santa Teresa before you hit the famed Machu Picchu in the early

region by staying overnight in a community-

morning light, and venture to the incredibly Instagrammable Rainbow Mountain. There’s time in

owned salt lodge complete with salt ﬂoors and

between to soak sore muscles in nearby hot springs and recharge for action-packed days ahead.

furniture. It’s the best way to cross this
destination off your bucket list.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

100
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“There’s gotta be a beach around here somewhere.” Traversing the Atacama Desert on horseback.

Explore The Great
South American Journey.
Make an entire continent
your playground.
Quito

If we’d crammed any more bold landscapes,
extraordinary wildlife, crazy-amazing ruins, and
welcoming people into this trip, we’d have to put
a disclaimer on it. Choose from single segments,
mix and match a handful, do the whole thing, or
pick one of our most popular combos (listed here).
Adventure lovers, welcome home.

Amazon Jungle Homestay
Baños

Cuenca

ECUADO R

Mancora

PERU

Trujillo
Machu
Picchu

Lima
Huacachina

Nazca

Colca Canyon

Ollantaytambo
Cusco
Puno
Lake Titicaca

BRAZI L

La Paz

Arequipa

San Pedro
de Atacama

Sucre
BO LI VI A
Potosí
Uyuni
Salt Flats

Paraty
São Paulo
Iguassu Falls

Salta

Rio de Janeiro

Ilha Grande

CHI LE
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SOUTH AMERICA›› MULTI-COUNTRY

1. The Great South
American Journey: Quito
to Rio Adventure
Highlights

›› Mingle with the locals of a small
community in the Amazon
›› Go sandboarding at the dunes in
Huacachina
›› Spot condors at Colca Canyon
›› Conquer the Inca Trail on the way
to Machu Picchu
›› Experience traditional life on
Lake Titicaca
›› Cross the Uyuni Salt Flats on a
4x4 excursion
›› Experience rural life at a working
ranch in Uruguay
›› Stand in awe at Iguassu Falls
›› Explore bustling Rio de Janeiro on
your own time

2. Lima to Rio:
Coast to Coast
Highlights

›› Go sandboarding at sunset in
Huacachina
›› Spot condors at Colca Canyon
›› Conquer the Inca Trail on the way
to Machu Picchu
›› Experience traditional life on
Lake Titicaca
›› Cross the Uyuni Salt Flats and
surrounding desert altiplano
›› Spend the night at a G Adventuressupported community salt lodge
›› Explore beautiful Buenos Aires with
a free day
›› Chill out at the beaches of
Ilha Grande
›› Marvel at Iguassu Falls

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

51 DAYS — LIMA TO RIO

6799

$

Valid for Jan 2, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: SPMR

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Highlights

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 4 – DEMANDING

8729

FROM

$

Valid for Jan 4, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

›› Sandboard the desert dunes
of Huacachina
›› Spot condors at Colca Canyon
›› Conquer the Inca Trail on the way
to Machu Picchu
›› Experience traditional life on
Lake Titicaca
›› Cross the Uyuni Salt Flats on
a 4x4 excursion
›› Stay overnight at a G Adventuressupported community lodge

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

PHYSICAL RATING: 4 – DEMANDING

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

35 DAYS — LIMA TO BUENOS AIRES

4599

FROM

$

Valid for Jan 2, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

FROM

$

TOUR CODE: SEQL

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

1029

$

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 4 – DEMANDING

TOUR CODE: SPMB

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 4 – DEMANDING

5. Bolivia to Brazil:
Highlands & Coastlines
›› Discover colonial cities and
historic cultures
›› Cross the Uyuni Salt Flats and
surrounding desert altiplano on a
4x4 excursion
›› Witness the stunning scenery and
unique culture of northern Argentina
›› Discover Uruguay’s rural beauty at
a working ranch
›› Marvel at Iguassu Falls
›› Sip caipirinhas on the beach
›› Revel in the energy of Rio de Janeiro

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

99
18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

31 DAYS — LA PAZ TO RIO

4999

FROM

$

Valid for Jan 3, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

1649

$

TOUR CODE: SBLR

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

1359

$

Ripple Score

Highlights

35 DAYS — QUITO TO LA PAZ

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

Valid for Jan 4, 2020 departure.

98

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

97

4199

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

2279

$

TOUR CODE: SEQR

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

4. Quito to La Paz:
Amazon & Ancient Cultures
›› Experience traditional life in a local
community in the Amazon
›› Witness colonial cities and volcanoes
›› Sandboard the dunes of Huacachina
›› Spot condors at Colca Canyon
›› Conquer the Inca Trail to
Machu Picchu
›› Settle in with the locals at a
homestay on Lake Titicaca
›› Get adventurous in Baños
›› Relax on the beach with free time
in Mancora

1909

$

65 DAYS — QUITO TO RIO

3. Lima to Buenos Aires:
Deserts & Dancing
Highlights

FROM

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

98

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Ripple Score

97

192

SOUTH AMERICA›› COLOMBIA

Caribbean Adventure:
the Lost City trek & Medellín
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

remote river valleys of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. Continue trekking

12 DAYS — CARTAGENA
TO MEDELLÍN

along the route to Ciudad Perdida. Today is a tough portion of the trek with

FROM

jungle, and rural communities. Get a glimpse into the local way of life in the

›› Hike through the jungle to the Lost City of Teyuna
›› Venture up steep inclines of the Sierra Nevada Mountains
›› Stay overnight in jungle campsites
›› Explore the vibrant city of Medellin

What’s Included

2349

$

a lot of steep inclines, make sure to rest and take in the beautiful views.
Arrive at the campsite in the afternoon and relax by the river. Get started
early to climb the 1,200 steps up to the Lost City. Explore the Lost City and
learn what is known of its origins from the Indigenous guide, before making

Valid for Nov 8, 2020 departure.

Trek to the Lost City with an Indigenous guide (5 days). Guided tour of

the descent back to Wiwa Camp for the night. Follow the path back through

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

the Lost City nternal ﬂight Transport between destinations and to

the deep jungle, wind through banana trees, cacao plants, and small Kogi

TOUR CODE: SMCT

from included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotels (7 nts,

communities on the way to Ricardito Camp. The nickname for this camp is

429

$

some multi-share) , camping (4 nts in hammocks or rustic bunks).

“Vista Hermosa” or beautiful views, sit back and soak them in. (4B, 4L, 4D)

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

TRANSPORT 4x4, walking, plane, local bus. GROUP LEADER CEO

DAY 8 RICARDITO CAMP/TAGANGA In the morning, take in your last

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 10

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout ndigenous local guides

See back foldout.

views of the jungle as you trek back to Machete Pelao. Transfer to Taganga

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

MEALS 9 breakfasts, 6 lunches, 4 dinners. Allow USD185-240 for

where the rest of the day is yours to relax. (1B, 1L) DAY 9 TAGANGA/

PHYSICAL RATING: 4 – DEMANDING

meals not included.

PARQUE NACIONAL NATURAL TAYRONA Head into Tayrona National
Park for a moderate hike with a local guide. This is a perfect opportunity to

ITINERARY

experience nature and learn a little more about the rich, natural diversity of

You’ve seen it on TV and in the movies, and now’s your chance to

northern Colombia. (1B, 1L) DAYS 10-11 TAGANGA/MEDELLÍN Fly inland

explore the real Colombia beyond the big screen. This 12-day tour is

to infamous Medellín, now one of Latin America’s safest cities. Enjoy an

made for energetic travellers that know the best way to experience a

orientation walk upon arrival and an optional night out with the group. The

destination is by getting closer to nature. And you’ll get opportunities to

next day, enjoy a free day to explore, opt to go paragliding over the city or

do just that with a challenging hike through farmlands, jungles, and

catch a ride on the cable car (1B) DAY 12 MEDELLÍN Depart at any time.

Taganga
Santa Marta

Cartagena

Tayrona NP
Lost City Trek

along steep inclines to the Lost City of Teyuna, where you’re rewarded
with an incredible view of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. You’ll get time
before and after to explore Cartagena and Medellin for a multi-faceted
tour that checks off all the boxes.

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
Medellín

TOTUMO MUD VOLCANO: Climb up the stairs and descend into the

C OLOMB IA

Totumo Mud Volcano, full of healing mud packed with rejuvenating

DAY 1 CARTAGENA Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-3 CARTAGENA/SANTA
MARTA Free day to explore this coastal colonial city. Opt to wander the
historic old town, check out the San Felipe fortress, or get dirty with a mud
bath and massage at Totumo Volcano. The next day, travel by public bus to

minerals. See Personalize your tour on page 193.

Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

this coastal port town. Free time to visit the Gold Museum with its collection
of Lost City artifacts, chill out on the beach and pick up any last minute
necessities for the upcoming trek. (2B) DAYS 4-7 SANTA MARTA/ WIWA
CAMP Transfer to Machete Pelao, where the trek begins to the Lost City of

2
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Ripple Score
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Teyuna Trek for ﬁ e to se en hours each day through farmland steamy
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

98

SOUTH AMERICA›› COLOMBIA

Medellín to Bogota Adventure:
Coffee & Salsa Sounds
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

12 DAYS — MEDELLÍN TO BOGOTÁ

›› Learn about Colombian coffee
production in Manizales
›› Hike through the towering palms
of the Cocora Valley
›› Enjoy free time to explore the
city of Cali
›› Take a dip in the therapeutic waters
of Tierra Viva

1499

FROM

$

Valid for Nov 3, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: SMMB

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

What’s Included

669

$

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 12
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Your Moments: Welcome: Meet your CEO

PHYSICAL RATING: 4 – DEMANDING

and Group. First Night Out: Connect with

New Friends. Hands-on: Coffee Farm Tour,
Armenia. (To learn more, see page 8)

Medellín

Berracas de la 13 visit with lunch, Plaza

Manizales

Botero visit, Tierra Viva Thermal Baths,

Salento

Cocora valley hike, Cristo Rey visit, Salsa

Bogotá

Armenia

class, La Candelaria orientation walk, Gold

Cali

museum isit nternal ﬂight Transport
between destinations and to/from included

COLOMBIA

activities ACCOMMODATIONS Hotels (11 nts) TRANSPORT Local bus, walking. GROUP
LEADER CE

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout MEALS 10 breakfasts, 1 lunch. Allow

Personalize your tour
Extras are a great way for you to make your adventure
a little more yours. Here are some optional add-ons you
can book in advance, for those days on your tour that
have free time built in.
TOTUMO MUD VOLCANO

FROM

Climb up the stairs and descend into the healing mud of
the Totumo Mud Volcano. So much more than just dirt,
the mud is packed with rejuvenating minerals and has a
silky, cool feel on the skin. Lie back, ﬂoat around, and
come out looking 10 years younger (actual years younger
not guaranteed).

Cartagena
Half-day

BAÑOS ZIPLINING ADVENTURE BUNDLE

FROM

Buckle up your harness, put on your helmet, and
prepare to launch. Glide along a zipline suspended
850m (2,788 ft) above the canyon below. Forget your
fear as you cross the Tibetano Suspension Bridge.
Rock climb up to a second zipline and zip past
stunning scenery to ﬁnish off this adrenaline-ﬁlled
adventure.

$

$

32

32

Baños
Half-day

USD280-365 for meals not included.

ITINERARY
This 12-day tour through Colombia isn’t just about checking destinations off your list. With unique
cultural experiences like a tour through the revitalized Comuna 13 neighbourhood of Medellín, visiting a
working coffee farm to learn about growing and production, and a salsa dancing lesson with the locals,
your experience in Colombia will go way beyond any travel book.
DAY 1 MEDELLÍN Arrive at any time. DAY 2 MEDELLÍN Visit Comuna 13 — a community transformed.

QUITO CITY TOUR AND EQUATOR

FROM

Enjoy a city tour of Quito to visit the Old Town (a
UNESCO World Heritage Site), La Compañia Church,
Plaza Grande, and a towering statue of the virgin of
Quito. Drive 25km (16 mi) north to the Middle of the
World, latitude 0º, and stand with one foot in each
hemisphere.

Quito
Half-day

$

64

Once controlled by the cartels, this neighbourhood is a shining example of Colombia’s progress in
overcoming its notorious past. Afterwards, tour the local Plaza Botero, dedicated to the iconic artworks
of Colombian sculptor Fernando Botero. Opt to take a historical tour, visit museums, or go shopping in

Please note that Extras cannot be cancelled or rescheduled once your trip begins. Some activities
carry age restrictions. Talk to a G Adventures GCO or your travel agent for details.

the afternoon. (1B, 1L) DAY 3 MEDELLÍN Make the most of a free day in Medellin and start exploring.
Opt to visit the nearby town of Guatapé, with its colourful houses and famous rock. Ride the
metrocable—a cable car part of Medellín’s public transportation—for sweeping views of the city and
surrounding mountains. DAY 4 MEDELLÍN/MANIZALES Depart Medellín and travel to Manizales by
bus. The city is at the heart of Colombian coffee production and its location makes it the perfect
gateway for getting out and exploring nature. Take advantage of this with free time on arrival. (1B) DAY
5 MANIZALES/SALENTO Soak in the therapeutic waters of the Tierra Viva thermal baths for a relaxing
start to your morning. Later, take the scenic route to Salento, admiring the beautiful landscapes along
the way. (1B) DAY 6 SALENTO Venture out on a morning hike through the towering palms of the
Cocora Valley. This afternoon, choose from a variety of optional activities in the coffee region of
Quindío. (1B) DAY 7 SALENTO/ARMENIA Travel to Armenia before heading out for a tour of a coffee
farm in the area to learn more about the production and culture of coffee here. Lunch will be served at
the farm and there will be an opportunity to shop so you can take a taste of one of Colombia’s most
important exports home with you. (1B) DAY 8 ARMENIA/CALI Head to the bustling city of Cali by bus.
Marvel at the 26m high Cristo Rey monument on a guided tour. Later, learn to dance like a local with an
included salsa class. (1B) DAY 9 CALI The day is yours to explore. Ride the MIO cable car or get
active and hike to Cerro de las tres Cruces. Stroll along the Cali River and visit the Cat Park along the
banks. Explore the neighbourhood of San Antonio to sample Cali delicacies. (1B) DAY 10 CALI/
BOGOTÁ Fly to Bogotá. Take an orientation walk of the Candelaria neighbourhood and visit the Gold
Museum. Enjoy free time in the afternoon to wander the streets of Candelaria. (1B) DAY 11 BOGOTÁ
Spend the day exploring Colombia’s capital. Ride the funicular, check out the street art, or explore the
underground in the tunnels and caves of Zipaquirá Salt Cathedral. (1B) DAY 12 BOGOTÁ Depart at
any time. (1B)

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
2
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Floreana Ecotours
Community Guesthouse & Restaurants • Floreana Island, Galápagos
Since the 1970s, thousands of visitors have come to the Galápagos to explore
its stunning ecosystem and environment. However, the residents of Floreana
Island struggled to beneﬁt from this, with many of the community’s youth
leaving the island to study and rarely returning. Along with our local partners,
Planeterra funded a large-scale training program where residents can manage
all aspects of tourism on their island. It is the archipelago’s ﬁrst communitybased tourism program, beneﬁting the 150 island residents for years to come.

Shandia Indigenous Community
Community Meal and Chocolate Making Class • Tena, Ecuador
Visit the Shandia Indigenous community, located in the Ecuador Amazon,
a rural village surrounded by rivers. Learn about their traditional agricultural
practices, including their specialization in cacao production, and take a
guided class on how to make chocolate. Meals of local ingredients grown
in the village are prepared by ladies who were provided culinary training
through the project. Leave Shandia community knowing your visit is creating
opportunities for a whole new generation of people in this community.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

193
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SOUTH AMERICA›› ECUADOR, GALÁPAGOS

Galápagos Adventure: Snorkelling & Sea Lions
Highlights

around the centre and opt to snorkel at nearby Las Tijeretas. (1B) DAY 3 SAN CRISTÓBAL ISLAND

›› Snorkel with sea lions
›› Travel by public speedboats around the Galápagos Islands
›› Camp in the middle of nature
›› Visit Charles Darwin Research Station
›› Hike Sierra Negra volcano

What’s Included

Enjoy a free day to explore San Cristóbal Island, where the sea lion population rivals the human one.
Opt to snorkel at Kicker Rock, visit Playa Mann, or La Lobería. DAY 4 SAN CRISTÓBAL ISLAND/
ISABELA ISLAND Travel by speedboat to Isabela Island. Keep your eyes peeled for wildlife on the way
and enjoy a stop for lunch on Floreana Island. Stretch your legs and enjoy a meal at the G supportedcommunity restaurant to support the local community before continuing on to Isabela. (1L, 1D) DAY 5
ISABELA ISLAND Hike the Sierra Negra Volcano for spectacular views from above. Enjoy free time in
the afternoon to go snorkelling, visit the giant Tortoise breeding centre or the Flamingo lagoon. (1B, 1D)

Your Moments: G for Good: Floreana Community Restaurants, Floreana Island.
(To learn more, see page 8)

DAY 6 ISABELA ISLAND/SANTA CRUZ ISLAND Transfer by speedboat back to Santa Cruz Island,

Interpretation Centre Visit (San Cristóbal Island). Hike to Sierra Negra volcano (Isabela Island).

to the stunning Tortuga Bay, or explore the otherworldly Las Grietas freshwater lagoon. (1B) DAY 8

Isabela Highlands camping. Charles Darwin Research Station (Santa Cruz Island). Isabela
Municipal Tax. Opportunities for snorkelling, swimming, and incredible wildlife encounters.
nternal ﬂights All transport between destinations and to from included acti ities
ACCOMMODATIONS Multi-share hostel (4 nts), camping (2 nts), simple hotels (2 nts).
TRANSPORT Plane, public speedboat, van, pickup truck, public bus GROUP LEADER CEO
Chief Experience fﬁcer Naturalist Guide while in the Gal pagos slands certiﬁed by the
Galápagos National Park Authority), local G Adventures Representative in Quito. MEALS
5 breakfasts, 1 lunch, 2 dinners. Allow USD170-225 for meals not included.

visit the Charles Darwin Research Station and enjoy a night in the town of Puerto Ayora. (1B) DAY 7
SANTA CRUZ ISLAND Enjoy free time to explore Santa Cruz Island. Opt to visit the highlands, hike out
SANTA CRUZ Say goodbye to the Galapagos slands and take a morning ﬂight back to uito Upon
arrival in Quito, transfer to the hotel and enjoy a night in the city. (1B) DAY 9 QUITO Depart at any time.

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
GALAPAGOS ARRIVAL EXTENSION: Get more time in the Galápagos with an extra day added
to the start of your trip. See Personalize your tour on page 195.
GALAPAGOS DEPARTURE EXTENSION: Get more time in the Galápagos with an extra day
added to the end of your trip. See Personalize your tour on page 195.

ITINERARY
The Galápagos Islands aren’t just all about cruising! This one-week trip keeps you close to the action
— and trust us, there’s always plenty of action on the archipelago — while keeping costs lower than
you’d expect for a sweet island adventure. Plus, there’ll be no lack of activities to keep you moving,
with everything from snorkelling to a volcano hike of Sierra Negra.
DAY 1 QUITO Arrive at any time. DAY 2 SAN CRISTÓBAL Fly to the Galápagos Islands. Visit the
Interpretation Centre in the afternoon to learn about the natural history of the area. Explore the trails

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
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For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

SOUTH AMERICA›› ECUADOR, GALÁPAGOS

195

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

Personalize your tour

9 DAYS — QUITO TO QUITO

Extras are a great way for you to make your adventure
a little more yours. Here are some optional add-ons you
can book in advance, for those days on your tour that
have free time built in.

2349

FROM

$

Valid for Jan 4, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: SEQC

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 16, AVG 12
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

PA CI FI C

O CEA N

Quito

ISABE LA

SAN TA
C R U Z

S A N
C R I S TÓ BA L

FL OR É AN A

Galápagos
Islands THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

GALAPÁGOS ARRIVAL EXTENSION

FROM

Get more time in the Galápagos with an extra day added
to the start of your trip. A G Adventures representative
will help guide your transfer from Quito to the airport for
your ﬂight to the Galápagos. You are responsible for
booking your own accommodation while in the
Galápagos during your deviation.

Quito
2 days

194

$

GALAPÁGOS DEPARTURE EXTENSION

FROM

Get more time in the Galápagos with an extra day
added to the end of your trip. You’ll be responsible for
booking your own accommodation during your extra
day in the Galápagos and transfer to the airport.
However, airport transfer to your hotel in Quito for the
ﬁnal night is included.

Quito
1 day

156

$

Please note that Extras cannot be cancelled or rescheduled once your trip begins. Some activities
carry age restrictions. Talk to a G Adventures GCO or your travel agent for details.

100
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

196

SOUTH AMERICA›› AMAZON, ECUADOR, PERU

Quito to Lima:
Surf Towns & Hot Springs
Highlights

15 DAYS — QUITO TO LIMA

›› Mingle with Amazon locals during
a homestay
›› Get active in Baños
›› Explore towering volcanoes and
colonial cities
›› Chill out on the beach or surf
in Mancora
›› Explore the nightlife in Trujillo

Personalize your tour
Extras are a great way for you to make your adventure a
little more yours. Here are some optional add-ons you can
book in advance, for those days on your tour that have
free time built in.
RAINBOW MOUNTAIN HIKE

FROM

Hike up over colourful Andean mountains striped with
maroon, turquoise, lavender, and gold. The sediment and
elevation here have created a rainbow-like landscape.
Get started early to drive to the departure point of this
challenging, yet rewarding full-day hike that reaches
5,029m (16,500 ft).

$

51

Cusco
Full-day

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

1549

FROM

$

Valid for Jan 4, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

What’s Included

539

$

TOUR CODE: SEQM

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Your Moments: G for Good: Shandia
Community Lodge, Shandia. Shandia Biking

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

& Community Experience, Shandia.
Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group.

Quito

First Night Out: Connect with New Friends.

Amazon Jungle
Homestay

ECUADO R

Local Living: Amazon Jungle Experience,

Tena. Discover: Free time in Baños, Lima.
(To learn more, see page 8)

Baños
Cuenca

Mancora

Amazon Jungle excursion to a local
community. Beach time in Mancora.

Trujillo

Barranco neighbourhood visit (Lima). All
transport between destinations and to/from

PER U

included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS
Simple hotels (8 nts, some multi-share),

LAKE TITICACA KAYAKING

FROM

Take to the surface of the highest navigable body of
water in the world, Lake Titicaca, and paddle out to
Laquina Island. Get a glimpse into local island life
before heading back across the lake to Puno.

FLIGHT OVER THE NAZCA LINES

$

60

Puno
1−2 hrs

FROM

Take to the skies for the best view of the Nazca Lines, a
series of pictographs etched in the ground, crisscrossing
a wide area of ﬂat desert. Marvel at the lines measuring
up to 10km (32 mi) in length and see depictions of birds,
and animals only recognizable from above.

$

25

Nazca
30 min

Lima

overnight buses (3 nts), rustic jungle huts
(2 nts), G Adventures-supported community

Ripple Score

lodge (1 nt). TRANSPORT Local bus, boat,

100

truck, motorized canoe. GROUP LEADER
CE

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout local guides MEALS 6 breakfasts,

3 lunches, 3 dinners. Allow USD310-405 for meals not included.

ITINERARY
isco er the best of Ecuador and Peru as you explore the Andes Ama on and Paciﬁc coast on this
15-day adventure from Lima to Quito. Explore pre-Inca ruins, walk the colonial streets, and get an
introduction to the Amazon and its people with time in a jungle community. Tear it up on mountain
bikes, raft wild rivers, catch big waves, and get your adrenaline pumping on exciting optional
excursions. You’ll have plenty of free time to explore these remarkable countries on your own.
DAY 1 QUITO Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-4 AMAZON JUNGLE/TENA Travel to the jungle city of Tena,

AREQUIPA CITY TOUR &
SANTA CATALINA MONASTERY

FROM

$

Get to know “The White City” on this walking tour. Stop at
picturesque viewpoints to capture the surrounding
volcanoes, marvel at the white sillar rock architecture,
and visit one of the most stunning colonial buildings in
the country, Santa Catalina Monastery.

64

Arequipa, Peru
Half-day

continue by truck and motorized canoe to a jungle community. Learn about local traditions at a
homestay. In the morning, cycle to the nearby community of Shandia and discover the beauty of the
Amazon led by a youth from the community. Watch a chocolate-making demonstration, eat meals made
of fresh local ingredients, and stay at the G Adventures-supported community lodge. (3B, 3L, 3D) DAYS
5-6 BAÑOS Opt to go hiking, horseback riding, mountain biking, or soak in the nearby hot springs. (1B)
DAYS 7-8 CUENCA Enjoy the scenery on the way to the charming town of Cuenca. The next day, take
advantage of a free day in beautiful Cuenca. Explore the city’s sights including cobbled streets, red-tiled
roofs art galleries ﬂower markets shady pla as and museums or opt to isit nearby Ca as National
Park. Later, catch an overnight but to Mancora. DAYS 9-12 MANCORA/TRUJILLO Arrive early into the

CUSCO COOKING CLASS

FROM

Channel your inner chef and get a taste of Peruvian
cuisine. Visit a local market to sample and select
ingredients. Then take part in preparing unique Peruvian
dishes inﬂuenced by China, Italy, West Africa, and Japan.

75

$

Cusco
Half-day

seaside town of Mancora Head to the beach and en oy optional acti ities like surﬁng or horseback
riding. Continue by overnight bus to Trujillo. Opt to visit pre-Inca site of Chan Chan or visit Huanchaco
for more beach time. DAYS 13-14 TRUJILLO/LIMA Full day in Trujillo before boarding a night bus to
Lima. Explore Peru’s capital on an optional city tour, try paragliding, or simply relax. Be sure to try the
tasty ceviche and pisco sours. (1B) DAY 15 LIMA Depart at any time. (1B)

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

BALLESTAS ISLANDS WILDLIFE TOUR
Get ready to see some amazing wildlife on this trip to
Ballestas Islands (aka Peru’s Little Galápagos). Spot
playful sea lions, Humboldt penguins, boobies,
pelicans, and more than 200 sea birds. Be sure to
bring your camera along!

FROM

155

$

Paracas
2 hrs

Please note that Extras cannot be cancelled or rescheduled once your trip begins. Some activities carry
age restrictions. Talk to a G Adventures GCO or your travel agent for details.

BAÑOS CANYONING ADVENTURE: ump slide rappel swim and ﬂoat down the Rio Blanco on
this canyoning adventure into Llanganates National Park. See Personalize your tour on page 193.
BAÑOS ZIPLINING ADVENTURE BUNDLE: Get that adrenaline pumping! Cross a suspension
bridge, rock climb, and zip past stunning scenery suspended 850m (2,788 ft) above the canyon
below. See Personalize your tour on page 193.
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SOUTH AMERICA›› BOLIVIA, PERU

La Paz to Lima: Andes & Alpacas
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

homestay in a small village. Optional visit to Sillustani burial site. (3B, 1D)

›› Settle in with the locals at a homestay on Lake Titicaca
›› Conquer the Inca Trail to Machu Picchu
›› Spot condors at the Colca Canyon
›› Sandboard the dunes of Huacachina
›› Sample the seafood in Lima

What’s Included

Your Moments: G for Good: Ccaccaccollo Community and

21 DAYS — LA PAZ TO LIMA

DAYS 5-7 CUSCO/OLLANTAYTAMBO Free time to explore Cusco. Visit the

2799

FROM

$

G Adventures-supported women’s weaving co-op in the Ccaccaccollo
community. Learn about weaving, meet the resident llamas, and opt to
purchase a knitted item if it catches your eye. Stop to sample craft beer on
the way to Ollantaytambo for free time to explore. (3B) DAYS 8-13 INCA

Valid for Jan 8, 2020 departure.

TRAIL/CUSCO Take in Inca culture, history, and great views on a four-day

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

guided Inca Trail hike with a visit to Machu Picchu. G Adventures-supported

TOUR CODE: JLM

handmade biodegradable soap products are available for use on the Inca

699

$

Women’s Weaving Co-op visit, Ccaccaccollo. Handmade

Trail. Enjoy a free day in Cusco before an overnight bus to Arequipa. (6B,

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Biodegradable Soap Products. Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group.

3L, 3D) DAYS 14-17 AREQUIPA/COLCA CANYON Opt to visit the Santa

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14

First Night Out: Connect with New Friends. Local Living: Lake

Catalina Convent or soak in local hot springs. Spot condors on a guided

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

tour to Colca Canyon. Overnight bus to Nazca. (3B) DAYS 18-19 NAZCA/

PHYSICAL RATING: 4 – DEMANDING

Ollantaytambo. Huacachina Winery Visit, Huacachina. Big Night Out:
Cusco. Discover: Free time in Cusco. (To learn more, see page 8)

HUACACHINA Tra el to the desert city of Na ca

Titicaca Homestay, Lake Titicaca. Foodie: Sacred Valley Brewery,

Lake Titicaca excursion. Guided tour of Machu Picchu. Inca Trail hike
with a local guide and cook (4 days). Colca Canyon excursion.
Pachamanca-style dinner (Nazca). Sunset sandboarding & dune
buggies (Huacachina). All transport between destinations and to/from
included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotels (10 nts),
hostel (4 nts, multi-share), overnight buses (2 nts), camping (3 nts),
homestay (1 nt). TRANSPORT Public bus, train, hiking. GROUP
LEADER CE

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout specialist nca

Trail CEO on hike, local guides. MEALS 16 breakfasts, 3 lunches,
5 dinners. Allow USD410-535 for meals not included.

See back foldout.

pt take a ﬂight o er the

Nazca Lines. Stop at a winery en route to the oasis of Huacachina.
Sandboard on the dunes around the oasis for an unforgettable sunset. (1D)

PERU

DAY 20 LIMA Head back to Lima for a ﬁnal night Be sure to try some
ceviche and a pisco sour. DAY 21 LIMA Depart at any time. (1B)

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

Cusco

Colca
Canyon

Huacachina

RAINBOW MOUNTAIN HIKE: Hike up 5,029m (16,500 ft) to the top

Ollantaytambo

Machu
Picchu

Lima

Nazca

of colourful Andean mountains, where sediment and elevation create

Puno
Lake
Titicaca

Arequipa

a rainbow-like landscape. See Personalize your tour on page 196.
LAKE TITICACA KAYAKING: Paddle out to Laquina Island on the

La Paz
B OLIVIA

waters of Lake Titicaca and get a glimpse into local island life. See
Personalize your tour on page 196.

ITINERARY
From the awe-inspiring archeological and cultural treasures of the Andean
highlands to the Nazca Lines on Peru’s enigmatic coast, this epic adventure
explores the heart and soul of the Andes. Embrace Inca culture in Cusco,
sail Lake Titicaca, and trek the Inca Trail to the majestic ruins of Machu
Picchu. Interact with locals from the region’s communities for an immersive
experience that few get to know. With the services of a CEO (Chief
Experience fﬁcer your accommodation and transport taken care of this

r

DAYS LIMA TO LA PA

FROM

$2799

DAY 1 LA PAZ Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-4 PUNO/LAKE TITICACA Visit
the ﬂoating slands of Uros and take a guided tour of Lake Titicaca with a

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

• TOUR CODE: ML

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM: $666

Ripple Score

Valid for Jan 11, 2020 departure. For details, check online or with your travel agent.

Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

trip offers great value as it introduces the region’s main sights while
pro iding plenty of ﬂexibility

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

LIMA TO LA PAZ — SANDBOARDING & SUNSETS
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For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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SOUTH AMERICA›› ARGENTINA, BOLIVIA, CHILE

La Paz to Buenos Aires:
Andes & the Atacama Desert
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

surrounding desert altiplano with spectacular scenery. Stay in simple hotels

›› Discover colonial cities and historic cultures
›› Cross the Salar de Uyuni and surrounding desert altiplano
on a 4x4 excursion
›› Witness the stunning scenery and unique culture of
northern Argentina

What’s Included

and a G Adventures-supported community lodge in a traditional agricultural
village in the heart of a desert oasis. (3B, 1L, 2D) DAYS 10-11 SAN PEDRO
DE ATACAMA Cross by 4x4 into Chile and descend by bus to San Pedro
de Atacama. Opt to go sandboarding, mountain biking, or visit the Valley of
the Moon. (1B, 1L) DAYS 12-13 SALTA Explore the city, and enjoy the local
cuisine. Opt to take a trip through the scenic Quebrada de las Conchas to
Cafayate, visiting the High Mountain Arqueological Museum. (1B) DAY 14

15 DAYS — LA PAZ TO BUENOS AIRES

2199

FROM

$

Valid for Jan 3, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

799

$

TOUR CODE: SBLB

Your Moments: G for Good: Jukil Community Experience & Lodge,

BUENOS AIRES Skip a long bus ourney with a uick ﬂight to Buenos Aires
Take an optional city tour and enjoy free time to explore the many

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

First Night Out: Connect with New Friends. Discover: Free time
in Sucre, Salta. (To learn more, see page 8)

attractions. In the evening, consider hitting a tango show, then sample the

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14

city’s famous nightlife. (1B) DAY 15 BUENOS AIRES Depart at any time.

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Santiago de Agencha. Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group.

4x4 excursion to the Salar de Uyuni and surrounding area (3 days).
Transportation between destinations and included activities. Internal
ﬂight All transport between destinations and to from included
activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotels (twin-share)
(10 nts), hostels (multi-share) (1 nt), overnight bus (1 nt), basic
hotel/G Adventures-supported community lodge on Salar de Uyuni
excursion (2 nts, multi-share). TRANSPORT Local bus, plane, 4x4
truck. GROUP LEADER CE

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout

local guides. MEALS 10 breakfasts, 2 lunches, 2 dinners. Allow
USD345-450 for meals not included.

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
BUENOS AIRES TANGO EXPERIENCE: Let professional Tango

La Paz

dancers enchant you while enjoying a multi-course meal and Argentine
wine. See Personalize your tour on page 203.

Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
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Number of
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See back foldout.
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Buenos Aires

Breathe in the Inca spirit of La Paz and dance in the tango palaces of
Buenos Aires on this two-week adventure. Connecting the Andes to the
Atlantic, you’ll journey across the surreal landscapes of the Atacama Desert
and the Uyuni Salt Flats. Feel like a sophisticate as you sip wine in Buenos

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

Aires and pull back the curtain on the centre of the continent. Best of all,

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

you’ll do it in the company of other fun, young travellers. Don’t choose
between inspiring wilderness and urban sophistication — do it all.
DAY 1 LA PAZ Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-4 LA PAZ/SUCRE Free day to
explore the vibrant markets and winding streets of the city before boarding
an overnight bus to Sucre. (2B) DAYS 5-6 POTOSÍ Travel south to the one
of the world’s highest cities and explore Potosí. (2B) DAYS 7-9 UYUNI/
SALT FLATS Enjoy a three-day 4x4 excursion to the Uyuni Salt Flats and

WE’RE HERE 24/7
As a global adventure travel company,
we realize that questions can come up
anywhere and at any time. Our commitment
to top-level service means that our GCOs are
on standby 24/7.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

Ripple Score

100

SOUTH AMERICA›› ARGENTINA, BRAZIL, URUGUAY

199

TOP
SELLER

Buenos Aires to Rio de Janeiro:
Falls & Footy
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

country’s capital, and bike along the waterfront. (2B) DAYS 6-8 ESTANCIA

›› Sample the cuisine and culture of Buenos Aires
›› Discover Uruguay’s rural beauty at a working ranch
›› Marvel at Iguassu Falls
›› Skip the overnight bus and gain time (and comfort!)
with a flight to São Paulo
›› Sip caipirinhas on the beach
›› Revel in the energy of Rio de Janeiro

What’s Included

Leave the city and lights behind in favour of the Uruguayan rural life. Get
dirty while staying at a working ranch, go for a walk in the countryside, and
indulge in local barbecues. Overnight bus to Iguassu Falls. (3B, 2L, 2D)
DAYS 9-10 IGUASSU FALLS Explore the Argentine side of the falls and
take an optional boat ride near the base of the falls. Opt to visit the Brazilian

17 DAYS — BUENOS AIRES TO RIO

2899

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 17, 2020 departure.

side of the falls or spend the day in town. (1B) DAYS 11-12 PARATY Skip

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

an o ernight bus ride and ﬂy to S o Paulo heading straight to the coast

TOUR CODE: JBR

Explore colonial Paraty, then hit the beach. Opt to visit a cachaça distillery

879

$

or take a boat tour to nearby islands. (1B) DAYS 13-14 ILHA GRANDE

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Your Moments: G for Good: Favela Experience, Rio de Janeiro.

Continue by van up the coast and take a ferry to Ilha Grande. The next day,

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14

Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night Out: Connect

opt to hike and explore the island’s beaches, snorkel, or take an optional

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

with New Friends. Local Living: Estancia Stay, Colonia La Concordia.

boat tour. (1B) DAYS 15-16 RIO DE JANEIRO Travel to Rio de Janeiro, and

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE

Discover: Free time in Buenos Aires, Paraty, Ilha Grande, Rio de
Janeiro. (To learn more, see page 8)

explore the city using a centrally located hostel in Copacabana as a base. In

Activities while at the estancia in Uruguay. Entrance and visit to the
Argentine side of guassu alls nternal ﬂight All transport between
destinations and to/from included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS
Simple hotels (9 nts, twin-share), hostels (4 nts, multi-share), estancia/
ranch (2 nts, multi-share), overnight bus (1 nt). TRANSPORT Local
bus, minivan, taxi, plane, ferry, walking. GROUP LEADER CEO (Chief
Experience fﬁcer throughout local guides MEALS 10 breakfasts,
2 lunches, 2 dinners. Allow USD560-730 for meals not included.

ITINERARY
Get your South American rush with other young travellers unafraid to
embrace the new. You’ll kick off the adventure in sophisticated Buenos
Aires before getting back to nature on day hikes at a working Uruguayan
ranch Mar el at guassu alls then hop on a ﬂight to S o Paulo on your
way to the Brazilian coast — no gruelling bus ride means more time on the
beach. We’ll wrap up in the party in Rio, where you’re free to embrace the
carnival atmosphere from our centrally-located Copacabana hostel.
DAY 1 BUENOS AIRES Arrive at any time. DAY 2 BUENOS AIRES Free
time to explore the many attractions. Check out a football match, a tango
show, or the city’s famous nightlife. DAYS 3-5 COLONIA/MONTEVIDEO
Cross the Río de la Plata by ferry to Colonia, Uruguay. Free time to explore

See back foldout.

the afternoon, explore the favela with a local resident on a G Adventuressupported tour to watch a drumming demonstration, get a Capoeira lesson,

BRAZIL

and sample craft beers with a new perspective of the city. The next day,

Río de Janeiro

São Paulo

explore all that Rio has to offer. (1B) DAY 17 RIO DE JANEIRO Depart at

Iguassu Falls

any time. (1B)

Ilha
Paraty Grande

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
BUENOS AIRES TANGO EXPERIENCE: Let professional Tango
Colonia

dancers enchant you while enjoying a multi-course meal and Argentine
wine. See Personalize your tour on page 203.

r

Montevideo

ARGENT I NA

DAYS RIO DE ANEIRO TO BUENOS AIRES • TOUR CODE: RB

FROM

$2799

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM: $879

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Valid for Apr 20, 2020 departure. For details, check online or with your travel agent.
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Buenos Aires

RIO DE JANEIRO TO BUENOSAIRES —
WATERFALLS & WHITE SANDS
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the area and relax at a streetside café. Continue to Montevideo, the
For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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Ripple Score

95

200 SOUTH AMERICA›› MULTI-COUNTRY

TOP
SELLER

Rio to Lima: Machu Picchu & Markets
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

SALTA Fly to Salta and opt to take a trip through the scenic Quebrada de las

›› Spot condors at Colca Canyon
›› Conquer the Inca Trail on the way to Machu Picchu
›› Experience traditional life on Lake Titicaca
›› Cross the Salar de Uyuni and surrounding desert altiplano
›› Be awed by Iguassu Falls
›› Sandboard the dunes of Huacachina

Conchas to Cafayate, visiting the High Mountain Arqueological museum. (1B)

What’s Included

bus to La Paz. (5B) DAYS 30-34 LA PAZ/PUNO/LAKE TITICACA Optional

DAYS 20-21 SAN PEDRO DE ATACAMA Opt to go mountain biking, try sand
boarding, or visit the Valley of the Moon. (1B) DAYS 22-24 SALT FLATS/
UYUNI Ascend by bus into the mountains and cross into Bolivia. Enjoy a
three-day 4x4 excursion to the Uyuni Salt Flats and surrounding desert

51 DAYS — RIO TO LIMA

6799

FROM

$

Valid for Apr 20, 2020 departure.

altiplano with spectacular scenery. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 25-29 POTOSÍ/

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

SUCRE Opt to explore the cities or go hiking or mountain biking. Overnight

TOUR CODE: SZRA

2189

$

visit to Valley of the Moon or explore the winding streets and lively markets of

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Community Experience & Lodge, Santiago de Agencha. Ccaccaccollo

La Paz. (4B, 1D) DAYS 35-43 CUSCO/OLLANTAYTAMBO/INCA TRAIL

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14

Community and Women’s Weaving Co-op visit, Ccaccaccollo.

Explore Cusco with free time to go whitewater rafting, horseback riding, or

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Handmade Biodegradable Soap Products. Welcome: Meet your CEO

mountain biking. Visit the G Adventures-supported women’s weaving co-op

PHYSICAL RATING: 4 – DEMANDING

Estancia Stay, Colonia La Concordia. Lake Titicaca Homestay, Lake

on a four-day guided Inca Trail hike with a guided visit to Machu Picchu. (9B,

Titicaca. Foodie: Sacred Valley Brewery, Ollantaytambo. Huacachina

3L, 3D) DAYS 44-47 AREQUIPA/COLCA CANYON Optional visit of the

Winery Visit, Huacachina. Big Night Out: Cusco. Discover: Free time

Santa Catalina Convent or visit a local hot springs. Spot condors on a guided

in Ilha Grande, Paraty, Buenos Aires, Salta, San Pedro de Atacama,
Sucre, Cusco. (To learn more, see page 8)

tour to Colca Canyon. Overnight bus to Nazca. (3B) DAYS 48-49 NAZCA/
HUACACHINA Tra el to the desert city of Na ca

Entrance and visit to the Argentine side of Iguassu Falls. Salar de

Sandboard on the dunes around the oasis for an unforgettable sunset. (1D)

Your Moments: G for Good: Favela Experience, Rio de Janeiro. Jukil

and Group. First Night Out: Connect with New Friends. Local Living:

Uyuni (Uyuni Salt Flats) excursion (3 days). Lake Titicaca excursion.
Inca Trail hike with a local guide and cook (4 days). Guided tour of
Machu Picchu. Colca Canyon excursion. Pachamanca-style dinner
(Nazca). Sunset sandboarding & dune buggies (Huacachina). Internal
ﬂights Transportation between destinations and included acti ities
ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotels (29 nts, twin-share), hostels
(9 nts, multi-share), overnight buses (4 nts), camping (3 nts), estancia/
ranch (2 nts, multi-share), homestay (1 nt), basic hotels on Salar de
Uyuni crossing (2 nts, multi-share). TRANSPORT Public bus, plane,
train, hiking, ferry, 4X4. GROUP LEADER CEO (Chief Experience
fﬁcer throughout specialist nca Trail CE on the hike local guides
MEALS 36 breakfasts, 7 lunches, 9 dinners. Allow USD1245-1620 for
meals not included.

ITINERARY
If you have the time and can’t decide between Peru and Brazil, then see

in the Ccaccaccollo community. Take in Inca culture, history, and great views

Bolivian Salt Flats, sip wine in Argentina, and hit the beach in Brazil. You’ll
get plenty of energetic culture, the great outdoors, and the company of

pt take a ﬂight o er the

Nazca Lines. Stop at a winery en route to the oasis of Huacachina.
DAY 50 LIMA Head back to Lima for a ﬁnal night Be sure to try some ce iche
and a pisco sour. DAY 51 LIMA Depart at any time. (1B)

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR
BUENOS AIRES BIKE TOUR: Experience this vibrant city is by
cruising around on a bicycle with a local Argentine. See Personalize
your tour on page 203.

r

LIMA TO RIO — COAST TO COAST

5 DAYS LIMA TO RIO DE ANEIRO • TOUR CODE: SPMR

FROM

$6799

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM: $1909

Valid for Jan 21, 2020 departure. For details, check online or with your travel agent.

Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

them both – and pretty much everything in between – on this 51-day
extravaganza. Trek the legendary Inca Trail to Machu Picchu, cross the
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other young travellers to keep you moving. There’s time later to slow down,
take the long road, and have an adventure while you can.
DAY 1 RIO DE JANEIRO Arrive at any time. DAY 2 RIO DE JANEIRO Rio has
so much to offer, so take advantage of the day and opt to take a city tour. (1B)
DAYS 3-6 RIO DE JANEIRO/ILHA GRANDE/PARATY Continue by van and
ferry to Ilha Grande, then hike or enjoy the beach. Explore colonial Paraty and
opt to chill on the beach or visit a cachaça distillery. (2B) DAYS 7-9 IGUASSU
FALLS Skipping an o ernight bus ride tra el to S o Paulo and ﬂy to guassu
Explore the Argentine side of the falls and take an optional boat ride near the
base of the falls. (2B) DAYS 10-11 ESTANCIA Dive into Uruguayan rural life
while staying at an estancia. (1B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 12-14 MONTEVIDEO/

PERU

Lima

Machu
Picchu

Ollantaytambo
Cusco
Puno
Lake Titicaca

Huacachina
Nazca
Colca Canyon
La Paz
Arequipa
San Pedro
de Atacama
CHI LE

Sucre
Rio de Janeiro
Potosí
Uyuni P A R A G U A Y São Paulo
Salt Flats Iguassu Falls
Salta
Ilha Grande
ARGENTI NA
Paraty
Estancia
URUGUAY

snack at the local Port Market. Explore the cobblestone streets of Colonia.
football game, a tango show, or the famous city’s nightlife. (1B) DAYS 18-19

BRAZI L

BO LIVIA

COLONIA In Uruguay’s capital, opt to visit the carnival museum and grab a
(3B) DAYS 15-17 BUENOS AIRES Head to Buenos Aires opt to check out a

See back foldout.

Buenos Aires

Montevideo
Colonia

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

Ripple Score

98

SOUTH AMERICA›› MULTI-COUNTRY

Buenos Aires to Lima:
Sacred Valley & Salt Flats
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

alpacas and e en ﬂamingos deep within the desert Stay in a G Ad entures

›› Spot condors at Colca Canyon
›› Conquer the Inca Trail on the way to Machu Picchu
›› Experience traditional life on Lake Titicaca
›› Cross the Salar de Uyuni and surrounding desert
altiplano on a 4x4
›› Go sandboarding in the dunes of Huacachina

What’s Included

supported community lodge in a traditional agricultural village, located in
the heart of a desert oasis. (2B, 2L, 2D) DAYS 9-10 POTOSÍ Visit one of the
highest cities in the world and take free time to explore. (2B) DAYS 11-13
SUCRE Explore the former capital of Bolivia and walk around the city.
Overnight bus to La Paz. (3B) DAYS 14-15 LA PAZ Explore the winding

35 DAYS — BUENOS AIRES TO LIMA

4599

FROM

$

Valid for Jan 8, 2020 departure.

streets and lively markets of La Paz. (1B) DAYS 16-18 PUNO/LAKE

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:

TITICACA Visit the ﬂoating slands of Uros and take a guided tour of Lake

TOUR CODE: SABM

Titicaca with a homestay in a small village. Optional visit to Sillustani burial

1469

$

site. (3B, 1D) DAYS 19-27 CUSCO/OLLANTAYTAMBO/INCA TRAIL Free

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Santiago de Agencha. Ccaccaccollo Community and Women’s

time to explore Cusco. Take an optional city tour or go whitewater rafting,

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14

Weaving Co-op visit, Ccaccaccollo. Handmade Biodegradable Soap

horseback riding, or mountain biking. Visit the G Adventures-supported

SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Products. Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night Out:

women’s weaving co-op in the Ccaccaccollo community. Learn about

PHYSICAL RATING: 4 – DEMANDING

Lake Titicaca. Foodie: Sacred Valley Brewery, Ollantaytambo.

catches your eye. Stop to sample craft beer on the way to Ollantaytambo

Discover: Free time in Salta, San Pedro de Atacama, Sucre, Cusco.
(To learn more, see page 8)

four-day guided Inca Trail hike to Machu Picchu. Use G Adventures-

Your Moments: G for Good: Jukil Community Experience & Lodge,

Connect with New Friends. Local Living: Lake Titicaca Homestay,

weaving, meet the resident llamas, and opt to purchase a knitted item if it

Huacachina Winery Visit, Huacachina. Big Night Out: Cusco.

for free time to explore. Take in Inca culture, history, and great views on a

4x4 Salar de Uyuni excursion (3 days). Lake Titicaca excursion.
Guided tour of Machu Picchu. Inca Trail hike with a local guide,
porters, and cook (4 days). Colca Canyon excursion. Pachamancastyle dinner (Nazca). Sunset sandboarding & dune buggies
Huacachina nternal ﬂight All transport between destinations and to
from included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotels (20 nts),
hostels (5 nts, multi-share), overnight buses (3 nts), basic hotel on the
Salar de Uyuni excursion (2 nts, multi-share), homestay (1 nt),
camping (3 nts). TRANSPORT Public bus, train, plane, hiking, ferry,
4X4. GROUP LEADER CE

Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout

specialist Inca Trail CEO on hike, local guides. MEALS 26 breakfasts,

by overnight bus to Arequipa. (9B, 3L, 3D) DAYS 28-31 AREQUIPA/COLCA
CANYON Opt to visit the Santa Catalina Convent or soak in local hot
springs. Spot condors on an overnight guided tour to Colca Canyon.
PARACAS Tra el to the desert city of Na ca

CHILE

DAY 34 LIMA Head back to Lima for a ﬁnal night Be sure to try some

Buenos Aires
THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

waters of Lake Titicaca and get a glimpse into local island life. See

hike the Inca Trail, cross the Salt Flats of Bolivia by 4x4, and feel like a

Personalize your tour on page 196.

sandboarding, go mountain biking, or visit the Valley of the Moon. (1B)
DAYS 6-8 SALT FLATS/UYUNI Ascend by bus into the mountains and
cross into Bolivia. Enjoy a three-day 4x4 excursion to the Uyuni Salt Flats
and surrounding desert altiplano with spectacular scenery. Spot wild llamas,

AR GENTINA

ceviche and a pisco sour. DAY 35 LIMA Depart at any time. (1B)

LAKE TITICACA KAYAKING: Paddle out to Laquina Island on the

SAN PEDRO DE ATACAMA Travel over the border and into Chile. Opt to try

Salta

Sandboard on the dunes around the oasis for an unforgettable sunset. (1D)

beginning in Buenos Aires and ending in Lima, it’s 35 full days of fun. You’ll

Cafayate, visiting the High Mountain Arqueological Museum. (1B) DAYS 4-5

B OLIVIA

Potosí
Uyuni
Salt Flats

Nazca Lines. Stop at a winery en route to the oasis of Huacachina.

camera! See Personalize your tour on page 196.

and opt to take a trip through the scenic Quebrada de las Conchas to

Colca Canyon
Sucre
Arequipa

pt take a ﬂight o er the

South America rewards those willing to explore. Consider this epic adventure:

DAY 1 BUENOS AIRES Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-3 SALTA Fly to Salta

Huacachina
Nazca

See back foldout.

Ollantaytambo
Cusco
Puno
Lake Titicaca
La Paz

San Pedro de Atacama

ITINERARY

willing to invest their time, this trip offers big returns—in adventure.

Machu
Picchu

Overnight bus to Nazca. (3B) DAYS 32-33 NAZCA/HUACACHINA/

BALLESTAS ISLANDS TOUR: Spot some amazing wildlife on this trip

cultures with a small group of other young travellers to back you up. For those

PERU

Lima

supported handmade biodegradable soap products on the Inca Trail. Travel

5 lunches, 7 dinners. Allow USD725-945 for meals not included.

sophisticate sipping wine in Argentina. Along the way, you’ll engage with local

201

Ripple Score

to Ballestas Islands (aka Peru’s Little Galápagos). Don’t forget your

r

LIMA TO BUENOS AIRES ADVENTURE
35 DAYS LIMA TO BUENOS AIRES • TOUR CODE: SPMB

FROM

$4599

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM: $1359

Valid for Jan 21, 2020 departure. For details, check online or with your travel agent.

|
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Guaranteed Departures

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
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Number of
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For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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202 SOUTH AMERICA›› BRAZIL

NEW

LIMITED
EDITION

TOUR

Highlights of Brazil:
Paradise & Party
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

8 DAYS — RIO TO RIO

›› Wander the cobblestone streets of
Paraty
›› Visit the tropical fjord of Saco de
Mamanguá
›› Relax on the beaches of Ilha Grande
›› Explore a favela with a local resident
›› Enjoy free time to discover the city of
Rio de Janeiro

What’s Included

1149

FROM

$

Valid for Jun 13, 2020 departure.

OPTIONAL MY OWN ROOM:
TOUR CODE: SZRR

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

139

$

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 14
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

Your Moments: G for Good: Favela

Experience, Rio de Janeiro. Welcome: Meet

PHYSICAL RATING: 3 – AVERAGE
BRA Z I L

your CEO and Group. First Night Out:

Connect with New Friends. Discover: Free
time in Ilha Grande, Rio de Janeiro. (To learn

more, see page 8)

Rio de Janeiro

IIha Grande

Kayaking in Saco do Mamanguá tropical

Paraty

fjord. All transport between destinations and
to from included acti ities

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

ACCOMMODATIONS Hostel (3 nts,

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

multi-share), Simple hotels (4 nts,

twin-share). TRANSPORT Local bus, minivan, taxi, plane, ferry, walking. GROUP LEADER CEO
Chief Experience fﬁcer throughout local guides MEALS 6 breakfasts. Allow USD320-420
for meals not included.

Rio Carnival: Sequins &
the Sambadrome
(Hostel Experience)
Highlights

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

6 DAYS — RIO TO RIO

›› Revel in one of the biggest
parties on earth
›› Witness the spectacular
scenery of Rio
›› Experience the craziness of
the Sambadrome
›› Relax knowing you have local
support taking care of all the details

What’s Included

1499

FROM

$

Valid for Feb 21, 2020 departure.

TOUR CODE: SZCY

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

TRAVELLER RATIO OF A SMALL GROUP, BUT

Your Moments: Discover: Free time in Rio
de Janeiro. (To learn more, see page 8)

IT’S A G PARTY! THE MORE THE MERRIER
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC
PHYSICAL RATING: 1 – EASY

Rio de Janeiro city tour (half-day). Christ
Redeemer visit. Sugar Loaf Mountain visit.

BRAZI L

G purple costume party. Carnival festivities.
Sambadrome tickets in section 11. Carnival
parade. Experience Carnival with other
G Adventures travellers. CEOs and G Staff

ITINERARY
Satiate your desire to stray off the beaten path while meeting new friends and snapping moments
along the way on this eight-day tour through Brazil. The cobblestone streets and colourful doorways of
Paraty are full of colonial charm while remote beaches and tropical fjords aren’t far away. The fun
continues on the beaches of Ilha Grande, where you can go snorkelling or hike remote trails on this
island paradise. Once you return to Rio de Janeiro, head on a guided tour of a favela followed by free
time to explore this vibrant city as you wish. You’ll be amazed by how much you’ll see, do, and
discover in just over a week’s time.

Paraty. Wander the cobblestone streets and get lost amongst the colourful doorways. Paraty’s colonial
architecture is only half its charm, only a short boat ride away are some of the most stunning tropical
beaches you’ve ever laid eyes on. (1B) DAY 3 PARATY Explore Saco de Mamanguá, a tropical fjord, by
kayak, stop off at remote beaches to explore white sand beaches that meet the jungle. (1B) DAYS 4-5
PARATY/ILHA GRANDE Continue the road trip up the coast, winding past little towns and turquoise
bays. Take the ferry to Ilha Grande, aka paradise. The next day, enjoy free time to explore. Opt to hike the
remote trails, take a boat trip around the island, sip on a fresh coconut, or go snorkelling. (2B) DAY 6
ILHA GRANDE/RIO DE JANEIRO Travel back to Rio de Janeiro. The afternoon is free to discover the city
how you wish. Opt for a city tour to pack in all the sights like the Christ the Redeemer statue on top of
Corcovado, or take a stroll along Copacabana beach. DAY 7 RIO DE JANEIRO In the morning, explore
the favela with a local resident on a G Adventures-supported tour to watch a drumming demonstration,
get a Capoeira lesson, and sample craft beers with a new perspective of the city. Enjoy a free afternoon
to discover all that Rio has to offer. (1B) DAY 8 RIO DE JANEIRO Depart at any time. (1B)

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
1

■›■› ■› ■› ■›
F

M

A

Rio de Janeiro

available to offer assistance and support. All
transport between destinations and to from
included activities. ACCOMMODATIONS
Hostel (5 nts, multi-share). TRANSPORT

Ripple Score

100

Public bus, private van, taxi. GROUP LEADER Team of CE s Chief Experience fﬁcers and
G Adventures Staff. MEALS 5 breakfasts. Allow USD240-315 for meals not included.

ITINERARY

DAY 1 RIO DE JANEIRO Arrive at any time. DAY 2 RIO DE JANEIRO/PARATY Head out on a road trip to

J

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – THE G STAFF TO

M

1

1

|

Number of
departures / month.
1

1

1

1

■›■›■›■›■›■›■
J

J

A

S

O

N

D

Carnival: There’s really no party like it. If you’re looking to get right down into the colourful thick of
things, look no further than this compact six-day trip that includes a tour of Rio and tickets to the
Sambadrome. You’ll be seated in Section 11, which will give you a stellar view of all the feathers and
sequins on display in the parade, and you won’t need to worry about a thing — local support from
G Adventures will take care of the details. So settle in, but don’t get too comfortable — soon you’ll be
off your feet and dancing up a storm to Latin rhythm.
DAY 1 RIO DE JANEIRO Arrive at any time. DAY 2 RIO DE JANEIRO Enjoy a city tour that visits some
of the city’s best features including Sugar Loaf Mountain and the Christ the Redeemer. Admire the
cityscape from different viewpoints and be sure to snap a few photos. After, get ready for the huge
pri ate G party on Copacabana beach and be sure to put on some purple ﬂair (1B) DAY 3 RIO DE
JANEIRO Enjoy a free day to visit additional sites again or take in some of Rio de Janeiro’s expansive
beaches. G Adventures staff will keep the group in the know regarding nearby Carnival street parties;
opt in at any time. (1B) DAY 4 SAMBADROME/RIO DE JANEIRO Head to the Sambadrome to watch
the parade from section

dance with friends and admire the ﬂashy costumes passing by (1B) DAY

5 RIO DE JANEIRO Free day to recover from a late night out. Afternoon and evening street parties are
ongoing for the brave and strong. (1B) DAY 6 RIO DE JANEIRO Depart at any time. (1B)

Guaranteed Departures
IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING
Feb 21 - Feb 26

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

|

This tour has one
special departure.

SOUTH AMERICA›› BRAZIL
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Personalize your tour
Extras are a great way for you to make your adventure
a little more yours. Here are some optional add-ons you
can book in advance, for those days on your tour that
have free time built in.

Favela Experience
Community Microenterprise Tour • Rio, Brazil
Explore dynamic communities and support social enterprises on a tour
led by residents of the Vidigal favela. Participate in a Capoeira session, visit
an innovative community green space, sample artisanal beer made in the
favela, and purchase unique handicrafts. This tour supports entrepreneurial
organizations and members of the community, connecting them with
people, ideas, and resources from around the world to grow their
businesses.

DEATH ROAD BIKING ADVENTURE

FROM

Get your adrenaline pumping as you zoom down the
“world’s most dangerous road.” Start in the Andes at
4,700m (15,420 ft) and wind your way down this steep,
narrow mountainside road into the depths of the Bolivian
jungle. This is not for the faint of heart — adrenaline
junkies only!

La Paz
Full day

146

$

BUENOS AIRES TANGO EXPERIENCE

FROM

Let professional dancers enchant you with this
passionate combination of rhythm and music. Once
banned for its sensuality, tango is now an icon of
Buenos Aires and a must-see when visiting this
vibrant city. Enjoy a delicious multi-course meal
paired with Argentine wine while taking it all in.

Buenos Aires
3.5−4 hrs

102

$

BUENOS AIRES BIKE TOUR

FROM

The best way to experience this vibrant city is by
cruising around on a bicycle with a local Argentine.
Your bike, helmet, and knowledgeable tour guide are
all part of the package. Discover Plaza de Mayo, San
Telmo, and the working class neighbourhoods where
tango was born.

Buenos Aires
Half-day

$

46

PARATY BOAT TOUR

FROM

Home to hundreds of pristine islands and idyllic
white-sand beaches it doesn’t get much better than
the Costa Verde. Cruise up the coast with a caipirinha
in one hand and your camera in the other. Stop along
the way to swim or snorkel.

Paraty
Half-day

$

31

Please note that Extras cannot be cancelled or rescheduled once your trip begins. Some activities
carry age restrictions. Talk to a G Adventures GCO or your travel agent for details.

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
By booking or participating in a tour and any related products
or services (a “Tour”) with G Adventures Inc., a Barbados
company (“G Adventures” or the “Tour Operator”), you
(“you”) agree to these Terms & Conditions (the “Terms”). Your
booking contract may be with G Adventures Inc., a Canadian
company incorporated in Ontario (“G Adventures Canada”)
and authorized sales agent of the Tour Operator, as indicated
on your invoice, however, your Tour will be operated by the
Tour Operator. G Adventures Canada is registered with TICO
(Member No. 50009280).
For additional terms that apply to certain G Adventures Tours or
travel styles please see:
• Family Tours -- 29(A)
• 18-to-Thirtysomethings Tours -- 29(B)
• Expedition -- 29(C)
• National Geographic Journeys with G Adventures and
National Geographic Family Journeys -- 29(D)
• TailorMade – 29(E)
Conditions of Carriage: If your Tour includes carriage by sea,
the Conditions of Carriage a ailable at www gad entures com
terms conditions conditions of carriage also apply to your
Tour, are expressly incorporated into these Terms and form part
of your booking contract with the Tour Operator.
By booking a Tour you acknowledge that you have read,
understand and agree to be bound by these Terms. If you make
a booking on behalf of other participants, you guarantee that
you have the authority to accept and do accept these Terms on
behalf of the other participants in your party.

1. THE BOOKING CONTRACT

our booking is conﬁrmed and a contract exists when the Tour
perator or your tra el agent issues a written conﬁrmation after
receipt of the applicable deposit amount. Please check your
conﬁrmation carefully and report any incorrect or incomplete
information to the Tour Operator or authorized agent
immediately. Please ensure that names are exactly as stated
in the relevant passport.
You must be at least 18 years of age to make a booking. You
agree to provide full, complete and accurate information to
the Tour Operator.

2. BOOKING ON BEHALF OF OTHERS

By booking on behalf of other participants, you are deemed to
be the designated contact person for every participant included
on that booking. This means that you are responsible for
making all payments due in connection with your Tour booking,
notifying the Tour Operator or your travel agent if any changes
or cancellations are required and keeping your party informed.
By booking on behalf of another person or persons, you
represent and warrant that you have obtained all required
consents. You are responsible for verifying that any information
you provide on behalf of another participant is complete and
accurate and the Tour Operator will under no circumstances be
liable for any errors or omissions in the information provided to
complete a booking.

3. REQUIRED MEDICAL INFORMATION

You must provide any medical information reasonably
requested by the Tour Operator and may be required to
complete the Tour Operator’s medical information form (the
“Medical Form”), available on the Tour Operator’s website at:
http: www gad entures com medical form
Medical Forms are mandatory for certain Tours. If you have
any pre-existing medical conditions which may impact your
ability to travel, participate in a Tour, travel to remote areas
without access to medical facilities or may adversely affect the
experience of others on your Tour, you must return a Medical
Form, signed by a licensed and practicing physician to the
Tour perator prior to or at the time of ﬁnal payment for the
applicable booking.
You agree to complete the Medical Form honestly and to
disclose all relevant medical information accurately and fully.
The Tour Operator will maintain the information in accordance
with the Tour Operator’s Privacy Policy available at:
https: www gad entures com terms conditions pri acy
The Tour Operator reserves the right to request further
information or professional medical opinions where necessary,
as determined in its discretion, for your safety or the safe
operation of a Tour.
The Tour Operator reserves the right to deny you permission to
travel or participate in any aspect of a Tour at any time and at
your own risk and expense where the Tour Operator determines
that your physical or mental condition renders you unﬁt for
travel or you represent a danger to yourself or others.
Pregnancy is considered a medical condition and must be
disclosed to the Tour Operator at the time of booking. The Tour
Operator may refuse to carry women who are over 24 weeks
pregnant. The Tour Operator may refuse to carry anyone with
certain medical conditions if reasonable accommodation or
alternatives cannot be arranged.
In the event that you do not complete the required Medical
Form or provide medical information reasonably required by the
Tour Operator for any reason by the deadline indicated above,
the Tour Operator reserves the right to cancel your booking and
all applicable cancellation fees will apply.
You are responsible for assessing whether a Tour is suitable
for you ou should consult your physician to conﬁrm your
ﬁtness for tra el and participation in any planned acti ities
You should seek your physician’s advice on vaccinations and
medical precautions. The Tour Operator does not provide
medical advice. It is your responsibility to assess the risks and
requirements of each aspect of the Tour based on your own
uni ue circumstances limitations ﬁtness le el and medical
requirements.
Travel with the Tour Operator may involve visiting remote or
developing regions, where medical care may not be easily
accessible and medical facilities may not meet the standards
of those found in your home country. The condition of medical
facilities in the countries you may visit on your Tour varies
and the Tour Operator makes no representations and gives no
warranties in relation to the availability or standard of medical
facilities in those regions.

4. SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

Any special requirements must be disclosed to the Tour
Operator at the time of booking. The Tour Operator will use
reasonable efforts to accommodate special requirements or
requests but this is not always possible given the nature of
the destinations visited and availability of options outside a
planned itinerary. Certain activities may be inaccessible to you

if your mobility is limited in any way. All food allergies and
dietary restrictions must be disclosed to the Tour Operator at
the time of booking but the Tour Operator cannot guarantee
that dietary needs or restrictions can be accommodated. Any
special requests or requirements do not form part of these
Terms or the contract between you and the Tour Operator and
the Tour Operator is not liable for any failure to accommodate
or fulﬁll such re uests

5. AGE REQUIREMENTS

Anyone under the age of 18 on the date of first travel is
considered to be a minor. Minors must always be accompanied
by an adult. One adult may accompany up to two minors.
Unless otherwise indicated in the Tour description or by the
Tour Operator, the minimum age for minors travelling on any
Tour is 12 years old.
All bookings with a minor are subject to review and approval
by the Tour Operator. If the consent of a parent, guardian or
any other person is required by applicable law for any minor
to travel, the accompanying adult is responsible for securing
all consents, documentation and ensuring that they and the
minor(s) meet all legal requirements to travel, to enter into
and depart from applicable countries and regions. The Tour
Operator will not be responsible for any fees, damages, or
losses incurred as a result of any failure to secure necessary
consents, permits, and approvals.
Each adult on a booking with a minor or minor(s) is jointly and
severally responsible for the behavior, wellbeing, supervision
and monitoring of such minor(s), and jointly and severally
accepts these Terms for and on behalf of any minor(s) on their
booking, including all assumptions of risk and limitations of
liability. The Tour Operator does not provide care services
for minors and expressly disclaims any responsibility for
chaperoning or controlling any minor(s).

6. MANDATORY INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS

You must have travel insurance with a minimum medical,
evacuation and repatriation coverage of US$200,000
covering all applicable dates of travel with the Tour
Operator. This insurance must cover personal injury and
emergency medical expenses n the ﬁrst day of each Tour
a representative of the Tour Operator will verify that you have
sufﬁcient insurance in place ou are strongly recommended to
extend your coverage to include cancellation, curtailment, and
all other expenses that may arise as a result of loss, damage,
injury, delay or inconvenience while traveling. You acknowledge
that insurance coverage is not included in the cost of any Tour
offered by the Tour Operator and you are required to obtain
separate coverage at an additional cost. It is your responsibility
to ensure that you ha e sufﬁcient co erage and comply with the
terms of the applicable insurance plans. You are responsible
for advising your insurer of the type of travel, destination(s)
and activities included in your booking so that the insurer may
provide appropriate coverage.

7. PRICES, SURCHARGES AND TAXES

The Tour Operator will not increase the price of your Tour after
you have paid in full. Tours are priced and advertised inclusive
of applicable taxes.
From time-to-time the Tour Operator (or G Adventures
Canada, as its agent) may offer reduced pricing on certain
products or services. Reduced pricing applies only to new
bookings. Bookings where payment of at least a deposit has
been received by the Tour Operator are not entitled to reduced
pricing.

8. VALIDITY

All dates, itineraries and prices of Tours are subject to change
at any time and the current price will be uoted and conﬁrmed
at the time of booking, subject to any surcharges that may be
levied in accordance with these Terms.
You acknowledge that you are responsible for keeping up to
date on the speciﬁc details of your Tour and any other products
or services, including, but not limited to checking the Tour
Operator’s website at least 72 hours prior to departure as minor
changes may have been made after the time of booking.

9. DEPOSITS

At the time of booking, a non-refundable deposit in the amount
speciﬁed in the chart below as applicable per person per Tour
is due to the Tour Operator. If the booking is made 60 days
or less prior to departure, full payment is due at the time of
booking. The non-refundable deposit should be sent to the Tour
Operator or authorized agent, as applicable.
18-to-Thirty Somethings
Classic
Active
Family
Local Living
Marine
National Geographic Journeys
Rail
Expedition

CAD
250
350
350
350
350
350
350
350
1000

For certain products or services offered by the Tour Operator,
including TailorMade (see 29(E) below), alternative deposit
terms apply. Deposits paid for TailorMade will not be held as a
Lifetime Deposit. See Section 29(E) of these Terms for further
details.
Certain products or services offered by the Tour Operator may
require you to make full payment at the time of booking. The
Tour Operator will advise you of any such requirements prior to
conﬁrmation of the applicable booking
Lifetime Deposits: If you cancel your booking, and that
cancellation is not a result of nonpayment or any other breach
of these Terms, the deposit amount will be held as a “Lifetime
Deposit” with the Tour Operator, subject to these Terms.
Lifetime Deposits have no expiry and may be applied towards
payment of a deposit on any other Tour offered by the Tour
Operator. The Lifetime Deposit is transferable and may be
transferred by you to another individual of your choosing by
providing notice to the Tour Operator in writing.
For the avoidance of doubt, only the deposit amount will form
part of the Lifetime Deposit. The Lifetime Deposit has no cash
value. Only one Lifetime Deposit may be applied per person per
product booked. A Lifetime Deposit must be applied to a new
Tour booking that is of equal or greater value to the cancelled
Tour for which the Lifetime Deposit was originally received.
A Lifetime Deposit may not be applied to the same or similar
dates of travel.

10. DETAILS REQUIRED FOR BOOKING

As a condition of booking, you must provide the information
re uested by the Tour perator along with ﬁnal payment f you

fail to supply information required by the Tour Operator for air
tickets, permits, or other inclusions, you will also be liable for
any costs, fees or losses including failure to obtain or provide
that inclusion. In the event that you fail to supply information
required by the Tour Operator, the Tour Operator also reserves
the right to treat your booking (or the relevant component of
your booking) as cancelled and levy any cancellation fees
deemed reasonable by the Tour Operator, in its sole discretion.
The information required by the Tour Operator will vary by Tour
and will be communicated to you or to the Tour Operator’s
authorized agent during the booking process. The Tour
Operator will not be held responsible for any fees you incur as
a result of errors, omissions, inaccuracies, late, misplaced or
otherwise incomplete information you have provided.

11. AIRFARE

Tour prices do not include international or other airfare unless
expressly mentioned in the Tour’s descriptions. The Tour
Operator will quote the best price available for the travel dates
requested at the time the quote is prepared. Quotes provide an
estimate only and are not a ﬁrm price commitment by the Tour
Operator or the applicable air carrier(s).
The Tour Operator acts only as a sales agent for the applicable
air carrier and the air carrier terms and conditions apply to the
purchase and use of the air travel ticket. Please consult the
air carrier’s applicable terms and conditions and conditions
of carriage for complete information including applicable
cancellation terms. The Tour Operator is not responsible for
changes in air itineraries or ﬂight times and does not pro ide
advice or alerts regarding air travel tickets, flight status or
delays.

12. FINAL PAYMENT & ACCEPTANCE OF BOOKING

The confirmation sent by the Tour Operator or your travel
agent will contain details of final payment required for any
booking. Payment of the balance of the price for any products
or services booked (excluding Expedition -- see 29(C) below
and TailorMade – see 29(E) below) is due 60 days before
the departure date of the first product or service included
in the applicable booking. If full payment is not received by
the applicable due date, the Tour Operator may, at its sole
discretion, change the rate payable for the booking, or treat the
booking as cancelled and retain the deposit paid on booking
as a cancellation fee. If a booking is made less than 60 days
before the departure date of the ﬁrst product included in the
applicable booking, then the full amount must be paid at the
time of booking. If, for any product or service booked, payment
terms differ from those outlined in this section, the applicable
terms will be communicated to you prior to booking and will
also be detailed on the applicable invoice.
The Tour Operator is not responsible for any charges levied by
third parties or ﬁnancial institutions and payable by you as a
result of credit card or other payment transactions and will not
refund or return any fees charged by third parties or ﬁnancial
institutions in connection with payments made by you to the
Tour Operator.

13. CANCELLATION BY THE PARTICIPANT

You may cancel your booking by notifying the Tour Operator.
Cancellation fees, if any, will be determined with reference to
the date on which notice of cancellation is received by the Tour
Operator and are expressed as a percentage of the total price
paid for the cancelled Tour, product or service (excluding any
insurance products).
Cancellation of a Tour:
(a) Cancellation received 60 days or more before departure of
ﬁrst product or ser ice in rele ant booking: Lifetime eposit will
be held by the Tour Operator in accordance with these Terms,
the remainder of the payments made to the Tour Operator in
respect of the cancelled product will be refunded.
b Cancellation recei ed
days before departure of ﬁrst
product or service in relevant booking: Lifetime Deposit will be
held by the Tour Operator in accordance with these Terms, an
amount equal to 50% of the remainder of the payments made
to the Tour Operator in respect of the cancelled Tour will be
refunded.
(c) Cancellation less than 30 days before departure of first
product or service in relevant booking: Lifetime Deposit will be
held by the Tour Operator in accordance with these Terms, and
no further refund will be payable.
For certain products or services offered by the Tour Operator,
including bookings on or related to the Expedition (see
29(C) below) and TailorMade (see 29(E) below), alternative
cancellation terms may apply. The Tour Operator will advise
you of any such requirements prior to confirmation of the
applicable booking.
Cancellation of Arrival Transfers, Pre and Post Night
Accommodations, My Own Room and optional activities
booked directly with the Tour Operator:
(a) Cancellation 31 days or more before departure: you will
receive a full refund in respect of cancelled Arrival Transfers,
Pre and Post Night Accommodations, My Own Room and
optional activities.
(b) Cancellation 30 days or less before departure: No refund will
be payable in respect of any cancelled Arrival Transfers, Pre
and Post Night Accommodations, My Own Room and optional
activities.

14. GUARANTEED DEPARTURES & CANCELLATION OF
A TOUR BY THE TOUR OPERATOR

A departure date for a Tour offered by the Tour Operator will
become a guaranteed departure when at least one booking
secured by a valid deposit has been made on that departure.
The Tour Operator guarantees that all scheduled Tour
departures booked and secured with a valid deposit will
depart as indicated on the applicable conﬁrmation sub ect to
reasonable itinerary changes as described in these Terms or
good faith health and safety concerns. This guarantee is not
applicable in the case of Force Majeure. Up to date Tour and
itinerary information is available on the Tour Operator’s website
or by contacting the Tour Operator. Brochures and other printed
materials displaying Tour information and departure dates are
subject to change may not be relied upon for purposes of
this guarantee.
If a Tour is cancelled by the Tour Operator before the date
of departure for reasons other than Force Majeure and the
cancellation is not caused by your fault or negligence, you will
have the choice of accepting from the Tour Operator:
(a) a substitute Tour of equivalent or superior value; or
(b) a substitute Tour of lesser value if no Tour of equivalent or
superior value is reasonably available and to recover from the
Tour Operator the difference in price between the price of the
Tour originally purchased and the substitute Tour; or
(c) a full refund of all monies paid for the cancelled Tour.

The Tour Operator is not responsible for any incidental
expenses or consequential losses that you incur as a result
of the cancelled booking including visas, vaccinations, nonrefundable ﬂights or rail non refundable car parking or other
fees, loss of earnings, or loss of enjoyment, the Tour Operator
reserves the right to issue a full refund in lieu of the choices
abo e in its sole discretion Where a signiﬁcant element of a
Tour as described cannot be provided after departure, the Tour
Operator will make suitable alternative arrangements where
possible. If it is not possible to provide a suitable alternative
or if you reasonably reject any suitable alternatives, the Tour
Operator may provide you with a refund for unused products or
services as determined in its discretion.

15. TRAVEL DOCUMENTS

It is your responsibility to obtain and to have in your possession
all the re uired documentation and identiﬁcation re uired for
entry, departure and travel to each country or region. This
includes a valid passport and all travel documents required
by the relevant governmental authorities including all visas,
permits and certiﬁcates including but not limited to accination
or medical certiﬁcates and insurance policies ou must ha e
a passport that is valid 6 months after the last date of travel
with the Tour Operator as set out on your itinerary. You accept
full responsibility for obtaining all such documents, visas
and permits prior to the start of the Tour, and you are solely
responsible for the full amount of costs incurred as a result of
missing or defective documentation. You agree that you are
responsible for the full amount of any loss or expense incurred
by the Tour Operator that is a direct result of your failure to
secure or be in possession of proper travel documentation. The
Tour Operator does not provide advice on travel documents
and makes no representations or warrantees as to the accuracy
or completeness of any information provided on visas,
vaccinations, climate, clothing, baggage, or special equipment
and you agree that the Tour Operator is not responsible for any
errors or omissions in this information.

16. FLEXIBILITY & UNUSED SERVICES

You acknowledge that the nature of adventure travel requires
flexibility and that you will permit reasonable alterations to
products, services or itineraries by the Tour Operator. The
route, schedules, accommodations, activities, amenities and
mode of transportation are subject to change without notice
due to unforeseeable circumstances or events outside the
control of the Tour Operator (including but not limited to Force
Ma eure illness mechanical breakdown ﬂight cancellations
strikes political e ents and entry or border difﬁculties No
reimbursements, discounts or refunds will be issued for
services that are missed or unused after departure due to no
fault of the Tour Operator, including your removal from a Tour
because of your negligence or breach of these Terms.

17. CHANGES

Changes made by the Tour Operator: The Tour Operator may
modify your itinerary where reasonably required in its sole
discretion. If the Tour Operator makes a change affecting at
least one in three full days of the itinerary or which materially
affects the character of a product or service in its entirety (a
“Material Change”), the Tour Operator will provide notice to
you as soon as reasonably possible, provided that there is
sufﬁcient time to do so before departure f a Material Change is
made more than 14 days before departure, you may choose to:
i) accept the Material Change and proceed with the amended
product or service;
ii) book another product or service of equal or greater value,
if available (you will be responsible for paying any difference
in price); or
iii) book another product or service of lesser value, if available
(with a refund payable to you for the difference in price); or
iv) cancel the amended product or service and receive a full
refund for the land-only portion of the applicable product or
service (a refund is not available for other products or services
booked which are not subject to a Material Change).
You must notify the Tour Operator of your choice within
7 days of receiving notice or you will be deemed to accept the
amended itinerary.
Once a Tour has departed, itinerary changes may be necessary
as a result of unforeseen circumstances, operational concerns,
or concerns for your health, safety, enjoyment or comfort.
Any changes are at the discretion of the Tour Operator.
You acknowledge that you must have reasonable financial
resources to cover incidental expenses during all travel with
the Tour Operator, whether or not such expenses arise from
a change of itinerary, and the Tour Operator is not liable for
your failure to prepare adequately for travel and unforeseen
circumstances which may arise during travel. The Tour
Operator will not be liable for any indirect and or consequential
losses associated with any changes to a booking or itinerary.
Changes made by you: You are responsible for ensuring that
information provided to the Tour Operator is accurate and upto-date. Any changes to your name on any booking are subject
to the Tour Operator’s approval. Any changes to a booking
depend on availability and are subject to the Tour Operator’s
approval and these Terms. Any extra costs incurred for making
the change will be charged to you along with an administrative
fee. Cancellation of any Tour, product or service included in a
booking will not be considered a change for purposes of this
section and will be governed by the applicable cancellation
terms. No changes are permitted to any booking within 10 days
of departure of the ﬁrst product or ser ice on the applicable
booking.

18. ACCEPTANCE OF RISK

You acknowledge that adventure travel and the products and
ser ices offered by the Tour perator may in ol e a signiﬁcant
amount of risk to your health and safety. By traveling with the
Tour Operator you acknowledge that you have considered
any potential risks to health and safety. You hereby assume
responsibility for all such risks and release the Tour Operator
from all claims and causes of action arising from any losses,
damages or injuries or death resulting from risks inherent in
tra el including ad enture tra el speciﬁcally isiting foreign
destinations, and participating in adventurous activities such
as those included in Tour itineraries or otherwise offered by
the Tour perator The Tour perator re uires that you conﬁrm
your assumption of this responsibility by completing the
participation waiver (the “Waiver”) prior to departing on your
tour The Wai er is a ailable at https: www gad entures com
terms conditions participation wai er
You acknowledge that the degree and nature of personal
risk involved depends on the products or services booked
and the location(s) in which a product or service operates,
and that there may be a signiﬁcant degree of personal risk
involved in participating, particularly participating in physical
activities, travel to remote locations, carriage by watercraft,
participation in “extreme sports” or other high-risk activities,
or travel to countries with developing infrastructure. Standards
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of hygiene, accommodation and transport in certain countries
where Tours take place are often lower than the standards you
may reasonably expect in your home country or region. You
agree that the Tour Operator is not responsible for providing
information or guidance with respect to local customs, weather
conditions speciﬁc safety concerns physical challenges or
laws in effect in any locations where a Tour, product or service
is operated. You acknowledge you have considered the
potential risks, dangers and challenges and your own personal
capabilities and needs, and you expressly assume the risks
associated with travel under such conditions.
You must at all times strictly comply with all applicable laws
and regulations of all countries and regions. Should you fail to
comply with the above or commit any illegal act when on Tour
or, if in the opinion of the Tour Operator (acting reasonably),
your behavior is causing or is likely to cause danger, distress or
material annoyance to others, the Tour Operator may terminate
your travel arrangements on any product or service immediately
at your expense and without any liability on the Tour Operator’s
part. You will not be entitled to any refund for unused or missed
services or costs incurred as a result of termination of your
travel arrangements, including, without limitation, return travel,
accommodations, meals, and incidentals.
You are responsible for any costs (including repair, replacement
and cleaning fees) incurred by the Tour Operator or the Tour
Operator’s suppliers for property damage, destruction or theft
caused by you while on a Tour. You agree to immediately
report any pre-existing damage to a representative of the
Tour Operator and staff of the accommodation, transportation
service, or facility as soon as possible upon discovery.
You agree to take all prudent measures in relation to your own
safety while on Tour including, but not limited to, the proper
use of safety de ices including seatbelts harnesses ﬂotation
devices and helmets) and obeying all posted signs and oral or
written warnings regarding health and safety. Neither the Tour
perator nor its Third Party Suppliers as deﬁned herein are
liable for loss or damages caused by your failure to comply with
safety instructions or warnings.
You agree to bring any complaints to the Tour Operator as
soon as possible in order to provide the Tour Operator with
the opportunity to properly address such complaint. You agree
to inform your tour leader, another representative of the Tour
Operator or the Tour Operator’s customer service department
directly. The Tour Operator assumes no liability for complaints
that are not properly brought to the attention of the Tour
Operator and cannot resolve or attempt to resolve complaints
until proper notice is provided. Any complaint made after the
completion of a Tour must be received in writing by the Tour
Operator within 30 days of the last day of travel of the booking
in question.

19. THE TOUR OPERATOR IS NOT LIABLE
FOR THIRD PARTY SUPPLIERS

T h e To u r O p e r a t o r m a k e s a r r a n g e m e n t s w i t h
accommodation providers, activity providers, airlines,
cruise lines, coach companies, transfer operators, shore
excursion operators, tour and local guides, and other
independent parties (“Third Party Suppliers”) to provide
you with some or all of the components of your booking.
Third Party Suppliers may also engage the services of local
operators and sub-contractors. Although the Tour Operator
takes all reasonable care in selecting Third Party Suppliers,
the Tour Operator is unable to control Third Party Suppliers,
does not supervise Third Party Suppliers and therefore cannot
be responsible for their acts or omissions. Any services
provided by Third Party Suppliers are subject to the terms and
conditions imposed by these Third Party Suppliers and their
liability is limited by their tariffs, conditions of carriage, tickets
and vouchers and international conventions and agreements
that govern the provision of their services. These may limit or
exclude liability of the Third Party Supplier. You acknowledge
that Third Party Suppliers operate in compliance with the
applicable laws of the countries in which they operate and the
Tour Operator does not warrant that any Third Party Supplier
is in compliance with the laws of your country of residence or
any other jurisdiction.
The Tour Operator is not liable and will not assume
responsibility for any claims, losses, damages, costs or
expenses arising out of inconvenience, loss of enjoyment,
upset, disappointment, distress or frustration, whether
physical or mental, resulting from the act or omission of
any party other than the Tour Operator and its employees.
The Tour Operator is not liable for the acts or omissions,
whether negligent or otherwise, of Third Party Suppliers or any
independent contractors.

20. OPTIONAL EXTRAS

“Optional Extras” refers to any activity, transportation, meal,
product or service not expressly included in the Tour itinerary
or price of the Tour and which does not form part of the Tour.
You agree that any assistance given by the Tour Operator’s
representative(s) in arranging, selecting, or booking, any
Optional Extras is purely at your request and the Tour Operator
makes no warranties and expressly disclaims any liability
whatsoever arising from participation in Optional Extras or
any information provided by any representative of the Tour
Operator regarding any Optional Extras. You release the Tour
Operator from all claims and causes of action arising from any
damages, loss of enjoyment, inconvenience, or injuries related
to or arising from participation in or booking of Optional Extras.
You acknowledge and agree that any liability for loss,
damages, death, personal injury, illness, emotional distress,
mental suffering or psychological injury or loss of or damage
to property associated with Optional Extras is the sole
responsibility of the third party providing that service or activity.

21. LIABILITY

The Tour Operator and its parents, subsidiaries and their
respecti e employees afﬁliates ofﬁcers directors successors
representatives, and assigns shall not be held liable for (A)
any damage to, or loss of, property or injury to, or death of,
persons occasioned directly or indirectly by an act or omission
of any other provider, including but not limited to any defect
in any aircraft, watercraft, or vehicle operated or provided
by such other provider; and (B) any loss or damage due to
delay, cancellation, or disruption in any manner caused by the
laws, regulations, acts or failures to act, demands, orders, or
interpositions of any government or any subdivision or agent
thereof or by acts of God strikes ﬁre ﬂood war rebellion
terrorism, insurrection, sickness, quarantine, epidemics, theft,
or any other cause(s) beyond their control. You waive any claim
against the Tour Operator for any such loss, damage, injury,
or death.
In the event that any loss, death, injury or illness is caused by
the negligent acts or omissions of the Tour Operator or of the
Third Party Suppliers of any services which form part of the

booking contract then the Tour Operator limits its liability, where
applicable by all applicable international conventions.
Carriage of passengers and their luggage by sea is governed by
the Athens Convention relating to the Carriage of Passengers
and their Luggage by Sea (PAL), as amended (the “Athens
Convention”) which is expressly incorporated into these Terms
and any liability of the Tour Operator and the Carrier (as that
term is deﬁned in the Athens Con ention for death or personal
injury or for loss or damage to luggage arising out of carriage
by sea will be determined solely in accordance with this
Convention. The Athens Convention limits the Carrier’s liability
for death or personal injury or loss or damage to luggage and
makes special provision for valuables. It presumes that luggage
has been delivered undamaged to the Guest unless written
notice is gi en to the Tour perator and or the Carrier:
(a) in the case of apparent damage, before or at the time of
disembarkation or redelivery; or
(b) in the case of damage which is not apparent or of loss,
within 15 days from the date of disembarkation or redelivery or
from the time when such redelivery should have taken place.
Any damage payable by the Tour Operator up to the
Athens Convention limits will be reduced in proportion to
any contributory negligence by you and by the maximum
deductible speciﬁed in Article
of the Athens Con ention
Copies of the Athens Convention are available from the Tour
Operator on request.
In so far as the Tour Operator may be liable to you in respect
of claims arising out of carriage by sea, the Tour Operator is
entitled to all the rights, defenses, immunities and limitations
available, respectively, to the actual carrier and under the
relevant Conventions, and nothing in these Terms will be
deemed as a surrender thereof. To the extent that any provision
in these Terms is made null and void by the Athens Convention
or any legislation compulsorily applicable or is otherwise
unenforceable, it shall be void to that extent but not further.
The Tour Operator’s liability will not at any time exceed that of
the carrier under its Conditions of Carriage and applicable or
incorporated conventions or other legislation. Any liability in
respect of death and personal injury and loss of and damage to
luggage which the Tour Operator may incur, whether under the
contract with you in accordance with these Terms or otherwise,
will always be subject to the limits of liability contained in the
Athens Convention for death or personal injury.

28. AMENDMENTS

The Tour Operator reserves the right to update or alter these
Terms at any time, and will post the amended Terms on the Tour
perator s website at gad entures com terms conditions Any
amendment will take effect 10 days after being posted to the
Tour Operator’s website. An up to date copy of these Terms, as
amended, may be accessed at any time on the Tour Operator’s
website and will be sent to you upon written request to the Tour
Operator. You are deemed to have accepted any amendments
to these Terms on the date that is 10 days after their posting on
the Tour Operator’s website. The Tour Operator recommends
that you refer to the Terms prior to travel to familiarize
themselves with the most up-to-date version available.

29. ADDITIONAL TERMS APPLICABLE
TO CERTAIN TRAVEL STYLES
(A) FAMILY TOURS
The following terms and conditions will only apply if you are
booking or traveling on Family Tours with the Tour Operator:

National Geographic shall not be held liable for (A) any damage
to, or loss of, property or injury to, or death of, persons
occasioned directly or indirectly by an act or omission of
any other provider, including but not limited to any defect
in any aircraft, watercraft, or vehicle operated or provided
by such other provider; and (B) any loss or damage due to
delay, cancellation, or disruption in any manner caused by the
laws, regulations, acts or failures to act, demands, orders, or
interpositions of any government or any subdivision or agent
thereof or by acts of God strikes ﬁre ﬂood war rebellion
terrorism, insurrection, sickness, quarantine, epidemics, theft,
or any other cause(s) beyond their control. You waive any claim
against National Geographic for any such loss, damage, injury,
or death.

(B) 18-to-THIRTYSOMETHINGS TOURS
The following terms and conditions will only apply if you are
booking or traveling on 18-to-Thirtysomethings Tours with
the Tour Operator:

The following terms and conditions will only apply if you are
booking or traveling on a National Geographic Family Journeys
Tour:

To travel on a “18-to-Thirtysomethings” Tour, you must be at
least
years of age as of the date of ﬁrst tra el and comply
with any other age restrictions as may be promulgated from
time to time by G Adventures.
(C) M.S. EXPEDITION
The following terms and conditions will only apply if you are
booking or traveling on Expedition Tours with G Adventures:
Medical Form for Expedition Tours: The Tour Operator’s
Medical Form is mandatory for all Expedition Tours. You must
return your Medical Form signed by a licensed and practicing
physician to the Tour perator prior to or at the time of ﬁnal
payment for the applicable booking.

For claims not involving personal injury, death or illness or
which are not subject to the Conventions referred to above,
any liability the Tour Operator may incur for the negligent acts
or omissions of its suppliers will be limited to a maximum of
the price which you paid for the applicable Tour, not including
insurance premiums and administration charges. Where this
relates to loss or damage to luggage and other personal
possessions then the Tour Operator liability will not exceed
$1,000 CAD. The Tour Operator will not at any time be liable
for any loss of or damage to valuables of any nature. You agree
that you will be precluded from making a double recovery by
making the same claims and seeking recovery against the Tour
Operator and its suppliers, contractors or other third parties.

Payment and Cancellation: Payment for the full amount due
for any Expedition Tour is due 120 days before the departure
date of the first product of service on your booking. If full
payment is not received by the due date, the Tour Operator may
change the rate payable or may treat the booking as cancelled
and may, in its sole discretion, retain the deposit paid on
booking as a cancellation fee. If a Tour is booked less than 120
days before the departure date of the ﬁrst scheduled departure
on your itinerary where an Expedition Tour is included, then the
full amount is payable at the time of booking. If payment terms
differ from those outlined in this section, the applicable terms
will be communicated to you prior to booking and will also be
detailed on your invoice.

22. FORCE MAJEURE

You may cancel your booking by notifying the Tour Operator.
Cancellation fees, if any, will be determined with reference to
the date on which notice of cancellation is received by the Tour
Operator and are expressed as a percentage of the total price
paid for the cancelled Tour, product or service (excluding any
insurance products).

23. IMAGES AND MARKETING

You agree that, while participating in any Tour, images, photos
or videos may be taken by other participants, the Tour Operator
or its representatives that may contain or feature you or your
likeness. You consent to any such pictures being taken and
grant a perpetual, royalty-free, worldwide, irrevocable license to
the Tour Operator, its contractors, sub-contractors and assigns,
to reproduce for any purpose whatsoever (including marketing,
promotions and the creation of promotional materials by or with
sub-licensees), in any medium whatsoever, whether currently
known or hereinafter devised, without any further obligation or
compensation payable to you.

24. PRIVACY POLICY

The Tour Operator must collect your personal information to
deliver the Tour and any products or services booked. The Tour
Operator collects, uses and discloses only that information
reasonably required to enable the Tour Operator and its Third
Party Suppliers to pro ide the particular Tour products and
or services that you have requested as described in the Tour
Operator’s Privacy Policy, which can be accessed any time at
http: www gad entures com terms conditions pri acy and
is expressly incorporated into these Terms. By submitting any
personal information to the Tour Operator, you indicate your
acceptance of the Tour Operator’s Privacy Policy.

25. SEVERABILITY

If any provision of these Terms is so broad as to be
unenforceable, such provision will be interpreted to be only
so broad as is enforceable. The invalidity or unenforceability
of any provision hereof will in no way affect the validity or
enforceability of any other provision.

26. CONTRACT PARTIES & SUCCESSORS

These Terms will inure to the beneﬁt of and be binding upon
the parties and their respective heirs, legal and personal
representatives, executors, estate trustees, successors and
assigns.

27. APPLICABLE LAW

The Contract and these Terms are subject to the laws of
Ontario, Canada and you submit to the exclusive jurisdiction
of the courts located in Toronto, Ontario, Canada for the
resolution of any dispute under these Terms or concerning any
Tour, product or service.

NGP, ITS PARENTS, SUBSIDIARIES AND THEIR RESPECTIVE
EMPLOYEES, AFFILIATES, OFFICERS, DIRECTORS,
SUCCESSORS, REPRESENTATIVES AND ASSIGNES
(COLLECTIVELY DEFINED AS “NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC”)
ARE NOT LIABLE AND WILL NOT ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY
FOR ANY CLAIMS, LOSSES, DAMAGES, COSTS OR
EXPENSES ARISING OUT OF INCONVENIENCE, LOSS
OF ENJOYMENT, UPSET, DISAPPOINTMENT, DISTRESS
OR FRUSTRATION, WHETHER PHYSICAL OR MENTAL,
RESULTING FROM THE ACT OR OMISSION OF ANY PARTY.

Family Tour Requirements: In order to book a Tour designated
as a “Family Tour” by the Tour Operator, you must be travelling
as part of a “Family Unit”. A “Family Unit” is a group of two
or more persons travelling and booking together, where at
least one person is a minor in the care of at least one of the
accompanying adults. One minor may accompany one or more
adults for the purposes of being considered a Family Unit.
The Tour Operator reserves the right to cancel the booking of
anyone travelling or planning to travel on a Family Tour who, in
the Tour Operator’s sole discretion, do not properly constitute
a Family Unit in accordance with this section or otherwise does
not meet the Tour Operator’s requirements for participation
in a Family Tour.

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary elsewhere in these
Terms, the Tour Operator will not in any circumstances be
liable to you for any loss or anticipated loss of proﬁt loss of
enjoyment, loss of revenue, loss of use, loss of contract or other
opportunity nor for any other consequential or indirect loss or
damage of a similar nature.

The Tour Operator will not be liable in any way for death, bodily
injury, illness, damage, delay or other loss or detriment to
person or property or ﬁnancial costs both direct and indirect
incurred, or for the Tour Operator failure to commence, perform
or complete any duty owed to you if such death, delay, bodily
injury (including emotional distress or injury), illness, damage or
other loss or detriment to person or property is caused by Act
of God, war or war like operations, mechanical breakdowns,
terrorist activities or threat thereof, civil commotions, labor
difﬁculties interference by authorities political disturbance
howsoever and where so ever any of the same may arise or
be caused riot insurrection and go ernment restraint ﬁre
extreme weather or any other cause whatsoever beyond the
reasonable control of the Tour Operator; or an event which the
Tour Operator or the Third Party Supplier of services, even with
all due care, could not foresee any and all of which, individually
and collectively, constitute “Force Majeure”.

By booking or traveling on a Tour, you certify that you do not
have any mental, physical, or other condition that would create
a hazard for yourself or other participants. NGP and the Tour
Operator reserve the right in their sole discretion to accept,
decline or remove any person on a Tour. NGP and the Tour
Operator reserve the right, without penalty, to make changes in
the published itinerary whenever, in their judgment, they deem
it necessary for your comfort, convenience, or safety and in
accordance with these Terms.

Cancellation Terms for Expedition Trips:
(a) Cancellation 90 days or more before first departure on
relevant booking: Lifetime Deposit will be held by the Tour
Operator in accordance with these Terms and the remainder
of the payments to the Tour Operator for the cancelled Tour
will be refunded.
b Cancellation
days before ﬁrst departure on rele ant
booking: Lifetime Deposit will be held by the Tour Operator in
accordance with these Terms and an amount equal to 50% of
the remainder of the payments made to the Tour Operator for
the cancelled Tour will be refunded.
c Cancellation less than
days before ﬁrst departure on
relevant booking: Lifetime Deposit will be held by the Tour
Operator in accordance with these Terms and no further refund
will be payable.
Cancellation of Pre and Post Cruise Accommodations,
Add-On Packages, Kayaking, Camping, and Theme Packs:
(a) Cancellation 60 days or more before first departure on
relevant booking: All payments made to the Tour Operator
will be refunded.
b Cancellation less than
days before ﬁrst departure on
relevant booking: no refund is payable.
Expedition Service Providers:
The Vessel used in Expedition Tours carries onboard service
providers, which may include medical staff, spa personnel, or
entertainers who operate as independent contractors. Their
services and products are charged as Optional Extras and
they contract directly with you to provide any products and
services you request. Neither the Tour Operator nor the Carrier
is responsible for these Optional Extras and will not be liable for
the acts or omissions of these service providers.
Shore excursions on Expedition Tours (“Shore Excursions”)
are subject to their own set of terms and conditions, separate
and apart from these Terms, and may be reserved after an
Expedition Tour has been booked and conﬁrmed t is your
responsibility to ensure that you are ﬁt to participate in Shore
Excursions.
(D) NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC JOURNEYS WITH
G ADVENTURES AND NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
FAMILY JOURNEYS
The following terms and conditions will only apply if you are
booking or traveling on a National Geographic Journeys
with G Adventures or a National Geographic Family
Journeys Tour:

In order to book a National Geographic Family Journeys Tour,
you must be travelling as part of a “Family Unit”. A “Family
Unit” is a group of two or more persons travelling and booking
together, where at least one person is a minor in the care of
at least one of the accompanying adults. One minor may
accompany one or more adults for the purposes of being
considered a Family Unit. The Tour Operator reserves the right
to cancel the booking of anyone travelling or planning to travel
on a National Geographic Family Journeys Tour who, in the
Tour Operator’s sole discretion, do not properly constitute a
Family Unit in accordance with this section or otherwise does
not meet the Tour Operator’s requirements for participation in a
National Geographic Family Journeys Tour.
(E) TAILORMADE
The following terms and conditions will only apply if you
are booking or travelling on TailorMade Tours with the Tour
Operator:
Price Validity: Upon receipt of your TailorMade booking
request the Tour Operator will provide you with a quote for the
chosen Tour. Prices quoted for all TailorMade Tours are valid
until the date indicated on the quote, after which time the Tour
Operator reserves the right to provide you with a revised quote.
Any modiﬁcations to a TailorMade itinerary including dates or
number of people travelling, will be subject to a revised quote.
Payment and Cancellation: Payment for the full amount due
for any TailorMade Tours is due 90 days before the departure
date of the first product of service on your booking. If full
payment is not received by the due date, the Tour Operator
may issue a new quote, including a change to the rate payable
or may treat the booking as cancelled and may, in its sole
discretion, retain the deposit paid on booking as a cancellation
fee. If a Tour is booked less than 90 days before the departure
date of the first product or service on your itinerary where
TailorMade is included, then the full amount is payable at the
time of booking.
In addition to the deposit, certain elements of your TailorMade
Tour may be subject to higher or different charges (including
different cancellation charges). These charges will be
applicable solely when required by our suppliers. If this
situation arises, the Tour Operator reserves the right to ask you
to make payment of the requested sum within a certain period
and prior to balance due date. These terms, if applicable, will
be communicated to you prior to booking and will also be
detailed on your invoice.
You may cancel your booking by notifying the Tour Operator.
Cancellation fees, if any, will be determined with reference to
the date on which notice of cancellation is received by the Tour
Operator and are expressed as a percentage of the total price
paid for the cancelled Tour, product or service (excluding any
insurance or air products).
Deposit Terms for TailorMade:
At the time of booking, a non-refundable deposit in the amount
of 30% of the Tour price, per person per Tour is due to the
Tour Operator. If the booking is made 90 days or less prior
to departure, full payment is due at the time of booking. The
non-refundable deposit should be sent to the Tour Operator or
authorized agent, as applicable. Deposits paid in respect of a
TailorMade trip will not be held as a Lifetime Deposit.
A Lifetime Deposit held on file with the Tour Operator may
be applied toward the 30% deposit required for TailorMade,
however, in the event of a cancellation that results in the loss
of deposit the Lifetime Deposit applied will not be refunded
or reinstated.
Cancellation Terms for TailorMade:
(a) Cancellation 90 days or more before first departure
on relevant booking: 30% deposit will be held by the Tour
Operator in accordance with these Terms and the remainder
of the payments to the Tour Operator for the cancelled Tour
will be refunded.
b Cancellation
days before ﬁrst departure on rele ant
booking: An amount equal to 50% of the Tour price of the
cancelled Tour will be refunded.
c Cancellation less than
days before ﬁrst departure on
relevant booking: No refund will be payable.

National Geographic Partners, LLC (for purposes of
these Terms, collectively “NGP”) will provide educational
enrichment as outlined in its catalog and on its website
(nationalgeographicjour neys.com) and has licensed
G Adventures to organize and administer National Geographic
Journeys tours. The Tour Operator is solely responsible for
arranging and providing all the services and accommodations
offered to you in connection with the Tour.
CAEN1901
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TailorMade

Siem Reap’s ancient history comes alive with a G Adventures CEO by your side.
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Delightfully satiating our cravings in Cartagena.

Create your own private adventure from
a selection of unique itineraries that can
be tailored to exactly what you like and
how you want to see the world.

TailorMade features

› Pick from our selection of customizable tours in 11 destinations
› Travel by yourself, with a friend or a group
› Choose your pace, tour length, and date
› Make the tour yours by customizing activities, your preferred
method of transportation, and where you stay
› Be your own guide or let one of our skilled Chief Experience
Officers (CEOs) lead the way
› For groups of eight or more some exceptions may apply
Learn more about how TailorMade works.
Visit gadventures.com/tailormade
We herd you like spotting elephants in South Africa’s
Kruger National Park.
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Looking for some of Quito’s best art? Take to the streets!

Day Tours
A day in the life of our world.
When it comes to small group travel, we like to think bigger. That’s why
every experience you’ll have with us offers more meaning — each is created
to bring you closer to our world.
And on a G Adventures Day Tour, it’s no different.
Designed to be one-day-or-less introductions to our world, we’ve created
and curated Day Tours to bring you the very best of our planet — whether
or not it’s part of a multi-day tour.
Start your trip off on the right foot by adding one before your tour, or
extend your journey by taking one at the very end. And when you want the
G Adventures experience without committing to a multi-day trip, book
one on its own. It’s time to experience our world, one day at a time.
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Choose from seven unique
types of Day Tours:
City Highlights
Skip straight to local best-ofs, and see some
you’ve never even heard of.

Food & Wine
Discovery starts with your taste buds on these
culinary-based tours.

Hiking & Cycling
Stay off the sidewalk and see another side to
these incredible destinations.

History & Culture
Uncover what they skimmed over in school —
no textbooks required.

Nature & Wildlife
Experience the best of Mother Nature,
camera in tow.

Shopping & Shows
Tours that bring you to your feet, whether it’s
to browse market stalls or watch local live
entertainment.

River Cruises
It doesn’t get any fresher, or more local, than market eats when you’re in Bangkok.

Slow it down and learn about life on our world’s
most beautiful waterways.
To learn more visit gadventures.com/day-tours.

Black tie optional, penguin suits mandatory in Cape Town.
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Having the
time of your life,
made easy.

In India, airport transfers are done by Women on Wheels, a G Adventuressupported program that employs women from resource-poor communities.

We’ll take care of your whole
trip and then some.
There’s more to a G Adventures tour than just the itinerary. We have little
ways you can personalize and enhance your once-in-a-lifetime experience.
From erasing your map-reading stress to helping you get the right coverage
for any “oops” situation, we’ve got you covered with the click of a button or
quick chat on the phone. By taking care of these things before you go,
conveniently all in one place, you get some extra peace of mind. Plus, you
can stay in your bunny slippers.
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Flights?
We can book
those, too.
Why book with us?
COMPETITIVE RATES
We work with more than 80 airlines
worldwide so we can ﬁnd you the right
ﬂight for the right price.

CONVENIENCE
Trip, ﬂights, and insurance. Book it all with
G Adventures and save yourself time and
the hassle. Our dedicated experts are
always ready to lend a hand. If you need
extra nights booked at hotels or lastminute assistance, we can help.

COLLECT POINTS?
Just give us your frequent ﬂyer information
when you book and the points are yours.

UPGRADES
We can book ﬂights that work for you — whether they match your tour
dates, let you extend your stay, or even take you to a different city.

Personalize your tour

Don’t be shy. Need that extra legroom?
Really want to treat yourself to premium or
business class? Just ask.
Book your ﬂight with your tour online,
or call us 24/7.

Throughout these pages, you’ll ﬁnd our tips for extra activities you can
pre-book. No duds. No risky harnesses. No disappointments — because
every suggestion is approved by G Adventures. From hot-air balloon
rides to local cooking classes, there’s a lot out there. Just look for
“Personalize your tour” to make your adventure feel a little more yours.

Extend your stay
There’s lots to see on all of our itineraries. But if you want an extra day to
explore Bangkok before your tour kicks off, or another night to unwind in
Lima at the end, you can book your pre- and post-trip accommodation
at your start or end hotel. More free time, less packing.

Arrival transfer
Who wants to have to ﬂag down taxis or wrangle local transit after a
six-hour ﬂight? We can help arrange your airport transfer in destination
so you can get to your hotel easily and get exploring sooner.

Travel insurance
If there’s one thing any sage traveller will recommend, it’s to purchase
travel insurance. We can ﬁnd you the best coverage for your tour
requirements and budget. Get just what you need by booking with us
before you go.
Looking to get more out of your Antarctic adventure?
Sign up for kayaking ahead of your departure.

Unforgettable sunsets at Wadi Rum, Jordan.

Small group
travel makes your
world bigger.
Discover more when you’re on
a tour that’s right for you.

The ultimate trekking challenge: Kilimanjaro.

All G Adventures tours share a common love of adventure, but
life-altering experiences come in a variety of flavours. To help you
find your best fit faster, we bring common themes together into
Travel Styles and special collections. No matter what kind of
traveller you are, we’ve got an adventure that’ll fit you just right.
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Exploring the rainforest around Pacuare River in Costa Rica.

Classic
Looking for that sweet spot between
independent backpacking and organized
group tours? Congratulations; you found it.
Classic tours combine the support and
security of group travel, unbeatable
variety, and the ﬂexibility to go off-script
when fate says, “Hey, let’s do this.”

Marine

National Geographic Journeys
National Geographic Journeys with
G Adventures takes you deeper into the
cultures of the world’s greatest places for
meaningful encounters, interactions with
knowledgeable local guides, and the
freedom to roam, all within the structure
and security of travelling in a small group.

National Geographic
Family Journeys
Your family can now discover the world
together, on the new National Geographic
Family Journeys with G Adventures
collection of trips. Featuring itineraries
with pre-trip and on-trip activities inspired
by National Geographic’s expertise in
photography and storytelling, wildlife,
culture, history, and geography, these trips
let families connect with the world and
each other.

There’s adventure aplenty out there
beyond the shore, but unless you’ve got
gills or ﬂippers, you’ll need a ship to ﬁnd
them. Marine tours are designed for
travellers of all stripes, from experienced
cruisers and sailors to landlubbers who’ve
never set foot on a boat. And they go just
about everywhere there’s water. If you can
ﬂoat there, you can go there.

18−to-Thirtysomethings
Youth is a limited-time offer. Get more out
of yours with our 18−to-Thirtysomethings
tours — fast-paced and affordable
adventures designed for young travellers.
Explore the world by day, stay up all night,
and do it all again tomorrow someplace
new with friends you’ll want to hang on to
forever. You’ve got the rest of your life to
take it slow. Live fast now.

Active
Active adventures get you closer to the
destination by letting you hike, bike, and
multisport your way through it. We provide
the equipment, the experts, and the
opportunity, you provide the energy. On
your mark. Get set. Go Active.

Rail
Before we took to the skies, we rode the
rails. The steam locomotive connected the
world like no technology that came before
it, linking isolated communities to the big
cities. The magic of train travel hasn’t
diminished with time, yet most of us have
forgotten it. Climb aboard and see your
world in a new way all over again.

Family
Open up the world of adventure travel for
kids ages six and up by letting them
experience their planet on their own terms.
Everything is new and exciting when
you’re a kid; travel with yours and discover
your world for the ﬁrst time all over again.

Local Living
Always dreamed of getting deep inside
one of the world’s greatest or most
out-there destinations? You can now.
Unpack once on a Local Living tour and go
undercover in some of the world’s most
interesting places in search of life as it’s
lived every day.

Wellness
Travel connects us — to our planet, to its
people, and to ourselves. Wellness travel
was created to recharge the body and
nourish the mind. Our new Wellness tours
offer the perfect balance of awe-inspiring
destinations, rejuvenating activities, and
healthy food experiences, helping you
return home feeling even better than
when you left.
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Indochina Discovery: Seasides and Street Food
Indochina In-Depth: Temples & Teal Water
Vietnam, Laos & Myanmar: Beaches & Bliss
Vietnam, Laos & Thailand: Riversides & Railways
Vietnam & Laos: Homestays & Houseboats
Cambodia & Vietnam: Bonﬁres & Banh Mi
Cambodia: Ancient Ruins & Boat Rides
Vietnam: Noodles & Nightlife
Laos & Thailand: Tuk-Tuks & Thai Curry
Myanmar: Hilltribes & Sunrises
Epic Indochina: River Cruises & Karst Mountains
Myanmar Islands: Snorkelling & Village Hikes
Southeast Asia: Hilltribes & Street Food
Thailand: Night Markets & Blue Waters
Epic Bangkok to Kuta: Beaches, Forests & Volcanoes
Bangkok to Kuta: Summits & Sunsets
Indonesia: Volcanoes & Floating Villages
Bangkok to Bali Adventure: Street Eats & Beaches
Indonesia Adventure: Sumatra, Java & Bali
Indonesia Adventure: Java & Bali
Northern Thailand: Hilltribes & Villages
Southern Thailand Sojourn: Nightlife & National Parks
Bangkok to Singapore: Markets & Pad Thai
Highlights of Sumatra: Hot Springs & Beachside Bliss
Bali: Beaches & Boat Rides
Indonesia: Hammocks & Hikes
Philippines Island Hopping: Clear Skies & Blue Waters
Discover India & Sri Lanka: Plantations & Pink Cities
North to South India: Colours & Curry
Discover Kerala & Sri Lanka: Islands & Ruins
Uncover India: High Deserts & Markets
Kerala: Beaches & Backwaters
Sri Lanka: Spice Gardens & Seasides
Rajasthan and Varanasi: Trains & the Taj
Delhi to Kathmandu: Mountain Scenes & the Ganges
Epic Japan: Sake & Street Food
Japan: Ramen & Railways
Japan: Castles & Cuisine
China: Cafés & Karst Mountains
Hong Kong to Beijing: Food Stalls & Waterfalls
Shanghai to Hong Kong: Bustling Cities & Bamboo Rafts
Beijing to Shanghai Adventure: Ancient Kingdoms & Karaoke

CODE

DAYS

COUNTRIES VISITED

ATID
ATII
AVLB
AVVL
AVSC
ATCV
ATRC
AVRV
ALVB
ATTB
ATIS
ATBM
ATRA
ATRT
ATSE
ATBS
AEID
ATBG
AEMG
AEJG
ATHV
ATSS
ATRM
AESH
AEKG
AEKS
APYP
AHDS
AHDC
AHKH
AHUH
AHBB
ASNC
AHRH
AHDU
AJTO
AJTK
AJKO
ACGG
ACGN
ACSH
ACBI

30
41
33
22
20
20
10
12
11
14
40
11
21
15
40
27
27
34
34
21
8
8
14
14
9
14
13
32
21
18
15
7
12
20
15
11
6
6
24
14
9
8

Vietnam, Thailand, Laos, Cambodia
Myanmar, Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam
Vietnam, Laos, Thailand
Vietnam, Laos, Thailand
Vietnam, Laos, Thailand
Vietnam, Thailand, Cambodia
Vietnam, Thailand, Cambodia
Vietnam
Laos, Thailand
Myanmar, Thailand
Vietnam, Thailand, Laos
Myanmar, Thailand
Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore
Thailand
Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore
Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore
Indonesia
Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore
Indonesia
Indonesia
Thailand
Thailand
Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore
Indonesia
Indonesia
Indonesia
Philippines
Sri Lanka, India
India
Sri Lanka, India
India
India
Sri Lanka
India
Nepal, India
Japan
Japan
Japan
Hong Kong, China
Hong Kong, China
Hong Kong, China
China

NUWW
NUSZ
NUZA
NUAS
NUWC
NUSC
NUVS
NUBW
NUAZ
NUVA
NUEE
NUEO
NUTY
NUOE
NUYT
NUTO
NUWU
NUSE
NUTF
NUYW
NUCA
NUCD
NUCK
NUUC
NUAF
NCRU
NCUR
NUYH

35
21
28
21
14
7
14
15
7
8
21
14
14
7
7
7
56
21
14
29
14
9
6
21
7
14
14
15

United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States, Canada
United States
Canada
Canada
United States, Canada

DATJ
DSUA
DAJJ
DZKF
DAJL
DASQ
DAKZ
DCD
DCF
DADO
DZFO
DVN
DTSZ
DKNK
DCN
DKNC
DKBJ
DAJB
DUKK
DKGN
DKGZ
DUGZ

28
55
15
8
8
17
9
10
21
13
8
20
9
6
40
40
27
27
9
15
24
19

Botswana, Zimbabwe, Namibia, South Africa
Tanzania, Namibia, Malawi, South Africa, Botswana, Zimbabwe, Kenya, Zambia
Botswana, South Africa, Zimbabwe
Zimbabwe, South Africa
Botswana, South Africa, Zimbabwe
Swaziland, South Africa
Swaziland, South Africa
South Africa
Botswana, South Africa, Zimbabwe, Namibia
South Africa, Namibia
Namibia, Botswana, Zimbabwe
Zimbabwe, Tanzania, Kenya, Zambia, Malawi
Tanzania
Kenya, Uganda
Botswana, Kenya, Malawi, Namibia, South Africa, Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe
Botswana, Kenya, Malawi, Namibia, South Africa, Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe
Kenya, Malawi, South Africa, Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe
Botswana, Kenya, Malawi, South Africa, Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe
Uganda
Uganda, Kenya
Tanzania, Kenya, Uganda
Tanzania, Kenya, Uganda

North America
68
69
69
69
69
70
71
73
73
73
74
75
75
76
76
77
78
80
81
81
82
83
83
84
85
85
86
87

USA Road Trip: Epic West Coast
USA Road Trip: Paciﬁc Coast to Las Vegas
USA Road Trip: Vegas to LA
USA Road Trip: Los Angeles to Seattle
USA Road Trip: Paciﬁc Coast — Seattle to LA
USA Road Trip: Paciﬁc Northwest
USA Road Trip: Northwest National Parks
USA Road Trip: Best of the West
USA Road Trip: San Diego, Grand Canyon & Vegas
USA Road Trip: Sin, Surf & Sierras
USA Road Trip: Epic East Coast
USA Road Trip: New York to Orlando
USA Road Trip: Music City to the Big Apple
USA Road Trip: Atlantic Coast
USA Road Trip: New York to Nashville
USA Road Trip: Music City to the Magic Kingdom
USA Road Trip: LA to New York
USA Road Trip: Coast to Coast Highlights
USA Road Trip: Best of Nashville to San Francisco
USA Road Trip: Highlights of America
Alaska Camping: Glaciers & Mountains
Alaska and Denali Camping: Wilderness & Wildlife
Alaska Camping: Kenai Peninsula
USA & Canada Road Trip: West Coast Discovery
USA Road Trip: Los Angeles to San Francisco Adventure
Canadian Rockies: National Parks Westbound
Canadian Rockies: National Parks Eastbound
USA & Canada Road Trip: Eastern Highlights

Africa
95
98
100
101
101
102
103
103
104
105
105
106
108
108
111
111
111
111
113
114
115
115

Southern Africa Overland: Cape Town, Falls & Kruger
Ultimate Africa: Safari Drives & the Savannah
Southern Africa Encompassed: Bush Camps & Wildlife Spotting
Kruger, Falls & Zimbabwe: Mineral Pools & National Parks
Botswana and Falls Overland: Wildlife Walks & Safari Drives
South Africa & Swazi Overland: Coasts & Safari Camps
Kruger and Swazi Overland: Mountains & Village Culture
South Africa Overland: Sea Cliffs & Safari Drives
Southern Africa Northbound: Dunes, Deltas & Falls
Cape & Dunes Northbound: Wildlife & Starry Night Skies
Delta & Falls Westbound: Natural Wonders & Wildlife
Victoria Falls & Serengeti Overland: Lakes & Landos
Tanzania to Zanzibar: White Sands & the Wilderness
Kenya Overland: Rhinos & National Reserves
Cape Town to the Serengeti: Deserts & Wilderness
Serengeti, Falls & Cape Town Overland: Sunsets & Safaris
Nairobi to Joburg Overland: Craters & Camping
Johannesburg to Nairobi Overland: Waterfalls & Beaches
Uganda Overland: Gorillas & Chimps
Kenya & Uganda Gorilla Overland: Forests & Wildlife Spotting
Ultimate East Africa: Mountains & the Masai Mara
East Africa Overland: Serengeti & Safari Drives
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North Africa & Middle East

CODE

DAYS

COUNTRIES VISITED

118
119
122
122
123
123
124
125
125

DOJO
DJNN
DPGE
DCXM
DCMX
DCKM
DCCK
DCKE
DCKK

8
8
8
17
13
11
7
5
7

Israel, Jordan
Jordan
Egypt
Morocco
Morocco
Morocco
Morocco
Morocco
Morocco

Israel & Jordan: Party Nights & Ancient Sites
Essential Jordan: Dead Sea & Desert Stars
Egypt: Boats & Bazaars
Morocco Adventure: Culture & Colour
Morocco: Markets & Mountains
Morocco: Deserts & Beaches
Northern Morocco: Blue Cities & Seas
Coastal Morocco: Waves & Waterfalls
Moroccan Desert Adventure: River Canyons & Camels

Europe
129

European Trail: Capitals & Cafés

EEET

26

129
129
129

Rome to Berlin: Piazzas, Pilsners & the Past
London to Budapest: Waterways, Wine & Bohemian Vibes
Budapest to London: Bike Tours & Belgian Wafﬂes

EIRG
EELJ
EJBL

15
15
12

129

Rome to London: Cobblestones & Cuisine

EIRS

20

129

London to Berlin: Art & the Alps

EELD

21

130
130
131
131
132
133
133
134
134
135
137
137

London to Rome: Picnics & Pizza
Rome to Budapest: Canals & Capitals
Budapest to Berlin: Grafﬁti Walls & Market Halls
Berlin to London: Bikes & Beer Gardens
London to the Mediterranean: Coasts & Cafés
London to Barcelona: Tapas & Train Rides
Rome to Lisbon: Coasts & Countryside
Spain & Portugal: Flamenco & Tapas
Spain, Portugal & Morocco: Tapas, Medinas & Sunsets
Mediterranean Express: Rivieras & Railroads
La Tomatina: Food Fights & Delights
Turkey: Coastlines & Kebabs

EELR
EIRH
EJBB
EDBL
EELM
EELB
EIRM
ESBM
ESBC
EIME
ESVV
ETTO

7
9
7
6
22
13
16
10
16
7
4
15

Slovenia, Austria, Italy, Czech Republic, Netherlands, Poland, Germany,
Belgium, Switzerland, France, Hungary, United Kingdom
Austria, Italy, Czech Republic, Poland, Germany, Hungary, Slovenia
Slovenia, Austria, Hungary, Switzerland, France, Italy, United Kingdom
Poland, Czech Republic, Netherlands, Germany, Belgium, United Kingdom, Hungary
Austria, Italy, Czech Republic, Netherlands, Poland, Germany, Belgium,
United Kingdom, Hungary, Slovenia
Austria, Italy, Czech Republic, Poland, Germany, Switzerland, France,
Hungary, United Kingdom, Slovenia
Switzerland, France, Italy, United Kingdom
Austria, Italy, Hungary, Slovenia
Poland, Hungary, Czech Republic, Germany
Belgium, Netherlands, United Kingdom, Germany
Portugal, Monaco, Switzerland, Spain, France, Italy, United Kingdom
Switzerland, Spain, United Kingdom, Italy, France, Monaco
Monaco, France, Italy, Spain, Portugal
Spain, Portugal
Morocco, Spain, Portugal
Monaco, France, Italy, Spain
Spain
Turkey

140

Zagreb to Athens: Adriatic & Ancient Capitals

ECZA

15

Albania, Greece, Croatia, Montenegro

141
141

Zagreb to Dubrovnik: Parties & Plitvice Lakes
Dubrovnik to Athens: Ouzo & Old Towns

ECZD
ECDA

7
9

Croatia
Albania, Greece, Croatia, Montenegro

OASM
OASC
OASQ
OABC
OAEC
OAQE
OANA
OAVQ
OAVR
OAMA
OAOR
OARV
OATM
OATO
OAZM
OAMT
OAAT
OARO
OART
ONNS
ONNE
ONNI
ONNZ
ONSE
ONBI

25
16
7
10
18
12
3
28
13
5
9
10
16
13
4
19
15
7
6
21
10
7
24
16
4

Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
Australia
New Zealand
New Zealand
New Zealand
New Zealand
New Zealand
New Zealand

CCCR
CCCS
CMOP
CRSP
CRCR
CRBC
MMC
CMMO
CMYJ
JCS
CMCA
JGS
CRBA
CRSG
CGAC

8
16
7
14
14
8
15
9
7
32
16
17
33
18
16

Cuba
Cuba
Mexico
Costa Rica, Panama
Costa Rica
Costa Rica
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Guatemala, Mexico, Nicaragua, Belize, Honduras, Costa Rica, El Salvador
Guatemala, Mexico, Belize
Guatemala, Honduras, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, El Salvador
Guatemala, Mexico, Nicaragua, Belize, Honduras, Costa Rica, El Salvador
Guatemala, Honduras, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, El Salvador
Guatemala, Mexico, Belize

SPPS
SPPB
SPJT
SBSF
SEQR
SBLR
SPMR
SPMB
SEQL
SMCT
SMMB
SEQC
SEQM
JLM
SBLB
JBR
SZRA
SABM
SZRR
SZCY

14
11
7
11
65
31
51
35
35
12
12
9
15
21
15
17
51
35
8
6

Peru
Peru, Bolivia
Peru
Bolivia
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Ecuador, Peru, Uruguay
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Bolivia, Uruguay
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Uruguay, Peru
Argentina, Chile, Bolivia, Peru
Peru, Ecuador, Bolivia
Colombia
Colombia
Ecuador
Ecuador, Peru
Peru, Bolivia
Argentina, Chile, Bolivia
Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Uruguay, Peru
Argentina, Chile, Bolivia, Peru
Brazil
Brazil

Australia & New Zealand
146
148
149
149
150
152
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
159
161
161
162
163
165
165
165
165
166
167

Australia Encompassed: Sand Islands & Sunsets
Most of the Coast: Sydney to Cairns
Sydney to Brisbane Experience: Koalas & Surﬁng
Brisbane to Cairns Experience: Sand Dunes & the Whitsundays
East Coast Encompassed: Sydney to Cairns
Queensland: Sand & Sailing
Queensland Adventure: Rainforests & Waterfalls
Complete Australia: Maxi Yachts & Mountains
Melbourne to the Red Centre: Rainforests & Mountain Ranges
Great Ocean Road West: Melbourne to Adelaide
Outback to the Red Centre: Adelaide to Alice Springs
The Red Centre to Melbourne: Camping & Canyons
Australia North to South: Darwin to Melbourne
Australia North to South: Darwin to Adelaide
Great Ocean Road East: Adelaide to Melbourne
Australia South to North: Melbourne to Darwin
Outback to the Top End: Adelaide to Darwin
The Red Centre to Adelaide: Uluru & the Outback
Alice Springs to Kakadu: Starry Nights & Secret Waterfalls
Best of New Zealand: Maori Culture & Mountain Coastlines
New Zealand: North Island Encompassed
New Zealand: Best of the North Island
New Zealand Encompassed: Harbours & Houseboats
New Zealand: South Island Encompassed
New Zealand: The Bay of Islands

Central America
170
170
171
171
172
173
176
177
177
178
179
179
180
181
181

Cuban Rhythms: Rum & Fun
Cuba: Salsa & Snorkelling
Oaxaca to Puerto Escondido: Day of the Dead
Panama Experience: Cloud Forests & Canals
Basic Costa Rica: Coastlines & Cloud Forests
Costa Rica: Ocean Waves & Sunsets
Mexico: Cities, Cuisine & Ruins
Central Mexico Sojourn: Mezcal & Mineral Pools
Yucatan Discovery: Cenotes & Seasides
Central American Journey: Rainforests & Ruins
Mayan Sun Southbound: Boat Rides & Ruins
Volcano Trail: Waves & Local Ways
The Best of Central America: Ruins & Remote Beaches
Back Roads of Central America: Craters & Community Guesthouses
Mayan Sun Northbound: Cobblestones & Caribbean Culture

South America
186
188
189
189
191
191
191
191
191
192
193
194
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
202

Peru: Ancient Cities & the Andes
Inca Jungle: Rainbow Mountain & Salt Flats
Peru: Inca Jungle & Rainbow Mountain Trek
Bolivia Express: Salt Flats & Desert Landscapes
The Great South American Journey: Quito to Rio Adventure
Bolivia to Brazil: Highlands & Coastlines
Lima to Rio: Coast to Coast
Lima to Buenos Aires: Deserts & Dancing
Quito to La Paz: Amazon & Ancient Cultures
Caribbean Adventure: the Lost City trek & Medellín
Medellín to Bogota Adventure: Coffee & Salsa Sounds
Galápagos Adventure: Snorkelling & Sea Lions
Quito to Lima: Surf Towns & Hot Springs
La Paz to Lima: Andes & Alpacas
La Paz to Buenos Aires: Andes & the Atacama Desert
Buenos Aires to Rio de Janeiro: Falls & Footy
Rio to Lima: Machu Picchu & Markets
Buenos Aires to Lima: Sacred Valley & Salt Flats
Highlights of Brazil: Paradise & Party
Rio Carnival: Sequins & the Sambadrome (Hostel Experience)

Top sellers

USA Road Trip: LA to San Francisco Adventure
7 days • From $1499 • See page 85

Indochina Discovery: Seasides & Street Food
30 days • From $3089 • See page 18

Uncover India: High Deserts & Markets
15 days • From $1449 • See page 46

Peru: Ancient Cities & the Andes
14 days • From $1949 • See page 186

Epic Japan: Sake & Street Food
11 days • From $2999 • See page 54

Most of the Coast: Sydney to Cairns
16 days • From $3399 • See page 148

Southern Africa Northbound: Dunes, Deltas & Falls
21 days • From $3199 • See page 104

Cuban Rhythms: Rum & Fun
8 days • From $1099 • See page 170

Let’s connect.
Connect with your group before you leave home, and get that ready-to-go feeling.
Chat with your fellow travellers before, during, and after your trip, and prepare
with packing lists, offline maps, and more. The G Adventures App lets you take care
of the small stuff so you can feel ready to take on our big world.
Get to know your group.

See what’s to come.

Chat with your fellow travellers before,
during, and after the trip — without having
to share your personal information. And on
tour, use the chat feature to connect with
your CEO too.

Get excited for your upcoming trip with
day-by-day breakdowns of your itinerary,
including optional add-ons.

Leave the paperwork at home.
Conﬁrm details, like passport numbers and
visas, ahead of time so you can leave more
time for the fun stuff.

Don’t forget your toothbrush.
Packing lists, available for every tour, help
make sure you’re ready to go wherever
you’re travelling.

Download today from your phone’s app store. For the latest features, visit gadventures.com/app.

MORE HANDY FEATURES:

› Weather forecast
› Exchange rate calculator
› Offline maps
› Visa requirements
› Share photos and videos
with your group

Tour page reference
We stuff a lot of information
into our tour pages so you’ll
know as much about your tour
as possible. While browsing this
brochure, check this foldout
for quick explanations of our
terms and ratings.
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TOP
SELLER

A quick at-a-glance summary of highlights you’ll
experience on this tour.

Cambodia: Ancient Ruins & Boat Rides

2 Included Your Moments (see page 8), meals,
accommodations, and modes of transport.

1

3 A day-by-day breakdown of what you’ll be doing

on your tour. For full itineraries, visit our website or
ask your travel agent.

2

Highlights

optional visit to the Tuol Sleng Prison and the Killing Fields. Later, head

FROM

What’s Included

visit the Ben Thahn Market before taking in the city nightlife. (1B) DAY 10

Your Moments: G for Good: Local Khmer Meal, Siem Reap.

(multi-share) (4 nts), homestays (1 nt). TRANSPORT Local bus,

2 dinners. Allow USD110-145 for meals not included.

Now’s the time to explore Cambodia on your terms with this tour that’s
affordable for young travellers. Marvel at the incredible Khmer ruins of
Angkor Wat and the clear turquoise waters of Koh Rong. Brave Ho Chi
Minh City’s jam-packed streets and check out the lush green forests of

6 Each trip is sorted into a Travel Style that speaks

kickstarted by our non-profit partner, Planeterra. The next morning, watch

7 How many days a tour runs as well as where it

See back foldout.

TYPE: SMALL GROUP – MAX 18, AVG 12
SERVICE LEVEL: BASIC

PERSONALIZE YOUR TOUR

13

PHYSICAL RATING: 2 – LIGHT

Personalize your tour on page 31.
SIEM REAP QUAD BIKING: Hop on a quad bike and follow your
guide through the scenic countryside, passing rice fields, buffalo,

T H A I L A N D

temples, and small villages. See Personalize your tour on page 31.
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Bangkok

Angkor Wat
Siem Reap
C A M B O D I A

Phnom Penh

V I E T N A M

Chambok

20

Koh Rong

Ho Chi
Minh City
(Saigon)

the sun rise over the majestic and mystifying ruins of Angkor Wat. (2B, 1D)
DAYS 4-5 PHNOM PENH Get your first glimpse of Phnom Penh during an
orientation walk. Reflect on one of Cambodia’s darkest periods with an

10

D

11

can concentrate on choosing the activities that excite you most.

Travel to Siem Reap. Indulge in a delicious Khmer meal at a restaurant

5

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

Chambok in Cambodia. With all of your basic trip details arranged, you

DAY 1 BANGKOK Arrive at any time. DAYS 2-3 SIEM REAP/ANGKOR WAT

to the kind of traveller it was designed for.

9

TOUR CODE: ATRC

newfound friends as the tour ends. (1B)

IF YOU’RE BOOKED, YOU’RE GOING

ITINERARY

$

Valid for Apr 1, 2020 departure.

HO CHI MINH CITY Today, it’s time to say goodbye to your group of

circus that injects Cambodian culture into its inspiring shows. See

ACCOMMODATIONS Simple hotels (twin-share) (4 nts) and hostels

4

MINH CITY Continue to the famed Ho Chi Minh City. Take this chance to

PHARE CIRCUS: Experience Phare, a uniquely socially-conscious

Experience Officer) throughout, local guides. MEALS 7 breakfasts,

3

where you’ll eat delicious Cambodian home cooking. (1D) DAY 9 HO CHI

Street food crawl. Guided tour of Angkor Wat temple complex.

air-conditioned bus, walking. GROUP LEADER CEO (Chief

single tour. Once you’ve booked, paid, and
received confirmation, your tour is locked-in to
run. The bar chart indicates how frequently
itineraries run monthly.

CHAMBOK HOMESTAY Head back to the mainland to a village homestay

more, see page 8)

All transport between destinations and to/from included activities.

5 We guarantee all of our departures for every

879

private beach on Koh Rong. Take the next two days to try local seafood,

with New Friends. Local Living: Home Meal, Chambok. Big Night
Out: Siem Reap. Discover: Free time in Phnom Penh. (To learn

your adventure with add-on options.

7

out on a street food crawl. (2B) DAYS 6-7 KOH RONG Travel to your own
snorkel the coral reefs, or sit back and relax with a drink. (1B) DAY 8

6

8

›› Explore bustling Bangkok
›› Catch the sunrise over Angkor Wat
›› Enjoy a delicious local Khmer meal in a small village
›› Chill out on golden beaches
›› Connect with the locals on an overnight homestay

10 DAYS — BANGKOK
TO HO CHI MINH CITY

Welcome: Meet your CEO and Group. First Night Out: Connect

4 Look here for suggestions on how to personalize

18-TO-THIRTY
SOMETHINGS

THIS TOUR SUPPORTS A

G FOR GOOD PROJECT

GLOBAL GROUPS
A big part of the experience is the
international flavour of our small groups.
Our tours average about 10 –12 travellers
per departure, depending on the destination.
Prepare to make some new pen-pals.

Ripple Score

100

12

For all dates, pricing, availability, booking, and detailed itineraries, consult your travel agent or check online.

picks you up and drops you off.

8 The starting price of your adventure, excluding

any options, add-ons, or extras. The “My Own
Room” option. This indicates the additional price
you’ll pay to get your own room throughout the
tour. (Some exceptions may apply.)

9

se this code to find out more details online or
from your travel agent.

10 Map and route. Starting point is indicated with
an “S” and the end with an “E.”

11 Indicates you will visit a G for Good project on
this tour.

12 The Ripple Score lets you know the local impact

of your trip by showing you a percentage of how
often we’ve chosen a local business or service to
create this tour.

13

IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?

This section contains vital information about your tour. Check here to see if you’ve found your match.
Service Level
Camping:
› Excellent value, amazing prices, quality experiences
› Camping most nights with some hotel stays to start and
throughout
› ffordable public and private transport for maximum
cultural interaction
Basic:
› Excellent value, amazing prices, quality experiences
› Simple and clean hotels, guesthouses, and hostels
chosen for location and character
› ffordable public and private transport for maximum
cultural interaction
› Plenty of optional activities tailored to your interests and
budget
Standard:
› Great value, reasonable prices, quality experiences
› Comfortable and varied tourist-class accommodations
chosen for location and character
› Mix of public and private transport for the best overall
experience
› All the top highlights included, plus plenty of time to
explore on your own
Upgraded:
› All the adventure you want, with a softer landing
› Handpicked, character-rich accommodations with
upgraded amenities and services
› pgraded and private transport, including flights to
maximize time
› More included meals, activities, and transfers

Tour Type
Small Group: Group tours average about 12 travellers
per departure. The maximum is usually no more than 16
(although aboard the G Expedition, it could be over 100).
Independent: Independent tours are either entire tours you
take privately or solo extensions added onto a group tour.
ocal staff are available on standby
.
Physical Demand
1 - Easy: You’ll have to walk around on your own, climb
some stairs, and carry your own bag. Easy does it.
2 - Light: There’ll be some light walking and hiking. Suitable
for most fitness levels. othing too challenging.
3 - Average: Tours may include activities like hiking, biking,
rafting, or kayaking. o sweat, right
4 - Demanding: You might encounter a few high-altitude
hikes or other more strenuous activities. Pro tip: Put down
that pastry, buster.
5 - Challenging: These tours include serious high-altitude
treks, cycling, or other heavy exercise. For superhumans
only. (Remember to pack your cape.)
G Adventures trips are generally not suitable for those with limited mobility, accessibility
needs or restrictions. Please speak with a G Adventures representative to determine if a
particular trip is suitable for you.
More information about the accommodation included in each trip is available on the
G Adventures website (gadventures.com). While we strive to provide comprehensive
descriptions, accommodation standards and ratings systems vary from country to country
and may be different from those you are familiar with. If you have questions regarding
accommodation, you can reach out a G Adventures representative at any time, 24/7.

Call us, we’re open 24/7.

1 877 390 9050
gadventures.com
Or contact your preferred travel agent.
Toronto
19 Charlotte St
Toronto, ON
Canada M5V 2H5

Vancouver
#109−1965 West 4th Ave
Vancouver, BC
Canada V6J 1M8

Get social

G Adventures is the owner or licensee of all trademarks used herein unless otherwise indicated including G Adventures,
The Great Adventure People and related logos, Wanderers in Residence, Local Living, Lifetime Deposits, We Love Changing
People’s Lives, Lead With Service, Do the Right Thing, Embrace the Bizarre, Create Happiness & Community.
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